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Abstract— In the power system voltage sag become the
important issue for industries. According to the survey 92%
of the interruptions at industrial installations are voltage sag
related. In various companies voltage sag may effect many
manufactures and introduce sufficient losses in the power
system. The voltage sag compensator, based on a transformer
coupled series connected voltage source inverter, is among the
most cost-effective solution against voltage sags. A
transformer inrush may occur at the start of sag
compensator. This over current may damage the inrush
protection of the series connected inverter and the
transformer output voltage is greatly reduced due the
magnetic saturation. When the compensator restores the load
voltage, the flux linkage will be driven to the level of magnetic
saturation and severe inrush current occurs.This paper
proposes a new technique for mitigating the inrush of the
coupling transformerand preserving the output voltage for
effective sag compensation.

voltage sag compensator injects the required compensation
voltage through the coupling transformer to protect critical
loads from being interrupted as shown in figure. Various
transformer inrush reduction techniques have been
presented, like controlling phase angle and the voltage
magnitude, or actively controlling the transformer
current.These methods could easily alter the output voltage
waveforms of the converter, and is not suitable for voltage
sag compensators, which demand the precise point on wave
restoration of the load voltages [10].

Keywords— voltage sag compensator, transformer inrush,
voltagesags.

Figure 1 voltage sag compensator with series coupled transformer

I.
INTRODUCTION
Power quality issues have received much attention in recent
few years. Therefore, any power quality events in the
utility grid can affect a large number of manufactures.
Records show that the voltage sag, transients, and
momentary interruption constitute 92% of the power
quality problems.Voltage sags often interrupt critical loads
and results in substantial productivity losses. Industries are
using the voltage sag compensators as one of the most cost
effective ride through solutions, and most compensators
can accomplish voltage restoration within a quarter cycles
[9]. However, load transformer is exposed under the
deformed voltages before the restoration, and the magnetic
flux deviation may be developed within the load
transformers.. Once the load voltage is restored, the flux
may further drift beyond the saturation knee of the core and
lead to significant inrush current. The inrush current
protection of the compensator could be easily triggered and
lead to the compensation failure.Voltage sag compensator
consists of a three-phase voltage-source inverter (VSI) and
a coupling transformer for serial connection. When the grid
is normal, the compensator is bypassed by the thyristors for
high operating efficiency. When voltage sags occur, the

In this paper, the inrush issue of load transformers
under the operation of the sag compensator is presented.
An inrush reduction technique is proposed and
implemented in a synchronous reference frame voltage sag
compensator controller. The proposed mitigation technique
can be integrated with the conventional closed-loop control
on the load voltage. The new integrated control can
successfully reduce inrush current of load transformers and
improve the disturbance rejection capability and the
robustness of the sag compensator system.
One important issue of this system is the
transformer inrush at the start of sag compensation. The
inrush current may damage the over current protection of
the compensator inverter, and the transformer output
voltage is also reduced due to the magnetic saturation.
Eventually the system fails to compensate the voltage sag.
Oversizing the transformer at more than the rated flux is a
common approach to avoid the inrush current. However,
use of thiswould dramatically increase the size and weight
of the sag compensation system, which could be
prohibitive due to the space constraint for many
manufacturers in densely developed high-tech industry
parks. In this paper, a new technique for mitigating the
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inrush of the coupling transformer is presented. By
controlling the voltage injection of the sag compensator
properly, the transformer inrush can be mitigated while
preserving the output voltage for effective sag
compensation. With the inrush mitigating technique, the
transformer de-rating can be scaled down to maintain the
compactness of the sag compensation system. A brief
survey of inrush mitigation techniques is provided in this
paper. Detailed explanation of the proposed inrush
mitigation technique and test results will be presented. The
inverter-assisted commutation sequence of the bypass
thyristors for fast start of the compensator is also presented
and verified by test results.
II.

proposes an improved analytical equation for the inrush
current.
Where U is the injected voltage Rw is the winding
resistance; Lair-core is the air-core inductance of winding; and
ts is the time when the core begins to saturate (B (t) > Bs). It
was taken an assumption that the inrush current is different
from zero only between ts and t0. Where t0 is the time when
the inrush current will reach zero in any time The air-core
inductance Lair-core of a winding can be calculated as:

VARIOUS APPROACHS FOR REDUCTION OF
INRUSH CURRENT

There are various techniques have been implemented for
the reduction of the inrush current. The most acceptable
one is to increase the applied voltage gradually on the load
transformer, with the help of electronic control or reactor
starting technique. By these methods the magnetizing flux
of the transformer does not go beyond the knee point of the
saturation in B-H curve. One more method is to inject the
voltage at a particular point or wave like when the sin wave
will be at the maximum value, this method will not allow
the magnetic flux to flow beyond the saturated knee. But
the aforementioned technique may seriously impede the
capacity of sag compensator, because the applied voltage,
for the need of sag compensation, is taken in view by these
inrush reduction method.
Other techniques which is used to modify the shapes of
applied voltage by applying a form factor because of
removing of magnetic saturation. When the form factor
remains constant, the applied voltage magnitude is scaled
down by 50% for the first half cycle. But in the adaptive
form factor method the applied voltage can be modified on
the bases of removing of the flux from the first half cycle.
III.

ANALYZING INRUSH IN TRANSFORMER

As we all know the transformer inrush will occur when the
unloaded transformer is energized. At the same time the
large amount of change will occur in the injected
voltage to the magnetic core. As in case of three phase
transformers, each phase of the transformer will have there
different peak values of inrush current because of the
change of the voltage angle at the switching time.

The transformer inrush current is the function of several
approaches like the terminal voltage switching angle, the
remaining flux of the magnetic core, design of the
transformer, impedance of the system etc. Holcomb
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Where, heq-HVis the equivalent height with also fringing
effect of the winding. While dividing the winding height
and Rogowski factor kR(< 1.0) we can get valent height.
The factor which we get by dividing is usually empirically
which is also the function of main diameter, equivalent
height and width of the windings.

Figure 2
compensator.

Control diagram of series voltage sag

IV.

APPROACH TO INRUSH CURRENT
MITIGATION
The block diagram related to the series sag compensator is
shown in fig 2. In this figure the magnitude of positive
sequence currents of line voltages is used to find the
voltage sags. The voltages of three phases are transformed
into synchronous reference frame. The disturbance filters
are usedto pass only the positive sequence component and
remove the harmonics such as negative and zero sequence
components. The voltage sag detection block is used to
calculate the positive sequence current magnitude, if the
calculated magnitude of the positive sequence component
is low than the predetermined threshold level, then the
detection block will generate a compensation command.
The threshold can be adjusted based on the sag sensitivity
of critical loads. The command voltages Vcqp ,Vcdp of the
compensation can be obtained by taking a division of the
faulted voltage Vqp, Vdp and the pre-fault voltage Vrqp, Vrdp
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which always remain in the holder after that the command
voltages Vcqp ,Vcdp need to transform into the commands of
three phase voltages Vax0, Vbx0, and Vcx0. The block of the
inrush suppression will modify the shape and adjust the
orginal voltage commands to remove the inrush current,
and then modified voltage Vax1, Vbx1, and Vcx1commands are
applied to the PWM inverter. The basic need of the inrush
suppression block to provide a control over the applied
voltage so that the transformer flux does not reach beyond
the maximum value of the flux (λm). we can achieve that
much of flux by cutting down the injected voltage at the
time when the linkage flux will reach its maximum value
(λm). now assuming the original command voltage of the
compensation , its flux linkage and magnetizing current are
as Vcompº ,λₒ and iₒ respectively. Now the adjusted
compensation voltage command, its projected flux and
current are Vcomp¹and λ1and i1 respectively. The commands
Vcompºand Vcomp¹ which generates the flux in the transformer
core having no residual flux is as

voltage sag compensator will be get reduce and it will
effect the compensation of the voltage when the voltage dip
occurs. Now if the dc offset is added to the flux there will
be more modification and adjustment of the compensating
voltages which may result further decrease in the voltage.
To overcome this problem, two methods are made one is
DC thrust and another is AC thrust and is presented as
following Both schemes can drive the flux linkage λ1to its
steady state level at the end of the negative half cycle to
avoid any further magnetic saturation.
The DC thrust scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4. Assuming the
voltage command is a sinusoid with the peak value of Vm,
so the peak value of the steady state flux linkage can be
easily calculated as Vm/2ω. In Fig. 6, the injection starts at
an arbitrary instant t=t0. As the voltage increases, the
developed flux linkage exceeds λmat t=t1. The proposed
scheme cuts off the voltage for the remaining positive half
cycle and maintains the flux linkage at the level of λ m to
avoid the inrush.

λₒ=∫Vcompºdt(3)
λ1=∫Vcomp¹dt(4)

Figure 4 Calculation of dc voltage value (VDCT)

Figure3. The compensation voltage and developed flux linkage

At the time t=t1 the voltage is applied to the transformer. It
ia not necessary to modify the applied voltage at this time
when the flux just start to begin up in the core of the
transformer. When this linkage flux λ0 goes beyond the
maximum value λm at the time t=t2. at this time the inrush
may may flow because the core will be saturated. Now
over technique of modification of the original voltage
command Vcomp0 into Vcomp1 by adjusting the applied
voltage at t>t2 as shown in figure 3. If the flux linkage λ1
which is generated by voltage Vcomp1 should not go beyond
the λm by this method inrush can be removed for the
transformer. For the negative half cycle of the flux there is
no need to make a modification because the remain out
from the danger of saturation.
Although the flux linkage λ1is maintained at λm . By this
inrush current mitigation method the output voltage of the
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A DC voltage thrust of V DCT is added to the negative half
cycle of the voltage command as shown in Fig. 6. The
purpose of VDCTis to drive the flux linkage to its steady
state value of (-Vm/2ω) at t=t3, the end of the negative half
cycle as in.

λ (t2) – λ(t3) = λm + Vm/2ω = (t3 – t2) VDCT
(5)
VDCT = (λm + Vm/2ω) / t3 - t2

+

Vm/ω

(6)

The AC thrust scheme is shown in Fig. 5. The magnitude
of the negative half cycle is adjusted to VACTso the flux
linkage could reach its steady state value of (-Vm/2ω) at
the end of the negative half cycle, which is described in.

λ (t2) – λ(t3) = λm + Vm/2ω = VACT/ω(7)
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voltage vs, and the inverter output current ip respectively at
the instantof inverter starting. The inverter injects a
sinusoidal voltagewith the peak value of 37.76 V into the
transformer. Withoutany inrush reduction, the inverter
current reaches the peak of23.6A near the end of the
positive half cycle due to the magnetic saturation. In the
meantime, the output voltage vs onthe secondary side also
decreases as the flux saturates.

Figure 5. Calculation of the increased voltage amplitude (VACT)

VACT = ωλm + Vm/2(8)
The inrush reduction method can suppress the inrush When
the inverter supplying the compensation voltage, by this the
coupling transformer size can be decreased and also reduce
the risk of false tripping of the protective devices and
causes damages to the over current protection of the
inverter. By these two methods of DC thrust and AC thrust
can make the flux linkage to the steady state to avoid the
further saturation and also increase the compensation
voltage to make up the loss for the inrush mitigation
V.

Figure 7 Without inrush reduction

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Transformer Identification
The circuit illustrated in Fig. 6 is to estimate the
relationship between the flux linkage and the magnetizing

Figure 8 Inrush reduction with dc thrust

Figure. 6 B-H curve measurement circuit

current of the transformer. An adjustable AC sinusoidal
voltage vp is applied to the transformer.
In Fig. 6, R=24kΩ and C=4μF. The relationship between
the capacitor voltage vo , the input voltage vp and the
estimated flux linkage can be expressed as

Fig. 7 shows the waveforms of injected voltage command
V*comp, projected flux linkage λ, and transformer output
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Figure 9 Inrush reduction with ac thrust
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The test results of the proposed inrush mitigation scheme
and the subsequent DC voltage thrust and the AC voltage
thrust are given in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively. The
voltage command V*comp is suppressed to zero as the flux
linkage reaches λm. As the beginning of the negative half
cycle of V*comp, the voltage thrusts, VDCT in Fig. 8 and
VACT in Fig. 9 are applied. The flux linkage λ in both
figures reaches its steady state level at the end of the cycle,
so the DC offset of the flux linkage is eliminated. where
the DC offset of the flux linkage remains significant, both
the DC voltage thrust and the AC voltage thrust can
effectively reduce further risk of magnetic saturation by
driving the flux into its steady state level.
The reduction of inrush current can be more effective if a
lower λm setting is chosen. Test results in Fig. 14 uses λm
of 0.0524 Wb-T, the inrush current is limited down to 3 A.
However, a large portion of the command voltage V*comp
is suppressed to zero to the loss of voltage in exchange for
the reduction of peak flux linkage.

VI.
CONCLUSION
Withthe proposed inrush suppression scheme and the
forced commutation scheme of thyristors, the sag
compensator can deliver proper compensation voltages
within very short time and without the risk of inrush
current, which may trigger the over-current protection of
the compensator. The inrush suppression scheme
eliminates the need for de-rating the coupling transformer,
therefore reduces the foot-print and improves the
compactness of the compensator system. Theproposed AC
voltage thrust and the DC voltage thrustassociated with the
inrush mitigation can drive the flux linkage of the
transformer into steady state in approximately one cycle to
avoid further magnetics saturation at the starting of the
compensator. The compensation voltage may suffer slight
reduction due to the inrush mitigation, but the suppression
of inrush current is very significant. The offline
compensator system using thyristor bypass also improves
the operating efficiency, and the thyristor commutation
scheme allows fast cut-off of thyristor to ensure the
compensation voltage can be delivered very quickly within
the time constraint required by SEMI F47 standard. These
features are attractive for many high-tech manufacturers
because the space within the facility is limited.
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Abstract

The chemical polymerization of aniline was
carried out by ammonium per sulphate as an
oxidant. Polyaniline nanoparticles were prepared
in aqueous medium by chemical oxidation using
emulsification diffusion method. The particle size
varied with the ratio of ammonium per
sulphate/PANI. The particle size determined by
scanning electron microscope was 50-60 nm. The
colloidal emulsion of green color has colloidal
stability and exists as stable emulsion without
any precipitation. The conductivity and
percentage
yield
get
affected
by
oxidant/monomer ratio.
Key words- Emulsification diffusion method,
oxidant, ammonium per sulphate
Introduction
Among all conducting polymers, polyaniline and
its derivatives have much interest worldwide.
Because of chemical stability,
processing
advantages, high conductivity, mechanical
properties of polymers as well as semiconductor
properties.1-6 Polyaniline has rigid backbone and
its conductive form is insoluble in most of the
organic and aqueous solvent.7-10 Therefore the
application of polyaniline is limited11. To solve
this
problem
the
colloidal
emulsion
polymerization is suggested in this paper.12-15 An
aqueous solution of aniline monomer is
emulsified in a non polar organic solvent for
example ethylene chloride and polymerization is
initiated with the oil soluble initiator.
Emulsification diffusion method is used for the
preparation of polyaniline nanoparticls. 16 This
method involves the conventional method of
formation of oil-in-water emulsion within partly
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water soluble solvent. Due to addition of water in
system the solvent get diffused into the external
phase,
forming
the
nanoparticles
of
17-20
polyaniline.
EXPERIMENTAL
Aniline, ammonium per sulphate used are of AR
grade. Ethylene chloride (Merck), Hydrochloric
acid(Merck) were used.
25ml aniline was dissolved in 100 ml 2M
hydrochloric acid 14 g Ammonium per suphate
was dissolved in 100ml 1M HCL ,ethylene
chloride was mixed with above aniline solution
drop wise with continuous strriring for 24
hours..The reaction was allowed to proceed at
room temp.280c .Finally dark green colored
polyaniline dispersion was obtained. Excess
water was added with continuous stirring for full
dispersion,which lead to the particle size
reduction without any precipitation. To this
dispersion excess methanol was added to
precipitate out polyaniline polymer powder by
breaking hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance of
system.The precipitate was filtered washed
several times with ethanol and then by distilled
water to remove unreacted chemicals and
oligomers. The polyaniline solid was dried in
oven at
60 0c for 8 hours.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Emulsion property of aniline/Ethylene
chloride/water
When aniline get mixed with ethylene chloride
and water a milky white emulsion was obtained
due to homogenization and after 24 hours dark
green colored dispersion was obtained. It was
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Effect of solvent on polyaniline particle size
With emulsification diffusion method the size of
nano particles of polyaniline get decreased
smaller than that without emulsification diffusion
method. It was observed that with the increase in
the ratio of solvent: water the particle size
decreases. Due to the mutual saturation of two
phases both phases were in thermodynamic
equilibrium. Homogenization result in the
dispersion in solvent as globules, in equilibrium
with continuous phase, the surfactant was
adsorbed on the interfacial area of solvent drop.
Due to subsequent addition of water to system,
solvent get diffused to external phase as a result
formation of nanoparticles of polyaniline took
place.
The ratio
of ammonium
per
sulphate/aniline
affects
the
yield
and
conductivity, the yield get decreaseddue to
oxidant activity. When the oxidant/monomer
ratio is up to 1, the conductivity of polyaniline
increases and then decreases at 1.2 of the ratio
oxidant/monomer because of over oxidation of
polyniline

Effect of
oxidant/monomer ratio
on Yield %
% Yield
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oxidant/momomer ratio
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1.2

Conductance
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observed that on addition of excess water to this
Effect of oxidant/monomer
solution the dark green colored colloidal
ratio on conductivity
emulsion was obtained which has longtime
30
colloidal stability and remains in emulsion
25
without any precipitation over long time period
(over a month).
20
15
10
5
0
0

1
Axioxidant/monomer ratio
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Abstract— Images account for a major and growing fraction
of Web downloads. the normal approach to transporting
images uses transmission control protocol, that provides a
generic reliable, in-order byte-stream abstraction, however
that is to a fault restrictive for image data. we have a tendency
to analyze the progression of image quality at the receiver
with time and show that the in-order delivery abstraction
provided by a TCP-based approach prevents the receiver
application from process and rendering parts of a picture
after they really arrive. the top result's that an image is
rendered in bursts interspersed with long idle times instead of
swimmingly. This paper describes the planning,
implementation, and evaluation of the Image Transport
Protocol for image transmission over loss-prone engorged or
wireless networks.
ITP improves User-perceived latency victimisation
application level framing (ALF) and out-of-order Application
information Unit (ADU) delivery, achieving considerably
higher interactive performance as measured by the evolution
of peak signal-to noise ratio (PSNR) with time at the receiver.
ITP runs over UDP, incorporates receiver-driven selective
responsibility, uses the Congestion Manager (CM) to adapt to
network congestion, and is customizable for specific image
formats (e.g. JPEG and JPEG2000).
Keywords— Image Transfer Protocol ITP. application level
framing (ALF) Application information Unit (ADU)User
Datagram Protocol, (UDP)

I.

INTRODUCTION:

Images constitute a significant fraction of traffic on the
WorldWideWeb, e.g., according to a recent study, JPEGs
accountfor31%ofbytestransferredand16%ofdocuments
downloaded in a client trace The ability to transfer and render
images on screen in a timely fashion is an important consideration
for content providers and server operators because users surfing
the Web care about interactive latency. At the same time,
download latencymustbeminimizedwithoutcompromisingend-toendcongestioncontrol, since congestion control is vital to
maintaining the long-term stability of the Internet infrastructure.
Inaddition, appropriate reaction to network congestion also allows
image applications to adapt well to available network conditions.
The Hyper Text Transport Protocol(HTTP uses the
Transmission Control Protocol(TCP) to transmit images on the
Web. While the use of TCP achieves both reliable data delivery
and good congestion control, these come at a cost interactive
latency is often significantly large and leads to images being
rendered in “fitsandstarts” rather than in a smooth way. There as
on forth is isthat TCP is ill-suited to transporting latency-
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sensitiveimagesoverloss-pronenetworkswherelossesoccurbecauseofcongestionorpacket
corruption. Whenoneormoresegmentsinawindow of transmitted
dataarelostinTCP,latersegmentsoftenarrive
out-of-order
atthereceiver.Ingeneral,thesesegmentscorrespondtoportionsofani
magethatmaybehandleduponarrivalbytheapplication,buttheinorderdeliveryabstraction
imposedbyTCP
holdsupthe
deliveryoftheseout-of-ordersegmentstotheapplication
untiltheearlierlostsegments
arerecovered.Asa
result,theimagedecoderat the receiver cannotprocessinformation
eventhoughitisavailableatthelowertransport
layer.
Theimageisthereforerendered
in
burstsinterspersedwithlongdelaysratherthansmoothly.
TheTCP-likein-orderdeliveryabstractionisappropriate
forimageencodings
inwhichincoming
dataatthereceiver
canonlybehandledintheorderitwastransmitted
bythe
sender.
Somecompression formatsareindeedconstrained in this manner,
e.g., the Graphical InterchangeFormat,GIFwhich useslossless
LZWcompressionon
theentireimage.
However,whilesomecompression
formatsareconstrainedinthismanner,severalothersarenot.
Notableexamplesofformatsthatencourageout-oforderreceiverprocessing
includeJPEG[andtheemerging
JPEG2000standard..Inthesecases,atransportprotocolthatfacilitates
out-of-order datadeliveryallowstheapplication to process
andrenderportionsofanimageasthey
arrive,improvingtheinteractivityandperceivedresponsivenessofim
agedownloads.Suchaprotocol
alsoenablesthe
imagedecoderatthereceiver
toimplement
effective
error
concealmentalgorithms
onpartially
receivedportionsofanimage,furtherimprovingperceivedquality.We
proposetheImageTransportProtocol(ITP),atransportprotocolinwhichapplication
dataunit(ADU)boundariesareexposedtothetransportmodule,maki
ngitpossibletoperformout-of-order
delivery.
Becausethetransportis
awareofapplication
framingboundaries,ourapproachexpandsontheapplicationlevelframing(ALF)philosophy,which
proposes
aone-toonemapping
fromanADUtoa
networkpacketorprotocoldataunit(PDU).
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Designconsiderations
However,
ITPdeviatesfromtheTCPlikenotionofreliabledeliveryandinsteadincorporatesselectiv
e
reliability,where
receiverisincontrolofdecidingwhatistransmittedfromthe
senderat anyinstant.
Thisformofreliabilityisappropriateforheterogeneous
networkenvironments
thatwillincludeawidevarietyof
clientswithalargediversityinprocessingpower,andallowstheclient,dependingonitscomputational
powerand
availablesuiteofimagedecodingalgorithms,torequest
applicationdatathatwouldbenefititthemost. Furthermore,
otherimagestandardssuchasJPEG2000supportregion-ofinterest(ROI)codingthatallowsreceiverstoselectportions
ofanimagetobecodedandrendered
withhigherfidelity.
Receiverdrivenselectivereliabilityisimportantifapplicationsaretoben
efitfromthisfeature.

Westartbymotivatingourapproachbyhighlightingthedisadva
ntagesofusingTCP.ThemaindrawbackofusingTCP
forimagedownloadsisthatitsinorderdeliverymodelinterfereswithinteractivity.Todemonstra
te this,weconducted anexperimentacrossatwenty-hop
Internetpathtodownloada140
KbyteimageusingHTTP1.1runningoverTCP.
Thelossrateexperienced bythisconnection was2.3%,3
segmentswerelostduringtheentiretransfer,andtherewere
nosenderretransmissiontimeouts.
Figure1showsaportionofthepacketsequence
trace
obtainedusing
runningatthereceiver. Weseea
transmissionwindowinwhichexactlyonesegmentwaslost,
andallsubsequentsegments
werereceived,causingthereceivertogenerateasequenceofdup
licateACKs.Therewere
tenout-of-sequence
segmentsreceived
inallwaitinginthe
TCPsocketbuffer,noneofwhichwasdeliveredtotheimage
decoderapplicationuntilthelostsegmentwasreceivedviaa
(fast)retransmissionalmost2.2seconds
aftertheloss.Duringthistime,the usersaw noprogress,buta
discontinuous
spurtoccurredoncethislostsegmentwasretransmitted
to
thereceiver,andseveralkilobytesworthofimagedatawere
passeduptotheapplication.

Figure1.PortionofpacketsequencetraceofaTCPtransferof animage.

Inthispaper,wedescribethemotivation,design,implementati
on,andevaluation
ofITP,anALF-basedimage
transportprotocol.Our keycontributionsareasfollows.
WepresentthedesignofITP,atransportprotocol
thatrunsoverUDP,incorporating
out-of-orderdata
deliveryandreceiver-controlled
selectivereliability.
WehavedesignedITPsothatitcanbeusedwith
nomodificationsto
higherlayer
protocolssuchas
HTTPorFTP.
Weshow
howtotailorITPforJPEGimagetransport,
byintroducingaframingstrategyandtailoringthereliabilitypr
otocolbyschedulingrequestretransmissions.
ITP’sout-of-orderdelivery
enablesmanyreceiveroptimizations.
Wedescribeonesuchoptimization
in
whichmissing
portions
ofanimageareinterpolated
usinga
simpleerrorconcealmentalgorithm.
Wepresentthemeasuredperformance
ofauser-level
implementationofITP
acrossarange
ofnetwork
conditionsthatdemonstrate
thattherateofincreasein
PSNRwithtimeissignificantly higherforITPcom- pared
toTCP-likein-orderdeliveryofJPEGimages.
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Figure 2.PSNRevolutionoftherendered imageatthereceiver fora
TCPtransferwith15%lossrate

Weobservethatadesigninwhichtheunderlyingtransportprotocoldeliversout-of-sequencedatatotheapplication
mightavoidtheperceived
latencybuildup.
Inordertodo
this,thetransport “layer”(ormodule) mustbemadeaware
oftheapplication
framingboundaries,suchthateachdata
unitisindependentlyprocessiblebythereceiver.
Inthissection,wediscussthekeyconsiderations
that
directedthedesignofITP.
1.Supportout-of-order
deliveryofADUstotheapplication,whileefficientlyaccom
modatingADUslarger thanaPDU.
Ourfirstrequirementisthattheprotocolaccommodateoutof-order delivery,butdoessoinawaythat allowsthereceiver
applicationtomakesenseofthe
misordereddataunitsitreceives.
InthepureALFmodel
eachADUismatched
tothesizeofaprotocoldataunit
(PDU)usedbythe
transportprotocol.
Thisimpliesthatthereisno“coupling”betweentwo
packetsandthattheycanbeprocessed
inanyorder.
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Unfortunately,itisdifficulttoensurethatanADUis always
wellmatchedtoa
PDUbecausetheformerdependsontheconvenience
oftheapplicationdesigner
andismeaningful
totheapplication,whilethe
lattershouldnotbetoomuchlarger(ifatall)thanthe
largestdatagramthatcanbesentunfragmented,inordertomi
nimizeretransmission overheadintheevent ofa packet
loss.Thismeansthat
therearetimeswhen
anADUislargerthanaPDU,requiringanADUtobe
fragmentedbythetransportprotocolforefficiency.
2.Supportreceiver-controlledselectivereliability.
Whenpackets arelost,therearetwopossible ways
of handlingretransmissions.Theconventionalapproach
isforthesendertodetectlossesandretransmitthem
intheorderinwhichtheyweredetected.
Whilethis
workswellforprotocols
likeTCPthatsimplydeliver
allthedatasequentially
toareceiver,interactiveimagetransfersarebetterservedbya
protocolthatallows
thereceivingapplication(andperhapsuser)toexercise
controloverhowretransmissions
fromthesenderoccur.For
example,ausershouldbeabletoexpress
interestinaparticularregion
ofanimage,causingthe
transportprotocoltoprioritize
thetransmissionofthe
correspondingdataoverothers.Ingeneral,thereceiver
knowsbestwhatdataitneeds,ifany,andthereforeallowingittocontrolrequestsforretransmissionisbestsuitedtoimprovinguser-perceivedquality.

PUTaswellasHTTPresponses.
5.Soundcongestioncontrol.
Finally,
congestioncontrolledtransmissionsareimportantfordeployinganytr
ansportprotocolonthe
Internet.Butratherthanreinventcomplexmachineryfor
congestion
management(alookatmanyofthesubtle
bugsinTCPcongestioncontrolimplementationsthat
researchershavediscovered
overtheyearsshowsthat
thisisnotstraightforward,weleverage
therecentlydevelopedCongestionManager(CM)architec
ture.TheCMabstractsawayallcongestioncontrol
intoatrusted kernelmodule independentoftransport
protocol,andprovidesageneralAPIforapplications.
tolearnaboutandadapttochanging
networkconditionsOurdesign
usestheCMtoperformcongestioncontrol,withpackettrans
missionsorchestratedby the CMviaitsAPI.

3.Supporteasycustomizationfordifferentimagefor- mats.
Thisdesignconsiderationismotivatedbytheobservationth
attherearemanydifferentimageformats
thatcanbenefitfromout-of-orderprocessing,eachof
whichmayembedformat-specific
informationinthe
protocol.
Forexample,theJPEGformatusesanoptionalspecial
delimitercalledarestartmarker,which
signifiesthestartofanindependently
processibleunit
tothedecoderbyre
synchronizingthedecoder.
Such
format-orapplication-specificinformationshouldbe
madeavailabletothereceiver
inasuitableway,withoutsacrificinggeneralityinthebasicprotocol.
ThedesignofITPborrows
fromthedesignof
otherapplication-level
transportprotocolssuchasthe
Real-timeTransportProtocol(RTP).InITP,asin
RTP,abaseheaderiscustomizedbyindividual
applicationprotocols,withprofile-specificextension
headersincorporatingadditionalinformation.
4.Applicationandhigher-layerprotocolindependence.
Whilethiswork
ismotivatedby
interactiveimage
downloads
ontheWeb,wedonotwanttorestrictour
solution
tojustHTTP.Inparticular,wedonotrequire
anychangestotheHTTPspecificationbutratherreplaceTCPwithITPatthetransportlayer.
SinceITP
provides
lossrecovery,weuseaduplexITPconnectiontocarryHTTP
requestmessagessuchasGETand
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Figure3.Thesystemarchitectureshowing
ITP,itscustomization for JPEG,andhowHTTP usesitinstead
ofTCPfor
MIMEtype
“image/jpeg”whileusingaconventionalTCP transportforother
datatypesAllHTTPprotocolmessagesaresentover ITP,notjust
theactualimagedata,whichmeans thatITPreplacesTCPasthe
transportprotocolforthisdatatype.
3. ITPDesign
Inthissection,wedescribetheinternalarchitecture
ofITP
andthetechniquesusedtomeettheaforementioned
design
goals.
ITPisdesignedasamodularuser-levellibrarythat
islinkedbythe
senderandreceiverapplication.Theoverall
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systemarchitectureisshown in Figure 3,which includesan
exampleofanapplicationprotocolsuchasHTTPorFTPusingIT
PfordatawithMIMEtype“image/jpeg”andTCPfor
otherdata.Itis important tonote thatITP“slidesin” toreplaceTCPina
waythatrequiresnochange
tothespecificationofahigherlayerprotocollikeHTTPorFTP.Abrowser
initiatesanITPconnectioninplaceofaTCPconnectionifa JPEG
imageistobetransferred.TheHTTPserverinitiates
anactiveopen
onUDPport80anditsclientrequeststhat
aremadeusingtheHTTP/ITP/UDPprotocol
3.1 Out-of-orderDelivery
ITPprovides
anout-of-order
deliveryabstraction.
Providingsuchanabstractionatthegranularityofabyte,howev
er, makesithardfortheapplication toinferwhatapplication
dataunitsarandomincomingsequenceofbytescorresponds
to.TheapplicationhandlesdataingranularitiesofanADU,
soITPprovidesanAPIbywhichanapplicationcansendor
receiveacompleteADU.Wenowdescribethemechanicsof
datatransferat thesendingandreceivingITPhosts.

Figure4.
The28-bytegenericITPtransportheadercontains
meta-datapertainingtoeachfragment,aswellastheADUthat
thefragment belongsto,suchastheADU sequencenumberand
length,thefragment
offsetwithin
theADU,asender
timestamp,
andthesender’sestimateoftheretransmissiontimeout.
3.2
Reliability
OneofthedesigngoalsinITPistoputthereceiverincontrol
oflossrecoverywhichsuggestsaprotocolbasedonretransmiss
ionrequestmessagessentfromthereceiver.Inaddition
tolossrecovery,
ITPmustalsoreliablyhandleconnection
establishment
andtermination,aswellashostfailuresand
subsequentrecovery withoutcompromisingtheintegrityof
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delivereddata.
WeincorporateTCPlikeconnectionestablishmentandterminationmechanismsfor
this.
3.2.1 Connectionmanagement
Althoughanimportantapplication
ofITPisdownloading
imagesontheWebusingHTTP,
wedonotwishtorestrict
allhigher-layerstoHTTPlikeprotocolswheretheclientinitiates
theconnection.Forexample,whenusedbyFTP,the
serverperforms
theactiveopenratherthantheclient.
We
emulate TCP-styleconnectionmanagement in ordertosupportallstylesofapplications. ITPincorporates thethreewayconnectionestablishment
procedureofTCP[38].The
initialsequencenumberchosenbybothsidesdeterminesthe
ADUsequencespaceforeachtransferdirection2.
TheITPsendersignalsthelastADUinatransmissionsequence
bysettingtheFINbitintheflagsofthe ITP header.
The
receiver uses this to detect when all transmitted
dataitems(ofinteresttothereceiver)
havearrivedandtoterminatetheconnection. WeusetheFINACKmechanismofTCP,transitioningintoexactlythesame
statesasaterminatingTCP(CLOSE
WAITforapassive
CLOSE;FINWAIT1,optionallyfollowedbyCLOSINGor
FINWAIT2,andthenaTIMEWAITforanactiveone).As
inTCP,theactiveclosertransitions
fromtheTIMEWAIT
statetoCLOSEDafterthe2MSLtimeout.
Thischoiceofconnectionestablishmentandtermination
procedures
allowsITPtohandleseveraldifferentapplications(allcombina
tionsofserversandclientsperformingactive/passive
opensandcloses).Thisdecision
alsoallowsus
tobefairlycertainofthecorrectnessoftheresultingdesign.
Wedo,however,addressthesignificantproblemofconnect
ionsintheTIMEWAITstateatabusyserver. The
problemisthatinmostHTTPimplementations,theserver
doestheactivecloseratherthantheclient,whichcausesthe
servertoexpendresourcesandmaintaintheTIME
WAIT
connections.
Thisdesignislargelyforcedbymanysocket
APIimplementations,whichdonotallowapplications
to
easilyexpress
ahalfclosedWesolvethisproblembyprovidinga“half-close”
calltotheITPAPIthatallowsthe
clientuseit.Whenoneside(e.g.,anHTTPclient,soonafter
sendinga GET message)decides that ithas nomoredata to
send,butwantstoreceivedata,itcalls
whichsendsaFINtothepeer.Ofcourse,retransmissionrequestsanddataACKscontinuetobesent. Inthecontext
ofHTTP,theTIME
WAITstatemaintenanceistherefore
shiftedtotheclient,freeingupserverresources.
3.2.2
Lossrecovery
Allretransmissions
inITPoccuronlyuponreceiptofaretransmission
requestfromthereceiver,whichnamesarequested
fragmentusingitsADUsequencenumber,fragmentoffset,and
fragmentlength.
Whilemanylossescan
bedetectedatthereceiverusingadata-driven
mechanism
thatobserves gapsinthereceived sequenceofADUsand
fragments, notalllosses canbedetectedinthismanner.In
particular,whenthelastfragmentor“tail”ofa
burstoffragmentstransmittedbya
senderislost,a
retransmissiontimer
isrequired.Losses
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ofpreviousretransmissionssimilarlyrequiretimerbasedrecovery.
Onepossible designisforthereceiver toperformall datadrivenlossrecovery,andforthesendertoperform
alltimer-basedretransmissions. However,thiscontradicts
ourgoalofreceiver-controlledreliabilitybecausethesender
hasnoknowledge
ofthefragments
mostusefultothereceiver.Unlessweincorporateadditionalco
mplexmachinery
bywhichareceivercanexplicitlyconveythisinformationto
thesender,thesendermayretransmit
oldanduninteresting
datauponatimeout.

tochangetheirspecificationstouseITP,andITPisdesigned
tosupportmanydifferenttypes ofapplications.
ITPdiffers
fromTCPinthefollowingkeyaspects.
It
doesnotforceareliablein-orderbytestreamdeliveryand
putsthereceiverincontrolofdecidingwhenandwhattorequestfromthesender.Itusesacallback-basedAPItodeliver
out-of-orderADUs totheapplication.ITPincludes a“halfclose”method thatmoves theTIMEWAITmaintenance to
theclientinthecaseofHTTP.InTCPthesenderdetects
reorderedsegmentsonlyafterthreeduplicateACKsarereceived,
whileinITP,receiversdetectre-orderingbasedon
ameasurement ofthesending rate.WeemphasizethatITP
hasamodulararchitectureandreliesonCMforcongestioncontr
ol.ACKsinITPareusedsolelyasfeedback
messages
forcongestion
controlandround-triptimecalculation,and
notforreliability.Rather,receiverscontrolretransmissions
bycarefullyschedulingreques
ts.

4 JPEGTransportusingITP
Inthissection,wediscusshowtotailorITPfortransmitting
JPEGimages.
JPEGwasdevelopedintheearly1990sby
acommittee withintheInternational Telecommunications
Union,andhasfoundwidespread
acceptanceforuseonthe
Web.
Thecompressionalgorithmusesblock-wisediscrete
cosinetransform
(DCT)
operations,quantization,andentropycoding.
JPEGITPisthecustomizationofITP byintroducingaJPEG-specific
framingstrategybasedon
restartmarkers
andtailoringtheretransmissionprotocolby
schedulingrequestretransmissions.

Figure5.How theITPsenderhandlesaretransmissionrequest

Whenaretransmission
requestarrivesatthesender,the
senderinfersthatpacket
losseshaveoccurred,attributes
themtocongestion(asinTCP),andinvokes
withthe
parametersetto
CM_ TRANSIENT,signifyingtransientcongestion.InaCMbasedtransportprotocolwheretimeouts
occuratthesender,theexpectedbehaviour
istousecmupdate()with
the
parameter
settoCM
_ PERSISTENT,signifyingpersistentcongestion.
InITP,thesendernever
timesout,onlythereceiver
does.
However,senderseesarequestforretransmissiontransmittedafteratimeoutatthereceiver.
Hence,whenaretransmissionrequestarrives,thesenderdeter
mines
ifthemessagewastransmitted
afteratimeoutorbecauseofout-ofsequencedata.
Wesolvethisproblembycalculatingthe
elapsedtimesincethelastinstanttherewasany activityon the
connectionfrom the peer,andif thistimeisgreaterthan the
retransmissiontimeout value,theCMisinformedabout
persistent congestion.Figure7showsthestepstakenbyan
ITPsenderwhenitreceivesa requestforretransmission.

3.4 DesignSummary
Insummary,ITPprovides
out-oforderdeliverywithselectivereliability.Ithandlesallcombinati
ons
ofactive/passive
opens
andcloses
byserver
andclientapplicationsbyborrowing
TCP’sconnectionmanagementtechniques.Application-level
protocolslikeHTTPdonothave
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4.1
Framing
ThecurrentmodelforJPEGimagetransmission
ontheInternetistosegmentitintomultiplepackets.However,JP
EG
usesentropycoding,andtheresultingcompressedbitstream
consistsofasequenceofvariable-lengthcodewords.Packet
lossesoftenresultincatastrophic
lossifpiecesofthebitstreamaremissingatthedecoder.
Arbitrarilybreakingan
imagebitstreamintofixed-size
ADUsdoesnotworkbecauseofdependencies
betweenthem.However,JPEGuses
restartmarkerstoallowdecoderstoresynchronize
when
confrontedwithanambiguousorcorruptedJPEGbitstream,
whichcanresult
frompartiallossofanentropy
codedsegmentofthebitstream.
Theintroductionofrestartmarkers
helpslocalizetheeffectsofthe
packetlossorerrortoa
specificsub-portionoftherenderedimage.Thissegmentation
ofthe
bitstreaminto
independentrestartintervalsalsofacilitatesout-of-order
processing
bytheapplication
layer.The
approachusedbyJPEGtoachievelossresilienceprovidesa
naturalsolutionto ourframingproblem.
Whenanimageissegmentedintorestartintervals,each
restartintervalisindependentlyprocessiblebytheapplicationa
ndnaturallymapstoanADU.Theimagedecoder
isabletodecodeandrenderthosepartsoftheimagefor
whichitreceivesinformationwithoutwaitingforpackets
tobedelivered inorder. ThebaseITPheader isextended
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withaJPEG-specific
headerthatcarriesframinginformation,whichincludesthespat
ialpositionofa2-byterestart
intervaliden
tifier.
OurimplementationofJPEG-ITPuses8-bitgray-scale
imagesinthebaselinesequentialmodeofJPEG.Werequirethat
theimageserverstoreJPEG
imageswithperiodicrestartmarkers.Thisrequirementiseasytomeet,since
aservercaneasilytranscodeofflineanyJPEGimage(usingthe
utility)toobtainaversionwithmarkers.
Whenthesemarkersoccurattheendofeveryrowof
blocks,eachrestartintervalcorrespondstoa“stripe”ofthe
image. Thesemarker-equipped bit streamsproduceexactly
thesamerenderedimagesastheoriginaloneswhenthereare
nolosses.SinceJPEGusesablocksizeof8x8pixels,each
restartintervalrepresents8pixel
rowsofanimage.Weuse
thesequenceofbitsbetweentworestartmarkers
todefine
anADU,sinceanytwooftheseintervalscanbeindependentlyde
coded.Ourplacement
ofrestartmarkersachieves
theeffectofrenderinganimageinhorizontalrows.

4.2
Scheduling

valuesaredenotedby PSNR andacompressedversionof
thesameimagewhosepixelvaluesare
ThePSNR
qualityofthecompressedimage(indB)is:

withrespecttothetrans-mittedimageasthe metricto
measurethequalityoftheimageatthereceiver.NotethatPSNRisinverselyproportional
tothemean-square distortion betweentheimages,whichis
givenbytheexpression inthedenominator ofEquation4.
Whenthetwoimagesbeingcomparedareidentical,e.g.,at
theendofthetransfer whenallblocks fromthetransmitted
imagehavebeenreceived,themean-squaredistortionis
andthePSNRbecomes .WerecognizethatPSNRdoes
notalwaysaccuratelymodelperceptualquality,butuseitbecauseitisacommonly
usedmetricinthesignalprocessing
literature.

6 Relatedwork
Theso-calledCATOCSdebateonorderingsemanticsin
the
context
ofmulticastprotocolsdrewmuchattentionafew
yearsago CheritonandSkeenarguedthatorder- ingsemantics
arebetterhandledbytheapplication andthat

AsdiscussedinSection3,ITPallowstheapplication
to
specifytheprioritiesofdifferentADUsduringrecovery.We
describehowthisisachieved
inJPEG-ITP.Figure8shows
thekeyinterfacesbetween
ITPandJPEG-ITP,andbetween
JPEG-ITPandthedecoder.
ITPhandlesallfragmentsand
makesonlycomplete ADUsvisibletoJPEG-ITP.Topre- serve
itsgenerality,wedonotexposeapplication-specific
ADUnamestoITP.Thus,whenamissingADUneedsto
berecovered
bythedecoder,JPEG-ITPneedstomapthe
restartintervalnumbertoanITPADUsequencenumber.

Figure7Whenreceiverrequestschedulingtakesintoconsiderat
ion those“stripes”thatcannotbe interpolated,thequalityofthe
renderedimagecan beimprovedby5–15dB.

Figure6 JPEG-ITPmaintainsamappingofrestartintervalsto
ADUsequencenumbers.TheJPEGdecoderspecifiesrecoveryp
riorities
basedonapplicationlevelconsiderations,whichisusedto
guideITP’srequestscheduling

5. PeakSignal-to-NoiseRatio(PSNR)
Imagequalityisoftenmeasuredusingametricknownasthe
PSNR,definedasfollows.Consideranimagewhosepixel
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enforcing
anarbitrarily
chosenordering
ruleresultsinperformanceproblems.
Inourwork,wereinforcethisapproachtoprotocoldesign
andrefrainfromimposingaparticularorderingsemanticsacros
sallapplications.
RDPisareliabledatagram protocol intended forefficient
bulktransferofdataforremotedebugging- styleapplications.
RDPdoesnotenforceordereddelivery
unlessspecified
bytheapplication.
Itimplementssenderdrivenreliabilityanddoesnotsupportreceiver-tailored
nor
application-controlledreliability.NETBLTisa
receiverbasedreliabletransportprotocolthatusesin-order
datadeliveryandperformsrate-basedcongestioncontrol.
TherehasbeenmuchrecentworkonWebdatatransport
forin-orderdelivery,mostofwhichaddresstheproblems
posedtocongestioncontrolbyshorttransactionsizesand
concurrentstreams. Persistent-connectionHTTP,part
ofHTTP/1.1 attemptstosolve thisusing asingleTCP
connection,butthiscausesanundesirablecouplingbetween
logicallydifferentstreamsbecauseitserializesconcurrent
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datadelivery. TheMEMUXprotocol(derived fromWeb
MUXproposestodelivermultiplexed
bidirectionalreliableorderedmessagestreamsoverabidirectionalreliable
orderedbytestreamprotocolsuchasTCP.Wenotethat
theproblemofsharedcongestioncontroldisappears
when
congestionstateissharedacrossTCPconnectionsormoregene
rally,acrossallprotocolsusingtheCM.
TheWebTPprotocolargues
thatTCPisinappropriate
forWebdataandaimstoreplaceHTTPandTCPwitha
singlecustomizablereceiver-driven
transportprotocol.
WebTPhandlesonlyclient-servertransactionsandnotother
formsofinteractiveWebtransactionssuchas“push”applicatio
ns.
Itisnotatruetransportlayer(likeTCP)thatcan
beusedbydifferent session(orapplication) protocols like
HTTPorFTP,sinceitintegratesthesessionandtransport
functionalitytogether.Inaddition,WebTPadvocatesmaintaini
ngthecongestionwindowatthereceivertransportlayer, which
makesithardtosharewithothertransport
protocols
andapplications.
Incontrast,ourworkonimagetransportismotivated
bythephilosophythatonetransport/session
protocoldoes
notfitallapplications,andthattheonlyfunctionthatall
transportprotocolsmustperformiscongestionmanagement.
TheCongestionManager(CM)extractsthiscommonality
intoatrustedkernelmodule,permitting
greatheterogeneityintransportandapplicationprotocolscusto
mizedto
differentdatatypes(e.g.,itisappropriate
tocontinueusing
TCPforapplicationsthatneedreliableinorderdeliveryand
RTP/RTCPover
UDPforrealtimestreams,etc.).The
CM
APIallowstheseprotocols
tosharebandwidth,learnfrom
eachotheraboutnetworkconditions,anddynamicallypartitiona
vailablebandwidthamongstconcurrentflows
accordingtouserpreferences.
Wenowbrieflypresentanoverviewoftransportprotocolstunedforspatiallystructureddatatypessuchasimages.
Whilemuchworkhasbeendoneonvideotransmission,imagetra
nsporthasreceivedlittleattentiondespiteconstituting
alargefractionofInternettraffic.TurnerandPetersondescribe
anend-to-end
schemeforimageencoding,compression,andtransmission,
tunedespeciallyforlinkswithlarge
delay.
Asaresult,theydeveloparetransmission-free
strategybasedonforwarderrorcorrection.HanandMesserschm
ittproposeaprogressively
reliabletransportprotocol
(PRTP)forjointsource-channelcodingoveranoisy,bandwidthconstrainedchannel.
Thisprotocoldeliversmultiple
versions
ofapacketwithstatisticallyincreasingreliability
andprovidesreliable,ordereddeliveryofimagesoverbursty
wirelesschannels[.TheFlexibleImageTransportSystem(FITS)isastandardformat
endorsedbytheInternationalAstronomicalUnionforthestorage
andtransport
of
astronomicaldata.
Itspecifiesvariousfileheaderformats,butnotaprotocolfortransmission
overaloss-prone
network.

EXISISTING SYSTEM: TCP
The TCP-like in-order delivery abstraction is indeed
appropriate for certain image encodings, like the graphical
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interchange format (GIF), in which incoming data at the
receiver can only be handled in the order it was transmitted
by the sender.
DEMERITS

High Interactive latency

Low Image quality due to reduction of non-bursty
transfers.

No reliability because of unmodified protocol and
image header.

Performance evaluations such as Timestamp,
Retransmission Time Out, are not possible.

Fig:8 Snapshots of the displayed image with a TCP

PROPOSED SYSTEM: ITP
ITP is used to improving the interactivity of image
downloads at the receiver by using out-of-order deliver
abstraction.

Fig:9 Snapshots of the displayed image with a ITP

MERITS:

Support out-of-order delivery of ADUs to the
application.

Support receiver-controlled selective reliability.
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Support customization to different image formats.
Application and higher layer
protocol
independence.
Sound Congestion Control.

CONCLUSIONS:
Inthispaper,weobserve
thatthereliable,in-orderbyte
streamabstractionprovidedbyTCPisoverlyrestrictivefor
richerdatatypessuchasimagedata.
SeveralimageencodingssuchassequentialandprogressiveJP
EGandJPEG2000aredesigned
tohandle
sub-image
levelgranularities anddecodepartiallyreceived imagedata.
Inordertoimproveperceptualqualityoftheimage
duringadownload,we
proposeanovel
ImageTransportProtocol(ITP).ITPuses
anapplicationdataunit(ADU)astheunitofprocessingand
delivery totheapplicationbyexposing applicationframing
boundaries
tothetransportprotocol.
ThisenablesthereceivertoprocessADUsoutoforder.
ITPcanbeusedas atransportprotocolforHTTPandisdesigned
tobeindependentofthehigher-layer
applicationorsessionprotocol.
ITPreliesontheCongestionManager(CM)toperformsafe
andstablecongestion
control,makingitaviabletransport
protocolforuseontheInternettoday.
WehaveshownhowITPiscustomizedforspecificimagefo
rmats,suchasJPEG.Outoforderprocessing
facilitateseffective
errorconcealmentatthereceiverthatfurther
improvethedownload
qualityofanimage.
Wehaveimplemented ITPasauser-levellibrary thatinvokes
theCM
APIforcongestioncontrol.Wehavealsopresentedaperforman
ceevaluationdemonstratingthebenefitsofITPanderrorconce
almentoverthe
traditionalTCP
approach,asmeasuredbythepeaksignal-to-noise
ratio(PSNR)ofthereceivedimage.
Insummary,ITPisageneralpurposeselectivelyreliable
transportprotocolthatcanbeappliedtodiversedatatypes.
Ourdesignandimplementation provide agenericsubstrate
forcongestion-controlled
transportsthatcanbetailoredfor
specificdatatypes.
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Abstract— surgical robotics is a new technology

that holds significant promise. Robotic surgery is
often heralded as the new revolution, and it is one
of the most talked about subjects in surgery today.
The da Vinci System is a sophisticated robotic
platform designed to expand the surgeon’s
capabilities and offer a minimally invasive option
for major surgery.With da Vinci, small incisions
are used to introduce miniaturized wristed
instruments and a high-definition 3D camera.
Seated comfortably at the da Vinci console, your
surgeon views a magnified, high-resolution 3D
image of the surgical site. At the same time, stateof-the-art robotic and computer technologies
scale, filter and seamlessly translate your
surgeon's hand movements into precise micromovements of the da Vinci instruments. The
System cannot be programmed and it cannot
make decisions on its own. The da Vinci System
requires that every surgical manoeuvrer be
performed with direct input from your surgeon.
Keywords-invasive,
instrument

incision,

Endowrist

II. FOUR MAIN COMPONENTS OF DA VINCI


A. Surgeon Console

The surgeon is situated at this console
several feet away from the patient operating
table. The surgeon has his head tilted
forward and his hands inside the system’s
master interface. The surgeon sits viewing a
magnified three- dimensional image of the
surgical field with a real-time progression of
the instruments as he operates. The
instrument controls enable the surgeon to
move within a one cubic foot area
ofworkspace.

detachable

I. INTRODUCTION

Making a one-centimeter keyhole incision to
perform the operation, the surgeon is able to
engage in minimally invasive surgery
through this system. According to Ben
Gong, Intuitive Surgical's vice president of
finance,
da Vinci reduces the average 2-3% infection
probability to nearly zero.
Figure.2. Surgeon Console unit


Figure.1. Da vinci surgical robot
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B. Patient-side Cart

This component of the system contains
the robotic arms that directly contact the
patient. It consists of two or three
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instrument arms and one endoscope arm.
The feedback as of today is limited to
sensing tool-on-tool collision, so the
surgeon needs to rely almost solely on
the visual field when suturing or
contacting soft tissue. As of 2003,
Intuitive launched a fourth arm, costing
$175,000, as a part of a new system
installation or as an upgrade to an
existing unit. It provides the advantages
of being able to manipulate another
instrument for complex procedures and
removes the need for one operating room
nurse.

Figure.3. Patient-side Cart



C.Detachable instruments

The Endowrist detachable instruments allow
the robotic arms to maneuver in ways that
simulate fine human movements. Each
instrument has its own function from
suturing to clamping, and is switched from
one to the other using quick-release levers
on each robotic arm. The device memorizes
the position of the robotic arm before the
instrument is replaced so that the second one
can be reset to the exact same position as the
first. The instruments’ abilities to rotate in
full circles provide an advantage over nonrobotic arms. The seven degrees of freedom
meaning (the number of independent
movements the robot can perform) offers
considerable choice in rotation and pivoting.
Moreover, the surgeon is also able to control
the amount of force applied, which varies
from a fraction of an ounce to several
pounds. The Intuitive Masters technology
also has the ability to filter out hand tremors
and scale movements. As a result, the
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surgeon’s large hand movements can be
translated into smaller ones by the robotic
device. Carbon dioxide is usually pumped
into the body cavity to make more room for
the robotic arms to maneuver.

Figure.4. Detachable instruments

D. 3-d vision
The camera unit or endoscope arm provides enhanced
three-dimensional images. This high resolution realtime magnification showing the inside the patient
allows the surgeon to have a considerable advantage
over regular Surgery.The system provides over a
thousand frames of the instrument position per
second and filters each image through a video
processor that eliminates background noise. The
endoscope is programmed to regulate thetemperature
of the endoscope tip automatically to prevent fogging
during the operation. Unlike The Navigator Control,
it also enables the surgeon to quickly switch views
through the use of a simple foot pedal

Figure.5. 3-d vision system

III.HOW IT OPERATES

The da Vinci and Zeus systems are similar
in their capabilities but different in their
approaches to robotic surgery. Both systems
are comprehensive master-slave surgical
robots with multiple arms operated remotely
from a console with video assisted
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visualization and computer enhancement. In
the da Vinci system (Fig. 1), which evolved
from the telepresence machines developed
for NASA and the US Army, there are
essentially 3 components: a vision cart that
holds a dual light source and dual 3-chip
cameras, a master console where the
operating surgeon sits, and a moveable cart,
where 2 instrument arms and the camera
arm are mounted. The camera arm contains
dual cameras and the image generated is 3dimensional. The master console consists of
an image processing computer that generates
a true 3-dimensional image with depth of
field; the view port where the surgeon views
the image; foot pedals to control electro
cautery, camera focus, instrument/camera
arm clutches, and master control grips that
drive the servant robotic arms at the
patient’s side. The instruments are cable
driven and provide 7 degrees of freedom.
This system displays its 3-dimensional
image above the hands of the surgeon so that
it gives the surgeon the illusion that the tips
of the instruments are an extension of the
control grips, thus giving the impression of
being at the surgical site.
IV.ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
DAVINCI ROBOT

A. Advantages






Magnified (12x), stereoscopic 3-D
vision
Robotic wrist with 6 degrees of
freedom
Movements are scaled, filtered,
translated
In the intensive care unit its result are
of less pain and quicker recovery
Major advances aided by surgical
robots have been remote surgery,
minimally invasive surgery and
unmanned surgery
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B. Disadvantages





Expensive
o $1.4 million cost for machine
o $120,000 annual maintenance
contract
Steep surgical learning curve
Increased staff training/competance
Increased OR set-up/turnover time

V.APPLICATIONS
ROBOT

OF

DA

VINCI

SURGICAL

A. Mitral valve repair

Less invasive surgical procedures have
developed over the past several years for such
specialties as general surgery, orthopedic
surgery, gynecologic surgery, and urology.
With the introduction of the da Vinci® robotic
system (Intuitive Surgical, Inc.; Sunnyvale,
Calif), minimally invasive mitral valve surgery
has become a viable treatment option. The
robot provides a magnified, high-resolution, 3dimensional image together with accurate,
natural hand–eye coordination in using the
various robotic instruments. Loulmet and
colleagues1 and Mohr and associates have
shown that mitral valve surgery can be
performed safely with a minimally invasive
approach (Da vinci)and without need of a
traditional sternotomy. Recovery from a
sternotomy often requires several weeks and
interrupts the daily routine and work habits of
patients.The benefits to the patient of a less
invasive technique include smaller incisions,
less pain, potentially shorter hospital stays, and
a quicker return to daily life. Ultimately, we
should be able to perform the same repairs
with the same positive results that are
associated with sternotomy. With this in mind,
we reviewed our experience with mitral valve
and tricuspid valve repairs using the da Vinci
surgical robot to determine whether these goals
were met.
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B.Robotic Surgery for Coronary Artery Disease(CABG)

Coronary artery bypass grafting is a surgical
treatment for patients in whom one or more
coronary arteries—the blood vessels that
supply blood to the heart—have become
blocked. In this procedure, a new blood vessel
is grafted into place that bypasses the clogged
artery, ensuring sufficient blood flow to the
cardiac muscle. Over the past decade and a
half, surgeons have made great strides in
developing minimally-invasive approaches to
this surgical treatment—including, in recent
years, robotic-assisted procedures. Dr. Didier
Loulmet, director of cardiac robotics at NYU
Langone Medical Center, has helped pioneer
these advances. Robotic coronary artery
bypass grafting offers a number of advantages.
During traditional open-heart surgery, the heart
is reached by cutting open the chest and
dividing the breast bone. This median
sternotomy approach requires a 10- to 12-inch
incision through the sternal bone. In the Da
vinci procedure, the surgeon operates through
several much smaller incisions between the
ribs. Major incisions are avoided and the
sternum doesn't need to be cut, dramatically
reducing the traumatic impact of the operation.
As a result, patients have less blood loss during
the procedure, recover more quickly,
experience less pain, and suffer fewer
complications. In addition, the da Vinci Si
surgical robot's 3-D, high definition camera
provides superior visualization of the operating
field, which increases the precision of the
technique compared to conventional surgery.
C.Vascular surgery

In September 2010, the first Da Vinci robotic
operations at the femoral vasculature were
performed at the University Medical Centre
Ljubljana (UMC Ljubljana), Slovenia. The
research was led by Borut Geršak, the head of
the Department of Cardiovascular Surgery at
the centre. Geršak explained that the robot
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used was the first true robot in the history of
robotic surgery, meaning the user interface was
not resembling surgical instruments and the
robot was not simply imitating the movement
of human hands but was guided by pressing
buttons, just like one would play a video game.
The robot was imported to Slovenia from the
United States.
VI.FUTURE

Although the general term "robotic surgery" is
often used to refer to the technology, this term
can give the impression that the robot (the da
Vinci System) is performing the surgery. In
contrast, the current da Vinci Surgical System
cannot—in any manner—run on its own. This
is due to the fact it was not designed as an
autonomous system and lacks a decision
making software, instead it relies on a human
operator for all input, however all the
functionality—including vision and motor
functions—are performed through remote
human-computer interaction and thus with the
appropriate weak AI software ,the system
could in principle perform partially or
completely autonomously. The difficulty with
creating an autonomous system of this kind is
not trivial, a major obstacle is that surgery per
se is not readily formalizable—a requirement
for weak AI. The current system is designed to
merely seamlessly replicate the movement of
the surgeon's hands with the tips of microinstruments, not to make decisions or move
without the surgeon’s direct input.
The da Vinci System could also potentially be
used to perform truly remote operations. This
was, in fact, what the Da Vinci system was
originally designed for, though this was
abandoned early. The possibility of long
distance operations depend on the patient
having access to a da Vinci System and
someone to put in the ports, but technically the
system could allow a doctor in the United
States, for example, to do surgery on a patient
in Antarctica. The da Vinci Surgical System
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can theoretically be used to operate over long
distances. According to the manufacturer, this
capability, however, is not the primary focus of
the company and thus is not available with the
current da Vinci Surgical System.
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VII.CONCLUSIONS






4.

It is more useful than any robotic
surgery
This technology is helpful for minor as
well as major surgery
Ideal for not only surgeon but also
patient
Hence it is widely used in many
hospitals

Although still in its infancy, Da Vinci robotic
surgery has already proven itself to be of great
value, particularly in areas inaccessible to
conventional laparoscopic procedures. It
remains to be seen, however, if robotic systems
will replace conventional laparoscopic
instruments in less technically demanding
procedures. In any case, robotic technology is
set to revolutionize surgery by improving and
expanding laparoscopic procedures, advancing
surgical technology, and bringing surgery into
the digital age. Furthermore, it has the
potential to expand surgical treatment
modalities beyond the limits of human ability.
Whether or not the benefit of its usage
overcomes the cost to implement it remains to
be seen and much remains to be worked out.
Although feasibility has largely been shown,
more prospective randomized trials evaluating
efficacy and safety must be undertaken. further
research must evaluate cost effectiveness or a
true benefit over conventional therapy.
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a original scale- and
rotation-invariant interest point detector and descriptor,
coined SURF (Speeded Up Ro- bust Features). It approximates
or even outperforms previously proposed schemes with respect
to repeatability, distinctiveness, and robustness, yet can be
computed and compared much faster. This is achieved by
relying on integral images for image convolutions by building
on the strengths of the leading existing detectors and
descriptorsand by simplifying these methods to the essential.
This leads to a combination of original detection, description,
and matching steps. The paper presents experimental results
on a standard evaluation set, as well as on imagery obtained in
the context of a real-life ob ject recognition application. Its all
over show SURF’s stronger performance. Also we define the
real-time object matching implementation in that paper.

Keywords –Speede Up Robust Fetures(SURF).

I. INTRODUCTION
SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) is a robust local
feature detector, first presented by Herbert Bay , that can be used
in Computer vision tasks like object recognition or 3D Construction.
It is partly inspired by the SIFT descriptor. The standard version of
SURF is several times faster than SIFT and claimed by its authors to
be more robust against different image transformations than SIFT.
SURF is based on sums of 2D Haar wavelet responses and makes an
efficient use of integral image.
It uses an integer approximation to determinant of Hessian
blob detector, which can be computed extremely quickly with an
integral image . For features, it uses the sum of the Haar wavelet
response around the point of interest. Again, these can be computed
with the aid of the integral image .Image matching task to finding
correspondences between two images of the same scene/object is
part of many computer vision applications. Image registration,
camera calibration and object recognize just few. This paper
describes distinctive features from images is divided into two main
phases. First, “key points” are extracted from distinctive locations
from the images such as edges, blobs, corner etc. Key point
detectors should be highly repeatable. Next ,neighbourhood regions
are picked around every key point and distinctive feature descriptors
are computed from each region .For image matching, extraction
features in images which can provide reliable matching between
different viewpoints of the same image. During process, Feature
descriptors are extracted from sample images and stored. This
descriptor has to be distinctive and, at the same time, robust to
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noise, detection errors. Finally, the feature descriptors are
matchedbetween different images.
II.COMPUTER VISION
Computer vision is a field that includes methods for
acquiring, processing, analyzing, and understanding images and, in
general, high-dimensional data from the real world in order to
produce numerical or symbolic information, e.g., in the forms of
decisions. A theme in the development of field has been to duplicate
the abilities of human vision by electronically perceiving and
understanding an image. This image understanding can be seen as
the disentangling of symbolic information from image data using
models constructed with the aid of geometry, physics, statistics, and
learning theory. Computer vision has also been described as the
enterprise of automating and integrating a wide range of processes
and representations for vision perception.
Applications range from tasks such as industrial machine
vision systems which say, inspect bottles speeding by on a
production line, to research into artificial intelligence and computers
or robots that can comprehend the world around them. The
computer vision and machine vision fields have significant overlap.
Computer vision covers the core technology of automated image
analysis which is used in many fields. Machine vision usually refers
to a process of combining automated image analysis with other
methods and technologies to provide automated inspection and
robot guidance in industrial applications.
As a scientific discipline, computer vision is concerned
with the theory behind artificial systems that extract information
from images. The image data can take many forms, such as video
sequences, views from multiple cameras, or multi-dimensional data
from a medical scanner.
Applications range from tasks such as industrial machine
vision systems which say, inspect bottles speeding by on a
production line, to research into artificial intelligence and computers
or robots that can comprehend the world around them. The
computer vision and machine vision fields have significant overlap.
Computer vision covers the core technology of automated image
analysis which is used in many fields. Machine vision usually refers
to a process of combining automated image analysis with other
methods and technologies to provide automated inspection and
robot guidance in industrial applications.
As a scientific discipline, computer vision is concerned
with the theory behind artificial systems that extract information
from images. The image data can take many forms, such as video
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sequences, views from multiple cameras, or multi-dimensional data
from a medical scanner.

A. Object Recognition
Object Recognition– in Computer vision this is the task of
finding a given object in an image or video sequence. Humans
recognize a multitude of objects in images with little effort, despite
the fact that the image of the objects may vary somewhat in
different viewpoints, in many different sizes / scale or even when
they are translated or rotated. Objects can even be recognized when
they are partially obstructed from view. This task is still a challenge
for Computer Vision systems in general.

B Hessian Blob Detector
In the field of computer vision, blob detection refers to
mathematical methods that are aimed at detecting regions in a
digital image that differ in properties, such as brightness or color,
compared to areas surrounding those regions. Informally, a blob is a
region of a digital image in which some properties are constant or
vary within a prescribed range of values; all the points in a blob can
be considered in some sense to be similar to each other.
Given some property of interest expressed as a function of
position on the digital image, there are two main classes of blob
detectors: (i) differential method are based on derivatives of the
function with respect to position, and (ii)method based on local
extrema are based on finding the local maxima and minima of the
function. With the more recent terminology used in the field, these
detectors can also be referred to as interest point operator or
alternatively interest region operators .
II. BACKGROUND
This article presents a novel scale- and rotation-invariant
detector and descriptor, coined SURF (Speeded-Up Robust
Features). SURF approximates or even outperforms previously
proposed schemes with respect to repeatability, distinctiveness, and
robustness, yet can be computed and compared much faster. This is
achieved by relying on integral images for image convolutions; by
building on the strengths of the leading existing detectors and
descriptors (specifically, using a Hessian matrix-based measure for
the detector, and a distribution-based descriptor); and by simplifying
these methods to the essential. This leads to a combination of novel
detection, description, and matching steps. The paper encompasses a
detailed description of the detector and descriptor and then explores
the effects of the most important parameters. We conclude the
article with SURF's application to two challenging, yet converse
goals: camera calibration as a special case of image registration, and
object recognition. Our experiments underline SURF's usefulness in
a broad range of topics in computer vision.

A.SIFT
SIFT (Scale -invariant feature transform) is used in computer vision
to detect and describe local features in images which was published
by DAVID LOWE in 1999. Applications include object
recognition, robotic mapping and navigation, image stitching,
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3D modeling , gesture recognition, video tracking, individual
identification of wildlife and match moving. Object recognition
using SIFT feature. Given SIFT's ability to find distinctive
keypoints that are invariant to location, scale and rotation, and
robust to affine transformations (changes in scale, rotation, and
position) and changes in illumination, they are usable for object
recognition.
For any object there are many features, interesting points on
the object, that can be extracted to provide a "feature" description of
the object. This description can then be used when attempting to
locate the object in an image containing many other objects. There
are many considerations when extracting these features and how to
record them. SIFT image features provide a set of features of an
object that are not affected by many of the complications
experienced in other methods, such as object scaling and rotation.
While allowing for an object to be recognized in a larger image
SIFT image features also allow for objects in multiple images of the
same location, taken from different positions within the
environment, to be recognized. SIFT features are also very resilient
to the effects of "noise" in the image.
The SIFT approach, for image feature generation, takes an
image and transforms it into a "large collection of local feature
vectors" (From "Object Recognition from Local Scale-Invariant
Features"). Each of these feature vectors is invariant to any scaling,
rotation or translation of the image.
III. WORKING
The task of finding point correspondences between two
images of the same scene or object is part of many computer vision
applications. Image registration, camera calibration, object
recognition, and image retrieval are just a few. The search for
discrete image point correspondences can be divided into three main
steps. First, ‘interest points’ are selected at distinctive locations in
the image, such as corners, blobs, and T-junctions. The most
valuable property of an interest point detector is its repeatability.
The repeatability expresses the reliability of a detector for finding
the same physical interest points under different viewing conditions.
Next, the neighborhood of every interest point is represented by a
feature vector. This descriptor has to be distinctive and at the same
time robust to noise, detection displacements and geometric and
photometric deformations. Finally, the descriptor vectors are
matched between different images. The matching is based on a
distance between the vectors, e.g. the Mahalanobis or Euclidean
distance. The dimension of the descriptor has a direct impact on the
time this takes, and less dimensions are desirable for fast interest
point matching. However, lower dimensional feature vectors are in
general less distinctive than their high-dimensional counterparts.
It has been our goal to develop both a detector and
descriptor that, in comparison to the state-of-the-art, are fast to
compute while not sacrificing performance. In order to succeed, one
has to strike a balance between the above requirements like
simplifying the detection scheme while keeping it accurate, and
reducing
the
descriptor’s
size
while
keeping
it
sufficientlydistinctive.
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Historically, working with only image intensities (i.e., the
RGB Pixel values at each and every pixel of image) made the task
of feature calculation computationally expensive. A
Paper
discussed working with an alternate feature set based on Haar
wavelets instead of the usual image intensities. Viola and Jones
adapted the idea of using Haar wavelets and developed the so-called
Haar-like features. A Haar-like feature considers adjacent
rectangular regions at a specific location in a detection window,
sums up the pixel intensities in each region and calculates the
difference between these sums. This difference is then used to
categorize subsections of an image. For example, let us say we have
an image database with human faces. It is a common observation
that among all faces the region of the eyes is darker than the region
of the cheeks. Therefore a common haar feature for face detection is
a set of two adjacent rectangles that lie above the eye and the cheek
region. The position of these rectangles is defined relative to a
detection window that acts like a bounding box to the target object .
Fig: The Flowchart Of Similarity Computation

In the detection phase of the Viola–Jones object detection
framework, a window of the target size is moved over the input
image, and for each subsection of the image the Haar-like feature is
calculated. This difference is then compared to a learned threshold
that separates non-objects from objects. Because such a Haar-like
feature is only a weak learner or classifier, a large number of Haarlike features are necessary to describe an object with sufficient
accuracy. In the Viola–Jones object detection framework, the Haarlike features are therefore organized in something called a classifier
cascade to form a strong learner or classifier.
The key advantage of a Haar-like feature over most other
features is its calculation speed. Due to the use of integral image a
Haar-like feature of any size can be calculated in constant time
(approximately 60 microprocessor instructions) for a 2-rectangle
feature.

APPLICATIONS
Fig. 1: Computation And Similarity In Its Sub Region

OBJECT CHARACTER RECOGNITION
Classification/misclassification
of
similar
shaped
characters largely affects OCR accuracy. Sometimes
occlusion/insertion of a part of character also makes it look alike
another character type. For such adverse situations a part based
character recognition system could be more effective. In order to
encounter mentioned adverse scenario we propose a new feature
encoding technique. This feature encoding is based on the
amalgamation of Gabor filter-based features with SURF features
(G-SURF). Features generated from a character are provided to
Support Vector Machine classifier.

Fig 2:An Example Of SURF Image Detection

V. SURF
2D Haar Wavelet
Haar-like features are digital image features used in object
recognition. They owe their name to their intuitive similarity with
Haar wavelets and were used in the first real-time face detector.
Fig 3: Object Character Recognition
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Face Detection
We analyze the usage of Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF) as local descriptors for face recognition. The effect of
different feature extraction and viewpoint consistency constrained
matching approaches are analyzed. The proposed approach allows
to match faces under partial occlusions, and even if they are not
perfectly aligned or illuminated. Current approaches are sensitive
to registration errors and usually rely on a very good initial
alignment and illumination of the faces to be recognized. A gridbased and dense extraction of local features in combination with a
block-based matching accounting for different viewpoint
constraints is proposed, . The proposed SURF descriptors are
compared to SIFT descriptors.

accurately. Lastly, we investigate the application of SURF to the
task of object recognition .

SURF proves to be work great for classification tasks,
performing better than the competition on the test sets, while still
being faster to compute. These positive results indicate that SURF
should be very well suited for tasks in object detection, object
recognition or image retrieval.
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Abstract—In this project steganography technology is
used. Extraction can be done in various ways such as
image, video. So, we use audio data transferring with
security, confidential data can travel from sender to
receiver without any interrupt data reach at their
destination points. Maxium number of bits that can be
used
for
LSBaudio
steganography.Weproposetwonovelapproachesofsubstit
utiontechniqueofaudio steganography that improves the
capacity of cover audio for embedding additional data
Message bits are embedded in to multiple and variable
SBs. Hacker cannot be hack the data. If the hacker
will try to hack the data then at that time the data will
lost and one program will run at that time which harms
hacker computer. Security algorithms are also used in
it.
Steganography (from the Greek, means
covered or secret writing) is long practiced form of
hiding secret messages or confidential data within
another seemingly innocuous message (carrier) and
transmit them. Although it is related to cryptography
but it is different. Steganography’s intend to hide the
existence of message while cryptography encode and
scrambles the message so that it can’t be understood
without the key or pertaining algorithm. In that RSA
algorithSm also used.
Keywords—Informationhiding, AudioSteganography,
Leastsignificantbit (LSB), Mostsignificantbit (MSB)

I.INTRODUCTION
Stenography
is
used
for
secretcommunication.It
is
subdisciplineofinformationhidingthatfocusesonconcealing
theexistenceofmessages.
The
termhidingreferstotheProcessofmakingtheinformati
onimperceptibleorkeeping
the
existenceoftheinformationsecret.TheStenography
algorithm
wereprimarilyDevelopedfor
digital
imagesandvideosequences.
Interestin
researchinaudioStenography
started.Any
StenographyTechniquehas
tosatisfytwobasic
requirements.The
firstrequirementis
perceptualtransparencythatis
coverobject(objectcontainingany additionaldata)
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andstegoobject(object containingsecret messages)
mustbeperceptually
indiscernible.
Thesecond
constraint ishighdatarateoftheembeddeddata. Ina
computerbasedaudio
StenographySystem;secretmessages areembeddedin
digitalsound.
Usedaudiofileasacover
objecttoaudioStenography.
InaudioStenography
theweaknessoftheHuman auditory systemisusedtohide
information in the audio. However embedding secret
messagesin
digitalsoundisusuallyamoredifficultprocess
thenembeddingdatain othermediaandcanhidedataintoa
hostsignalis
perceptuallytransparent.Embedding
informationintoaudioStenographySeemsmoresecuredu
e to lesssteganalysistechniquesforattackingto audio.
Furthermore,
natural
sensitivityanddifficultyof
working
onaudioandimprovementin
relatedtechniquesisneeded.All
theseStenographytechniquesdealwith
afewcommontypes
ofStenographyproceduredependingon
thevariationofthe hostmedia.Thatmeansthecoverobject
orcarrierobject
which
will
beusedtohide
thedata.Differentmedialikeimages,text,videoandaudio
has
been
usedasacarrierin
differenttimes.AudioStenographyhas
widerangeof
applications
suchasCovert
communication,
Digitalwatermarking,accesscontrol,etc.An effectiveof
audiousedaudiofileasacoverobjectto audio.

Fig. Block Diagram of Steganography
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Stenography
schemeshouldpossessthefollowingCharacteristics
A.
Inaudibilityofdistorti
on
Itevaluatestheaudibledistortionduetosignal
modification
like
messagesembeddingorattacking.The
audiowithoutaffectingtheperceptualqualityofthehost
audiosignal.
B.Ro
bust
ness
It measurestheabilityoftheembeddeddatato
duetosignal
intention
a n d u n i n t e n t i o n a l a t t a c k s .Unintentional
a t t a c k s generally
includecommondatamanipulationssuchas
resampling,requantization.Intentionalattacksincludeaddition
ofnoise,resizingetc.
C.
Datarate
(capacity)
It refers to the amountofinformationthata
data hidingscheme can successfully embedded
without introducingperceptuald i s t o r t i o n . In
ot h e r w o r d s t h e b i t r a t e o f t h e messageisthenum
beroftheembeddedbitswithin
aunitof
timeandisusually givenin bitspersecond(bps).The
maximumlimitonthenumberofusedLSBs
fordata
embeddingthatdonotcauseaudibledistortionto thehost
audiosignalrestrictstheamountofdataforhidingpurpos
e.
AsfarasStenographyis
concernedthereisalwaysaneedto
embedlargeamountofdatain
thehostaudiosignal.Thus,in
this
paperwepresent2novelapproachesofLSBcodingthat
increasethecapacityofcoveraudiosoas toembedlarge
amountofdata.Thesemethodsmaintain theperceptual
transparencyoftheresultingaudiosignal,text,image,etc.

Letter
A
U
D
I

ASCII
065
117
100
105

Fromthetable,onecan
comeopointthattoembedthe
word“Audio“into
thehostfileactuallythecorresponding
eight
bitbinaryvalueshaveto
be
embeddedintothedigitizedaudiofilewhereeachsampl
eisrepresentedwith16bits.
II.PROPOSED METHOD

WeusetwonovelapproachesofLSBsofaudiosamplesfor
datahiding.ThesemethodschecktheMSBsofthesamples,
andthennumberofLSBsfordatahidingisdecided.Inthis
way,
multipleandvariableLSBs
are
usedforembeddingsecretdata.Theseproposedmethodsr
emarkably
increasethecapacityfordatahidingascomparedtostandar
d
LSBwithoutcausinganynoticeabledistortiontothedata.
UsingMSB
algorithm
This
methodconsidersthevalueoftheMSBofthedigitized
samplesofcoveraudiofor
datahiding.Representationofthe
embedding
procedure.The
stepsfor
data
embeddinganddataretrievalasfollow.
MSBbit

NoofLSBsneeded
fordataembedding
6
7

a) Steps for
Embedding

In
thistechnique,LSBofbinaryequivalentofeachsampleof
digitizedaudiofileisreplacedwithabinaryequivalentse
cret.
Aprogramhasbeendevelopedwhichcanread
theaudiofilebitbybitandstorestheminadifferentfile.

Binary value
01000001
01110101
01100100
01101001

Table.1LetterswithASCIIvaluesandcorrespondingBinary values

0
1

D.
LeastSignificantMetho
d
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For example if the word “Audi” has to be
embedded in to an audio file one has to embedded
the audio binary values of this word in to the audio
file as shown in below.

Data

1. Read the cover
audio signal.
2. Write the text in an in file to be embedded.
Convertitinto as equence of binary bits.
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3. Everymessage bitfromstep2isembedded into the
VariableandmultipleLSBsofthesamplesofthedigitized
coveraudiocover.
4.Forembeddingpurpose,theMSBofthecoversampleis
checked.Asshowninabovetable.
IfMSBis„0‟thenuse6LSBsfordataemb
edding.
IfMSBis„1‟thenuse7
LSBsfordataembedding.
5.Themodifiedcoveraudiosamplesarethenwrittentothe
fileformingthestegoobject.

applications.
C.Allegeduse by intelligenceservices
In
2010,the
FederalBureauofInvestigationrevealedthatthe
Russian
foreignintelligenceserviceuses
customizedsteganography
softwarefor
embeddingencryptedtext
messagesinside
imagefilesforcertaincommunicationswith
"illegalagents"
(agentsundernondiplomaticcover)stationedabroad.

b) Steps for Data
Retrieval
1. Readthestegoobject.
2. Retrievalofmessagebitsisdonebycheckingthe
MSBofthesamples.IfMSBis„0‟thenuse6
LSBsfordataretrieve.IfMSBis„1‟thenuse7LSBsfor
dataretrieve.
3.Aftereverysuch16
messagesbitsretrieved,the
convertedintotheirdecimalequivalentsandfinally
thesecretaudiosignalreconstructed.
TheCapacitybytheproposedmethodisestimatedbyusing
Cp
=p
1*
7+
*6
Wherep1andp2aretheprobabilitiesofthesamples
with
valueas„1‟and„0‟respectively.TheP e r c e n t a g e i
n cr ea se
in
Ca pa ci t yi s gi ven b yE C P=
(cp/c)*100
Where4
bitspersamp
le.
III.APPLICATIONS
A.Usagein
modernprinters
Steganographyis
usedbysomemodernprinters,including
HPandXeroxbrandcolorlaserprinters.Tinyyellowdo
ts
areaddedtoeach
page.Thedots
arebarelyvisibleand
containencodedprinterserialnumbers,as
wellas
dateand timestamps.
B. DefenceApplications
SteganographyismostlyusedinDefence
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Publickey
Cryptography
In
thisperformingencryptionanddecryptionofdatabyusin
g
RSAan
algorithm.Thesendersignamessagewithitsprivate
keyexchangethatis
twosidescooperatestoexchange
message.Inthisalgorithmoneuserusesa publickeyand
otheruseruses asecret(private)key.
Thearithmeticcalculationsoftheal
gorithm:
1.
Choose
o n e n u m b e r a n d d i v i d e i t t ot w o p r i m e
numbers.
2. Selectp andq.
3. Calculaten=p*q.
4. CalculateZ= (p-1) (q-1)
5.Selectinteger „ e‟whichisrelativelyprime t2
(Z=Φ (n))
6. Calculatee*d=1Mod (Φ
(n))anddetermine„d‟.
7. Publickey={e,n}andprivatekey= {d,n}
8. forDataEncryption:
c=M^eMod
n.
9.forDataDecr
yption:M
=c^dMo
dn.

IV.RESULT
UsingmultipleLSBsweretestedwithaudioseq
uenceswere
withsamplingfrequency44100Hzaudiofilerepresented
by16bitspersample.Durationoftheclipsrangedfrom2to
8
seconds.
This
methodanalysedi ntermsofPSNR(peak
signaltonoiseratio),increasecapacityandMSE.
The
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r e s u l t s oftheproposedmethodthatconsideronlyMS
Bforincreasingthecapacityofthecoveraudio,asshowni
n
below.Theestimatedincreaseincapacityiseithercloseor
more than this estimated value and the average
value
is6.774.Andistheysimpletechnique,theembeddedtexti
ntoaudiomore
secureandthehidden
informationisrecovered withoutanyerrors.

V.CONCLUSION
Inthispaper, different techniques discussed
for data embedded in Text. T wonovelapproaches
usedtoincreasethe
capacity
of
thecoveraudiohavebeenproposed.
Ascompared
toStandardLSBcodingmethod,thesemethodsare used
to
embeddeddata
in
multipleandvariableLSBsdependingontheMSBsofthe
coveraudiosamples.HerewearechecksonlytheMSBof
thecoversample.Thereisaremarkableincreaseincapacit
y
ofcoveraudioforhidingadditionaldata
andwithoutaffecting the perceptualtransparencyofthe
Text.Andprovide thekeys forsecurethe data.Themain
advantageofthisproposed
methodistheyaresimpleinlogicandthehiddeninformati
on
isrecoveredwithoutanyt h r ea d s
or
error.Thusitsucceedsinattaining
thebasicrequirementofdatahiding.
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Abstract: Knee joint is the complex structure of the human body
acquires the critical loads in various moving conditions. This
paper discusses the loads acting on the joint during different
motions such as steady, walking and lifting. The aim is to study
and evaluate the loads and stresses acting on knee joint and
compared with the implant results. First, human movement is
dynamic, indicating that the loading experienced by the knee joint
will be a function of the motions occurring during the activity.
Second, dynamic systems are coupled; and movement at one joint
cannot be studied apart from movement of the entire system
Third, muscles and ligaments play an important part in
determining joint contact forces and motion These observations
suggest that models combining skeletal dynamics (rigid multi
body dynamics), muscle actuators, ligament bundles, and
deformable joint contact are needed to predict knee contact
conditions during movement. Finite element analysis (FEA) has
been used to study knee joint contact mechanics Under static
loading conditions Dynamic FEA has recently been applied to
simulations of knee implant components under well-defined
loading conditions

Pro/E constructs the geometric model of knee joint, Adams
conducts the kinematic and dynamic analysis, ANSYS
conducts the contact stress analysis between meshing bones
and Workbench completes the overall analysis of the knee
system. As long as correct motion and initial positionload and
bounded conditions are added, the software can complete the
analysis of the whole system. Life Mod is the software that
implements the modeling and analysis of the body's bones,
muscles and ligaments. It allows researchers to no longer
confines in the understanding of a researcher on problems of
mathematics. Researchers can conveniently complete the product
development.

II.
[1]

Keywords Knee Joint, Knee Implant, Biomechanics, Finite
Element Analysis, Contact analysis

Objective
Combining deformable joint models with rigid body system is one
of the important Future research directions in multi body
dynamics. However, no such Computational framework exists to
date, primarily because of the lack of a fast and Accurate contact
solver as well as the technical difficulties involved in
implementing such a solver within a multi body dynamics
environment. Our study aimed to develop a Methodology to study
contact in the knee joint during human movement, thus enabling
us to study osteoarthritis development in natural knees and wear
development
in
ultra-high
material-weight-polyethylene
(UHMWPE) of artificial knees
I.

[3]
[4]

[5]

Introduction

Biomechanics is a new theory based from the integration of
mechanics, biology and medical science. Biomechanics mainly
researched on living objects including the correlation of
individual organisms, tissue, organs, cells and molecules. The
correlation includes the different conditions of motion,
deformation, growth and loads. Biomechanical study can help
researchers understand the function of a variety of life and
in a different environment to make corresponding adjustments
on human tissues or effectively design a variety of devices
and equipment to improve the quality of life of people. The
different researches and different research tools of
biomechanics caught the attention of the industry and
academia
and
many creative products were developed
accordingly. In optimized modeling, analysis, simulation and
system, the software plays a powerful role in functionality
and efficiency. In the R&D of custom-made artificial knee,
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[2]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Corin: Introduced a total knee design system in 1987
where the CT films and X-rays of patients were
input to the computer by means of a digital device
to serve as a design reference. It can automatically
correct the existing joint size to serve as basis for
customization. After 1996, custom-made knee often
use CT/MRI methods to obtain the geometric size
of the patient's knee, tibial plateau and distal femoral
articular surface, and provides surgical and processing
simulation.
Shivani and Sathasivam: Used the X-ray image of
the patient integrating with the reverse engineering
molding technology to create a parametric design of the
knee. Hannover
H.
M.
Overoff:Used the ultrasound image
segmentation techniques to reconstruct the 3D model of
the knee.
Liu Peng:Alsohave similar research results. With
regards to the biomechanical researches on the
femur and tibia of knees, in 1983,
Moeinzadeh:Is the first to establish a dynamic model
based on the anatomical structure of the human knee
and fixedto the femur. The model can be used to
describe the tibia femoral relative to the femur
relative motion and calculate the contact force of
the knee joint when femur is fixed. In 1984,
Wongchaisuwatet. al E :Established another knee
dynamic model, in which the femur is fixed while the
tibia is modeled as a pendulum in order to analyze the
control strategy of the tibia relative to the sliding and
rolling of the femur.
Komistek: Adopted Kane method to establish the
model that obtained the peak value of the contact
force between the femur and tibia through the
Analysis of different walking speed
Wang et. Al: Released the femurand createa 2D free
motion knee joint model containing femur and tibia.
Tumer and Engin : Established a 2D knee dynamic
model of a femur-patella-tibia system. This model
simulated the motion of femur and patella relative to
tibia when the femur is fixed. ,
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[10] Jiaet. Al :Establish a 3D model of a human lower limb
to calculate the force and moments of the femoral and
tibial articular surface during a gait cycle.

III.

normal vector n on the femoral Surface is
orthogonal to a tangential plane of the tibial surface,
we obtain

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The 3D model
We constructed a 3D model of total knee joint

Next, we will introduce the force and moment
equilibrium equations. Vectors r and ρ are the
position vectors on the femur and the tibia
respectively. Vector v is a vector of pull direction of a
ligament. Vector v can be expressed as,

From Eq.(4), the force equilibrium condition is
expressed as,
Where, Fe is the external force including weight of
tibia and ground reaction force, p is contact force,Fm
is muscle strength, and f is tensile force of the
ligament or the tendon. A ligament or a tendon is
assumed to be a set of eight non-linear springs, and f
can be expressed as a function of its length l .
Fig.1 Forces on the Artificial Joint

arthroplasty, referring to the Wismans’s model and the
irokawa’smodel.In our model, the tibia-femoral
andpatello-femoral compartments were incorporated.
The femur was described with the fixed coordinate
system and the tibia and the patella with the moving
systems. The shapes of prosthetic articular surfaces
were described with parametric polynomial equations
respectivelyThe model included three muscles:
quadriceps, hamstrings and gastrocnemius, and
threeLigaments: medial and lateral collateral ligament
and patella tendon. Friction between two surfaces was
neglected. In the model, it was assumed the
articular surfaces are rigid and the contact was
reduced to contact at a point. Simultaneous contact
between tibia and femur at both the medial and the
lateral sides was required; same was true between
the patella and the femur. When the flexion angle
becomes large, the post and cam start to contact.
Friction between articulating surfaces and the force of
inertia were neglected. In order to avoid the repetitive
explanations for the model equations, we will explain
only about the tibio-femoral joint however the
following explanations are also applicable to the
patello-femoral joint.
When tibio-femoral joint
contacts
on
the
points
respectively,
the
followingrelationship holds at each point,

Where c is a position vector of a point on the femoral
surface, δ is a position vector of a pointon the tibial
surface, and a is a vector between both the
origins of the femoral and the tibialCoordinates.
Matrix T is a rotation transform matrix. Since a
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The moment equilibrium condition is expressed as,
WhereMe is an external moment vector. Scalar Mr is
a magnitude of required moment to achieve Knee
flexion angle θ, and vector λis a unit vector to describe
the moment axis direction.

We solved the nonlinear simultaneous equation by
Newton-Raphson method. Then, we introduced the
position/orientation of each component, the positions
of contact points, contact force, and other variables.
Force Analysis of Knee Joint
• Static analysis is used to determine the forces and
Moments acting on a joint when no motion takes place
or at one instant in time during a dynamic activity such
as walking, running or lifting an object.
• A simplified technique is used such as a free body
diagram and limits the analysis in one plane.
•

The three principle coplanar force acting on the free
body are identified and designated in the free body
diagram.
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The various forces acting on knee joint in various
motion are as follows
Fx - Friction Force
Fy - Ground Reaction Force
Fz - Ground To Foot Force
X – Perpendicular distance along Fy
Y - Perpendicular distance along Fx
P - Patela Tendon Force
J - Joint Reaction Force
W - Ground Reaction Force
a- Perpendicular Distance along W
b- Perpendicular Distance along P
Free Body Diagram of Knee Joint
Case I: When the total weight of body is acting over a
single knee joint in straight position. In

lever arms X and Y are calculated from the knee and
the coordinates for the center of the pressure of the
foot. In the coronal plane, Knee moment Mx is
calculated from:
Mx = Fy × Z and Fz × Y.
Fx × y = Fy × x
Fx × 53 = 588.6 × 15
Fx = 166.57N
Fy × z = Fz × y
588.6 ×10 = Fz × 53
Fz = 111.05N
The forces for different varying weight are calculated
analytically for case-I and are shown in table 1.
Case-II: During walking or lifting, the leg is in
inclined position and total weight of body acting on
ankle. For second case, an example illustrates the
application of 58
Modeling and Finite Element
Analysis of Knee Prosthesis with and without Implant
the simplified free body technique for coplanar forces
to the knee. The techniques used to estimate the
minimum magnitude of the joint reaction force acting
on the Tibio-femoral joint of the weight bearing leg

Fig.2 FBD of Knee Joint

the first case, the two coplanar forces (Fx and Fz)
acting on the foot are calculated by measuring the
distance from the line of action of force from the
ground by considering the vertical force Fy as a weight
of the body.

when the other leg is lifted during stair climbing.As
per the literature studied the two main forces acting on
joint during walking and stair lifting position are
patella tendon force (P) and joint reaction force (J)
with the ground reaction force (W) as per the weight of

The external force system acting on the tibia consists
of the three ground-to foot forces (Fx, Fy, and Fz). Fx
is the frictional force acting at the foot in the line
Fig.3 Vector Diagram of Knee Joint

of progression; Fy is the vertical component and Fz is
the side-to-side ground-to-foot force. In the sagittal
plane of the knee the turning moment Mz can be
estimated from: Mz = Fy × X and Fx × Y (Fig. 2). The
body. The forces acting on joint has been calculated
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from the vector diagram and the distance upto knee
joint from vertical force is measured practically are
shown in figure 3.
∑M=0
W×A - P×B = 0
W×A = P×B
P = 588.6×16.5/5.156
=1883.52N
P = 12.8×147.15 = 1883.52N
J = 16.7×147.15 = 2457.405N
W = 588.6N
Similarly the forces for different varying weight are
also calculated analytically for case-II and are shown
in table 2

would search for the minimum energy position

based on the joint posture as the most stable state.
Fig. 7 Forces on the knee joint& Contact stresses

IV.

CONCLUSION

From the analysis, several conclusions are made which
are listed below.
1. For the varying weight in steady condition the joint
can easily sustain the body for the weight of 65 to 70
kg.
2. During walking i.e. from 3-coplanar forces it can be
said that the joint start wearing as the stresses are
increases compared with steady condition.
3. During dynamic condition i.e. for patellar tendon
and joint reaction forces, the stresses are extremely
varies because of running or extra work over joint as
compared to walking condition which causes injury on
the joint.
4. Because of injury the implant is one of the options
for total knee replacement whose analysis shows the
stresses are slightly increases for the steady condition
but up to certain limit that is from 100 to 500, it means
that the implant can occurred a pain or a damage of
joint after 500.

Contact stresses

The contact stress of the artificial knee joint the
results of the previous study can construct finite
element model of a whole knee joint system, as
shown in Figure 4. It can also obtain the femoral
condyles contact area and contact stress distribution, as
shown in Figure 5 and the contact stress of the
meniscus, as shown in Figure 6. Because humanknee
joint is different than of the robots, even if the same
action is repeated, the human knee contact state
does not possess a high precision of reproducibility
either.
After adding different three-dimensional
reconstruction of the organizations, the assembly
precision can’t be constructed through any uniform
standards. Therefore, a part of this study uses the
smallest surfaces modification as foundation, and
minimum repeated assembly to the joint contact stress
is used as convergence value. This hypothesis
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Abstract—The Xml database is a rapidly growing
technology which is poised to replace many existing
technologies used for data storage. It uses xml and
many of its derived technologies, like DTD, XSL, XSLT,
Xpath, Xquery, etc., as its frame- work. An XML
database is a data persistence software system that
allows data to be stored in XML format. Xml document
is self-describing and is compatible on all kind of
platforms because it is in text format. This makes it a
very powerful technology. In this paper, different
techniques are also discussed. Due to its simplicity
and compatibility on all kinds of platforms , xml
database is rapidly becoming the de facto standard
of passing data over the internet.
Keywords –XML, Document Type Defination, Xpath.

relational tables created relational tables to reconstruct the
XML documents. Secondly, they should map XML
elements and attributes to relational column values.
XML Databases can accept structured as well as
unstructured data. XML documents do not have to conform
to any set Schema so a developer can fire anything they
wish at the database, no need to modify tables and
columns. On the other hand, XML may conform to an
XML Schema.
XML Schema allows one to define an XML
document in both its node structure (e.g. elements and
attributes) as well as the data types contained within these
nodes. XML Schema is so powerful in terms of the
explicitness of the constraints that can be placed on XML
data, potentially large amounts of validation that would
normally be performed in the business logic layer of an
application can be reduced dramatically or even
completely.

I. INTRODUCTION

II.XML

XML has emerged as the dominant standard for
representing and exchanging data over the Internet. Its
nested, seK-describing structure provides a simple yet
flexible means for applications to model and exchange
data. For example, a business can easily model complex
structures such as purchase orders in XML form. With a
large amount of data represented as XML documents, it
becomes necessary to store and query these XML
documents. To address this problem, there has been work
done on building native XML database systems.These
database systems are built from scratch for the specific
purpose of storing and querying XML documents. This
approach, however, has two potential disadvantages.
Firstly, native XML database systems do not harness the
sophisticated storage and query capability already provided
by existing relational database systems. Secondly, native
XML database systems do not allow users to query
seamlessly across XML documents and other data stored in
relational database systems.
In this paper, I have presented an efficient technique
whereby the same query processor can be used with all
relational schema generation techniques as long as they
satisfy following two conditions. Firstly, they should
provide a lossless mapping from XML to relations, i.e there
should be sufficient structural information in the created
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Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a set of rules for
encoding documents in machine- readable form. It is
defined in the XML 1.0. XML's design goals emphasize
simplicity, generality, and usability over the Internet. It is
a textual data format with strong support via Unicode for
the languages of the world. Although the design of XML
focuses on documents, it is widely used for the
representation of arbitrary data structures, for example in
web services.
III. XML DATABASES
An XML database is a data persistence software system
that allows data to be stored in XML format. This data can
then be queried, exported and serialized into the desired
format.
Two major classes of XML database exist:
A .XML-enabled
B. Native XML (NXD)
Now. we will discuss about the techniques. They are as
follows:
IV.XML DTD(DOCUMENT TYPE DEFINATION)
Document Type Definition (DTD) is a set of markup
declarations that define a document type for SGML-family
markup languages (SGML, XML, HTML). DTDs were a
precursor to XML schema and have a similar function,
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although different capabilities.DTDs use a terse formal
syntax that declares precisely which elements and
references may appear where in the document of the
particular type, and what the elements’ contents and
attributes are. DTDs also declare entities which may be
used in the instance document.
A. Markup Declarations
DTDs describe the structure of a class of documents via
element and attribute-list
declarations. Element
declarations name the allowable set of elements within the
document, and specify whether and how declared elements
and runs of character data may be contained within each
element. Attribute-list declarations name the allowable set
of attributes for each declared element, including the type
of each attribute value, if not an explicit set of valid
value(s).
DTD markup declarations declare which element
types, attribute lists, entities and notations are allowed in
the structure of the corresponding class of XML
documents.
B. Where does it live?
Document Type Definition lives in a file whose
name ends with .Inside this file are items that define tags
(elements), attributes, and other beasties to be named
later.There are two ways to connect a DTD with the
content of an XML file:
1. External DTD
You can put the DTD in a separate file from
the XML file, and refer to it using a <!DOCTYPE ...> line
at the beginning of the XML file. The advantage of this
method is that many XML files can all refer to the same
DTD.
2. Internal DTD
You can put the DTD inside the <!DOCTYPE ...>
declaration at the front of the XML file. The advantage of
an internal DTD is that the file can be validated by itself,
without reference to any external files.
V.XPATH
XPath 2.0 is the current version of the XPath language
defined by the World Wide Web Consortium, W3C. It
became a recommendation on 23 January 2007.XPath is
used primarily for selecting parts of an XML document.
For this purpose the XML document is modelled as a tree
of nodes. XPath allows nodes to be selected by means of a
hierarchic navigation path through the document tree.
XPath 2.0 is used as a sublanguage of XSLT 2.0, and it is
also a subset of XQuery 1.0. All three languages share the
same data model, type system, and function library, and
were developed together and published on the same day.
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VI.XQUERY
XQuery is a query and functional programming language
that is designed to query collections of XML data. The
mission of the XML Query project is to provide flexible
query facilities to extract data from real and virtual
documents on the World Wide Web, therefore finally
providing the needed interaction between the Web world
and the database world. Ultimately, collections of XML
files will be accessed like databases. XQuery provides the
means to extract and manipulate data from XML
documents or any data source that can be viewed as XML,
such as relational databases or office documents. XQuery
uses XPath expression syntax to address specific parts of
an XML document. These features are both under active
development for a subsequent version of the language.
XQuery is a programming language that can
express arbitrary XML to XML data transformations with
the following features:
1. Logical/physical data independence.
2. Declarative.
3. High level.
4. Side-effect free.
5. Strongly typed.
VII. XML SCHEME
XML Schema, published as a W3C recommendation in
May 2001, is one of several XML schema languages. It
was the first separate schema language for XML to achieve
Recommendation status.Technically, a schema is an
abstract collection of metadata, consisting of a set of
schema components: chiefly element and attribute
declarations and complex and simple type definitions.
These components are usually created by processing a
collection of schema documents, which contain the source
language definitions of these components. In popular
usage, however, a schema document is often referred to as
a schema.
Schema documents are organized by namespace:
all the named schema components belong to a target
namespace, and the target namespace is a property of the
schema document as a whole. A schema document may
include other schema documents for the same namespace,
and may import schema documents for a different
namespace.
When an instance document is validated against a
schema (a process known as assessment), the schema to be
used for validation can either be supplied as a parameter to
the validation engine, or it can be referenced directly from
the instance document using two special attributes,
xsi:schemaLocation
and
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation.
VIII.XSLT
XSLT is a declarative, XML-based language used for the
transformation of XML documents into other XML
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documents. The original document is not changed; rather, a
new document is created based on the content of an
existing one.The new document may be serialized (output)
by the processor in standard XML syntax or in another
format, such as HTML or plain text. XSLT is often used to
convert XML data into HTML or XHTML documents for
display as a web page: the transformation may happen
dynamically either on the client or on the server, or it may
be done as part of the publishing process. It is also used to
create output for printing or direct video display, typically
by transforming the original XML into XSL Formatting
Objects to create formatted output which can then be
converted to a variety of formats, a few of which are PDF,
PostScript, AWT and PNG.
XSLT is also used to translate XML messages
between different XML schemas, or to make changes to
documents within the scope of a single schema, for
example by removing the parts of a message that are not
needed.

application-defined data types, and a convention for
representing procedure calls and responses.
ADVANTAGES
SOAP is versatile enough to allow for the use of different
transport protocols. The standard stacks use HTTP as a
transport protocol, but other protocols are also usable.Since
the SOAP model tunnels fine in the HTTP get/response
model, it can tunnel easily over existing firewalls and
proxies, without modifications to the SOAP protocol, and
can use the existing infrastructure.
X.CONCLUSION
We have presented technique for quering XML documents
using relational database system,which enables same query
processor to be used with most relational schema
generation technique and also allows user to query
seamlessly across relational data and XML documents.The
proposed technique can thus serve as an infrastructure for
investigating issues common to different relational schema
generation technique.

IX.SOAP
SOAP, originally defined as Simple Object Access
Protocol, is a protocol specification for exchanging
structured information in the implementation of Web
Services in computer networks. It relies on Extensible
Markup Language (XML) for its message format, and
usually relies on other Application Layer protocols, most
notably Remote Procedure Call (RPC) and Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP), for message negotiation and
transmission. SOAP can form the foundation layer of a web
services protocol stack, providing a basic messaging
framework upon which web services can be built. This
XML based protocol consists of three parts: an envelope,
which defines what is in the message and how to process it,
a set of encoding rules for expressing instances of
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Abstract--Plant pest identification and detection is vital for food
security, quality of life and a stable agricultural
economy.Enormous agricultural yield is lost every year, due to
rapid infestation by pest. In Maharashtra state , mostly crops
like cotton, soyabean, pigeonpea,chickpea,jowar are taken by
farmers. various pests like
gram pod borer, American
bollworm, whiteflies, thrips, mealybugs attacks on this crops. If
proper identification and controlling measures does not take
place then large amount of crops is damaged by this pests.
according to survey, minimum 10% of crop yield to chick pea
crop is lost due to gram pod borer pest attacks. Various
methodologies were proposed earlier for identification and
detection of agriculture pests. We propose a decision support
system which exposes a advance computing technology that will
help the farmer to identify correctly agricultural pests and take
proper decision about preventive or control measure of it.
Diagnosis of agricultural pests in the field is very critical and
difficult. In our proposed work, we will be capturing images of
pests from various crops like cotton, pigeonpea,chickpea crop.
After that captured image would be preprocessed for
enhancement. Then segmentation will be carried out with help
of OTSU thresholding using segmentation. we would be
segmenting out pest from forground. After segmentation,
various features of pests including color and shape will be
calculated. With the help of Back Propagation Network, we
would be finding out the type of pest and give preventive and
control measures to user.
Keywords—agricultural pests, OTSU thresholding, BP
Network, Decision support system.

INTRODUCTION
is an agricultural country wherein most of
India
the population depends on agriculture and
agriculture is one of the major domains which
decides economy of the nation. The quality &
quantity of the agricultural production is affected
by environmental parameters like rain, temperature
& other weather parameters which are beyond
control of human beings. Another major biological
parameter which affects productivity of the crop is
the pests, disease where human beings can have
control to improve the productivity of crop[10].
The position of the any country in the world
depends on its economy and the economy of most
of the countries depends on agricultural production.
In country like India the farmers have wide
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diversity to select their crop for cultivation to
produce
maximum
yield
depending
on
environment available. However there are certain
issues with field crop like to identify deficiency of
nutrition in plants, to identify various diseases,
various pests which affect crops. Each issue has an
importance. Among one is detection ofpests so that
proper action should be taken to control it leading
to minimize loss. When any of such a condition
occurs then farmers uses his experience or
knowledge and also refers some guide books. If
they aware about the pest ,then they can take
correct action and control the situation but if
farmers does not have correct knowledge, then
misidentification of any pests can be possible and
incorrect controls measure like non-affecting
pesticides can be used leading to wasting of work
and money and most importance it may lead to
serious problem to crops. Otherwise they may
approach to any agricultural experts who give them
suggestion regarding detection of infected pests
and the treatment of incidence of pest for their
crop/plant in order to prevent and control crop and
increase the crop productivity. Commonly they
may face following situations like :
a) Sometimes they have to go long distances
for approaching the expert
b) Even though they go such distances expert
may not be available at that time
c) Sometimes, the expert whom a farmer
contacts, may not be in a position to advise
the farmer with the available information
and knowledge.
To break or avoid this long procedure, some
decision system need to be design so that easy
approach can be use by farmers to solve the issue
of detection of pests in agricultural [3].
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In the recent past, several approaches based on intensities (RDI) was proposed for detecting pest named as
automation and image processing has come to light white flyaffecting various leaves. The algorithm not only
to address this issue. Conventionally Manual pest works for greenhouse based crops but also agricultural based
crops as well.The algorithm was tested over 100 images of
monitoring techniques, sticky traps, black light white fly pest with an accuracy of 96%. [7] proposed a new
traps are being utilized for pest monitoring. Manual method of pest detection and positioning based on binocular
pest monitoring techniques are time consuming and stereo to get the location information of pest, which was used
subjective to the availability of a human expert to for guiding the robot to spray the pesticides automatically.[15]
introduced contextual parameter tuning for adaptive image
detect the same [1].
segmentation, that allows to efficiently tune algorithm
parameters with respect to variations in leaf color and
contrast. [4]presents an automatic method for classification of
the main agents that cause damages to soybean leaflets, i.e.,
beetles and caterpillars using SVM classifier.[14] proposed
Back propagation neural network for recognition of leaves,
diseases ,pests.
PRPOSED METHOD

Fig 1. pod borer pest affecting chickpea crop.

Literature survey
Earliear papers are describing to detect mainly pests like
aphids, whiteflies, thrips, etc using various approaches
suggesting the various implementation ways as illustrated and
discussed below.[6] proposed an cognitive vision system that
combines image processing, learning and knowledge-based
techniques.They only detect mature stage of white fly and
count the number of flies on single leaflet. They used 180
images as test dataset .among this images they tested 162
images and each image having 0 to 5 whitefly pest. They
calculate false negative rate (FNR) and false positive rate
(FPR) for test images with no whiteflies (class 1), at least one
white fly (class 2) and for whole test set.[9]extend
implementation of the image processing algorithms and
techniques to detect pests in controlled environment like
greenhouse. Three kinds of typical features including size,
morphological feature (shape of boundary), and color
components were considered and investigated to identify the
three kinds of adult insects, whiteflies, aphids and thrips.[2]
promote early pest detection in green houses based on video
analysis.their goal was to define a decision support system
which handles an video camera data. They implemented
algorithms for detection of only two bioagressors name as
white flies and aphids. The system was able to detect low
infestation stages by detecting eggs of white flies thus
analyzing behavior of white flies.[1] proposed pest detection
system including four steps name as color conversion,
segmentation, reduction in noise and counting whiteflies.A
distinct algorithm name as relative difference in pixel
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The overall proposed methodology consist of several steps
such as acquiring of pests sample for database. Next is
preprocessing and image segmentation. Further, feature
extraction algorithm based on color and shape is evaluated
Using BP Network. we would be finding out type of pest
present in image and give remedies to control it. The decision
support system has various steps which are as follows.

Fig.2: decision support system

Acquire Image and Preprocessing
Images of various pests like American bollworm
and tobacco caterpillar on cotton, gram caterpillar
and green pod borer on pigeon pea, semilooper on
chickpea are collected from various fields with the
help of mobile camera or sony camera. The purpose
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of image preprocessing is to enhance the quality of advantages
like
robustness,
effectiveness,
the image and to highlight the region of interest. Implementation
simplicity,
Computational
Image quality is susceptible to interference and simplicity, Low storage requirements. color
noise during image acquiring [19]. Image descriptors represented by color histograms, color
enhancement is a mean as the improvement of an moments, color coherence vectors or color
image appearance by increasing dominance of some correlograms [12]. Shape features includes length,
features or by decreasing ambiguity between width , aspect ratio, rectangularity, area ratio of
different regions of the image. Image enhancement convexity, perimeter ratio of convexity, sphericity,
processes consist of a collection of techniques that circularity and form factor, etc
seek to improve the visual appearance of an image
or to convert the image to a form better suited for
BP Network
analysis by a human or machine. Many images such With the help of Back Propagation Network , we
as medical images, remote sensing images and even would be identifying type of pest which is present
real life photographic pictures, suffer from poor in image and give preventive as well as control
contrast. Therefore it is necessary to enhance the measure to it. BP Network (Back Propagation
contrast. The purpose of image enhancement Network) is called back propagation neural
methods is to increase image visibility and details. network. It can move to meet a given input /output
Enhanced image provide clear image to eyes or relation from the direction of the organization
assist feature extraction processing in computer neural network, the typical structure is shown in
vision system. Various image enhancement Figure 3 .A typical BP network consists of three
technique
includes
Histogram parts: input layer, hidden layer and output layer.
Equalization,Brightness Preserving Bi Histogram Three parts in turn connect through the Connection
Equalization, Contrast limited Adaptive Histogram weight value between nodes. Three layers of BP
Equalization etc.[20].
neural network can accomplish any n to m
dimension of mapping [22]. The largest
Image Segmentation
characteristic of BP network is that network weight
Image segmentation in general is defined as a value reach expectations through the sum of error
process of
squares of which between the network output and
Partitioning an image into homogenous groups such the sample output, and then it continuously adjust
that eachregion is homogenous but the union of no network structure's weight value [23].
two adjacent regionsis homogenous [16].image
segmentation is performed to separate the different
regions with special significance in the image.
These regions do not intersect each other [21].
Using segmentation, we would be segmenting out
pest image which is in the forground.

Feature Extraction
The feature is defined as a function of one or
more measurements, each of which specifies some
quantifiable property of an object, and is computed
such that it quantifies some significant
Fig 3. BP Network Structure
characteristics of the object. In image processing ,
image features usually included color, shape and
texture features. In proposed system, we would
Conclusion
extract color and shape features. The color feature
In this paper, we proposed a desion support system which
is one of the most widely used visual features in
image processing. Color features have many identify various agricultural pests on various crops. After
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identification particular pest , system would give preventive as
well as control measures which help the farmers to take
correct action to increase production.
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Abstract— Images account for a major and growing fraction of
Web downloads. the normal approach to transporting images
uses transmission control protocol, that provides a generic
reliable, in-order byte-stream abstraction, however that is to a
fault restrictive for image data. we have a tendency to analyze
the progression of image quality at the receiver with time and
show that the in-order delivery abstraction provided by a TCPbased approach prevents the receiver application from process
and rendering parts of a picture after they really arrive. the top
result's that an image is rendered in bursts interspersed with
long idle times instead of swimmingly. This paper describes the
planning, implementation, and evaluation of the Image
Transport Protocol for image transmission over loss-prone
engorged or wireless networks.
ITP improves User-perceived latency victimisation application
level framing (ALF) and out-of-order Application information
Unit (ADU) delivery, achieving considerably higher interactive
performance as measured by the evolution of peak signal-to noise
ratio (PSNR) with time at the receiver. ITP runs over UDP,
incorporates receiver-driven selective responsibility, uses the
Congestion Manager (CM) to adapt to network congestion, and
is customizable for specific image formats (e.g. JPEG and
JPEG2000).
Keywords— Image Transfer Protocol ITP. application level
framing (ALF)
Application information Unit (ADU)User
Datagram Protocol, (UDP)

I.

INTRODUCTION:

Imagesconstitutea
significantfractionof
trafficon
the
WorldWideWeb,e.g.,according
toarecentstudy,JPEGs
accountfor31%ofbytestransferredand16%ofdocuments
downloadedinaclienttraceTheabilitytotransfer
andrender
imagesonscreen
inatimelyfashion
isanimportantconsiderationforcontentprovidersandserveroperatorsbec
auseuserssurfing
theWebcareaboutinteractive
latency.Atthesametime,download
latencymustbeminimizedwithoutcompromisingend-toendcongestioncontrol,
sincecongestioncontrolisvitaltomaintainingthelong-term
stabilityofthe
Internetinfrastructure.Inaddition,appropriatereactiontonetworkconges
tion
alsoallowsimageapplicationstoadaptwellto
availablenetworkconditions.
TheHyperTextTransportProtocol(HTTP usesthe Transmission
ControlProtocol(TCP)totransmitimagesontheWeb.WhiletheuseofTC
Pachievesbothreliabledatadelivery
andgoodcongestion
control,thesecome
at
a
cost
interactivelatencyisoftensignificantlylargeand
leadstoimagesbeingrenderedin“fitsandstarts”ratherthaninasmoothwa
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y.ThereasonforthisisthatTCPisill-suited
totransportinglatencysensitiveimagesoverloss-pronenetworkswherelossesoccurbecauseofcongestionorpacket
corruption. Whenoneormoresegmentsinawindow of transmitted
dataarelostinTCP,latersegmentsoftenarrive
out-of-order
atthereceiver.Ingeneral,thesesegmentscorrespondtoportionsofanimag
ethatmaybehandleduponarrivalbytheapplication,buttheinorderdeliveryabstraction
imposedbyTCP
holdsupthe
deliveryoftheseout-of-ordersegmentstotheapplication
untiltheearlierlostsegments
arerecovered.Asa
result,theimagedecoderat the receiver cannotprocessinformation
eventhoughitisavailableatthelowertransport
layer.
Theimageisthereforerendered
in
burstsinterspersedwithlongdelaysratherthansmoothly.
TheTCP-likein-orderdeliveryabstractionisappropriate
forimageencodings
inwhichincoming
dataatthereceiver
canonlybehandledintheorderitwastransmitted
bythe
sender.
Somecompression formatsareindeedconstrained in this manner, e.g.,
the
Graphical
InterchangeFormat,GIFwhich
useslossless
LZWcompressionon
theentireimage.
However,whilesomecompression
formatsareconstrainedinthismanner,severalothersarenot.
Notableexamplesofformatsthatencourageout-oforderreceiverprocessing
includeJPEG[andtheemerging
JPEG2000standard..Inthesecases,atransportprotocolthatfacilitatesout
-of-order
datadeliveryallowstheapplication
to
process
andrenderportionsofanimageasthey
arrive,improvingtheinteractivityandperceivedresponsivenessofimage
downloads.Suchaprotocol alsoenablesthe imagedecoderatthereceiver
toimplement effective error concealmentalgorithms onpartially
receivedportionsofan
image,furtherimprovingperceivedquality.
We
proposetheImageTransportProtocol(ITP),atransportprotocolinwhichapplication
dataunit(ADU)boundariesareexposedtothetransportmodule,makingitp
ossibletoperformout-of-order
delivery.
Becausethetransportis
awareofapplication
framingboundaries,ourapproachexpandsontheapplicationlevelframing(ALF)philosophy,which proposes aone-to-onemapping
fromanADUtoa networkpacketorprotocoldataunit(PDU).
However,
ITPdeviatesfromtheTCPlikenotionofreliabledeliveryandinsteadincorporatesselective
reliability,where
receiverisincontrolofdecidingwhatistransmittedfromthe
senderat
anyinstantThisformofreliabilityisappropriateforheterogeneous
networkenvironments
thatwillincludeawidevarietyof
clientswithalargediversityinprocessingpower,andallowstheclient,dep
endingonitscomputational
powerand
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availablesuiteofimagedecodingalgorithms,torequest
applicationdatathatwouldbenefititthemost.
Furthermore,otherimagestandardssuchasJPEG2000supportregion-ofinterest(ROI)codingthatallowsreceiverstoselectportions
ofanimagetobecodedandrendered withhigherfidelity.
Receiver-

Ks.Therewere
tenout-of-sequence
segmentsreceived
inallwaitinginthe
TCPsocketbuffer,noneofwhichwasdeliveredtotheimage
decoderapplicationuntilthelostsegmentwasreceivedviaa
(fast)retransmissionalmost2.2seconds aftertheloss.
Duringthistime,the
usersaw
noprogress,buta
discontinuous
spurtoccurredoncethislostsegmentwasretransmitted
to
thereceiver,andseveralkilobytesworthofimagedatawere
passeduptotheapplication.

drivenselectivereliabilityisimportantifapplicationsaretobenefitfromth
isfeature.

Figure1.PortionofpacketsequencetraceofaTCPtransferof animage.

Inthispaper,wedescribethemotivation,design,implementation,andeva
luation
ofITP,anALF-basedimage
transportprotocol.Our
keycontributionsareasfollows.
WepresentthedesignofITP,atransportprotocol
thatrunsoverUDP,incorporating
out-of-orderdata
deliveryandreceiver-controlled
selectivereliability.
WehavedesignedITPsothatitcanbeusedwith
nomodificationsto
higherlayer protocolssuchas HTTPorFTP.
Weshow
howtotailorITPforJPEGimagetransport,
byintroducingaframingstrategyandtailoringthereliabilityprotocolbys
chedulingrequestretransmissions.
ITP’sout-of-orderdelivery
enablesmanyreceiveroptimizations.
Wedescribeonesuchoptimization in
whichmissing portions
ofanimageareinterpolated
usinga
simpleerrorconcealmentalgorithm.
Wepresentthemeasuredperformance
ofauser-level
implementationofITP
acrossarange
ofnetwork
conditionsthatdemonstrate
thattherateofincreasein
PSNRwithtimeissignificantly higherforITPcom- pared toTCPlikein-orderdeliveryofJPEGimages.
Designconsiderations
Westartbymotivatingourapproachbyhighlightingthedisadvantagesofu
singTCP.ThemaindrawbackofusingTCP
forimagedownloadsisthatitsinorderdeliverymodelinterfereswithinteractivity.Todemonstrate
this,weconducted
anexperimentacrossatwenty-hop
Internetpathtodownloada140
KbyteimageusingHTTP1.1runningoverTCP. Thelossrateexperienced
bythisconnection
was2.3%,3
segmentswerelostduringtheentiretransfer,andtherewere
nosenderretransmissiontimeouts.
Figure1showsaportionofthepacketsequence trace obtainedusing
runningatthereceiver.
Weseea
transmissionwindowinwhichexactlyonesegmentwaslost,
andallsubsequentsegments
werereceived,causingthereceivertogenerateasequenceofduplicateAC
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Figure
2.PSNRevolutionoftherendered
TCPtransferwith15%lossrate

imageatthereceiver

fora

Weobservethatadesigninwhichtheunderlyingtransportprotocoldeliversout-of-sequencedatatotheapplication
mightavoidtheperceived
latencybuildup.
Inordertodo
this,thetransport
“layer”(ormodule)
mustbemadeaware
oftheapplication
framingboundaries,suchthateachdata
unitisindependentlyprocessiblebythereceiver.
Inthissection,wediscussthekeyconsiderations
that
directedthedesignofITP.
1.Supportout-of-order
deliveryofADUstotheapplication,whileefficientlyaccommodating
ADUslarger thanaPDU.
Ourfirstrequirementisthattheprotocolaccommodateout-of-order
delivery,butdoessoinawaythat
allowsthereceiver
applicationtomakesenseofthe
misordereddataunitsitreceives.
InthepureALFmodel
eachADUismatched
tothesizeofaprotocoldataunit (PDU)usedbythe transportprotocol.
Thisimpliesthatthereisno“coupling”betweentwo
packetsandthattheycanbeprocessed
inanyorder.
Unfortunately,itisdifficulttoensurethatanADUis
always
wellmatchedtoa PDUbecausetheformerdependsontheconvenience
oftheapplicationdesigner
andismeaningful
totheapplication,whilethe
lattershouldnotbetoomuchlarger(ifatall)thanthe
largestdatagramthatcanbesentunfragmented,inordertominimizeretr
ansmission overheadintheevent ofa packet loss.Thismeansthat
therearetimeswhen
anADUislargerthanaPDU,requiringanADUtobe
fragmentedbythetransportprotocolforefficiency.
2.Supportreceiver-controlledselectivereliability.
Whenpackets arelost,therearetwopossible ways
of handlingretransmissions.Theconventionalapproach
isforthesendertodetectlossesandretransmitthem
intheorderinwhichtheyweredetected.
Whilethis
workswellforprotocols
likeTCPthatsimplydeliver
allthedatasequentially
toareceiver,interactiveimagetransfersarebetterservedbyaprotocolt
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hatallows
thereceivingapplication(andperhapsuser)toexercise
controloverhowretransmissions
fromthesenderoccur.For
example,ausershouldbeabletoexpress interestinaparticularregion
ofanimage,causingthe
transportprotocoltoprioritize
thetransmissionofthe
correspondingdataoverothers.Ingeneral,thereceiver
knowsbestwhatdataitneeds,ifany,andthereforeallowingittocontrolrequestsforretransmissionisbestsuitedtoimprovinguser-perceivedquality.
3.Supporteasycustomizationfordifferentimagefor- mats.
Thisdesignconsiderationismotivatedbytheobservationthatthereare
manydifferentimageformats
thatcanbenefitfromout-oforderprocessing,eachof
whichmayembedformat-specific
informationinthe
protocol.
Forexample,theJPEGformatusesanoptionalspecial
delimitercalledarestartmarker,which
signifiesthestartofanindependently
processibleunit
tothedecoderbyre synchronizingthedecoder. Such
formatorapplication-specificinformationshouldbe
madeavailabletothereceiver
inasuitableway,withoutsacrificinggeneralityinthebasicprotocol.
ThedesignofITPborrows fromthedesignof otherapplication-level
transportprotocolssuchasthe
RealtimeTransportProtocol(RTP).InITP,asin
RTP,abaseheaderiscustomizedbyindividual
applicationprotocols,withprofile-specificextension
headersincorporatingadditionalinformation.
4.Applicationandhigher-layerprotocolindependence.
Whilethiswork
ismotivatedby interactiveimage
downloads
ontheWeb,wedonotwanttorestrictour
solution
tojustHTTP.Inparticular,wedonotrequire
anychangestotheHTTPspecificationbutratherreplaceTCPwithITPatthetransportlayer.
SinceITP provides
lossrecovery,weuseaduplexITPconnectiontocarryHTTPrequestm
essagessuchasGETand
PUTaswellasHTTPresponses.
5.Soundcongestioncontrol.
Finally,
congestioncontrolledtransmissionsareimportantfordeployinganytransportpro
tocolonthe Internet.Butratherthanreinventcomplexmachineryfor
congestion
management(alookatmanyofthesubtle
bugsinTCPcongestioncontrolimplementationsthat
researchershavediscovered
overtheyearsshowsthat
thisisnotstraightforward,weleverage
therecentlydevelopedCongestionManager(CM)architecture.TheC
Mabstractsawayallcongestioncontrol intoatrusted kernelmodule
independentoftransport
protocol,andprovidesageneralAPIforapplications.
tolearnaboutandadapttochanging networkconditionsOurdesign
usestheCMtoperformcongestioncontrol,withpackettransmissions
orchestratedby the CMviaitsAPI.

Figure3.Thesystemarchitectureshowing ITP,itscustomization for
JPEG,andhowHTTP
usesitinstead
ofTCPfor
MIMEtype
“image/jpeg”whileusingaconventionalTCP
transportforother
datatypesAllHTTPprotocolmessagesaresentover
ITP,notjust
theactualimagedata,whichmeans
thatITPreplacesTCPasthe
transportprotocolforthisdatatype.
3. ITPDesign
Inthissection,wedescribetheinternalarchitecture
ofITP
andthetechniquesusedtomeettheaforementioned
design
goals.
ITPisdesignedasamodularuser-levellibrarythat
islinkedbythe
senderandreceiverapplication.Theoverall systemarchitectureisshown
in
Figure
3,which
includesan
exampleofanapplicationprotocolsuchasHTTPorFTPusingITPfordataw
ithMIMEtype“image/jpeg”andTCPfor otherdata.Itis important tonote
thatITP“slidesin” tore- placeTCPina waythatrequiresnochange
tothespecificationofahigher-layerprotocollikeHTTPorFTP.Abrowser
initiatesanITPconnectioninplaceofaTCPconnectionifa
JPEG
imageistobetransferred.TheHTTPserverinitiates
anactiveopen
onUDPport80anditsclientrequeststhat
aremadeusingtheHTTP/ITP/UDPprotocol
3.1 Out-of-orderDelivery
ITPprovides
anout-of-order
deliveryabstraction.
Providingsuchanabstractionatthegranularityofabyte,however,
makesithardfortheapplication
toinferwhatapplication
dataunitsarandomincomingsequenceofbytescorresponds
to.TheapplicationhandlesdataingranularitiesofanADU,
soITPprovidesanAPIbywhichanapplicationcansendor
receiveacompleteADU.Wenowdescribethemechanicsof
datatransferat thesendingandreceivingITPhosts.

Figure4.
The28-bytegenericITPtransportheadercontains metadatapertainingtoeachfragment,aswellastheADUthat
thefragment
belongsto,suchastheADU sequencenumberand length,thefragment
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offsetwithin
theADU,asender
andthesender’sestimateoftheretransmissiontimeout.

timestamp,

3.2 Reliability
OneofthedesigngoalsinITPistoputthereceiverincontrol
oflossrecoverywhichsuggestsaprotocolbasedonretransmissionreques
tmessagessentfromthereceiver.Inaddition
tolossrecovery,
ITPmustalsoreliablyhandleconnection
establishment
andtermination,aswellashostfailuresand
subsequentrecovery
withoutcompromisingtheintegrityof
delivereddata.
WeincorporateTCPlikeconnectionestablishmentandterminationmechanismsforthis.

particular,whenthelastfragmentor“tail”ofa
burstoffragmentstransmittedbya senderislost,a retransmissiontimer
isrequired.Losses ofpreviousretransmissionssimilarlyre- quiretimerbasedrecovery.
Onepossible
designisforthereceiver
toperformall
datadrivenlossrecovery,andforthesendertoperform
alltimer-basedretransmissions. However,thiscontradicts
ourgoalofreceiver-controlledreliabilitybecausethesender
hasnoknowledge
ofthefragments
mostusefultothereceiver.Unlessweincorporateadditionalcomplexmac
hinery bywhichareceivercanexplicitlyconveythisinformationto
thesender,thesendermayretransmit
oldanduninteresting
datauponatimeout.

3.2.1 Connectionmanagement
Althoughanimportantapplication
ofITPisdownloading
imagesontheWebusingHTTP,
wedonotwishtorestrict
allhigherlayerstoHTTP-likeprotocolswheretheclientinitiates
theconnection.Forexample,whenusedbyFTP,the
serverperforms
theactiveopenratherthantheclient.
We
emulate
TCPstyleconnectionmanagement
in
ordertosupportallstylesofapplications.
ITPincorporates
thethreewayconnectionestablishment
procedureofTCP[38].The
initialsequencenumberchosenbybothsidesdeterminesthe
ADUsequencespaceforeachtransferdirection2.
TheITPsendersignalsthelastADUinatransmissionsequencebysettingt
heFINbitintheflagsofthe ITP header.
The receiver uses this to
detect when all transmitted dataitems(ofinteresttothereceiver)
havearrivedandtoterminatetheconnection.
WeusetheFINACKmechanismofTCP,transitioningintoexactlythesame
statesasaterminatingTCP(CLOSE
WAITforapassive
CLOSE;FINWAIT1,optionallyfollowedbyCLOSINGor
FINWAIT2,andthenaTIMEWAITforanactiveone).As
inTCP,theactiveclosertransitions
fromtheTIMEWAIT
statetoCLOSEDafterthe2MSLtimeout.
Thischoiceofconnectionestablishmentandtermination procedures
allowsITPtohandleseveraldifferentapplications(allcombinationsofser
versandclientsperformingactive/passive
opensandcloses).Thisdecision
alsoallowsus
tobefairlycertainofthecorrectnessoftheresultingdesign.
Wedo,however,addressthesignificantproblemofconnectionsinthe
TIMEWAITstateatabusyserver. The
problemisthatinmostHTTPimplementations,theserver
doestheactivecloseratherthantheclient,whichcausesthe
servertoexpendresourcesandmaintaintheTIME WAIT connections.
Thisdesignislargelyforcedbymanysocket
APIimplementations,whichdonotallowapplications to easilyexpress
ahalf-closedWesolvethisproblembyprovidinga“half-close”
calltotheITPAPIthatallowsthe
clientuseit.Whenoneside(e.g.,anHTTPclient,soonafter sendinga GET
message)decides
that
ithas
nomoredata
to
send,butwantstoreceivedata,itcalls
whichsendsaFINtothepeer.Ofcourse,retransmissionrequestsanddataACKscontinuetobesent. Inthecontext
ofHTTP,theTIME
WAITstatemaintenanceistherefore
shiftedtotheclient,freeingupserverresources.
3.2.2 Lossrecovery
Allretransmissions inITPoccuronlyuponreceiptofare- transmission
requestfromthereceiver,whichnamesarequested
fragmentusingitsADUsequencenumber,fragmentoffset,andfragmentl
ength. Whilemanylossescan bedetectedatthereceiverusingadatadriven
mechanism
thatobserves
gapsinthereceived
sequenceofADUsand
fragments,
notalllosses
canbedetectedinthismanner.In
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Figure5.How theITPsenderhandlesaretransmissionrequest

Whenaretransmission
requestarrivesatthesender,the
senderinfersthatpacket
losseshaveoccurred,attributes
themtocongestion(asinTCP),andinvokes withthe parametersetto
CM_ TRANSIENT,signifyingtransientcongestion.InaCMbasedtransportprotocolwheretimeouts
occuratthesender,theexpectedbehaviour istousecmupdate()with the
parameter settoCM _ PERSISTENT,signifyingpersistentcongestion.
InITP,thesendernever
timesout,onlythereceiver
does.
However,senderseesarequestforretransmissiontransmittedafteratimeoutatthereceiver.
Hence,whenaretransmissionrequestarrives,thesenderdetermines
ifthemessagewastransmitted
afteratimeoutorbecauseofout-ofsequencedata. Wesolvethisproblembycalculatingthe
elapsedtimesincethelastinstanttherewasany
activityon
the
connectionfrom
the
peer,andif
thistimeisgreaterthan
the
retransmissiontimeout value,theCMisinformedabout
persistent congestion.Figure7showsthestepstakenbyan
ITPsenderwhenitreceivesa requestforretransmission.

3.4 DesignSummary
Insummary,ITPprovides
out-oforderdeliverywithselectivereliability.Ithandlesallcombinations
ofactive/passive
opens
andcloses
byserver
andclientapplicationsbyborrowing
TCP’sconnectionmanagementtechniques.Application-level
protocolslikeHTTPdonothave
tochangetheirspecificationstouseITP,andITPisdesigned
tosupportmanydifferenttypes ofapplications.
ITPdiffers
fromTCPinthefollowingkeyaspects.
It
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doesnotforceareliablein-orderbytestreamdeliveryand
putsthereceiverincontrolofdecidingwhenandwhattorequestfromthesender.Itusesacallback-basedAPItodeliver
out-oforderADUs
totheapplication.ITPincludes
a“half-close”method
thatmoves
theTIMEWAITmaintenance
to
theclientinthecaseofHTTP.InTCPthesenderdetects
reorderedsegmentsonlyafterthreeduplicateACKsarereceived,whileinIT
P,receiversdetectre-orderingbasedon ameasurement ofthesending
rate.WeemphasizethatITP
hasamodulararchitectureandreliesonCMforcongestioncontrol.ACKsi
nITPareusedsolelyasfeedback
messages
forcongestion
controlandround-triptimecalculation,and
notforreliability.Rather,receiverscontrolretransmissions
bycarefullyschedulingrequests.

4 JPEGTransportusingITP
Inthissection,wediscusshowtotailorITPfortransmitting JPEGimages.
JPEGwasdevelopedintheearly1990sby
acommittee
withintheInternational
Telecommunications
Union,andhasfoundwidespread
acceptanceforuseonthe
Web.
Thecompressionalgorithmusesblock-wisediscrete cosinetransform
(DCT)
operations,quantization,andentropycoding.
JPEGITPisthecustomizationofITP
byintroducingaJPEG-specific
framingstrategybasedon
restartmarkers
andtailoringtheretransmissionprotocolby
schedulingrequestretransmissions.

blocks,eachrestartintervalcorrespondstoa“stripe”ofthe
image.
Thesemarker-equipped
bit
streamsproduceexactly
thesamerenderedimagesastheoriginaloneswhenthereare
nolosses.SinceJPEGusesablocksizeof8x8pixels,each
restartintervalrepresents8pixel
rowsofanimage.Weuse
thesequenceofbitsbetweentworestartmarkers
todefine
anADU,sinceanytwooftheseintervalscanbeindependentlydecoded.Ou
rplacement
ofrestartmarkersachieves
theeffectofrenderinganimageinhorizontalrows.

4.2 Scheduling
AsdiscussedinSection3,ITPallowstheapplication
to
specifytheprioritiesofdifferentADUsduringrecovery.We
describehowthisisachieved
inJPEG-ITP.Figure8shows
thekeyinterfacesbetween
ITPandJPEG-ITP,andbetween
JPEGITPandthedecoder. ITPhandlesallfragmentsand makesonlycomplete
ADUsvisibletoJPEG-ITP.Topreserve
itsgenerality,wedonotexposeapplication-specific
ADUnamestoITP.Thus,whenamissingADUneedsto
berecovered
bythedecoder,JPEG-ITPneedstomapthe
restartintervalnumbertoanITPADUsequencenumber.

4.1 Framing
ThecurrentmodelforJPEGimagetransmission
ontheInternetistosegmentitintomultiplepackets.However,JPEG
usesentropycoding,andtheresultingcompressedbitstream
consistsofasequenceofvariable-lengthcodewords.Packet
lossesoftenresultincatastrophic
lossifpiecesofthebitstreamaremissingatthedecoder.
Arbitrarilybreakingan
imagebitstreamintofixed-size
ADUsdoesnotworkbecauseofdependencies
betweenthem.However,JPEGuses
restartmarkerstoallowdecoderstoresynchronize
when
confrontedwithanambiguousorcorruptedJPEGbitstream,
whichcanresult
frompartiallossofanentropy
codedsegmentofthebitstream.
Theintroductionofrestartmarkers
helpslocalizetheeffectsofthe
packetlossorerrortoa
specificsubportionoftherenderedimage.Thissegmentation ofthe bitstreaminto
independentrestartintervalsalsofacilitatesout-of-order
processing
bytheapplication
layer.The
approachusedbyJPEGtoachievelossresilienceprovidesa
naturalsolutionto ourframingproblem.
Whenanimageissegmentedintorestartintervals,each
restartintervalisindependentlyprocessiblebytheapplicationandnatural
lymapstoanADU.Theimagedecoder
isabletodecodeandrenderthosepartsoftheimagefor
whichitreceivesinformationwithoutwaitingforpackets tobedelivered
inorder.
ThebaseITPheader
isextended
withaJPEG-specific
headerthatcarriesframinginformation,whichincludesthespatialpositio
nofa2-byterestart
intervalidentifier.
OurimplementationofJPEG-ITPuses8-bitgray-scale
imagesinthebaselinesequentialmodeofJPEG.Werequirethat
theimageserverstoreJPEG
imageswithperiodicrestartmarkers.Thisrequirementiseasytomeet,since
aservercaneasilytranscodeofflineanyJPEGimage(usingthe
utility)toobtainaversionwithmarkers.
Whenthesemarkersoccurattheendofeveryrowof
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Figure6
JPEG-ITPmaintainsamappingofrestartintervalsto
ADUsequencenumbers.TheJPEGdecoderspecifiesrecoverypriorities
basedonapplication-levelconsiderations,whichisusedto
guideITP’srequestscheduling

5. PeakSignal-to-NoiseRatio(PSNR)
Imagequalityisoftenmeasuredusingametricknownasthe
PSNR,definedasfollows.Consideranimagewhosepixel
valuesaredenotedby
PSNR
andacompressedversionof
thesameimagewhosepixelvaluesare
ThePSNR
qualityofthecompressedimage(indB)is:

withrespecttothetrans-mittedimageasthe metricto
measurethequalityoftheimageatthereceiver.NotethatPSNRisinverselyproportional
tothemean-square
distortion
betweentheimages,whichis
givenbytheexpression
inthedenominator
ofEquation4.
Whenthetwoimagesbeingcomparedareidentical,e.g.,at
theendofthetransfer
whenallblocks
fromthetransmitted
imagehavebeenreceived,themean-squaredistortionis
andthePSNRbecomes .WerecognizethatPSNRdoes
notalwaysaccuratelymodelperceptualquality,butuseitbecauseitisacommonly usedmetricinthesignalprocessing literature.
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6 Relatedwork
Theso-calledCATOCSdebateonorderingsemanticsin
ofmulticastprotocolsdrewmuchattentionafew
CheritonandSkeenarguedthatorderarebetterhandledbytheapplication andthat

the

context
yearsago
ingsemantics

Figure7Whenreceiverrequestschedulingtakesintoconsideration
those“stripes”thatcannotbe
interpolated,thequalityofthe
renderedimagecan beimprovedby5–15dB.

greatheterogeneityintransportandapplicationprotocolscustomizedto
differentdatatypes(e.g.,itisappropriate
tocontinueusing
TCPforapplicationsthatneedreliablein-orderdeliveryand
RTP/RTCPover
UDPforreal-timestreams,etc.).The
CM
APIallowstheseprotocols
tosharebandwidth,learnfrom
eachotheraboutnetworkconditions,anddynamicallypartitionavailableba
ndwidthamongstconcurrentflows accordingtouserpreferences.
Wenowbrieflypresentanoverviewoftransportprotocolstunedforspatiallystructureddatatypessuchasimages.
Whilemuchworkhasbeendoneonvideotransmission,imagetransporthasr
eceivedlittleattentiondespiteconstituting
alargefractionofInternettraffic.TurnerandPetersondescribe anend-toend
schemeforimageencoding,compression,andtransmission,
tunedespeciallyforlinkswithlarge
delay.
Asaresult,theydeveloparetransmission-free
strategybasedonforwarderrorcorrection.HanandMesserschmittpropose
aprogressively
reliabletransportprotocol
(PRTP)forjointsourcechannelcodingoveranoisy,bandwidthconstrainedchannel.
Thisprotocoldeliversmultiple versions
ofapacketwithstatisticallyincreasingreliability
andprovidesreliable,ordereddeliveryofimagesoverbursty
wirelesschannels[.TheFlexibleImageTransportSystem(FITS)isastandardformat
endorsedbytheInternationalAstronomicalUnionforthestorageandtransp
ort of astronomicaldata. Itspecifiesvariousfileheaderformats,butnotaprotocolfortransmission overaloss-prone network.

enforcing
anarbitrarily
chosenordering
ruleresultsinperformanceproblems.
Inourwork,wereinforcethisapproachtoprotocoldesign
andrefrainfromimposingaparticularorderingsemanticsacrossallapplic
ations.
RDPisareliabledatagram
protocol
intended
forefficient
bulktransferofdataforremotedebuggingstyleapplications.
RDPdoesnotenforceordereddelivery
unlessspecified
bytheapplication.
ItimplementssenderEXISISTING SYSTEM: TCP
drivenreliabilityanddoesnotsupportreceiver-tailored nor applicationcontrolledreliability.NETBLTisa
receiverThe TCP-like in-order delivery abstraction is indeed appropriate for
basedreliabletransportprotocolthatusesin-order
datadecertain image encodings, like the graphical interchange format (GIF),
liveryandperformsrate-basedcongestioncontrol.
in which incoming data at the receiver can only be handled in the
TherehasbeenmuchrecentworkonWebdatatransport
forinorder it was transmitted by the sender.
DEMERITS
orderdelivery,mostofwhichaddresstheproblems

High Interactive latency
posedtocongestioncontrolbyshorttransactionsizesand

Low Image quality due to reduction of non-bursty
concurrentstreams. Persistent-connectionHTTP,part
transfers.
ofHTTP/1.1
attemptstosolve
thisusing
asingleTCP

No reliability because of unmodified protocol and image
connection,butthiscausesanundesirablecouplingbetween
header.
logicallydifferentstreamsbecauseitserializesconcurrent

Performance evaluations such as Timestamp, Retransmission
datadelivery.
TheMEMUXprotocol(derived
fromWeb
Time Out, are not possible.
MUXproposestodelivermultiplexed
bidirectionalreliableorderedmessagestreamsoverabidirectionalreliable
orderedbytestreamprotocolsuchasTCP.Wenotethat
theproblemofsharedcongestioncontroldisappears
when
congestionstateissharedacrossTCPconnectionsormoregenerally,acros
sallprotocolsusingtheCM.
TheWebTPprotocolargues
thatTCPisinappropriate
forWebdataandaimstoreplaceHTTPandTCPwitha
singlecustomizablereceiver-driven
transportprotocol.
WebTPhandlesonlyclient-servertransactionsandnotother
formsofinteractiveWebtransactionssuchas“push”applications.
Fig:8 Snapshots of the displayed image with a TCP
Itisnotatruetransportlayer(likeTCP)thatcan
beusedbydifferent
PROPOSED SYSTEM: ITP
session(orapplication)
protocols
like
HTTPorFTP,sinceitintegratesthesessionandtransport
ITP is used to improving the interactivity of image downloads at the
functionalitytogether.Inaddition,WebTPadvocatesmaintainingthecon
receiver by using out-of-order deliver abstraction.
gestionwindowatthereceivertransportlayer,
which
makesithardtosharewithothertransport protocols andapplications.
Incontrast,ourworkonimagetransportismotivated
bythephilosophythatonetransport/session
protocoldoes
notfitallapplications,andthattheonlyfunctionthatall
transportprotocolsmustperformiscongestionmanagement.
TheCongestionManager(CM)extractsthiscommonality
intoatrustedkernelmodule,permitting
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[1]

Fig:9 Snapshots of the displayed image with a ITP
MERITS:

Support out-of-order delivery of ADUs to the application.

Support receiver-controlled selective reliability.

Support customization to different image formats.

Application and higher layer protocol independence.

Sound Congestion Control.
CONCLUSIONS:
Inthispaper,weobserve
thatthereliable,in-orderbyte
streamabstractionprovidedbyTCPisoverlyrestrictivefor
richerdatatypessuchasimagedata.
SeveralimageencodingssuchassequentialandprogressiveJPEGandJP
EG2000aredesigned
tohandle
sub-image
levelgranularities
anddecodepartiallyreceived
imagedata.
Inordertoimproveperceptualqualityoftheimage
duringadownload,we
proposeanovel
ImageTransportProtocol(ITP).ITPuses
anapplicationdataunit(ADU)astheunitofprocessingand
delivery
totheapplicationbyexposing
applicationframing
boundaries
tothetransportprotocol.
ThisenablesthereceivertoprocessADUsoutoforder. ITPcanbeusedas
atransportprotocolforHTTPandisdesigned
tobeindependentofthehigher-layer
applicationorsessionprotocol.
ITPreliesontheCongestionManager(CM)toperformsafe
andstablecongestion
control,makingitaviabletransport
protocolforuseontheInternettoday.
WehaveshownhowITPiscustomizedforspecificimageformats,suc
hasJPEG.Outoforderprocessing
facilitateseffective
errorconcealmentatthereceiverthatfurther
improvethedownload
qualityofanimage. Wehaveimplemented ITPasauser-levellibrary
thatinvokes
theCM
APIforcongestioncontrol.Wehavealsopresentedaperformanceevaluati
ondemonstratingthebenefitsofITPanderrorconcealmentoverthe
traditionalTCP
approach,asmeasuredbythepeaksignal-to-noise
ratio(PSNR)ofthereceivedimage.
Insummary,ITPisageneralpurposeselectivelyreliable
transportprotocolthatcanbeappliedtodiversedatatypes.
Ourdesignandimplementation
provide
agenericsubstrate
forcongestion-controlled
transportsthatcanbetailoredfor
specificdatatypes.
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Abstract— VHDL modeling and simulation of a typical data
Scrambler and descrambler for secure data communication has
been presented. The encoder and decoder has been implemented
using VHDL approach which allows the configurability of the
proposed system such that the key can be changed as per the
security requirements. The power consumption and space
requirement is very less compared to conventional discrete I.C.
design which is pre-requisite for any system designer.
The output of a digital encoder is delivered to a digital data
scrambler prior to being encoded as a multilevel signal for
transmission. The digital input to the scrambler is operated on in
a deterministically randomized manner which results in a digital
output that is modified so as to insure the virtual elimination of
unwanted DC shift in the multilevel signal. At the receiving end
of the transmission facility, the inverse operation, again
deterministic, returns the received digital signal to its original
form prior to the decoding operation. In the preferred
embodiment, the scrambler (and descrambler) comprises a onecell feedback shift register with a modulo-2 adder in the feedback
coupling.
Scrambling/De-scrambling is an algorithm that converts an input string into a seemingly random string of the same length to
avoid simultaneous bits in the long format of data. The most
important thing here is our design is flexible in both ASIC and
FPGA platform. Last but not the least, this design gave us a very
good solution for the accurate timing recovery.
Keywords— Scrambler, Descrambler, VHDL, ASIC, LFSR and
FPGA

I.

INTRODUCTION

The changing social needs and the development of new
technologies bring the evolution of new and sensitive
communication capabilities in the form of Internet, electronic
banking, electronic mail, pay channel television, cable
television, mobile telephone, satellite phone, broad band
services, e-journals, telemedicine and above all several forms
of electronic communications employed in defense. However,
all forms of unprotected electronic communications are
vulnerable to eavesdropping and interference.
A simple method for ensuring security is to encrypt the data.
The pseudo-noise (PN) key generation is of paramount
importance for any secure communication system. PN
sequences based on Linear Feedback Shift Registers and non
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linear combination based implementations are simplest to give
moderate level of security.
Chaos based encryption techniques have prove fruitful, but
complexity of such systems is high. Many circuits using
Linear Feedback Shift Registers for generation of complex
codes have been reported in literature. Feedback with Carry
Shift Registers (FCSRs) and schemes using various
combinations of LFSRs have been proposed for complex key
generation, but seem to be expensive for commercial
applications. An attractive solution for encrypting data with
adequate message security at low cost is the use of Scrambler/
Descrambler. To enhance the degree of data security in a
conventional Scrambler the number of stages of the shift
register needs to be increased. This, however, increases error
propagation.
In order to transmit a sequence of data it is required
sometimes to have vexatious sequence to avoid various
problems occurred by repetitive pattern of data in the modern
digital design. Random generators are responsible for
generating random data but they are not actual solution for
different data of individual different bits. On the other hand, in
the design architecture which are dependent on input data on
different clock sequence it is not possible introducing a
random generator. Therefore, we need some procedure to
make the input sequence that is reliable and efficient to
change the input bit in such a way that will not highly
maintain the quality of data but avoid the repetitive pattern
strictly within the design. This necessity in the architecture
drives us to make scrambler-descrambler block within the
design to fulfill our purpose successfully.
Scramblers are successfully used in modern VLSI design
especially those are used in data communication system either
to secure data or re-code periodic sequence of binary bits
stream. However, it is necessary to have a de-scrambler block
on the receiving side while using scrambling data in the
transmitting end to have the actual input sequence on the
receiving end.
II. LITERATURE OVERVIEW
An easy way to comply with the conference paper formatting
requirements is to use this document as a template and simply
type your text into it. Many circuits using LFSR for
generation of complex codes have been reported in literature
(Schneier, 1996).Feedback with Carry Shift Registers
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(FCSRs) and schemes using various combinations of LFSRs
have been proposed for complex key generation, but seem to
be expensive for commercial applications (Waseem, 20012002).
An attractive solution for encrypting data with adequate
message security at low cost is the use of
Scrambler/Descrambler. In a conventional scrambler the
encrypted data is used for generation of key. To enhance the
degree of data security in a conventional Scrambler the
number of stages of the shift register needs to be increased.
This, however, increases error propagation. In the modified
scrambler reported in the literature with the modified logic for
Pseudo random key generation, selection of the outputs of the
shift register for the key generation is controlled by means of
a pseudo random sequence generator (Bhatt et al., 1996). The
same logic has been implemented for key generation in this
paper. In this case, an increase in the number of stages of the
PN sequence generator results into a significant increase in
message security. However, an increase in hardware is
necessary for enhancing the security level of a scrambler
using conventional integrated circuit implementation.
This method of end-user implementation of the Scrambler has
several limitations as it leads to increase in space and size of
the hardware, more power consumption, power loss at various
circuit interconnects, stray capacitance etc.
The proposed VHDL based implementation of the scheme
mitigates most of the limitations cited above. The proposed
scheme implements the scrambler and descrambler using
Hardware Description Language (VHDL)approach which
allows the reconfigurablity (Standaertet al.2005) of the
proposed system such that key can be changed as per the
security requirements. An important advantage offered by
VHDL implementation is that there is perfect synchronization
between transmitter and receiver because VHDL design cares
itself for various parameters like, setting time, hold time and
propagation delays of various gates that play an important role
for synchronization of a trans-receiver.

Fig.1
outlines
encryption/decryption
using
conventional scrambling/descrambling technique. The input to
the scrambler is the plain text or clear text ‘C’ whereas the
encrypted text called as Cryptogram, is denoted by E. As is
clear from the Fig. 1, data is encrypted using a key K,
generated as a function of last N transmitted bits E, which are
available through an n-bit Serial-in-Parallel-out (SIPO) shift
register.

Fig. 1 Conventional data scrambler/descrambler

A Boolean function ‘f’ with N-inputs computes K.
The same function ‘f’ issued at the descrambler to compute
the key K. It can be seen from the figure that the key K,
generated for decryption at the receiver, is the same as that
generated for encryption.
It is evident that whereas modulo-2 addition of the
key-bits K to the message bits C produces the encrypted text E
at the scrambler output. The modulo-2 addition of the same
key bits to the corresponding encrypted text bits E reproduces
the original clear text message C at the output of the
Descrambler.
The mathematical model for
Scrambler and Descrambler uses a
introduce the delay in the data
requiredCryptogram E. Here E
mathematically as:

implementation of data
shifting mechanism to
so as to obtain the
can be represented

III. DESCRIPTION OF DATA SCRAMBLER/ DESCRAMBLER
E=C+ (a1D1E+a2D2E+……+aNDNE)… (1.1)
Scramblers are a class of substitution ciphers and have
been found to be suitable for various security requirements
such as those used by cable and satellite TV operators and
mobile phone service providers. A Scrambler is a coding
operation which basically randomizes the data streams. In
addition to its use as a stream cipher, a scrambler is commonly
used to avoid long strings of 0’s and 1’s which are responsible
for DC wander and synchronization problems in
communication circuits. Scramblers are very popular for their
use to encrypt video and audio signals for broadcasting and
many other applications. The low cost and complexity, high
speed of operation and easy to use are the main features of
scramblers.
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Where i a represents the ith tap gain and D represents the
delay operator (i.e. DNE is the sequence E delayed by
Nunits). The symbol ‘+’ in the above equations represents
modulo-2 addition. Eqn. 1.1 can be written as:
E=C+(a1D1+a2D2+……+aNDN)…(1.2)
E = C + fE

….(1.3)

With, f=a1D1+a2D2+………. +aNDN….… (1.4)
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T2 = Descrambler Input
R1, R2 = Registers
R = Descrambler Output

Where the key K = fE
The tap gain values in Eqn. (1.4) can be 0 or 1. Any
tap gains i a =1 means connection is taken form the ith shift
register stage, and i a = 0 means no connection is taken from
that stage. Thus the function f depends upon the tap gain
values and the number of shift register stages N. The
parameter f, whose complexity increases with an increase in
N, hides the information signal C from an unauthorized
receiver. The sequence of a's should also be known for proper
decryption.
To design a matched Descrambler for decrypting E, we start
with the received sequence E (which is available at the
receiver) given by Eqn. (1.2) as
E=C+(a1D1+a2D2+………..aNDN)E
1

2

N

Adding (a1D +a2 D +aND ) E to both sides of the above
equation we get
E+(a1D1+a2D2+………..aNDN)E=C….…(1.6)
The above result is obtained by the fact that the modulo-2sum
of any sequence with itself gives a sequence of all 0’s.Eqn.
(1.6) can further be written as:
C = E(1+ f ) … (1.7)
With,
f =a1D1+a2D2+………..aNDN

Fig 2: Scrambler/ De-scrambler Diagram

Using the delay operators in the sum of the modulo-2 adders
we can make the equation of scrambler input, S as,
S = T1 ⊕ T1Dn⊕ T1Dn+m
S = T1 ⊕T1 (Dn⊕Dn+m)
S = T1 ⊕ T1F
As Let [F = Dn⊕Dn+m]
S = T1 (1 ⊕ F)
Therefore,
T1 =S/ 1 ⊕ F (1)
In the descrambler circuit, m and n are kept similar for the R1
and R2 registers in the receiver end.
R = T2 ⊕ T2Dm⊕ T2Dm+n
R = T2 ⊕T2 (Dm⊕Dm+n)
R = T2 ⊕ T2F
As Let [F = Dm⊕Dm+n]
R = T2 (1 ⊕ F)

It follows from Eqn. (1.3) and (1.7) that so long as f
is same for the Scrambler and Descrambler, the message can
be encrypted and decrypted faithfully by the system. To make
the decryption difficult for an unauthorized receiver, the value
of N should be large, which however increases bit error
propagation resulting into n errors at the output, for a single
erroneous bit.

Therefore,
T2 =R/1 ⊕ F (2)

IV. FUNDAMENTAL
OF
DESCRAMBLING SCHEME

So, it showed that the descrambler output is the same as the
scrambler input [1, 2].

SCRAMBLING

/

The general structure of scrambler/descrambler system
uses programmable length shift registers and modulo-2 adders
in its design architecture. Depending on the size of the data to
be transmitted the number of registers and its lengths varies.
To make it simple let’s take a simple design as shown in
ﬁgure 2. It consists of two registers of deﬁnite length in
addition to two modulo-2 adders.
Notations:
D = Delay element
S = Scrambler Input
DxS = A sequence S delayed by x bits
m, n = Length of registers
T1 = Scrambler Output
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When there is no error, T1=T2, so we can write from the
equation 1 and 2,
S /1 ⊕ F=R/ 1 ⊕ F (3)

A. Scrambler Algorithm
Scrambling/ De-scrambling are an algorithm that
converts an in-put string into a seemingly random string of the
same length to avoid simultaneous bits in the long format of
data. Scramblers have many uses in today's data
communication protocols
The scrambling function can be implemented with
one or many Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs). A
linear feedback shift register (LFSR) is a delay line which
feeds back a logical combination of its stages to the input. On
the Transmit side, scrambling is applied to characters prior to
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the encoding. On the Receive side, de-scrambling is applied to
characters after decoding.
B. Circuit Design
The LFSR is graphically represented in Figure I.
Scrambling or unscrambling is performed by serially XORing
the 8-bit (D0-D7) character with the 16-bit (D0-D15) output
of the LFSR. An output of the LFSR, D15, is XORed with D0
of the data to be processed. The LFSR and data register are
then serially advanced and the output processing is repeated
for D1 through D7. The LFSR is advanced after the data is
XORed. The LFSR implements the polynomial:
G(X) = X16 + X5 + X4 + X3 + 1 (4)

eliminates the dependence of the power spectrum upon the
actual transmitted data. Thus making it more dispersed to
meet maximum power spectral density requirement and avoid
interfere with the adjacent channels due to cross modulation,
intermodulation etc. Moreover, it facilitates the work of
timing recovery circuit by enabling accurate timing recovery
on receiver equipment without restoring to redundant line
coding. Scramblers are essential component in the physical
layer system. In modern communication protocols such as PCI
Express, SAS/SATA, USB, Bluetooth we can use the
scrambler to randomize the transmitted sequence.
A Scrambler is a coding operation which basically
randomizes the data streams. In addition to its use as a stream
cipher, a scrambler is commonly used to avoid long strings of
0’s and 1’s which are responsible for DC wander and
synchronization problems in communication circuits.
Scramblers are very popular for their use to encrypt video and
audio signals for broadcasting and many other applications.
The low cost and complexity, high speed of operation and
easy to use are the main features of scramblers.
VI. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED RECONFIGURABLE
SCRAMBLER/ DESCRAMBLER USING VHDL.

Fig 3: Block Diagram of Scrambler.

C. Descrambler Algorithm
The descrambling function can be implemented with
one or many Linear Feed forward Shift Registers (LFSRs). A
linear feed forward shift register (LFSR) is a delay line which
feeds forward a logical combination of its stages to the input.
On the Transmit side, scrambling is applied to characters prior
to the encoding. On the Receive side, de-scrambling is applied
to characters after decoding.
V. PURPOSES OF SCRAMBLING AND DESCRAMBLING
IN DIGITAL DESIGN
The main purpose of the scrambling is to convert an input
string into a seemingly random output string of the same
length by pseudo-random selecting bits. By doing it, it avoids
long sequences of bits of the same value. Now the question
may arise what will be the problem if the numbers sequence in
a long stream is same? We will brieﬂy describe about the
context to introduce the purpose of scrambling scheme in our
modern digital design.
Repetitive pattern can generate Electromagnetic
Interference (EMI) noise. EMI noise can eﬀect from a simple
degradation of a speciﬁc signal to a total loss of data. Even in
the faster modern design, this is a critical issue for the
consumer electronics and designers are thinking of diﬀerent
measurement to reduce the EMI emissions at a lower rate.
Scrambling is a very common practice to spread the EMI
energy over a broader range in the spectrum.
Repetitive pattern can cause wide variations in the
received power level. It also creates diﬃculties for adaptive
equalization and clock recovery. By scrambling scheme, it
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The proposed technique for secure message
communication uses Hardware Description Language
(VHDL) and exploits the reconfigurablity feature of
description languages to enhance the system security,
optimize the power consumption and speed of operation. The
spreading sequences as used in modified Scrambler
/Descrambler obtained using VHDL approach have been fed
to different AND gates to generate the tap gains. These tap
gains are given to logic function generator (as shown in Fig.4)
which manipulates the data and produces the complex key.
The key is modulo-2-added with plain text which results into a
Cryptogram. The Cryptogram is applied to the shifting logic
so as to increase complexity of the key and hence security of
data. At the receiving end same key has been generated and
used for the successful decryption of recieved data.

Fig. 4 Modified data scrambler/de-scrambler

The proposed scheme has been synthesized and simulated
using Quarts Altera Software. The waveforms obtained at
various check nodes have been investigated and found in
conformity with the theoretical observations. Various
waveforms obtained have been presented in Fig.4. As shown
in Fig.5. Clk and P text are input signals and represent clock
(that drives the system) and the Plain text to be scrambled.
Scram and Pl text are output signals that denote scrambled
signal and received text respectively.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Scrambler block is a very easy but eﬃcient and extremely
important block in the data communication protocol. A
scrambler accepts information in intelligible form and through
intellectual transformation assure data quality with fastest rate
without any error or dropping occurrence.

Fig.5 Waveforms obtained at various check points

Fig.6 RTL viewer of the implemented logic

It is evident from the Fig. 5 that input data and
received data is in complete agreement while as input data
does not resemble the scrambled data at all, The RTL viewers
of the synthesized design are given in Figs. 6-8.

An efficient scheme for data scrambling and descrambling for
secure data transmission using VHDL has been proposed.
The proposed scheme has been synthesized and simulated for
target device EP1S10F484C5 of Straitix FPGA family. It has
been found that the proposed scheme is capable of providing a
range of applications in Spread Spectrum Modulation, Code
Division Multiple Access and Global Positioning Systems.
The proposed scheme can be synthesized and implemented on
any of the existing CPLD and FPGA systems as per the
degree of optimization required.
The simulation and
verification carried out at transmitting and receiving ends of
the system has proved the efficacy of the proposed scheme.
Moreover, this current design is very eﬃcient,
proven in industrial design and it has lots of scope to further
improve.
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Fig.7.RTL viewer of the implemented scrambler
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Abstract—Discovering patterns from sequence data has
significant impact in many aspects of science and society.In
genome study identifying the elementary repeatsin DNA
sequence is typical problem. There are variousapproaches
designed to find Elementary Repeats and boundariesof
elementary repeats in the given sequence. As genome data useto
be very large , we require fast and efficient algorithm toidentify
such repeats. In the real world, usually a large set of patterns
could be discovered yet many of them are redundant, thus
degrading the output quality. To improve the output quality by
removing two types of redundant patterns. First, the notion of
delta tolerance closed itemset is employed to remove redundant
patterns that are not delta closed. Second, the concept of
statistically induced patterns is proposed to capture redundant
patterns which seem to be statistically significant yet their
significance is induced by their strong significant subpatterns.
This approach produce a relatively small set of patterns which
reveal interesting information in the sequences.
Keywords-closed frequent itemset, delta closed patterns,
statistically induced patterns, suffix tree.

I. Introduction
1.1 DNA Sequencing
DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) is having fundamental
1.2
importance to the biological systems, James Watson calls it as
“Secret of Life” [2]. As DNA forms the basic of all known
life, it becomes important to extract the genome sequence
from the organism and study it for biological understanding
nature of species and practical applications like biomedical
drugs design. The process of extracting the sequence of a
DNA molecule from organism is called “DNA sequencing”.
Extracting the DNA sequence of a single member of a species
in order to gain complete understanding of its biology is not
the only application of DNA sequencing. Differences in
individual members of a species population are also of
interest. Mutations in DNA sequence of individuals are of
scientific interest where they can, for example, be used to
track the evolution of a population. Mutations can cause or
increase susceptibility to disease or affect the drug resistance
of an individual. Because of the utility of DNA sequencing in
biomedical applications it has become of huge economic
importance.
Large-scale genome, transcriptome and proteome projects,
especially the Human Genome Project, have produced and
continue to produce tremendous amounts of data. These data
can be roughly classified by their intrinsic dimensionality.
One-dimensional data include biological sequences, e.g.
DNA, RNA, and protein sequences. Two-dimensional data
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include gene expression data, RNA secondary structures, and
mass spectrometry data, among others. Three-dimensional
data include the tertiary structures of proteins as a notable
example. This dissertation is concerned with the analysis of
one-dimensional data. Biological macromolecules (i.e. DNA,
RNA, and proteins) consist of chains of small organic
molecules called monomers. Despite the overall complexity of
macromolecules, they are composed by only a few different
types of monomers. In DNA, the monomers are adenine(A),
guanine(G), cytosine(C), and thymine (T). RNA uses the same
set of monomers with the exception of thymine which is
replaced by uracil. In proteins, there are 20 types of monomers
called amino acids. From a combinatorial viewpoint, these are
discrete “objects” and can be represented as sequences (or
“strings”) over finite alphabets consisting of symbols
representing the monomers. This natural representation as
strings enables us to take advantage of the large corpus of
computer science research on text processing, in particular
regarding algorithms and data structures. Developing efficient
computer algorithms for the analysis of biological sequence
data is arguably the main objective of a subfield of computer
science called computational molecular biology.
Importance of repeats
In biological sequence analysis, the discovery and
characterization of repetitive patterns (or “repeats” for short)
plays a central role. Roughly speaking, repeats are strings that
appear repeatedly. It is assumed that frequent or rare patterns
may correspond to signals in biological sequences that
implyfunctional or evolutionary relationships. For example,
repetitive patterns in the promoter regions of functionally
related genes may correspond to regulatory elements (e.g.
transcription factor binding sites). As another example, a multi
gene family is a group of genes from the same organism that
encode proteins with similar sequences. It is believed that a
multi gene family is formed through DNA duplications and
variations of a single ancestral gene. Even incredible progress
occurred in genomic study over last forty years, there are
several unanswered problems till now.Some of these
interesting problems are related to the non-coding DNA. DNA
is well known for carrying the genetic information of living
species and their information encoding. Study of DNA
sequence is required to recognize different genetic properties
and the genetic diseases. Analyzing DNA sequence data to
mine important knowledge is certainly is worthwhile goal. In
genome study, as data of DNA sequences is increasing it
becomes challenging to handle such huge data for extracting
information from DNA sequences. DNA sequences are
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composed of more number of repeats. To extract the
information from DNA we require to identify the repeats. For
example genome of humane has more than 50% various
repeats [2]. Studying repeats is having importance in genome
studies. For studying repeats separate research line Counting
Number Variation (CNV) is dedicated which is supported by
many international molecular biology organizations . Genome
study shows that many genetic diseases are caused because of
the irregularity in the repeats length, such as Fragile–X
chromosome syndrome. It is required to study those repeats
for understanding their function. There are many repeats
which are not well defined and functions of those are not
clearly understood. Identifying such repeats becomes
challenging problem.
Sequential pattern mining is having significance in
many fields such as genome study, web click streams,
protomics. There are various algorithm sequential pattern
mining which include mining the pattern with constraints.
Applying these algorithms where continuous pattern mining
is required, is not appropriate in DNA sequence mining for
finding repeats. DNA sequences can be of very long length,
for example, in human genomes there are 3 billion DNA base
pairs. These DNA sequences contains different length repeats.
Repeats present in DNA sequence can be considered as basic
blocks. Therefore it becomes an important problem in genome
study to recognize repeats. Here, we consider repeat as
substring which occurs often having length >=2 and frequency
>=2. For example , “ACTGACGT” in this sequence “AC” is
repeat of length 2 and frequency 2.
ii.RELATED WORK

A. Finding Sequential Patterns
It is the problem in database mining which is
motivated by the decision support problem faced by
most large retail organizations. An example of such
pattern is customer is going for shopping of
computer first then printer and there after camera
within period of two months. So the problem is
"what items are bought together in a
transaction".While related, theproblem of finding
what items are bought togetheris concerned with
finding intra-transaction patterns,whereas the
problem of finding sequential patterns isconcerned
with inter-transaction patterns. A patternin the first
problem consists of an unordered set ofitems
whereas a pattern in the latter case is an orderedlist
of sets of items. The problem of finding all sequential patterns
is solved in five phases: i) sort phase, ii) litemset phase, iii)
transformation phase, iv)sequence phase, and v) maximal
phase[3]. There are two algorithm Two of the algorithms,
AprioriSomeandAprioriAll, have comparable performance,
althoughAprioriSome performs a little better for the lower
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valuesof the minimum number of customers that mustsupport a
sequential pattern[3].

B. Finding Frequent closed itemset:
It is challenging since one may need to
examine a combinatorially explosive number of
possible subsequence patterns. Most of the
previously developed sequential pattern mining
methods follow the methodology of Apriori
which may substantially reduce the number of
combinations to be examined[3][1]. However
Apriori still encounters problems when a
sequence database is large and when sequential
patterns to be mined are numerous and long.
They propose a novel sequential pattern mining
method, called Prefixspan (i.e., Prefix-projectedSequential Pattern mining), which explores
prefix projection in sequential pattern mining[3].
Prefixspan mines the complete set of patterns but
greatly reduces the efforts of candidate
subsequence generation. Moreover; prefixprojection substantially reduces the size of
projected databases and leads to efficient
processing. Their performance study shows that
Prefixspan outperforms both the Apriori-based
GSP algorithm and another recently proposed
method; Frees pan, in mining large sequence
data bases[3].

C. Ukkonen’s Edit Distance
Calculating Algorithm:
Edit distance measures the similarity
between two strings (as the minimum number of
change, insert or delete operations that transform
one string to the other). An edit sequence s is a
sequence of such operations and can be used to
represent the string resulting from applying s to a
reference string.They present a modification to
Ukkonen’s edit distance calculating algorithm
based upon representing strings by edit
sequences[5]. We conclude with a demonstration
of how using this representation can improve
mitochondrial
DNA
query
throughput
performance
in
a
distributed
computingEnvironment[5].
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induced
by
their
strong
significant
D. δ -Tolerance Closed Frequent
subpatterns[6].
It
is
computationally
intense to
Itemsets:
mine these nonredundant patterns (delta closed
In this paper, they have given an inherent
patterns and noninduced patterns). To efficiently
problem of mining Frequent Itemsets (FIs): the
discover these patterns in very large sequence
number of FIs mined is often too large. The large
data, two efficient algorithms have been
number of FIs not only affects the mining
developed through innovative use of suffix tree.
performance, but also severely thwarts the
Three sets of experiments were conducted to
application of FI mining. However, the number
evaluate their performance.[6]
of CFIs is still too large in many cases, while
MFIs lose information about the frequency of
the FIs. To address this problem, relax the
F. Synthesis and Recognition Of
restrictive definition of CFIs and propose the δSequences:
Tolerance CFIs (δ- TCFIs). Mining δ-TCFIs
A string or sequence is a linear array of
recursively removes all subsets of a δ-TCFI that
symbols that come from an alphabet. Due to
fall within a frequency distance bounded by δ[2].
unknown substitutions, insertions,and deletions
They propose two algorithms, CFI2TCFI and
of symbols, a sequence cannot be treated like a
MineTCFI, to mine δ-TCFIs. CFI2TCFI
vector or tuple of a fixed number of variables.
achieves very high accuracy on the estimated
The synthesis of an ensemble of sequences is a
frequency of the recovered FIs but is less
“sequence” of random elements that specify the
efficient when the number of CFIs is large, since
probabilities of occurrence of the diff. Symbols
it is based on CFI mining. MineTCFI is
at corresponding sites of sequences[7]. The
significantly faster and consumes less memory
synthesis is determined by a hierchical sequence
than the algorithms of the state-of-the-art concise
synthesis procedure (HSSP), which returns not
representations of FIs, while the accuracy of
only taxonomic hierchy of the whole ensemble
MineTCFI is only slightly lower than that of
of sequences but also alignment and synthesis of
CFI2TCFI[2].
group of sequences at each level of hierchy[7].

E. Delta Closed Patterns and
Noninduced Patterns from
Sequences:
Discovering patterns from sequence data has
significant impact in many aspects of science
and society, especially in genomics and
proteomics. Here they consider multiple strings
as input sequence data and substrings as patterns.
In the real world, usually a large set of patterns
could be discovered yet many of them are
redundant, thus degrading the output quality[6].
Their paper improves the output quality by
removing two types of redundant patterns. First,
the notion of delta tolerance closed itemset is
employed to remove redundant patterns that are
not delta closed. Second, the concept of
statistically induced patterns is proposed to
capture redundant patterns which seem to be
statistically significant yet their significance is
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The HSSP does not require the ensemble of
sequences to be presented in the form of
tabulated array of data, hierchical information of
data or assumption of a stochastic process. This
correspondence present the concepts of sequence
synthesis & the applicability of HSSP as a
supervised classification procedure as well as an
unsupervised classification procedure[7].
III. PRPOSED METHOD

In this proposed approach strings are taken
as input for sequences to find interesting patterns.
Here “Pride and Prejudice” novel is taken as dataset
from which punctuation & space between words are
removed to get long string over the alphabet of 26
english letters. The purpose of removing the
delimiter information is to explicitly show that no
prior information is used in the pattern discovery
process and the segmentation procedure presented
later. After this by using generalized suffix tree
calculate path length and according to that two
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algorithm are applied to it to get interesting
The observation of the fact that, if we create
patterns. Figure1. presents the steps described in leaf node in suffix tree it will be leaf node forever.
proposed approach.
This helps to build suffix tree fastly. In this case, at
leaf node we just require to change the staring
position of the edge label coming towards it from
Strings as input
the parent of the leaf node.
4. Trick 4:
If at any phase i, the character S[i] is found
Data Preprocessing
then that character will be found in further all the
suffixes of that phase , so we do not require to
search in further suffixes of that phase. This trick
makes algorithm faster.
Generation of suffix tree

Implementation of Discovery of
Delta Closed Patterns(DDCP) Algo

Implementation Discover Non
induced Patterns(DNIP) Algo.

interesting Patterns

Fig. 1. Decision support system

Construction of suffix tree
Suffix tree is important data structure for
processing the strings. Let S denote a string over
the alphabet set Σ and S is m length long.
Ukkonen’s algorithm constructs an implicit suffix
tree Ii for each prefix S[1..i] of S, starting from I1,
and incrementing i by one until Im. is built. The
true suffix tree for S is constructed from Im and the
time for the entire algorithm is O(m). Ukkonen’s
algorithm first presented for O (m) time method to
build all trees Ii and then optimizing its
implementation to obtain the claimed time bound.
This algorithm will use small tricks to
obtain the linear time construction which are:
1. Trick 1: Suffix Links
If there is node v with label p$ , where p is
character and $ is string then the suffix link of v
points to s(v),which has label $ .
2. Trick 2: Skip / Count
This is known as the skip/count trick. This
helps us to find the place for adding the new S[i+1]
in the phase (i+1) very quickly.
3. Trick 3: Once a leaf, always a leaf.
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High-level Ukkonen algorithm
Construct tree Ii.
For i from 1 to m — 1 do
begin [phase i + 1}
For j from 1 to i + 1
begin {extension j}
Find the end of the path from the
root labeled S[j..i] in the
current tree, If needed, extend that
path by adding character S[i + 1),
thus assuring that string S[j. .i + 1] is
in the tree.
end;
end;
Figure 2. High-level Ukkonen algorithm.
By using all these tricks combined in
Ukkonen's algorithm we can get the complexity of
O(m).
III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In this paper we review the existing
techniques of pattern mining . We discussed a
variety of pattern mining method techniques such
as PrefixSpan Approach ,Delta Closed Patterns
and Noninduced Patterns from Sequences. For
each technique we have provided a detailed
explanation of the techniques which are used for
finding the patterns.It is observed that for finding
frequent pattern there is problem of fake pattern
& redundant. So to solve this problem there is
Delta Closed Patterns and Noninduced Patterns
algo which gives good output in minimum
time.They produce a relatively small set of
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For basic shell-and-tube exchangers, there are a number of
Abstract— Engineers are continually being asked to improve literature sources that describe how to estimate heat transfer
processes and increase efficiency. These requests may arise as film coefficients based on the flow regime and the type of
a result of the need to increase process throughput, increase phase change: boiling or condensing1-4. as a point of
profitability, or accommodate capital limitations. Processes reference, table 1 shows some typical values for the different
which use heat transfer equipment must frequently be film coefficient.
improved for these reasons. This paper provides some
methods for increasing shell-and-tube exchanger performance.
The methods consider whether the exchanger is performing
correctly to begin with, excess pressure drop capacity in
existing exchangers, the re-evaluation of fouling factors and
their effect on exchanger calculations, and the use of
augmented surfaces and enhanced heat transfer. Three
examples are provided to show how commercial process
simulation programs and shell-and-tube exchanger rating
programs may be used to evaluate these exchanger
performance issues. The last example shows how novel heat
transfer enhancement can be evaluated using basic shell-andtube exchanger rating calculations along with vendor supplied
enhancement factors.
Keywords— Heat Exchanger.

Table I:
Examples of Heat Transfer Film Coefficients
Description

h (W/m2
°C)

Forced Convection
Liquid, Water
Vapour Air

10,500

(1)
As stated in this form, u can be calculated from
thermodynamic considerations alone. this calculation results
in the required u such that the heat is transferred at the stated
driving force and area. independent of this required u based on
thermodynamics, an available u can be determined from
transport considerations. for this calculation, u is a function of
the heat transfer film coefficients, h, the metal thermal
conductivity, k, and any fouling considerations, f. an
exchanger usually operates correctly if the value of u available
exceeds the unrequited.
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2,000
15

Condensation
Steam, film of
horizontal tubes
Steam, drop wise

VI. INTRODUCTION
Increasing heat exchanger performance usually means
transferring more duty or operating the exchanger at a closer
temperature approach. this can be accomplished without a
dramatic increase in surface area. this constraint directly
translates to increasing the overall heat transfer coefficient, u.
the overall heat transfer coefficient is related to the surface
area, a, duty, q, and driving force, δt. this equation is found in
nearly all heat exchanger design references1-3.

85

h ( Btu/hr ft2
°F)

Boiling Water,
pool boiling
Water, film boiling

9,00025,000
60,000120,000

1,600-4,400

3,00035,000 300

530-6,200

11,000-21,000

50

The precise calculation of U from the transport relationships
accounts for all of the resistances to heat transfer. These
resistances include the film coefficients, the metal thermal
conductivity, and fouling considerations. The calculation of U
is based upon an area. For shell-and-tube exchangers, the area
is usually the outside surface of the tubes.
________________ (2)
Table II. shows design overall heat transfer coefficients for
some common shell-and-tube exchanger conditions. These
coefficients do not necessarily represent final designs but are
sufficient for estimating purposes. The overall heat transfer
coefficient can also be calculated by equation 3, provided the
inside and outside film coefficients, hi and ho, and the fouling
resistance, f, are known.
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1) Determine that the exchanger is operating correctly as
Table II.
Examples of overall heat transfer coefficients
Shell-Tube Exchanger

U (W/m2
°C)

U (Btu/hr
ft2 °F)

Single phase Gas-Gas
(Low Pressure, 1 bar)

5-35

1-6

Gas-Gas (High Pressure,
250 bar)

150-500

25-90

Gas-Liquid (Low
Pressure)

15-70

3-15

Gas-Liquid (High
Pressure)

200-400

35-70

Liquid-Liquid

150-1200

25-210

Condensation

1500-4000

100-300

Water

300-1200

50-160

You can be calculated from the following simplified equation,
provided the fouling resistance, and the metal thermal
conductivity are not significant compared to the convective
film coefficients. Also, the inside tube area must be
approximately the same as the outside tube area.
________________(4)
Note that even with no fouling considerations, the overall heat
transfer coefficient is always less than one-half of the highest
film coefficient (hi or ho) and usually in the neighbourhood
the of the lowest film coefficient. More detailed methods to
calculate an overall film coefficient are provided in the
references1-4.
This discussion is limited to the shell-and-tube type
exchangers. These exchangers are the most common in the
process industry and can be easily modified in most cases.
Furthermore, there are many sources available to estimate the
shell-and-tube heat exchanger performance. Other types of
exchangers such as air coolers may also be applicable with
respect to cleaning and the use of tube inserts. Most of the
more exotic heat exchangers such as plate-fin type exchangers
are not easily modified or enhanced to increase performance
and are not considered here. However, during an investigation
to increase performance, some of the exotic exchangers may
be a viable alternative if all of the other options have been
exhausted.
Sometimes increasing heat exchanger performance may not
result from increases in throughput or higher duties. These
issues may arise simply because the exchanger is not working
correctly at the present capacity. Gulley describes the
pertinent information to diagnose the problems and possible
solutions for shell-and-tube heat exchangers that are not
working. Solving these problems is usually the first step.
A plan for increasing heat exchanger performance for shell
and tube exchangers should consider the following steps.
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designed. Correcting flaws in construction and piping that
may have a detrimental effect on heat transfer and pressure
drop may be the solution.
2) Estimate how much pressure drop is available. For single
phase heat transfer coefficients, higher fluid
Velocity increases heat transfer coefficients and pressure drop.
3) Estimate fouling factors that are not overstated. Excessive
fouling factors at the design state result inoversized
exchangers with low velocities. These low velocities may
exacerbate the fouling problem. More liberal fouling factors
and periodic cleaning may increase the heat exchanger’s
performance.
4) Consider using a basic shell-and-tube exchanger with
enhancement or intensification such as fining, tube inserts,
modified tubes, or modified baffles.
One simple and obvious solution for increasing shell-and-tube
heat exchanger performance might be to switch the shell-andtube fluids. The placement of the process fluids on the tube or
shell side is usually not dependent onthe most efficient heat
transfer area. A primary concern is pressure. High-pressure
fluids tend to be placed in thetubes rather than the shell,
resulting in less construction material and a less expensive
exchanger. Handlingphase changes may dictate where fluids
are placed. Switching the tube-and-shell side process streams
may onlybe valid if the process streams have no phase change
and are approximately the same pressure.
For the first three steps, engineers can use operating data and
commercial software with shell-and-tube
exchanger rating packages to perform the calculations and
predict the resulting changes. For the fourth criteria, engineers
can use software programs for the base calculation but must
obtain additional information to accountfor the increases in
film coefficients for a particular type of enhancement.

II. ENHANCED SURFACES
Since there are so many different types of heat exchanger
enhancements, it is highly unlikely that a commercial
simulator could support them all. Furthermore, some propriety
data from the manufacturers of the heat transfer enhancement
might never be released. However, that does not mean that
process and project engineers cannot perform some of the
preliminary calculations for new technologies.
The following provides background information on many
different types of heat exchanger enhancements. Heat
exchanger enhancement must always satisfy the primary goal
of providing a cost advantage relative to the use ofa
conventional heat exchanger6. Other factors that should be
addressed include fouling potential, reliability and safety.
Heat exchanger enhancement can be divided into both passive
and active methods. Passive methods include extended
surfaces, inserts, coiled or twisted tubes, surface treatments,
and additives. Active techniques include surface vibration,
electrostatic fields, injection, and suction. Hewitt3 provides
numerous examples of the different enhancements. The
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majority of the current discussion is related to the passive
methods involving mechanical modifications to the tubes and
baffles. Figure 1 shows several different schematics of
enhancements to heatexchanger tubes including fanning,
inserts, and twisting.

drops were 20 times higher relative to the unaltered tube at the
same maximum inside diameter.
Recently, Shilling describes some of the benefits of a new
twisted tube technology including the fact that tube vibration
can be minimized. Furthermore the author describes how
baffles may be eliminated completely. Similar to the tube
inserts, these twisted tubes promote turbulence and enhance
boiling. Unfortunately, no quantitative results are provided to
show the increase in film coefficients for both the shell and
tube fluids.
VI. BAFFLES

III. FINNING
Tubes can be finned on both the interior and exterior. This is
probably the oldest form of heat transfer enhancement.
Finning is usually desirable when the fluid has a relatively low
heat transfer film coefficient as does a gas. The fin not only
increases the film coefficient with added turbulence but also
increases the heat transfer surface area. This added
performance results in higher pressure drop. However, as with
any additional surface area, the fin area must be adjusted by
efficiency. This fin efficiency leads to an optimum fin height
with respect to heat transfer. Most of the heat transfer and film
coefficients for finned tubes are available in the open
literature and supported in most commercial heat exchanger
rating packages.

Baffles are designed to direct the shell side fluid across the
tube bundle as efficiently as possible. Forcing the fluid across
the tube bundle ultimately results in a pressure loss. The most
common type of baffle is the single segmental baffle which
changes the direction of the shell side fluid to achieve cross
flow. Deficiencies of the segmented baffle include the
potential for dead spots in the exchanger and excessive tube
vibration. Baffle enhancements have attempted to alleviate the
problems associated with leakage and dead areas in the
conventional segmental baffles. The most notable
improvement has resulted in a helical baffle as shown in
Figure 2. Van der Ploeg and Master describe how this baffle is
most effective for high viscosity fluids and provide several
refinery applications. The author further describes how the
baffles promote nearly plug flow across the tube bundle. The
baffles may result in shell reductions of approximately 1020%.

IV. TUBE INSERTS
Inserts, turbulators, or static mixers are inserted into the tube
to promote turbulence. These devices are most effective with
high viscosity fluids in a laminar flow regime. Increases in the
heat transfer film coefficientscan be as high as five times.
Inserts are used most often with liquid heat transfer and to
promote boiling. Insertsare not usually effective for
condensing in the tube and almost always increase pressure
drop. Because of thecomplex relationships between the
geometry of the insert and the resulting increase in heat
transfer and pressuredrop, there are no general correlations to
predict enhancements. However, through the modification of
thenumber of passes, a resulting heat transfer coefficient gain
can be achieved at lower pressure drop in somesituations.
VII. COMBINED ENHANCEMENT

V. TUBE DEFORMATION
Many vendors have developed proprietary surface configures
by deforming the tubes. The resulting deformation appears
corrugated, twisted, or spirally fluted. The performance of 11
different commercially available tubes for single tube
performance. The surface condenses steam on the outside and
heats water on the inside. The author reports a 400 % increase
in the inside heat transfer film coefficient; however, pressure
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Several reports have discussed the use of combined
enhancement including both the effects of passive and active
methods. The combination of passive methods are somewhat
limited, with the most common being both internal and
external finned tubes. Other combinations may be nearly
impossible because of the manufacturing techniques used in
modifying the tube geometry.
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One recent article is of particular interest describing the use of
both helical baffles and tube inserts18. This exchanger was
used in a crude preheat train and provides some quantitative
comparisons for both the tube and shell side film coefficients
along with some qualitative pressure drop information.

VIII. ENHANCEMENT EFFECTS ON FOULING
Heat exchanger enhancement may also decrease the effects of
fouling, as described by Gibbered. The author describes the
different methods by which fouling occurs and the ability of
heat exchanger enhancement to abate some of that fouling.
The author also strongly cautions that the standard fouling
factors reported by TEMA might not be applicable when
analysing and designing an exchange with heat transfer
enhancement. Mukherjee8 and Pulley and Gibbard9 describe
the use of tube inserts for dirty hydrocarbon services in crude
oil refining. The inserts tend to promote radial flow from the
centre to the wall. This churning motion minimizes the
material deposits on the tube wall.

The exchanger configuration and process calculations based
on a flow rate of 100 gpm is shown in Tables 3. Fouling
resistances are from TEMA. Table 4 shows that at the flow
rate of 100 gpm, the pressure drop is only about 2/3 of the
allowable pressure drop. Due to increases in capacity the
amine flow rate is to be increased by 120 gpm. The outlet
temperature of the rich amine should be maintained at 212 ºF.
TABLE III
LEAN/RICH EXCHANGER INFORMATION

IX. EXAMPLES AND ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATIONS
In these examples, the process simulation programs PROSIM
and TSWEET were used to perform the thermodynamic
calculations. The accompanying heat exchanger rating
package was used to estimate the heat transfer coefficients and
pressure drop for the basic shell-and-tube exchangers.
Engineers could perform these same calculations with
comparable process simulation programs and heat exchanger
rating packages. Data for the increased film coefficients due to
the enhanced surfaces were gathered from the listed
references. Further proprietary data for new enhanced surfaces
will probably have to be obtained from the vendors.

Shell

Tubes

Lean Amine

Rich Amine

AEN

0.75 inch OD

20 in ID

24 ft Long

8 in Baffle Spacing

4 Passes

0.002 hr ft2 ºF/Btu

0.002 hr ft2 ºF/Btu

TABLE IV
LEAN/RICH EXCHANGER BASE CASE
CALCULATIONS.

EXAMPLE 1 - AMINE LEAN/RICH
EXCHANGER.
The first example is a lean/rich exchanger for a simple amine
plant as shown in Figure 3. Kohl and Nielsen describe the
basic operation of the amine facility. The objective of the
lean/rich exchanger is energy conservation. Energy available
from the lean amine stream is transferred to the rich amine
prior to introducing the rich amine to the stripper. This energy
transfer results in a decreased energy requirement for the
stripper. The lean/rich exchanger has liquid streams on both
sides. Furthermore, these liquids have roughly the same
physical and thermal properties and the same flow rates. This
results in linear heat release curves.
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Rich
Amine
Lean
Amine

h

DP

Q

DT

Req.U

Avai.U

Btu/hr
ft2ᵒF

psi

MMBT
U/hr

ᵒF

Btu/hr
ft2ᵒF

Btu/hr
ft2ᵒF

186291

11.9

4.33

46.4

66.9

69

This suggests that the exchanger could handle additional
flow rate since the pressure drop is not the limiting criteria.
Since both the streams are liquids, an increase in the velocity
increases both the heat transfer film coefficient and the
resulting pressure drop. The process simulation program and
heat exchanger rating can be used to confirm that the increase
in film coefficients is enough to compensate for the 20%
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increase in duty within the allowable pressure drop. Table 5
gives the heat exchanger calculations for the increased flow
rate and shows that the exchanger appears to be viable at the
new conditions.
TABLE V
LEAN/RICH EXCHANGER WITH 20 % INCREASED
CIRCULATION

Rich
Amine
Lean
Amine

h

DP

Q

DT

Req.U

Avai.U

Btu/hr
ft2ᵒF

psi

MMBT
U/hr

ᵒF

Btu/hr
ft2ᵒF

Btu/hr
ft2ᵒF

230
320

1.3
2.7

5.33

46.4

79.6

78.2

[7]
GIBBARD, I. “Improving Plant Operations with Heat Transfer
Enhancement", Petroleum Technology Quarterly, Vol 2, No 3, (Autumn
1997), pp 81-87.
[8] MUKHERJEE, R., “Conquer Heat Exchanger Fouling,” Hydrocarbon
Processing, Vol 75, No 1, pp. 121-127,Jan 1996.
[9] POLLEY, G. and I. GIBBARD, “Debottlenecking of Heat Exchanger
and Heat Recovery Networks Using Heat Transfer Enhancement,”
Hydrocarbon Engineering, Vol 2, No 4, (July/August 1997), pp. 82-86.
[10]
GANAPATHY, V., “Design and Evaluate Finned Tube Bundles,”
Hydrocarbon Processing, Vol 75, No 9, pp.103-111, Sep 1996.
[11] STASIULEVICIUS, J., and A. SKRINSKA, Heat Transfer in Banks of
Finned Tubes in Cross flow, pp. 191-194, Mintis, Vilnius, 1974.
[12] SHILLING, R., “Heat Transfer Technology,” Hydrocarbon Engineering,
Vol 2, No 6, (October 1997), pp. 70-79.
[13]
MARNER, W.J. and A.E. BERGLES, “Augmentation of Tube side
Laminar Flow Heat Transfer by Means of Twisted-Tape Inserts, Static Mixer
Inserts, and Internally Finned Tubes,” Heat Transfer 1978, Vol 2, pp. 583588,Hemisphere, Washington, D.C., 1978.

X. CONCLUSION
Engineers can evaluate increasing heat exchanger
performance through a logical series of steps. The first step
considers if the exchanger is initially operating correctly. The
second step considers increasing pressure drop if available in
exchangers with single-phase heat transfer. Increased velocity
results in higher heat transfer coefficients, which may be
sufficient to improve performance. Next, a critical evaluation
heat transfer through the use of finned tubes, inserts, twisted
tubes, or modified baffles. Most of these proprietary
technologies cannot be predicted a priori. However, combined
with the enhancement information obtained from the vendors
for specific cases along with estimations of heat transfer film
coefficients, engineers can perform preliminary evaluations
using these new technologies to increase shell-and-tube heat
exchanger performanceof the estimated fouling factors should
be considered. Heat exchanger performance can be increased
with periodic cleaning and less conservative fouling factors.
Finally, for certain conditions, it may be feasible to consider
enhanced.
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Abstract— A technology that better targets an X-ray imager’s field
of view could allow various medical imaging technologies to be
integrated into one. This could produce sharper, real-time pictures
from inside the human body.Mixing and matching imaging
techniques, such as CT, MRI, to fit these imaging methods together
developing a technology called interior tomography or OmniTomography.
In standard CT provide good structural detail, x-ray pass through
two-dimensional slices of the body, and then a computer processes
the data to build up a picture. If the scanner is trying to image the
aorta, for instance, it will X-ray a whole section of the chest but
interior tomography focuses only on structures inside the body,
which reduces the patient’s radiation exposure.
MRI images are good for seeing functional flaws. Omnitomography could combine the two technologies in the same
machine the technique allows the use of smaller X-ray detectors,
which in turn makes it possible to fit more scanners into the same
machine.
MRI gives high contrast and allows doctors to measure functional
and even molecular changes; CT provides greater structural detail.
Together, they might allow doctors to get a superior picture to
action.

Although multimodal imaging systems have become
increasingly popular, a combined CT-MRI system has not yet
been attempted. Two major obstacles in designing such a
system are the bulkiness of the imaging scanners and the
conflict in imaging physics, namely CT's rotating metallic
parts and MRI's magnetic fields. Overcoming these
challenges, a design is recently created for a combined CTMRI scanner. With the dual-modality system, CT provides a
snapshot of body's structures, while MRI reveals cellular and
molecular features, blood flow, and soft-tissue. The hybrid
scanner is designed to collect high-contrast images of many
features with adequate spatial and temporal resolution and
within the same coordinate system.
The Interior Tomography is that which gives all-inone and all-at-once, performing scans instantaneously within
one gantry. Putting CT and MRI capabilities into one machine
is one type of Omni-tomography, and it will provide major
diagnostic and interventional benefits for and
From patient.

Keywords—MRT, CT, X-Ray, Omni-Tomography

In the past decade there are several imaging techniques which
are in use These techniques include X-rays, computed
tomography (CT) scans, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Diagnostic imaging techniques helps to narrow the causes of
an injury or illness and ensure that the diagnosis is accurate or
not.
X-ray is a type of radiation, which are have high energy and
when they pass through the body, dense objects such as bone,
blocks the radiation and appear white on the x-ray film, while
less dense tissues appear gray and are difficult to see. X-rays
are typically used to diagnose and assess bone degeneration or
disease, fractures and dislocations, infections, or tumours
Bones, tumours and other dense matter appear white or light
because they absorb the radiation. The part of your body being
pictured is positioned between the X-ray machine and
photographic film. You have to hold still while the machine
briefly sends electromagnetic waves (radiation) through your
body, exposing the film to reflect your internal structure. The
level of radiation exposure from X-rays is not harmful, but
your doctor will take special precautions if you are pregnant.
A computed tomography (CT) scan also known as CAT scan
is similar to an MRI in the detail and quality of image it
produce, yet the CT scan is actually a sophisticated, powerful
x-ray that takes 360-degree pictures of internal organs, the
spine, and vertebrae. By combining x-rays and a computer, a
CT scan, like an MRI, produces cross-sectional views of the
body part being scanned. In many cases, a contrast dye is
injected into the blood to make the structures more visible. CT

I.
INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography (CT) and MRI are arguably
the two most important imaging approaches in modern
hospitals and clinics. CT offers fast scanning speed and high
spatial resolution, but suffers from poor soft-tissue contrast
and a substantial radiation dose. CT provides structural
definition and rapid snapshot. MRI, on the other hand,
provides superior soft-tissue contrast, and functional and
molecular imaging capabilitiesMRI reveals blood flow, soft
tissue contrast, functional and even molecular changesbut
often suffers from long scan time and sub-optimal geometrical
accuracy. MRI is also difficult to quantify in any absolute
units, and has much greater sensitivity than specificity
CT, MRI, PET, SPECT, ultrasound are all medical
imaging modalities each of which has a well-defined role.
Over the past decade, we have seen an increasing popularity
of multi-modality systems, such as PET-CT and PET-MRI.
With Omni-Tomography, more or previously non-compatible
imaging modalities can be fused together for a comprehensive
study of local transient phenomena.
MRI is generally considered significantly slower and
more expensive than CT. In addition, scanning patients with
certain implantable devices is contraindicated unless the
device is MRI compatible
A combined CT-MRI scanner would reduce residual
errors, enable simultaneous anatomical and functional
imaging, and minimize exposure to ionizing radiation.
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III.

scans show the bones of the spine much better than MRI, so
they are more useful in diagnosing conditions affecting the
vertebrae and other bones of the spine.
By using a digital geometry with a CT, is a medical imaging
method to generate a three-dimensional image of the internals
of an object from a large series of two-dimensional X-ray
images taken around a single axis of rotation. Computed
Tomography (CT), actually known as computed axial
tomography (CAT or CT scan) and body section
roentgenography.
As we see in MRI the magnetic waves are present and as we
know the Organs and tissues within the body contain magnetic
properties. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) combines a
powerful magnet with radio waves (instead of x-rays) and a
computer to manipulate these magnetic elements and create
highly detailed images of structures in the body. Images are
viewed as cross sections or "slices" of the body part being
scanned. There is no radiation involved as with x-rays. MRI
scans are frequently used to diagnose bone and joint problem.
A combined CT-MRI scanner would reduce residual errors,
enable simultaneous anatomical and functional imaging, and
minimize exposure to ionizing radiation. Although
multimodal imaging systems have become increasingly
popular, a combined CT-MRI system has not yet been
attempted. Two major obstacles in designing such a system
are the bulkiness of the imaging scanners and the conflict in
imaging physics, namely CT's rotating metallic parts and
MRI's magnetic fields. Overcoming these challenges, we
recently created a design for a combined CT-MRI scanner.
With the dual-modality system, CT provides a snapshot of
body's structures, while MRI reveals cellular and molecular
features, blood flow, and soft-tissue. The hybrid scanner is
designed to collect high-contrast images of many features with
adequate spatial and temporal resolution and within the same
coordinate system.
As the following figure shows the exact difference between
the CT image and MRI image.

Fig no.1 shows a CT scanner’s X-rays [left side] provide good structural
detail; MRI images [right] are good for seeing functional flaws.
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SYSTEM DESIGN

Fig no.2 shows the System design of Omni-Tomography.

Omni-tomography gives the better and high resolution image
As compare to any other imaging technique.
The system uses a narrower beam on the internal region of
interest (ROI) of the patient’s body.By using a narrow beam
for a small detector piece instead of a wide beam for a large
detector panel, the detectors cost less and take up less space.
In this system the small homogenous Magnetic field is use.
MRI can use a weaker magnetic field, allowing for
compatibility with CT scannersAs Interior tomography works
as exact reconstruction of image from less data which are
highly truncated.
As like of CT the Omni tomography have the multiple
detectors fit in the machine for parallel data acquisition.
IV.
METHODOLOGY
Omni-tomography is enabled by interior tomography
that has been developed over the past five years. By Omnitomography, we envision that the next stage of biomedical
imaging will be the grand fusion of many tomographic
modalities into a single gantry (all in one) for simultaneous
data acquisition of numerous complementary features (all at
once). This integration has great synergistic potential for
development of systems biology, personalized and preventive
medicine, because many physiological processes are dynamic
and complicated, and must be observed promptly,
comprehensively, sensitively, specifically, and non-invasively.
In this perspective, we first present the background for and
power of Omni-tomography, then discuss its important
applications in vulnerable plaque characterization and
intratumor heterogeneity evaluation, review its enabling
theory and technology, explain for the first time the feasibility
of the CT-MRI scanner as an example, and finally suggest
exciting research opportunities.
To guide radiation therapy in real-time, our CT-MRI
scanner design consists of a double donut-shaped pair of
superconducting electromagnets that forms a regionally
uniform 1.5T magnetic field and leaves room for a multi-
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source interior CT setup and a therapeutic beam generator for
radiation therapy The CT and therapeutic radiation assembly
can be rotated after each exposure.
Omni-Tomography may start with “simpler”
systems. As mentioned earlier, CT and MRI can be
interiorized and combined for parallel imaging. This
unification has the potential to reduce radiation dose when
MRI-aided interior CT is implemented. Only in Omnitomography you see in vivo happening comprehensively and
simultaneously. With enhanced features and additional
modalities, the system should allow us to investigate many
features of vulnerable plaques, including gap thickness, lipidcore size, stenosis, calcification, haemorrhage, elasticity,
inflammation.

Fig no.3 shows the internal structure of Omni Tomography.

The powerful X-coil, Y-coil and Z-coil are use tin the
machine to get the 3D image of the respected areas of the
patient body.
The scientist use MRI with the weaker magnetic field
in the Omni tomography system for allowing the compatibility
with CT scanners in the same machine.As when we pass or
put the patient body on the table of the system, the system
having the narrower beam of an x-ray is projected on the
internal region of interest (ROI) where we are going to focus
on the body of the patient. The three is use of a narrow beam
for a small detector piece instead of a wide beam for a large
detector panel, as we know the detectors cost less and the
small detector takes the less space in the machine As like of
the CT the Omni tomography have the multiple detectors but
they are small in size are fitted in the machine for more
parallel data acquisition.
We know that the Omni Tomography more
concentrated on the common region of interest (ROI).
Because traditional CT methods cannot exactly reconstruct an
interior ROI solely from truncated projections along x-rays
through the ROI, current CT architectures have contained
detectors that fully cover a transverse slice. A technique which
is newly developed called interior tomography enables
theoretically exact reconstruction over an ROI from local data
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aided by practical prior knowledge. Applying interior
tomography to MRI allows us to use a uniform magnetic field
over a small imaging region, which is one way our design
compensates for the incompatibility between the MRI's
powerful magnets and the CT scanner's rotating metal parts.
The compression makes the necessary room to place the
tomographic modalities tightly together, and allows them to
operate in parallel, achieving synchrony in space and time.
Interior tomography allows exact reconstruction from
less data which are highly truncated. The process uses a
narrower beam on the internal region of interest (ROI), with
the added benefit of decreased radiation to the patient. It also
gives improved contrast resolution of the images taken from
the patient body due to fewer scattered photons which are
exerted on the body by the X-ray narrower beam.
Previously computed tomography targeted either
global reconstruction the whole body cross-section or
approximate local reconstruction which can be significantly
distorted. “The change is interior tomography. Now we target
a smaller region and yet are able to produce accurate and
stable local reconstruction. As scientist Ge. Wang and his
collaborators have been working on interior tomography for
five years, showing that local reconstruction can be
theoretically exact. That wasn’t known before. This is what
we contributed to the imaging field. That’s important because
only when you have theoretically exact reconstruction can you
perform
quantitative
analysis
for
diagnostic
information.Scientist Ge.Wang noted that interior tomography
is not limited to one modality, most imaging modalities can be
modified to target an ROI for accurate reconstruction. A
difference is in how it measures. In interior tomography, you
don’t need a direct measurement of an ROI, only indirect
measurement.

Fig no.4 shows the Ring-shaped design for Omni-tomography.
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Fig No 5. shows the interior tomography targets exact region of interest (ROI) reconstruction from a truncated scan.

Focusing on a specific region has advantages, as the
about fig shows the X-rays are passes on the specific area of
. “There are some that say too many
The design of CT-MRI scanner based on realistic numerical
simulation and engineering optimization. The key idea behind
the system is that each imaging modality focuses on a
relatively small, common region of interest (ROI). Because
traditional CT methods cannot exactly reconstruct an interior
V.
CONCLUSION
By combining this two x-ray technologies thus we are
concluded that with the help of Omni Tomography we
can obtain the real time pictures This will be helpful
for a better diagnosis. And which give the both
functional and structural image which are helpful to
doctor for better diagnosis.
VI.
FUTURESCOPE
1. In the future the system might include
positron emission tomography (PET), single photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT), and other
imaging modalities.
2. Thus with the help of Omni Tomography
we can obtain the real time pictures which will be
helpful during the Heart surgery in futureof our
health-care dollars are spent on imaging, especially in
the pursuit of defensive medicine. This will be an
expensive machine; these are the issues that may well
determine whether this approach is successful.
Rendering of the proposed CT-MRI scanner while
current MRI and CT scanners are large.
By using the interior tomography, a combined
machine is feasible when each of the two modalities is
made slimmer and more compact, because the
detectors are smaller, and magnets and coils are more
focused. By using a narrow beam for a small detector
piece instead of a wide beam for a large detector
panel, the detectors cost less and take up less space.
Not only would the machines ultimately be less
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ROI solely from truncated projections along x-rays through
the ROI, current CT architectures have contained detectors
that fully cover a transverse slice. A technique interior
tomography enables theoretically exact reconstruction over an
ROI from local data aided by practical prior knowledge.
Applying interior tomography to MRI allows to use a uniform
magnetic
field
over
a
small
imaging region.
expensive to produce, but multiple detectors fit in the
machine for parallel data acquisition region
particularly with patient body, If we see the CT it is
too big for conventional scanners. If an object is wider
than the XInterior tomography is certainly an interesting concept that takes
the interest in combining modalities to the ‘ultimate’ level of a
single device. While Omni-tomography is technically feasible,
whether it will make sense from a clinical and economic
perspective
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Abstract- The communication process of human being
is deals with the facial expression & lip moments.The
hearing impaired, aside from using residual listening
to communicate with other people, can also use lip
reading as a communication tool. As the hearing
impaired learn the lip reading using a computerassisted lip-reading system, they can freely learn lip
reading without the constraints of time, place or
situation a computer-assisted lip-reading system for
phonetic pronunciation recognition of the correct lipshape with an image processing method, objectoriented language and neuro-network. This system
can accurately compare the lip image of Mandarin
phonetic pronunciation using self-organizing map
neuro-network and extension theory to help hearing
impaired correct their pronunciation.In automatic
recognition of Cued Speech, lip shape and gesture
recognition are required. Moreover, the integration of
the two modalities is of great importance. In this
study, lip shape component is fused with hand
component to realize Cued Speech recognition. Using
concatenative feature fusion and multi-stream HMM
decision fusion, vowel recognition, consonant
recognition, and isolated word recognition
experiments have been conducted.

Introduction
The visual information is widely used to
improve speech perception or automatic
speech recognition. With lip reading
technique, speech can be understood by
interpreting the movements of lips, face
and tongue. In spoken languages, a
particular facial and lip shape corresponds
to a specific sound (phoneme). However,
this relationship is not oneto-one and many
phonemes share the same facial and lip
shape (visemes). It is impossible, therefore
to distinguish phonemes using visual
information alone. Without knowing the
semantic context, one cannot perceive the
speech thoroughly even with high lip
reading performances. To date, the best lip
readers are far away into reaching
perfection.Cued Language (Fleetwood and
Metzger, 1999)) uses hand shapes placed
in different positions near the face along
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with natural speech lip reading to enhance
speech perception from visual input. This
is a system where the speaker faces the
perceiver and moves his hand in close
relation with speech. The hand, held flat
and oriented so that the back of the hand
faces the perceiver, is a cue that
corresponds to a unique phoneme when
associated with a particular lip shape. A
manual cue in this system contains two
components: the hand shape and the hand
position relative to the face. Hand shapes
distinguish among consonant phonemes
whereas hand positions distinguish among
vowel phonemes. A hand shape, together
with a hand position,
cues a
syllable.Although
many
sensory
substitution devices have been developed
as speech training aids for the hearing
impaired, most have inherent problems and
fall short of expectations. Both tactile and
visual aids have potential benefits in
speech therapy programs for the
hearing impaired, but this potential is
largely unrealized. The main problems
associated with these
devices are
difficulty in interpreting the displays,
lack of consistency between displayed
parameters and variables required for
speech
production,
and
generally
inadequate
feedback to the user for
speech correction.
Concerning
the
face-to-face
communication, the channels used by the
hearing-impaired people can be classified
in three categories:
- The hearing-impaired that use lipreading, as a complement to the voice.
People using hearing aid (only one
million people in France) or cochlear
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implant (550 implantations per year)
are exploiting both visual and auditory
channels. Even if the auditory channel is
deficient, these people can perceive some
auditory residual information.
- The profoundly deaf people of the
oralist category, whose auditory channel
is severely damaged, can have their lipreading ability enhanced by using the
Cued Speech method, which is at the
heart of this project.
- The profoundly deaf people of the
gestural category use the Sign Language,
which is very well known, but not
considered in this project.
Speech is multimodal dimensions and in
the context of automatic processing.
Indeed, the benefit of visual information
for speech perception called “lip-reading”
is widely admitted.
However, even with high lip reading
performances, without knowledge about
the semantic context, speech cannot be
thoroughly perceived. The best lip readers
scarcely reach perfection. On average,
only 40 to 60% of the phonemes of a given
language are recognized by lip reading,
and 32% when relating to low predicted
words with the best results obtained
amongst deaf participants - 43.6% for the
average accuracy and 17.5% for standard
deviation with regards to words. The main
reason for this lies in the ambiguity of the
visual pattern. However, as far as the
orally educated deaf people are concerned,
the act of lip-reading remains the main
modality of perceiving speech. This led to
develop the Cued Speech system as a
complement to lip information. CS is a
visual communication system that makes
use of hand shapes placed in different
positions near the face in combination with
the natural speech lip-reading to enhance
speech perception from visual input.CS is
largely improving speech perception for
deaf people.
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Figure:Showing the measurement of lip
movement
To evaluate the contribution of both the
upper and lower lip pinching to recognize
CV syllables in a HMM recognition test
and more precisely to better modelize the
C4 consonant group. So, the HMM
recognition test is based this time on eight
lip parameters. In addition to the six
parameters used in the previous
experiment, the pinching of upper and
lower lips (respectively Bsup and Binf) is
measured at one point (more precisely in
the mid-lips).

MATLAB is a high-performance language
for technical computing especially those
with matrix and vector formulations, in a
fraction of the time it would take to write
a program in a scalar non interactive
language such as C++ or so on. It
integrates computation, visualization, and
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Programming
in
an
easy-to-use
environment where problems and solutions
are expressed in familiar mathematical
notation










Step1. Read image from input
device (Camera)
Step2. Resize all the images to fit
150x140
pixels ( optimal size).
Step3.
Find
the
edges
(boundaries).For this two filters
were used. For the x direction
x=[0 -1 1]. For the y direction y=[0
1 -1] shows two images of the
result with the x-filter and y-filter”
.
Step 4. Dividing two resulting
matrices (images)
dx and dy
element by element and then
taking the atan (tan−1) to get
gradient orientation.
Step 5. Feature extraction from
image .
Step 6. Classification using neural
network.
Step 7. Vowel recognition.

Figure:Classification of vowels
using neural network for low tone
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Figure: Classification of vowel using
neural network for mid tone

Figure: Classification of vowel by using
neural network for lower tone
In this way we can classify the vowel
based on lip movement. The speech
features used for the development of the
ASR systems are the fundamental
frequency (F0), and the first two formant
frequencies (F1 and F2). The two systems
were developed using FL and ANN
MatLab toolboxes. The performance of the
two systems has been evaluated with the
use of percentage accuracy and confusion
matrixes. The ANN system appears to
have higher accuracy than the FL system
on train data set, however, the FL system
performed better on the test data.
Conclusion:
The development of a practical ASR
system for SY language based on ANN
approach will require larger amount of
language resources and computational
time. Such language resources, e.g. speech
database and annotated speech files, are
not yet widely available. Also, the
interpretation of ANN model presents
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some challenges. The FL based model,
however, facilitates the extraction of
pertinent rules that could be of benefit in
further scientific study of the language. To
this end, it seems that a FL based approach
has an edge over the ANN approach for
the development of practical ASR system
for the sign language. Recognition of
syllables, words and continuous speech are
the area of further research work, in which
the principle of this work could be
extended. Our aim is to carry out
experiment using a neuro-fuzzy model
with the aim to integrate the benefits of the
two modelling approaches for hearing
impaired persons.
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Abstract - The Stethoscope is one of the most
recognized symbols of the medical profession,
perhaps more so than the white coat. Stethoscopes are
used to listen to acoustic signals from the internal
organs of the human body. Although stethoscopes
play a very important role in the diagnosis process,
the chest piece and the connecting cable are known to
facilitate transmission of pathogens from patient to
patient and from patient to the user as well as not that
accurate. Replacing the connecting cable with a
wireless system may help reduce the potential risk
and further allow broadcasting of the signals to multiusers for examination. This paper reports on the
design of a two-piece zig bee based wireless system
that eliminates the connecting cables in electronic
stethoscopes.
Keywords – Wireless Stethoscope, Stethoscope using
Zig bee, Bluetooth Stethoscope

This paper presents wireless electronic stethoscope
as an alternative to the existing acoustic
stethoscope. The paper deals with various
researches going on this topic and a proposed
system design which also enables us to digitally
record the auscultations and store them.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN
The proposed system design consists of the
following parts:
1) Pre – Amplifier Block – sensor, preamplifier,
filter and power amplifier
2) Wireless Transmission Block
3) Processing Block
It can be easily understood by following
block diagram. (Figure 1).

I. INTRODUCTION
Stethoscope is one of the most basic device used to
assess cardiac irregularities. In 1816, French
physician Rene Laennec invented the first
stethoscope using a long, rolled paper tube to funnel
the sound. Since then we have been using the
traditional acoustic stethoscope to examine a
patient. There are many problems associated with
acoustic stethoscopes, some of them being [1]:
1. Heart Sounds, being of low frequency and low
amplitude, are difficult to detect using an acoustic
stethoscope.
2. Its accuracy and sensitivity are still being
debated internationally.
3. The chest piece and the connecting cable are
known to facilitate transmission of pathogens from
patient to patient.
4. It depends a good measure on the Doctor’s focus
and hearing accuracy and often fails for the low
amplitude sounds.
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FIGURE .1 System Block Diagram

III. SYSTEM DESIGN DESCRIPTION
A typical stethoscope is made up of three
components: the head-piece, chest-piece, and a
connecting cable. The chest-piece is nothing but an
acoustic or electronic sensor which picks up the
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analog signals or sounds from the body and
transmits the data as voltage signals to the head-set.
Since the need for the cable is eliminated, the
proposed system consists of a transmission section
and a receiver section. The data acquired by the
sensor has to be converted into digital form by an
Analog to Digital Converter for the signal to be
transmitted by the Zig Bee Module. The Zig Bee
Module at the receiving end receives the signal and
sends it to the microcontroller for further
processing. At the receiving end, there is a Digital
to Analog converter to convert this signal back into
analog signal.
The stethoscope acoustic sensor was an integral
hardware component of the system. The quality of
the sensor directly impacts the quality of the realtime audio output as well as all analyses performed
on the measured waveforms. A microphone with a
20 Hz – 20 kHz frequency [2] is perfect for the
application. The output of the microphone is of the
order of millivolts, which makes it challenging for
the microcontroller to detect changes in sensor
output as well as too low compared to the ADC
precision. Hence the signal is fed to the
Amplification Module which consists of three
parts, pre amplifier circuit, filter circuit and power
amplifier circuit. This proposed design is that by
using operational amplifier. The Pre amplifier is
used to boost the sensor output to line level for
filtering and amplification. Op amp 741 in its noninverting configuration could be used for the same
whose gain depends on feedback resistor. The gain
of op amp 741 is given by (1+ rf / r1) where rf is
the feedback resistor. The output of the
preamplifier is fed to an active low pass filter with
cut-off of 100 Hz and 1000 Hz to eliminate all the
background sounds and allow only the heart and
the other body sounds to pass through it. Frequency
and gain can be selected by selecting capacitor and
feedback resistor value. The output signal from the
filter is processed by power amplifier to boost the
signal amplitude for the ADC. Hence power
amplifier with variable gain is designed with the
help of op-amp LM386 whose gain can vary by
varying input given to amplifier through pot. [1]

IV. MICROCONTROLLER AND ZIG BEE MODULE
The output of signal Pre-processing Circuit is
converted into digital form by ADC. Inbuilt
successive approximation 12 bit ADC of
microcontroller is used. Here PIC18f2423 [4]
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microcontroller is used whose features are as
follows:_ 0-40 MHz Operating frequency
_ 16 Kbytes flash program memory
_ 768 bytes data memory
_ 12-bit ADC (10 input channels)
_ Serial communication: - SSP and USART
For wireless transmission zig bee module
JN5148 made by Jennic is proposed to be used. The
JN5148-001 is a range of ultralow power, high
performance surface mount modules targeted at Jen
Net and Zig Bee PRO networking applications,
enabling users to realize products with minimum
time to market and at the lowest cost. Also the
operating range can be extended to 1 km when
connected with an external antenna and the path is
with least obstacles. Its operating frequency is
2.4GHz and data rate is 250 kbps. [3]

V. PROCESSING MODULE
Fig. 1 also shows the processing module which
consists of: Receiving Zig bee, microcontroller,
DAC, Power amplifier. Zig bee module captures
the signal in the air and transmits to
microcontroller. The signal received is converted
back to its analog form by a 12 bit digital to analog
converter. The receiving end microcontroller is
PIC16f873. Signal from microcontroller is given to
12 bit DAC MCP4822. The MCP4822 devices are
designed to interface directly with the Serial
Peripheral Interface (SPI) port available on many
microcontrollers. Then this analog signal is
amplified by power amplifier with gain control
same as at transmitter side. And now this signal is
given to speaker and also displayed on a digital
device. In this way wireless electronic stethoscope
system is implemented. The signal can be stored
and also shared with other doctors across the world
almost immediately.

VI. SIMULATION OF SIGNAL PRE-PROCESSING
MODULE
The circuit can be first simulated on the software
Proteus by using a heart sound audio as an input
signal. The Audio Oscillator in the function
generator mode is loaded with the .wav file of the
heart sound signal and given to the preamplifier
module that has been designed using different
available tools and components in the software.
The virtual oscilloscope is connected to the output
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of the pre-processing module. The circuit can be
tested for various frequencies and output can be
observed on the virtual oscilloscope in Proteus. The
following is the figure is the output that has been
observed. Here the cut off frequency used is that of
100 Hz.

PC connectivity the signals can be shared with
doctors all over the world for a quick review or
even a detailed assessment. The output can be fed
to earphones as well as a speaker. With further
research and development in technology in wireless
transmission it might be possible to integrate
multiple receivers in the circuit and assess multiple
people at the same time.
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VII.
CONCLUSION
Even low level and low frequency heart sounds can
be detected by the circuit thereby increasing the
sensitivity and accuracy of the circuit. The gain of
the preamplifier stage and filter can be varied by
varying the respective feedback components. Zig
Bee can be used to wirelessly transmit the signal
over the other end. This completely eliminates the
need of the cables. The most essential part of the
hardware of the circuit is the microcontroller.
Microcontroller makes it possible to record and
store the signals for future assessment. Also using
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Abstract:The aim of this paper is to review recent experimental
and clinical publications on bone biology with respect
to the optimal mechanical environment in the healing
process of fractures and osteotomies. The basic
postulates of bone fracture healing include static bone
compression and immobilisation/ fixation for three
weeks and intermittent dynamic loading treatment
afterwards. The optimal mechanical strain should be in
the range of 100–2,000 microstrain, depending on the
frequency of the strain application, type of bone and
location in the bone, age and hormonal status. Higher
frequency of mechanical strain application or larger
number of repetition cycles result in increased bone
mass at the healing fracture site, but only up to a
certain limit, values beyond which no additional
benefit is observed. Strain application and transition
period from non-load-bearing to full load-bearing can
be modified by implants allowing dynamisation of
compression and generating strains at the fracture
healing site in a controlled manner.
Introduction:It is well known that a bone fracture will
repair and remodel depending on the ensuing loading
conditions It is very likely that during bone repair and
regeneration, the type of stress applied may dictate its
material and structural quality. In musculoskeletal
system, the biomechanical environment plays a key
role in repairing, maintaining, and remodeling of bone
in meet its functional demands. Based on this
fundamental concept, many connective tissue
remodeling rules have been proposed to explain the
repair process and their biological response. When the
normal healing and remodeling environment is absent
or compromised, reliable and effective biological or
biophysical stimulation may be indicated.
Unfortunately, many of the basic biological
and biomechanical interactions affecting different
connective tissue response are poorly understood.
Without this knowledge, it would be difficult to
identify the specific cell mediating mechanisms that
regulate the normal or delayed repair after bone
fracture. Such biologic and biomechanical interactions
can help us to identify abnormal repair processes and
uncover the enhancing factors for the purpose of
augmenting bone fracture healing or bone regenerate
maturation. Therefore, it has been the goal of many
investigators to search for the relationship between
biophysical factors and cellular responses under normal
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and deficient bone fracture healing conditions. To
establish the interdependence of biophysical
stimulation and bone repair and remodeling at the
material and structural level, experiments must be
carefully designed and performed using appropriate
animal models to investigate these cellular and tissue
responses under different forms of biophysical
stimulation. When necessary, in vitro cell and tissue
culture studies under well-controlled biophysical
stimuli must be conducted in order to isolate other
confounding factors at the systemic level. Without
knowing the normal histomorphometric and cellular
responses associated with different bone fracture
healing processes in quantitative terms, it would be
nearly impossible to investigate potential stimuli to
establish their efficacy in enhancing such a complex
biological process.
The basic postulates of F/O healing include
static bone compression and immobilisation/fixation
with the goal of achieving sufficient stability at the F/O
site . However, important questions regarding the
optimal mechanical environment for F/O healing
remain unanswered; very rigid fixation prolongs the
healing time and may cause osteopenia due to
excessive protection from stress and/or due to
decreased bone blood perfusion . The postoperative
period is clinically guided only by loosely defined
instructions of non-load-bearing, partial load-bearing
and full load-bearing. An important problem of loadbearing activities during rehabilitation is increased pain
and poor control of actual mechanical strain produced
at the F/O site . In recent decades experimental studies
have contributed new knowledge about the role of
mechanical loads in optimal F/O healing, but new
experimental data may not be easily transferable into
clinical practice. When skeletal physiology is
concerned one can easily get lost in the abundance of
scientific data from different observation levels.
Generally there are three main observation levels: the
cellular level, the tissue level and the observation of
bone healing from the clinical perspective . The aim of
this paper is to review recent experimental and clinical
publications on bone biology with the final goal of
defining the optimal mechanical environment in the
healing F/O process.
Physical Modulation of Bone Fracture Healing and
Remodeling:It has long been known that mechanical
stimulation can induce fracture healing or alter its
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biological pathway. Repetitive loading under small
strain and high frequency or overloading through
elevated exercise regime has been demonstrated to
cause bone hypertrophy. The added bone formation is
also related to the direction and magnitude of
overloading which will affect the internal state of stress
of the repairing tissue. However, the regulating cellular
mediators responsible for such a phenomenon remain
unknown. If the underlying effect at the cell membrane
or cytoplasmic level could be directly linked to the
biophysical stimulant, effective and reliable method to
maintain or enhance bone regeneration may be
established for the treatment of difficult fractures in
patients with deficient osteogenic potential due to
either local or systemic abnormalities.

quantitate the histomorphometry, mineral density, and
mechanical properties of callus and newly formed bone
in order to identify the unique features associated with
each fracture type and fixation condition. The data
associated with different experimental conditions was
used to characterize different fracture healing types
previously identified or yet unrecognized. Under rigid
internal or external fixation, fracture union morphology
matched that of the contact or primary healing
mechanism, with direct osteonal migration across the
fracture gap. However, both periosteal and endosteal
callus and new bone formation were common,
depending upon the loading condition and micromovement at the fracture site inherent to the specific
immobilization method used.

When the mechanisms for tissue formation at
the cellular level are understood and well defined,
physiological conditions or pharmacological agents
may be developed to accomplish the same callus
formation and bone regeneration effects without the
mechanical interventions which are often difficult to
administrate under adverse conditions. However, the
potential mechanoreceptors on the cell membrane
sensitive to stress/strain induced by electromechanical
or stream potential signals have yet to be identified.
Such a discovery, if successfully accomplished, can
significantly help to unravel the mystery of regulating
pathway for connective tissue remodeling and disuse
atrophy, which has only been theorized without
validation. Before this is accomplished, the clinicians
treating bone fractures must understand that there are
different biological, physiological, and mechanical
factors which can have either positive or negative
effects on fracture repair at the tissue level. It is equally
important to recognize the possibility that mechanical
loading may be the only irreplaceable element in
governing bone remodelling following successful
initiation of the fracture repair process.

Interfragmentary compression did not alter the
basic morphologic features of fracture repair, except
for the proportional reduction of periosteal
callus.Osteonal migration also occurred despite the
presence of fracture gap, although the woven bone
within the gap had transversely oriented collagen fibers
laced with longitudinal traversing osteons. When less
rigid internal fixation (intramedullary nail without
interlock) and external fixation (smaller and fewer pins
in unilateral frame) methods were employed, fracture
repair followed the secondary healing mechanism with
an abundant amount of periosteal and endosteal callus
but without osteonal migration. The distribution of
endochondral ossification and intramembranous
ossification depended upon the biologic and
biomechanical environment. The transformation from
callus to mineralized woven bone occurred early in the
healing period and increased its volume to replace
cartilage
and
undifferentiated
tissue.
This
transformation was responsible for the mechanical
strength or the cortical bone as demonstrated by the
mechanical indentation results in different regions of
the maturing callus in a fracture-healing model. Axial
dynamization, both passively and actively, under
external fixation in stable and unstable fracture types
provided an increased amount and more uniform
distribution of periosteal callus. As the load was
transmitted through the fracture site after
dynamization, there were fewer pin tract problems due
to reduced pin/bone interface stress. However,
changing fixator stiffness by removal of excessive pins
or connecting sidebars did not show any positive effect
on augmenting bone fracture healing. Without
exception, weight bearing was proven to be important,
especially in restoring the fractured bone to its original
mechanical strength. Finally, axial dynamization was
able to enhance more advanced bone remodeling in
distraction osteogenesis which is closely related to the
loading response according to the Wolff’s hypothesis.
Bone response to mechanical stimuli at the cellular
level The idea that osteocytes act as mechanosensors
has been suggested for a long time and gradually
evidence for this idea has emerged. Four decades ago a
possible control mechanism of bone mechanobiology

Surgical
intervention
and
biomechanical
environment on fracture repair:Both rats and canines have been used as the
experimental animal models for manually created longbone fractures or surgically produced transverse and
oblique osteotomies. Gap and contact with and without
static compression were used as the fracture end
conditions, while rods, compression plates, and
external fixators of different stiffness properties were
utilized as the means of studying the effects of several
fracture immobilization methods on bone healing
patterns. In addition, passive axial dynamization
through relaxing the telescoping mechanism on the side
bar of an external fixator was also used to study its
possible effects of fracture sitec compression on
fracture callus and bone histomorphometry.
Roentgenographic, nuclear scintigraphic, static and
dynamic weight bearing, histological, biomechanical,
cellular, and biochemical methods were used to
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became apparent with the discovery of the piezoelectric
effect in bone. In theory it was believed this effect
Bone response to mechanical stimuli at the cellular
level
The
idea
that
osteocytes
act
as
mechanosensors has been suggested for a long time
and gradually evidence for this idea has emerged. Four
decades ago a possible control mechanism of bone
mechanobiology became apparent with the discovery
of the piezoelectric effect in bone. In theory it was
believed this effect could translate an environmental
stimulus into a biologically recognisable signal
controlling growth or resorptiveprocesses. It was
recognised that the action of the piezoelectric signal
may be to alter the intracellular
electrochemical environment. Research in the last
decades has confirmed the role of electric and
electromagnetic fields in the regulation of extracellular
matrix synthesis and stimulation of fracture repair.
Nevertheless, further research has significantly
widened the spectrum of extracellular and intracellular
transmitters involved in such responses and the
attention has since focused more on individual
mediators of mechanocellular response. Today the
research on bone response to mechanical stimuli at the
cellular level features in the vast majority of
publications in the field of bone mechanobiology.
According to the
present state of knowledge, the mechanoresponsive
cells in the bone include osteocytes and osteoblasts. It
seems that bone cells respond to both mechanical
deformation as well as fluid flow and loading in vivo
always results in the combination of both physical
stimuli. Known mediators of mechanically induced
bone formation
includeprostanoids PGE2 and PGI2, nitric oxide (NO)
and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) . In
vitro experiments on osteocytes and osteoblasts have
shown NO and prostanoids increase following
exposure to physiological levels of mechanical strain
and fluid flow. Extracellular and intracellular signalling
components involved in mechanotransduction include
integrins, cytoskeleton, ion channels, hormone
receptors and various signal transduction pathways,
such as the mitogen-activated protein kinase could
translate an environmental stimulus into a biologically
recognisable signal controlling growth or resorptive
processes. It was recognised that the action of the
piezoelectric signal may be to alter the intracellular
electrochemical environment . Research in the last
decades has confirmed the role of electric and
electromagnetic fields in the regulation of extracellular
matrix synthesis and stimulation of fracture repair.
Nevertheless, further research has significantly
widened the spectrum of extracellular and intracellular
transmitters involved in such responses and the
attention has since focused more on individual
mediators of mechanocellular response. Today the
research on bone response to mechanical stimuli at the
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cellular level features in the vast majority of
publications
in the field of bone mechanobiology. According to the
present state of knowledge, the mechanoresponsive
cells in the bone include osteocytes and osteoblasts. It
seems that bone cells respond to both mechanical
deformation as well as fluid flow and loading in vivo
always results in the combination of both physical
stimuli. Known mediators of mechanically induced
bone formation include prostanoids PGE2 and PGI2,
nitric
oxide
(NO)
and
glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase (G6PD). In vitro experiments on
osteocytes and osteoblasts have shown NO and
prostanoids
increase
following
exposure
to
physiological levels of mechanical strain and fluid
flow. Extracellular and intracellular signalling
components involved in mechanotransduction include
integrins, cytoskeleton, ion channels, hormone
receptors and various signal transduction pathways,
such as the mitogen-activated protein kinase.
Activation of these pathways leads to changes in gene
expression regulating cell division and matrix
synthesis.
Most recently attention has also turned to the bone cell
surface receptor, low-density lipoprotein receptorrelated protein 5 (LRP5) as one of the potential key
regulators of bone mass. While experimental data show
the presence of certain LRP5 mutations is associated
with different osteogenic response to loading, there is
only a marginal genderrelated role for normal LRP5
function in this loading-related response.
The review of present knowledge in the field
of bone cellular response to mechanical stimuli thus
shows a very complex picture. It has become clear that
the bone cell response to mechanical strain cannot be
entirely explained by a single mechanism. The
knowledge gained gives a broadc potential for future
development of clinically effective modulators of
osteogenic loading-related response. Nevertheless, so
far detailed understanding of cellular mechanisms has
not significantly affected standard clinical regimens of
post F/O mechanical loading.
Effects of physical loading on fracture healing
pathways:To better describe the effects of mechanical and
biological influences on bone fracture repair and
remodeling, a revised classification of bone union
mechanisms was proposed to replace the
oversimplified primary and secondary bone healing
types. The new classification was derived from the
histological evaluation on the absence or presence of
secondary osteons across the fracture gap. Periosteal
callus could co-exist with osteon migration when the
mechanical environment at the fracture site was
appropriate. During fracture repair, there were four
basic new bone formation processes: 1) osteochondral
ossification, 2) intramembranous ossification, 3)
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oppositional new bone formation, and 4) osteonal
migration (creeping substitution). Bone regenerate
through callus distraction is a combination of these
basic bone formation processes. The type of
boneformation processes and their occurrence would
vary according to many factors related to fracture type,
gap condition, fixation rigidity, loading and biologic
environment. Regardless of the fracturehealing
pathway, mechanical intervention might be the only
means to assure bone remodeling after successful
callus formation and maturation in order to restore the
bone to its original structure and strength. It was
proposed that the same bone augmentation effect could
also regulate bone remodeling by establishing the
optimal strain threshold as well as loading frequency
but such a contention remained to be validated
especially in the light of the recent interest of low bone
strain as an anabolic stimulus for bone quality
maintenance.
Basic Forms of Biophysical Stimuli on Bone
Fracture Healing
As early as 1955, Yasuda had already discovered the
Electric Callus phenomena and postulated that
“dynamic
fracture hematoma. It has been postulated that the
extracorporeal shock waves caused microtrauma or
microfracture and induce neovasculization through
hematoma formation, which would increase osteoblast
or fibroblast activity . Unfortunately, biological studies
at cellular level cannot provide reliable information on
the therapeutic effect of biophysical stimulation on
tissue response at the system level.

energy exerted upon bones is transformed into callus
formation” . Now after nearly a half century, the ability
to manipulate bone and other connective tissue using
external energy is still doubted by some in spite of
years of basic research and clinical investigations.
Instruments delivering low intensity pulsed ultrasound
(LIPU) pulsed electromagnetic fields (PEMF), low
power direct current (DC) , extracorporeal shock wave
stimulation and the low intensity high frequency
vibration (LIHFV) are being promoted by the medical
instrument industry with mixed responses in the
orthopaedic community. These are the basic forms of
biophysical stimuli but it is still controversial whether
these modalities produce different cellular responses or
they all follow a similar osteogenic pathway. The
importance of utilizing well-established in vitro tissue
culture models must be emphasized to supplement the
cellular study results for biophysical stimuli signal and
dose effect optimisation.

METHODS

Dynamic Fixator:A high-response, high-force magnetostrictive
shape-memory actuator (Terfenol-D, Etrema Products,
Ames, IA), made from
terbium, dysprosium, and iron,26 was incorporated as
part of the fixator body, such that longitudinal
displacement, in the absence of any ‘‘moving parts,’’
would cause direct displacement of the osteotomy site.
In contrast to piezoelectric crystals, such terbium-based
shape-memory alloys can displace (extend/contract)
very efficiently with low voltages, are strong, and are
not brittle, thus allowing the fixator shaft to be
comprised of the alloy without need for reinforcement.
The response time of this material exceeds 5 KHz.
Thirty Hertz (cycles per second), low-amplitude (25
mm) sinusoidal interfragmentary motion was applied
daily 5 days per week. Experimental animals were not
anesthetized during the period of stimulation. For 17
min each day, both the Experimental and Control
animals were confined to a small stall, and showed no
signs of discomfort (e.g., movement, agitation) during
this confinement and/or loading period. The same short
period of 17 min was used as in prior mechanical
stimulation of fracture repair studies performed on
animals9 and humans. Displacements of 25 mm limited
the imposed interfragmentary movement
to
approximately 0.8% of the overall 3-mm osteotomy

Fracture Model:All procedures were reviewed and approved by the UK
regulatory authorities. Skeletally mature, female
English mule cross sheep, 5–6 years of age were used
for this study. Under general halothane anesthesia and
post-operative analgesia, mid-diaphyseal 3-mm
osteotomies of the tibia were created in two groups of
four sheep and stabilized by unilateral stiff external
fixation (1,100 N/mm axial stiffness), with
anatomically standardized osteotomy and frame
geometry. A low-energy osteotomy was performed
using a Gigli wire with the osteotomy gap set with a
spacer to 3 mm. Osteotomy and fixator geometry were
standardized with intraoperative jigs which reproduced
pin position, osteotomy site, fixator to bone offset, and
interfragmentary gap. To accommodate the linearly
variable differential transducers (LVDTs) for
measuring interfragmentary displacement, accessory
half pins were inserted 908 to the fixator frame pins
using the same intraoperative jig which positioned the
fixator and osteotomy. Interfragmentarymotion during
periods of stimulation were made possible in a rigid
fixation system through the use of a shape-memory
alloy (see below).
The Control group of sheep was permitted to
heal over a 10-week postoperative period, with the
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fixator locked to retain frame stiffness throughout. The
fixator used in the Experimental group was similarly
locked from motion, with the addition of short, daily
periods
(17
min)
of
low-magnitude,
highfrequencycyclical interfragmentary motion, in
which a current driving a shape-memory alloy induced
small displacements in the rigid fixator. The stimulus
was applied 5 days per week
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gap and remained well below the ultimate strain of
mature cortical bone of 2%.Interfragmentary
displacement was monitored each day using Linearly
Variable Displacement Transducers (Sa
max displacement 10-mm resolution 2.5-mm, current
equivalent mounted on the nonload-bearing accessory
half pins implanted directly into the cortical bone.15
While the actuator was displacement controlled, current
to the actuators was regulated such that the force
generated to induce the displacements never exceeded
50 N, less than 10% of the animals weight, thus
minimizing the risk of damaging the healing callus
(i.e., forces generated by weight bearing exceeded that
imparted by the actuator). While the displacements of
the active actuator were defined at time of surgery, they
were not monitored over the course of the study.

22.7% smaller than the callus of the Experimental
animals (25.7 mm_2.6; p<0.01).
Bone Mineral Content :BMC in the fracture zone of the Experimental
animals was 52% higher than Controls (Fig. 5; p<0.02).
Further, the proportion of bone in the periosteal regions
versus the interfragmentary gap were also significantly
different between groups, as the Experimental animals
had 262% higher BMC in the periosteal
intramembranous regions adjacent to the fracture gap,
compared to the Control group (p<0.01), whilst the
endochondral bone forming within the interfragmentary
region was 32% higher (p<0.05).
Torsional Rigidity:-

Radiography
Radiographs of the developing callus were taken postop and on a weekly basis, aided by an alignment jig
coupled to the fixator pins to reproduce position and
standardized exposure with an aluminium step wedge
phantom. The maximum callus diameter was measured
from the standard view radiographs using dial gauge
callipers (_0.01 mm) calibrated against a size phantom
on each radiographic film, and blind assessments made
of the quality of union. Each callus was scored as (a)
no bridging, (b) some cortical bridging, (c) all cortices
bridged, or (d) fully bridged cortices with loss of
cortica

Radiographic Assessment
The blinded radiographic scoring of the
rigidly stabilized fractures in the Control animals
displayed a range of healing responses graded from no
evidence of bridging through to bridging, but not yet
remodeling. Radiographic assessment in the
Experimental group varied from united callus
(bridged), through to fully bridgedremodeling bony
tissue, indicative of an advanced stage of repair (Fig.
4). As measured from the radiographs, the callus
diameter of the Control animals (19.9mm_2.2) was
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Examining the biomechanical strength of the
fracture site, the regenerate bone in the Experimental
group had a 3.6-fold relative increase in torsional
stiffness over Control animals (Fig. 6; p<0.03), and a
2.5-fold increase in fracture torsional strength (p<0.02).
When compared to the torsional stiffness [14.0_1.9 Nm
(Torque: Newton meters)/degree] and strength
(69.4_4.9 Nm) of intact tibia, regenerate bone in the
Controls was 14% and 10% of intact values,
respectively, while the healing fractures in the
Experimentals were 64% and 36% of intact tibiae.

Conclusions:Experimental data show that once the calcified
callus is formed the process of disuse atrophy may at
some pointprevail despite the healing activity if there is
not sufficient mechanical strain present. The optimal
mechanical strain should be in the range of 100–2,000
microstrain, dependingon the frequency of the strain
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application, type of bone and location in the bone, age
and hormonal status. Higher frequency of mechanical
strain application or larger number of repetition cycles
result in increased bone mass at the healing fracture
site, but only up to certain limit, values beyond which
no additional benefit is observed. Thus, in animal
experiments a combination of constant compression
treatment in the first three weeks with an intermittent
dynamic loading treatment of long bone F/O later on
appears to be a quicker and better treatment option than
static compression alone. Stability of immobilisation
and sufficient compression remain the predisposing
factors for the healing process to start successfully.
However, in the future the transition period from nonload-bearing to full load-bearing could be better guided
with implants allowindynamisation of compression in
terms of frequency and stress magnitude. Scientific
research has not yet given a definite answer on whether
absolute
parameters
of
strain
frequencies/magnitudesexist for all patients. Exact
values have not and might never be determined in exact
absolute numbers, and these parameters may have to be
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titrated in every individual patient according to some
objective criteria of healing progress.
It would be desirable to have implants that
allowcontrolled dynamisation in terms of frequency
and stress magnitude. Such a device could act as an
embedded adjunct to presently known implants and
generate strains at the F/O.
Refrences:Websites:www.google.com
www.wikipedia.com
www.engineeringfreaks.com
Books:Biomedical Application of Vibration and Acoustics in
therapy modelling and remodelling.
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Abstract- Foetal heart, an extremely important and intricate
organ of the unborn baby is structurally different in foetus than
in adult. It becomes essential to detect the abnormalities, if any,
at early stage so that the baby does not face complications after
birth. Initially it was difficult to capture real time images of
foetal heart due to the absence of an electrocardiogram (ECG)
signals.
Research conducted has resulted in a technique called Tissue
Doppler gating (TDOG) in which tissue Doppler data are used to
calculate a gating signal. The data derived from this technique
comprises of the cardiac indices, myocardial contractility and
strain rate which contribute for the sequential assessment of the
entire heart for various defects in the foetus.
The spacio temporal image correlation (STIC) is a technological
development of ultrasound for acquisition of volume data from
the foetal heart and connections allowing multi planar and
surface reconstruction of the heart anatomy besides allowing the
assessment by means of cineloop features.
Our study deals with the comparison of the two methods.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the mid-1980s the concept of the four-chamber view for
screening of the foetal heart was introduced to obstetric
scanning as a novel approach for the detection of congenital
heart malformations. Following introduction of this concept,
several studies reported poor performance of the secondtrimester four-chamber screening examination.
Unlike the paediatric or adult patient, for whom predetermined windows are used to obtain standardized views of
the heart, the foetus presents several problems:
(1) The size of the heart varies as a function of gestational
age;
(2) The foetal position may vary during the examination,
making imaging of structures more difficult;
(3) Foetal movement during the examination may result in
not acquiring all of the diagnostic images for analysis;
(4) Oligohydramnios may make imaging more difficult;
Given these potential obstacles, evaluation of the foetal
heart is one of the most challenging diagnostic tasks the foetal
examiner encounters during a second- or third-trimester
ultrasound examination.
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Over the past few years there has been an increasing
interest in dynamic three-dimensional (3D) imaging of the
foetal heart. Ultrasound is an inexpensive and widely used
imaging modality for the diagnosis and staging of a number of
diseases. In the past two decades, it has benefited from major
advances in technology and has become an indispensable
imaging modality, due to its flexibility and non-invasive
character.
The major reason for the increase in the use of 3D
ultrasound is related to the limitations of 2D viewing of 3D
anatomy, using conventional ultrasound. This occurs because:
(a) Conventional ultrasound images are 2D, yet the anatomy is
3D, hence the diagnostician must integrate multiple images in
his mind. (b) The 2D ultrasound image represents a thin plane
at some arbitrary angle in the body. It is difficult to localize
the image plane.
The possibility of a retrospective offline complete analysis
of the total heart acquired in a 3D block would make the
evaluation of normal as well as abnormal anatomy easier.
Different approaches to 3D ultrasound imaging of the foetal
heart have been investigated.
In TDOG both gated and non-gated B-mode reconstruction
techniques, as well as real-time 3D acquisition was done with
a 2D array transducer. Several different gating techniques
have been studied, including operator input based on an Mmode display, temporal Fourier transforms of the volume data
itself, and Doppler spectrum acquisition and analysis
performed by an independent ultrasound system. [1]
A gating signal may be utilized for 3D data reconstruction
in different ways. Building a volume from B-mode slices from
consecutive loops makes it possible to acquire 3D data.
Acquiring true 3D data with a 2D array transducer, assuming
that a gating signal is available, makes it possible to increase
the temporal or spatial resolution by grouping sub-volumes
from consecutive loops into larger volumes. Tissue Doppler
data can be acquired simultaneously and with the same
transducer as the B-mode data, allowing the recording of
tissue Doppler data as part of a gated 3D scan. This would
provide additional velocity information that might be utilized
for synchronization. [1]
In STIC technology, an automated device incorporated into
the ultrasound probe performs a slow sweep acquiring a single
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three-dimensional (3D) volume. This volume is composed of
a great number of two-dimensional (2D) frames. As the
volume of the foetal heart is small, appropriately regulating
the region of interest allows a very high frame rate (in the
order of 150 frames per second) during 3D volume
acquisition. [3]
The aim of this study is to understand TDOG and STIC
techniques and compare them.
II.
METHODS
A. Data acquisition
In TDOG, recordings are performed with a Vivid 7 scanner
(GE Medical Systems) using a 1.5D probe with a frequency
range of 2–5 MHz. To find an adequate trade-off between
frame rate and image quality, different B-mode scanner
settings, such as transmit and receive frequencies, inter-beam
distance and frame rate (frames/s), are examined. Based on
the initial subjective evaluation of the clinical data, and
utilizing a second harmonic setup data is obtained.
The gating signal was derived from clutter-filtered IQ data
(complex demodulated radio frequency data). The
synchronization times were the local temporal minima of the
function:
Equation 1
Where the mean value was taken over all grid points (r, θ)
in one tissue Doppler frame. The basic signal s is a function of
time t; its value at a given time is calculated from the mean
Doppler shift measured over one tissue Doppler frame. The
local minima were detected from s (t), yielding the time
stamps used for gating. [1]
STIC is a software integrated Voluson 730 Expert (GE
Medical Systems; Kretztechnik, Zipf, Austria) and a real-time
convex transducer for automatic scanning. The sweepings are
transversely performed, along the chest and abdomen, up to
visualization of the four-chamber view. The volumetric
acquisition time is between 7.5 and 12.5 seconds and,
whenever possible, it should be done in the absence of foetal
movements and the patient must momentaneously hold her
breath. [2]
The volume data set obtained through the sweeping is
processed both in the multiplanar and surface modes. In both
modes the image assessment can be performed in a static way
or in motion by means of cineloop.[2]
B. Reconstruction
Reconstruction was performed with the EchoPAC-3D
software product (GE Medical Systems). The program
converted the B-mode scan-lines into a sequence of voxel
datasets, yielding a four-dimensional (4D) dataset with
temporal resolution equal to the B-mode frame rate and
duration of one cardiac cycle. Two standard examination
techniques for 3D medical imaging in TDOG are 2D slicing
and volume projection. [1]
Whereas in STIC more than 1000 2D images the cardiac
volumes are obtained which produce one heartbeat. When
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these images are played in an endless cine-loop, there is an
impression of the real time cardiac motion.
C. 3D reconstruction
The quality of the reconstructions varies between different
recordings, mainly due to the following reasons:
1. Foetal position was not suitable for high-quality Bmode imaging of the foetal heart;
2. Foetus was moving during the sweep; and
3. Probe motion was uneven during the sweep.
Different methods to control reconstruction accuracy have
been studied in the literature, such as magnetic position
sensors or a speckle decorrelation technique. Furthermore,
errors that may occur in position sensor systems have been
corrected for by image analysis. In our case, the total sweep
angle was estimated by comparing the 3D dataset with a
separate cross-sectional B-mode recording. Hence, variations
in the sweep velocity to be the main concern regarding
accuracy is expected.[1]
In STIC 3D reconstruction of foetal heart is obtained by
rendering. Surface rendering uses a low level of transparency
which interfaces the cavities and cardiac walls which enables
the operator to obtain standard cardiac views. Minimum mode
rendering allows us to obtain heart and blood vessels in
projection while inversion mode transforms echogenic
structures to echogenic voxels.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optimal image quality of the 3D reconstruction was
achieved by a compromise between high B-mode quality and
high frame rate. By increasing the frequency towards the
upper part of the frequency range, the lateral resolution was
improved at the cost of reduced echo sensitivity. Second
harmonic imaging gave the highest lateral resolution and was
used on all recordings.[1]
The gating signal was calculated as the set of local minima
for s. Since the basic signal s at a given time t depends only on
the tissue Doppler frame at that time, the signal s (t) is
possible to produce in real time on an ultrasound system. Such
a real-time TDOG signal could be useful both for workflow
improvements in foetal echocardiography, and for real-time
display of reconstructed 3D ultrasound images.[1]
While in STIC, it is possible to change and select scan
planes and obtain views which could not be seen with 2D
method. The exam quality can be improved off-line from 3D
volume dataset. Such method is important in poor scanning
circumstances, like mother’s obesity.[4]
Real-time 3D ultrasound with 2D array transducers is the
easiest way of acquiring 3D data of the foetal heart, but at the
expense of lower temporal and/or spatial resolution. For highresolution foetal echocardiography, gated techniques like
TDOG and STIC deliver spatial and temporal resolutions that
almost correspond to 2D B-mode images, but suffer from
more cumbersome acquisition. Since the gating algorithm of
TDOG directly detects events in the basic signal s, this
technique may be used to display a partly acquired data
volume in real time during the acquisition phase, which might
not be possible with the STIC method.[1]
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III.

CONCLUSION
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Abstract:
Accuracy and precision in medical field is given
most important in this test. First we have described
the different parts in our lungs where our area of
study is alveolar region
Theamount oxygen inhaled and carbon dioxide
exhaled is lung capacity which is studied by giving
a volume flow equation .the variation of muscle
pressure with respect to time is simulated by
Simulink software which shows variation of muscle
pressure with respect to time. Any variation in this
curve will predict that the person which is under the
test is suffering from a lungs disease.
Keywords: - Respiratory System, Mechanical
ventilation, Fluid dynamics

1.1 Optimize mechanical ventilation
Mechanical ventilation is on the one hand the
lifesaving therapy in intensive care medicine by all
means. On the other hand this therapy can even
aggravate the pulmonary status of the critically ill
patient. Mechanical damage of the lung tissue is the
predominant reason for ventilator induced lung
injury (VILI).
The equation of motion is the commonly accepted
mathematical model of the respiratory system
which provides the basis for the most clinically
applied methods of respiratory mechanics analysis.

1.2 Medical patient simulator

1. Introduction
The rapid pace of change in modern medicine
makes training on simulation platforms an absolute
necessity.
With the
microprocessors the
sophistication of simulators exploded. More
recently medicine has developed simulators that are
becoming increasingly sophisticated, especially in
anesthesia training but also to train intensive care
personnel.
This is an area that will rapidly advance in the
future and will have great impact on
medicaleducation medical. Unfortunately, the
current state of development for simulated
procedural environments remains rather limited and
the availability of validated metrics of skills
acquisition is just beginning.
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There are two impulse to push respiration
simulation forward, as list following.

Learning through hands-on experience is the
best teaching method, but when reality is
dangerous, events are rare and errors are costly, for
instance in medical training, simulators are the
preferred tools for teaching. The medical patient
simulator (MPS) is one such tool used to train
medical students and anesthesia residents.
Sophisticated physiological and pharmacological
mathematical models control mechanical actuator
embedded in and adultsized mannequin to create
life-like physical signs and symptoms that health
care personnel use to make clinical diagnoses and
to guide therapeutic interventions. As respiration is
one of the most important physiology, the MPS has
a self-regulating spontaneous breathingsystem that
used
pressurized
gases
in
appropriate
concentrations the enhance realism.
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2. Literature Survey:2.1 Fluid dynamics theory used for
respiratory model
2.1.1 Flow and resistance
Flow (Q) is the movement of air. Flow is dependent
on a pressure gradient (Δp) and is inversely related
to the resistance to flow (R). This relationship is
described in the following equation: Q= Δp/R. In
the lungs, two types of flow are present laminar
flow and turbulent flow. In general, turbulent flow
is present in large airways and major
bifurcations,whereas laminar flow is present in the
more distant airways.The steady flow is parabolic
flow with radius and obtain Poiseuille theorem. In
airways governed by laminar flow, resistance is
related to the radius (r), airway length (l), and gas
viscosity (η) through Poiseuille’s Law (R=8 ηl/π r
4
). This equation highlights the strong relation of
the radius on resistance. The turbulent flow shape is
equal in center pipe and flow equation described by
Rohrer’s equation. In a normal individual maximal
inspiratory flow is limited only by muscle strength
and total lung and chest wall compliance.
Resistance to flow is minimal and does not limit
inspiration. Maximal expiratory flow is initially
limited only by expiratory muscle strength (when
the airway radius is large and resistance is
minimal). However, as the airway lumendecreases,
resistance to flow will increase and flow is limited
by resistance. The wave speed theory of flow
limitation is derived from fluid mechanics. When
airflow approaches the speed of wave propagation
within the airway wall, flow will be limited.
According to this model, the cross-sectional area of
the airway, the compliance of the airway and the
resistance upstream from the flow limiting segment
all contribute to flow limitation. This theory has
been well validated during expiration, when vital
capacity is between 0% and 75% of the total lung
capacity. At a vital capacity greater than 75% of
total lung capacity, it has been difficult to limit flow
by increasing pleural pressure in normal
individuals. Therefore,traditional teaching indicated
that early expiration is primarily limited by effort
dependent muscle strength. However, a recent
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model in normal individuals showed that peak
expiratory flow was limited by mechanical
properties of the lung (in accordance with the wave
speed mechanism), and not by muscle strength
(Tantucci, C., 2002). As peak flow normally occurs
at around 80% of total lung capacity, the wave
speed theory can be used to explain expiratory flow
limitation from a vital capacity of 80% and less.

2.1.2 Fluid theorems
A. Generalized Navier-Stokes equation
The basic equation of fluid dynamic is
Navier-Stokes equation, as equation (1):

wherep is pressure, uxis velocity vector in x
direction, x is body force, ρ is density, ν is kinetic
viscosity.
B. Bernoulli energy equation

From classic fluid mechanics we obtain the
following energy equation for a respiratory system
in a closed loop pipe system with varying diameters

(2)
where z is spatial position, C is a constant value.
C. Conservation

of mass
In steady flow, flow
conversation requires that

is

continuous,

mass

Compliance with mass conservation law requires
that flow rate in parent vessel must equal the total
flow rate in children vessels on each branching
level. Assuming that flow rate is constant for
individual airway the continuity equation is
expressed by
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At a lung bifurcation the flow in the parent vessel
Q0 equals the sum of flow in two children
segmentsQ1 and Q2 respectively.

following second–grad equation, as described by
Rohrer (1915):
7

D. Poiseuille theorem

Laminar flow is smooth, with molecules
moving in parallel, concentric streams without
eddies, and the molecules at the edge of the tube
move more slowly than those in the middle.
Laminar flow in Newtonian fluids (fluids with
constant viscosities) is governed by Poiseuille’s
law. Poiseuille’s law relates the air flow Q [ml/s]
through airway with the difference in airway
segment pressure at the two ends of vessel segment
Δp created by the respiratory muscle, radius r,
length L, and viscosity μ of the air:

The resistance of air through vessels is most
strongly dependent on radius, with the fourth power
relationship. Because of fluid friction air flow
velocity within vessel varies from none in wall
proximity to maximum value in the center of the
vessel creating parabolic velocity profile. Average
velocity (with respect to cross-section) inside air
vessel segment is determined as:

6
E. Rohrer’s equation
When flow rate through a tube reaches a
critical velocity, turbulent flow occurs. In turbulent
flow, the molecules swirl in eddies and vortices
rather than in an orderly way, so that the molecules
have a rotational as well as a linear velocity.
Irregularities and corners in the tube facilitate
turbulence. Conversion from laminar flow to
turbulent flow approximately halves the flow for a
given pressure drop.
If the flow is in high speed, the composition is
altered, or if the internal part of the conduit is
modified, the flow will become turbulent, and the
equation to describe this phenomenon will be the
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whereK1 is the linear coefficient and K2 is the
angular coefficient of the straight line.
F. General pressure loss
The airflow values are calculated for
quasistatic conditions by solving a system of
nonlinear differential equations describing static
result in the semi dynamic maximal expiratory
flowvolume (MEFV) curve. This phenomenon has
been described by Lambert et al. (1982) using the
conservation of momentum (static, incompressible
flow case):

8
Where dp/dx is the gradient of lateral
pressure along the bronchus, ws Su c = is the local
speed index equal to the ratio between flow (u) and
wave (c) speed, q is the volume flow in the
bronchus, ρ denotes gas density, A is the cross
sectional area, and ∂A ∂Ptmis the elementary
compliance of the airway wall dependent on
transmural pressure Ptm. The elementary
dissipative pressure loss f (pressure drop per unit
distance) is described by the following empirical
formula (Renolds, D.B., 1982):

9
Where a and b are scaling coefficients, RNthe local
Reynolds number and μ is gas viscosity.

2.2 Airway segment based on different
fluid dynamic performance
Based on anatomical structure the entire
respiratory system (including airway and lung) can
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be divided into two zones: conductive zone
(generation 0 to 16) and respiratory zone
(generation 17 to 23). In conductive zone the
airway resistance is the main effective factor. At the
same time in respiratory zone the compliance is the
dominant parameter. The last 7 generations
(respiratory zone) are modeled as a single
viscoelastic element with constant values; chest
wall is combined in lung compliance value.
A. Thoracic cage and respiratory muscles
The lung and airways were assumed to be enclosed
within a rigid-walled thoracic cage, with the
airways open to the atmosphere. The intrapleural
space was assumed to be subject to a time-varying,
spatially averaged driving intrapleural pressure
[Ppl(t)], which was assumed to be equivalent to the
average pressure in the pleural space acting on the
lungs and produced by the muscles of respiration.
Excursion in Pplwas dictated by the effort
generated by the subject.
B. Alveolar region
Alveolar region (of volume VA) was assumed to
exhibit nonlinear, time-varying viscoelastic
behavior. Static elastic behavior of the lung
(Pelvs.VA) was described by a hysteretic pressurevolume (P-V) relationship. The extent of hysteresis
in Pelwas presumed to be a function of breathing
effort, which, in turn, was assumed to be
proportional to Ppl(reflecting muscular effort).
Hence, the dependence of Pelon Pplserved to
define the well-known hysteretic path. Viscous
dissipative characteristics exhibited by lung tissue
were characterized by using a constant lung tissue
resistance RL.
C. Peripheral airways
Peripheral airways were characterized by a
resistance (Rs )that was inversely proportionalto
VA. Airway closure during forced expiration causes
occlusion of these airways at low alveolar volumes.
Because of the effect of large intrathoracic
pressures generated during the effort-dependent
portion of forced expiration, Rs was modified to be
a function of both VA
andPpl.
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D. Collapsible airways region
Collapsible airway region (of volume Vc) was
characterized in terms of a volumedependent
resistance and a volume-pressure relationship ( ) VC
− Ptm. The functional importance of this collapsible
segment has since been confirmed by analyze the
input impedance spectrum vs. frequency and
demonstrated that adequate reconstruction of
pressure-flow data could not be achieved with a
conventional
single-compartment
resistivecompliant model. Previous studies have
demonstrated that in lumped models expiratory
flow limitation during the FVC maneuver cannot be
simulated without the presence of this collapsible
segment. Verbraak et al. (1991) modeled the elastic
properties of the compressible segment as a family
of curves dependent on the lung elastic recoil. This
more complex approach proved to be of little
benefit in achieving good fits to subject data.
E. Upper airway region Upper airway region (of
volume VD) was assumed to be rigid, with its
resistance to airflow characterized by a nonlinear,
flow-dependent Rohrer resistor.
Summarized from fluid dynamic analysis the
conductive zone can be segmented into two parts,
i.e., the larger airway and the small airway, which
have different flow behaviors. For lung simulator
aim we segment the airway by fluid dynamic
performance of different generations. Existed
analysis (Polak, 2006) reveals three sections of the
bronchial tree with distinct resistive properties.
Generations 0–6 are characterized mainly by
turbulent dissipation of the head pressure, laminar
flow and airways collapsing dominate in
generations from 7 to 16 (Mauroy, 2004), and
lastly, flow in generations from 17 to 23 is
approximately laminar, where compliance, not
resistance, is the main parameter.

2.3 Different pathology and segments
they influenced
The respiratory ventilation functional obstruction
can be divided into two main types: restrictive
hypoventilation and obstructive hypoventilation.
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The restrictive hypoventilation is mainly cause by
two factors: respiratory muscle activation decrease
and compliance decrease of lung. The disease such
as
fibrosis,
pneumothorax,
pulmonary
overventilation, lung edema, can cause compliance
decrease. In simulation model, the muscle decrease
can be simulated by muscle driven pressure, and the
aforementioned lung diseases have influence on
lung compliance. The obstructive hypoventilation is
mainly caused by airway stricture or obstacle. The
disease typically emphysematous, asthmatic lung
and larger airway occluded are obstructive. The
obstructive hypoventilation can also be divided into
two types: central airway obstacle and peripheral
airway obstacle. The central airway obstacle can
further divided into extrapleural and intrapleural
obstacle. The extrapleural obstacle locate in trachea
and main bronchi which extrapleural, correspond to
generations 0 and 1. The extrapleural obstacle
shows inspiration difficult. The intrapleural central
airway obstacle locate in bronchi.

If the total pressure across the system at any
moment is Δp, then

Since the compliance and resistance of a single
pathway are constants, the total pressure will be
determined at any instant by the volume of the unit
and the rate and direction of flow at that instant.
Recent studies have shown that this first-order
model is, however, an oversimplified representation
of nonlinear, multicompartment respiratory
mechanics. In fact, it is well known that the large
airway resistance is a nonlinear function of flow,
and that total respiratory resistance depends on tidal
volume, and is different on inspiration and
expiration, being a continuous function of time
during the respiratory cycle. Parameter estimates
based on the first-order model, therefore, do not
depend solely on patient condition but also on
experimental condition, because the model involves
linearization around the working point.

3.Simulink model
Fig. 1. Serial lung model with airway segmen

3.1 Simplest model simulation
There are two distinct approaches to

2.4 Respiratory model with different generating the simulated respiratory movement.
The first is a simulation script and another one is
complication
2.4.1 Simple linear model
There are many models describe breathing
movement with different complication. It is
possible to construct a model with a single volumeelastic unit and a single flow-resistance unit (e.g. a
rubber bellows connected to a glass tube) which
conforms mechanically to simple linear model.
The simplest and fundamental model consisting of a
volume-elastic part having acompliance C and a
resistance R in series. These equations are
analogous to equations which define electrical
capacitance and electrical resistance, respectively.
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model-driven simulation. The state-of-the-art
medical patient simulator is physiological model
driven
simulator,
so
generating
suitable
physiological signal is the key task of medical
patient simulator. In order to describe the
spontaneous respiratory model fundamentality in a
simple and direct way, the following principles are
adopted: structure of respiratory system is described
by the simplest model, i.e., only lung compliance
(C) and airway resistance (R) are taken into
consideration; respiratory muscle pressure is used
as input of model. With the above hypothesis, the
constructed model can reflect the basic
characteristic in general.
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Fig. 2. Respiratory model based on muscle pressure
driven

The simplest mathematical model
respiratory system is linear model:

of

Which Pmusis respiratory pressure,
generated by respiratory muscle
C-is compliance
R-isairway resistance
V(t)- is air volume breathed in lung or lung
capacity
Which Pmusis respiratory pressure,
generated by respiratory muscle, C is compliance, R
is airway resistance, V(t) is air volume breathed in
lung, V.(t)is air flow of respiratory, being the
derivative of volume to time. In the model the
compressibility of air is neglected as usual. There
are two basic parameters in describing the
respiratory system: compliance C and airway
resistance R. Based on the linear model described
above, the simplest respiratory model we
established is shown in figure 2.The merits of the
model are listed as following:

pressure can be acquired precisely from the data of
Jodat et al.(1966) imageprocessing, as shown in
figure 3. In Simulink the muscle pressure used as
input, the breath mechanical parameters (R and C)
is the linear response system, then the spontaneous
respiratory waveform can be computed.
Typical parameters of human respiratory system is
used in simulation, parameters being
R=0.18kPa.s/L
C=1.84L/kPa
Particular Simulink model is shown in figure 3, and
the simulation result shown in figure 4.

Fig. 3. Spontaneous respiratory model simulated by
Simulink

Fig. 4. Respiratory flow waveform
by muscle pressure driven using Simulink

(1) simple model, most details are neglected;
(2) from distinct principle, spontaneous respiratory
4.Result
can be concluded from the model;
(3) extensive expansibility, every component can
be complicated if needed, so that complexity of By giving velocity of air inhale we can find
model’s study can beselected as requirement.
variation of lungs muscle pressure with respect to
The parameters of R and C in model can be selected time.
as normal human; while the respiratory muscle
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Abstract--With

the development of computer network and
database, traditional database has been increasing unable to
meet the needs of data sharing and interoperability. Meanwhile,
it is impossible to abandon all the existing database systems;
therefore, the research of simultaneously accessing and
processing data from a number of databases has become an
inevitable trend. For the Health care information system its not
the issue to retrieve the information from their own databases.
But when we want the information other than the own
databases, then its an issue to get that information to our system.
And the data which we want from other health care
organizations may not be in same format. To solve this problem
the proposed architecture is to integrate different geographically
dispersed databases that are heterogeneous with regard to their
logical schemas.For the Integration of heterogeneous databases
MyAccess , MySQL, SQL and Oracle databases are taken.
These databases are having different characteristics of data
types and semantic conflictions may occure while integrating
heterogeneous databases. Using the technology of Java , SQL
Language the heterogeneous database integration system is
proposed and designed and key technologies are also described
in detail. Use XML features in the query task involving a
number of heterogeneous databases; use XML format for
description is equivalent to the extension of SQL query; second,
provide XML format query plan parsing and decomposition,
and then offer standard XML format query results for data
sharing. For the queries which are frequently fired to the
databases for retrieving the information, the materialized view
is created. By creating materialized view the information which
requires most to the user is stored in the dataware house.
Because of which response to the frequent queries is fast, no
need to search the the whole database. It reduces the overhead
for the frequent queries and increases response time.
Keywords--Heterogeneous databases; XML; Data Integration,
SQL query, data transformation.

INTRODUCTION

I

n E-Business, distributed information needs to be
integrated or interoperated to provide the unique view of
information from disparate sources. When we design the
relevant databases dependently, it does not create
heterogeneity problems to integrate the data sources.
However, when databases have been designed independently,
there are heterogeneity problems such as different
terminology, data types, units of measurement, domains,
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scopes, and so on. The structures of these heterogeneous
databases are different obviously, and semantic conflictions
may occur. Data integration shields the heterogeneity of the
various heterogeneous data sources, and carries out unified
operation to different data sources through heterogeneous
data integration system. The data forms involved in
heterogeneous database are mainly structured data, semistructured data and unstructured data three types. Structured
data widely exists in a variety of information system
database, the most common relational database.
Semi-structured data commonly has Web pages as the chief
representative, and XML can effectively manage and process
such data. Unstructured data has common files, email and
various documents. A practical information integration
system should have intelligence, openness and initiative.
Intelligence is to carry out unified processing, filtering,
reduction, abstraction, integration and induction works for the
structured, semi-structured and unstructured data from
different databases.
Openness is a heterogeneous and distributed database, which
must solve the mismatching problem of the information
expression with the structure. Initiative is to regulate the
existing Internet data representation, exchange and service
mechanism to provide proactive service mechanism.Then
creating materialized view of the frequent queries.
Materialized views are constructed and stored in a data
warehouse with the purpose of improving response time of
analytical queries. Since all possible views cannot be
materialized, as it would violate the storage constraint, the
aim is to construct those materialized views that maximize
the profit in terms of their ability to answer future user
queries.Proposed work is to integrate databases to provide a
unified representation, storage and data management for
various heterogeneous data environment, which is the basic
function the heterogeneous data integration system must
implement. Most queries posed by a user on a data warehouse
are likely to be domain specific. Accordingly, it is more
appropriate to construct materialized views.Creating
Materialized view will increase the likelihood of being able
to answer the user query on its own.
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combination. JavaBean also can achieve code
reuse, while has very great significance for the
program maintenance. Through the Java virtual
machine JavaBean can be run correctly. JavaBean
provides
for
the Java component-based
development system. And the query manager and
data packager in this system are all the JavaBean
components based on the Java language

system architecture

Connection pool
Connection pool is a kind of entity which
manages the connection as a resource, and a typical
example of such resource is the database
connection. The basic idea of the connection pool
is to pre-establish some connections to store in the
memory for use. To establish a database
connection will consume considerable system
resources, but once established, the query can be
sent to obtain results through it.

fig 3.1 database integration system architecture with materialized view.

Creating DSN of various relational
databases:
The DSN(Data Source Name) of various relational
databases Can be created
for the data integration ,such as –






MyAccess,
MySQL,
Oracle,
IBM’s DB2

Key technologies of database
integration system:
Various technologies can be used for the
database integration, which are as follows,
JavaBean Technology
JavaBean is a software component
model to describe Java. In the Java model, the
functions of the Java program can be infinitely
expanded by JavaBean, and new applications can
be rapidly generated through the JavaBean
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Implementation Design
After creating the databases we have to integrate
them for global visualization of the dispersed
databases. The integrating data is based on
horizontal integration where the tuples of different
databases are joined
As we have integrated the heterogeneous
databases, we can retrieve the information from
that integrated data. Now we are applying Data
materialization technique on this integrated data.
Because of this technique the time require to access
the most frequent information will be very less and
is useful for the decision making.
Creating Domain For Materialized View
A data warehouse contains data from multiple
disparate data sources and hence may cater to
various domains. Most queries posed by a user on a
data warehouse are likely to be domain specific.
Accordingly, it is more appropriate to construct
materialized views with respect to individual
domains. This will increase the likelihood of a
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materialized view being able to answer the user
query on its own. One way to create such domains
is by grouping closely related queries, from the
previously posed queries on the data warehouse,
into clusters. Each of these clusters will represent a
domain.
Finding Similarity Between Two Clusters
The similarity between two clusters is computed
using Jaccard’s coefficient. The similarity is
defined as the proportion of number of relations in
common accessed byqueries in the two clusters.
Suppose Qi1, Qi2 . . . , Qim are queries in cluster
Ci and Ri1, Ri2, . . . Rir are relations accessed by
queries Qi1, Qi2, . . . Qim and Qj1, Qj2, . . . Qjn
are queries in cluster Cj and Rj1, Rj2, . . . Rjs are
relations accessed by queries Qj1, Qj2, . . . Qjn
then the degree of similarity SIM(Ci, Cj) between
two clusters Ci and Cj can be defined as
|{Ri1 , Ri 2 ,....Rir } {R j1 , R j 2 ,....R js }|
SIM  Ci , C j  
|{Ri1 , Ri 2 ,....Rir } {R j1 , R j 2 ,....R js }|

Course.CourseId=Taught.CourseId
AND
NoOfHours = 40
Q3
SELECT EmpName, HireDate FROM Employee,
WorksIn
WHERE
Employee.EmpId=Works_In.EmpId
AND DeptId=20
A similarity matrix is constructed with
similarity between two clusters computed using
Jaccard’s Coefficient as given above. The
similarity matrix for the above queries, is shown in
Table 1.
SIM Q1

Q2 Q3

Q1

1

0

0.66

Q2

0

1

0

Q3

0.66 0

1

TABLE I: SIMILARITY MATRIX FOR QUERIES Q1,Q2 AND Q3



| Re l (Ci ) Re l (C j ) |
| Re l (Ci ) Re l (C j ) |

where Rel(Ci) and Rel(Cj) are relations in cluster
Ci and Cj respectively.
The clusters can be merged only when the degree
of similarity between them is greater than zero i.e.
SIM(Ci, Cj) > 0 for all clusters Ci ≠ Cj
Suppose,
Q1
SELECT EmpName, DeptName FROM Employee,
WorksIn, Dept
WHERE Employee.EmpId=WorksIn.EmpId AND
WorksIn.DeptId=Department.DeptId
Q2
SELECT StudName, CourseTitle FROM Student,
Opted, Course, Taught
WHERE
Student.StudId=Opted.StudId
AND
Opted.CourseId=Course.CourseId AND
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The clusters are merged in an iterative manner
using the similarity matrix where, at each step, the
clusters having maximum similarity are merged
first.
The approach uses the queries posed in the past to create
clusters of closely related queries. Each such cluster specifies
a domain. The approach then identifies frequent queries from
amongst the queries in each domain. These frequent queries
reflect the information that has been accessed frequently in
the past. Thus, the materialized views constructed using these
frequent queries are likely to answer most of the future
queries. As a result, the query response time would be
reduced. This in turn would facilitate the decision making
process.

Conclusion
In this paper the proposed work is to integrate the
disperate information from the various databases. It
is useful to retrieve the information from the
heterogeneous databases just like the information
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of students of various departments, information
about the health care system from different
organizations, etc. And creating the materialized
view of the frequent queries. Due to which for the
frequent queries we don’t have to search the
different databases. Firstly materialized data will
be search and then after goes for the different
databases to search. Because of which we get the
fast response to the frequent queries taking very
short time.
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Abstract
Huge amount of data available to us is in
form of images which makes image processing an
indispensable
operation.
Digital
Image
Processing is a rapidly growing field with vast
applications in science and engineering. Image
processing holds the possibility of developing the
ultimate machine that could perform the visual
functions of all living beings.
This paper addresses to following:
 Digital Image Processing.
 Image Representation (acquisition,
digitization and display).
 Image Perception.
 Image Enhancement.
 Image Restoration.
 Image Data Compression.
This paper suggests various algorithms for these
processes and the research work done in the
respective field.

Digital image processing has a broad spectrum
of applications, such as remote sensing via
satellites
and
other
spacecrafts,
image
transmission and storage for business applications,
medical processing, radar, sonar, and acoustic
image processing, robotics, and automated
inspection of industrial parts.

1. Introduction.

2. Image representation and modeling.

The term digital image processing refers to
processing of a 2D/3D picture by a digital
computer. Digital image processing finds two
principal applications namely: improvement of
pictorial information for human interpretation;
and processing of image data for storage,
transmission, and representation for autonomous
machine perception. Through the use of modern
digital methods, it is now possible to repair old
photographs without damaging the original. A
good family snapshot can become a great old
photograph by simply fixing a few flaws. A
genealogy photo can be greatly improved by
photo enhancement process as shown below.

In image representation one is concerned with
characterization of the quantity that each pictureelement (called pixel or pel) represents. An image
could represent luminance of objects in a scene
(such as picture taken by ordinary camera), the
absorption characteristics of body tissue (X-ray
imaging), the radar cross section of a target
(Radar imaging), temperature profile of a region
(Infrared imaging), or the gravitational field in an
area (Geophysical imaging). In general, any two
dimensional function that bears information can
be considered an image.
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An image processing problem can have
following basic classes:
1. Image representation and modeling.
2. Image perception.
3. Image enhancement.
4. Image restoration.
5. Image analysis.
5. Image data compression.
We are going to consider each of these
processes, their application, the research work
done on each and latest technologies.

An
important
consideration
in
image
representation is the fidelity or intelligibility
criteria for measuring the quality of an image.
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Specifications of such measures require models of
perception of contrast, spatial frequencies, colors
etc. Knowledge of fidelity criterion helps in
designing the imaging sensor, because it tells us
the variables that should be measured most
accurately.

2.2 Image Acquisition.
2.2.1 Video frame grab. Video is low resolution,
and has various artifacts especially regarding
color (e.g., chroma sent at lower resolution than
luminance info). It can be quick but usually not
very good quality.

2.1 Image.
An image may be defined as a twodimensional function f(x, y), where x and y are
spatial (plane) coordinates, and the amplitude of f
at any pair of coordinates (x, y) called the
intensity or gray level of the image at that point.
An image is usually represented by an array or
grid of pixels stored in raster order, appropriate
for loading into a frame buffer. Each pixel is
represented using some color system.
Images can also be considered as spatial
waveform. For each point on the image, a
particular color is seen. So the spatial waveform is
described by how the color changes as we move
across the image.

Figure:2 Image obtained from a frame of a video.
2.2.2. Scanners. It can achieve high resolution
(300-2400 dpi), and can sample each color
component (RGB) separately and at equal
resolutions. Scanners can be slow (e.g., if a
separate pass is required for each color
component, or if the communications with the host
computer are slow), but usually have good
quality. They can scan from paper or film.
2.2.3. Digitizing tablets. Digitizing tablets lets
artists use hard-won stylus techniques including
pressure to input images in digital form.

Figure:1 Constructing spatial waveforms.
Spatial frequency is the frequency of change of
intensity across an image in a particular direction.
(Higher frequencies = more rapid changes =
smaller details)
The spatial spectrum describes an image in terms
of the contributions of different spatial
frequencies.
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3. Image perception.
Image Perception is Visual detection of details
having a certain level of contrast to their
surroundings, or recognition of patterns in an
image. Image perception is intimately connected
to the psychophysical properties of the visual
system of the observer, i.e. the ability of the
observer to respond to low-contrast and fine-detail
stimuli.
Detection and recognition of objects in an image
having very faint contrast to its surroundings is a
task for which the eye is particularly suited. The
human eye can in favorable geometrical and light
conditions discern contrast objects with relative
contrast difference as low as 1.2% on a grey scale
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(where black is 0% and white is 100%). However,
the eyes ability to detect low-contrast objects is
strongly dependent on how clearly the edge of an
object is reproduced in the image. This is closely
related to the noise level in the image. Higher the
noise, the lower the detect ability of a lowcontrast object. Also, smaller objects of a certain
contrast level are more difficult to detect than
larger objects.
The resolution properties of the eye are dependent
on both the contrast level and the light intensity
impinging on the eye. The resolution limit for a
very bright image (light box illumination) is 60
line pairs per degree at 100% contrast (full light no light) and for a cathode ray tube CRT monitor
with significantly lower luminance it is around 30
line pairs per degree.

Figure:3 Absorption of light by red, green and
blue cones in the human eye as a function of
wavelength.
4. CIE chromaticity diagram: It describes the
range of human color perception.

3.1 The human visual system.
The main points to be noted about human visual
system are:
1. Sensors (rods and cones) detect light falling
on the retina.
2. Perception of intensity (rods) is logarithmic:
e.g., the amount of difference between intensities
of 0.1 and 0.2 appears the same as the difference
between 0.2 and 0.4.
3. Color (cones) perceived with less spatial
resolution than intensity. There are three different
types of cones, each sensitive to different
frequencies of light. Peak sensitivity is in the
yellow-green range. The eye can detect more
shades of green than any other color.

Figure:4 CIE chromaticity diagram.
5. The "color gamut" of an output device shows
what subset of the perceivable colors the device
can reproduce.
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Figure:7 Color components of an RGB image.
RGB colors are difficult to specify and
interpolate.
Figure:5 Typical color gamut of color monitors
(triangle) and color printing devices (irregular
region).
1) 4. Color model.
2) 4.1. RGB.
Each color is represented as the proportions of
Red, Green, and Blue light that when combined
additively produce the color. This model
represents color in Cartesian coordinate system as
shown below:

5.2. Auto-Guided Image Enhancement.
The interactive controls available in conventional
image editing applications may affect several
perceptual image properties simultaneously and
are not adaptive to the image content. For
example, to correct color balance, the user often
has to adjust three controls, which correspond
directly to the red, green, and blue components.
5.3. The User Interface.
The idea of the system is presented in the figure
below. The user interface consists of sliders, each
of which alters some perceptual image property in
such a way that other properties are kept roughly
constant. The slider scales and their meanings are
not fixed, they are determined on the basis of
analysis made for the image. The length of the
scale reflects the adjustment "potential", that is,
the maximum possible adjustment strength for the
particular image. A single step on the scale
corresponds to a roughly constant change in a
visual sense. Furthermore, the scale is colored so
that the safest region is marked with green and the
risky region with red.

Figure:6 RGB 24-bit color cube. Points along the
main diagonal have gray values from black at
origin to white at point (1,1,1).
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deconvolving its PSF in such a way that the end
result is a sharper and more detailed image.
6.1. Image restoration principal.
If everything was perfect (perfect optics - perfect
seeing - perfect telescope tracking) the image
from a star would be a single pixel on the CCD,
like this:

Figure:8 Auto guided color image enhancement.
For example, there is only a single slider for color
balance correction, since the analysis algorithm
can usually measure the direction (hue) of
potential color cast correctly. Similarly, the
algorithm automatically determines a suitable
spatial filter for sharpening and only the amount
of sharpening needs to be controlled by the user.
A core component of the auto-guided system is
the automatic image enhancement algorithm
sliders to their initial positions. This works well
for the majority of real-world images, but if the
user is not satisfied with the suggested settings,
they provide a good starting point for fine-tuning.
6. Image Restoration.
In many applications (e.g., satellite imaging,
medical imaging, astronomical imaging, poorquality family portraits) the imaging system
introduces a slight distortion. Often images are
slightly blurred and image restoration aims at deblurring the image. The blurring can usually be
modeled as an LSI system with a given
PointSpread Function (PSF).
Image restoration techniques are normally used to
increase the definition of image. Optical
aberrations, seeing, and tracking efficiency affect
the images obtained with a CCD detector reducing
its sharpness. The blurred image of a star, planet
or galaxy can besignificantly improved by
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Figure:9 A pixel.
In fact, because of all imperfections, the observed
star image is spread over several pixels. This is
known as the Point Spread Function (PSF). A star
image, together with the star luminosity function
along horizontal axis typically looks like this:

Figure:10 Point spread function.
The transform between the expected image (the
single pixel) and the observed image (the PSF)
being known, one could expect that applying the
invert transform would result in a perfectly
restored image. This is not true because of the
noise in the image, which will be strongly
emphasized by the invert transform. Taking an
analogy in the audio field, suppose you make a
tape recording with treble control at minimum.
When replaying the tape, if you attempt to
"restore" it by setting the treble control at
maximum, you will get hiss from the tape.
This is why iterative restoration algorithms have
been developed. At each pass, they tend to
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ameliorate the PSF towards a single pixel. When
the best compromise between image detail
enhancement and noise has been reached, the
iterations should be stopped.
Two image restoration algorithms are widely used
in astronomy: Lucy-Richardson and Maximum
Entropy.
Lucy-Richardson is a linear algorithm, in the
sense that it equally restores high and low
luminosity portions of the image.
Maximum Entropy first restores the high
luminosity portions of the image then, on
successive passes, the low luminosity portions. On
deep sky images, this means that bright stars are
first restored then the core details of the object.
Low noise images which exhibit some blurr due to
optic limitations and/or poor seeing can be
efficiently restored using Maximum Entropy. Low
noise images with poor guiding can be efficiently
restored
by
using
Lucy-Richardson
deconvolution. Image restoration techniques can
improve the apparent sharpness of a CCD image
by two to three times, meaning that medium size
telescopes will perform like big telescopes.

8. Image Compression:
Image compression is recognized as an “enabling
technology”. Image compression is the natural
technology for handling the increased spatial
resolution of today’s imaging sensors and
evolving broadcast television standards. Image
compression plays a major role in many
important and diverse application, including Tele
Video conferencing, remote sensing, document
and medical imaging, facsimile transmission and
the control of remotely piloted vehicles in
military, space and hazardous waste management
applications. Thus an ever expanding number of
applications depend on the efficient manipulation,
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storage and transmission of binary, gray scale
and color images.
Compressing an image is significantly different
than compressing raw binary data. Of course,
general purpose compression programs can be
used to compress images, but the result is less
than optimal. This is because images have certain
statistical properties which can be exploited by
encoders specifically designed for them. Also,
some of the finer details in the image can be
sacrificed for the sake of saving a little more
bandwidth or storage space. This also means that
Lossy compression techniques can be used in this
area.
Lossless compression involves with compressing
data which, when decompressed, will be an exact
replica of the original data. This is the case when
binary data such as executables, documents etc.
are compressed. They need to be exactly
reproduced when decompressed. On the other
hand, images need not be reproduced 'exactly'. An
approximation of the original image is enough for
most purposes, as long as the error between the
original and the compressed image is tolerable.
Reconstructing the image from the compressed
data is usually a faster process than compression.
The steps involved are
1. Read in the quantized data from the file,
using an entropy decoder. (reverse of step
5).
2. Dequantize the data. (reverse of step 4).
3. Rebuild the image. (reverse of step 2).
8.3. Bit Allocation.
The first step in compressing an image is to
segregate the image data into different classes.
Depending on the importance of the data it
contains, each class is allocated a portion of the
total bit budget, such that the compressed image
has the minimum possible distortion. This
procedure is called Bit Allocation.
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The Rate-Distortion theory is often used for
solving the problem of allocating bits to a set of
classes, or for bit rate control in general. The
theory aims at reducing the distortion for a given
target bit rate, by optimally allocating bits to the
various classes of data. One approach to solve the
problem of Optimal Bit Allocation using the RateDistortion theory is explained below:
1. Initially, all classes are allocated a
predefined maximum number of bits.
2. For each class, one bit is reduced from its
quota of allocated bits, and the distortion
due to the reduction of that 1 bit is
calculated.
3. Of all the classes, the class with minimum
distortion for a reduction of 1 bit is noted,
and 1 bit is reduced from its quota of bits.
4. The total distortion for all classes D is
calculated.
5. The total rate for all the classes is
calculated as R = P(i) * B(i), where p is
the probability and B is the bit allocation
for each class.
6. Compare the target rate and distortion
specifications with the values obtained
above. If not optimal, go to step 2.
In the approach explained above, we keep on
reducing one bit at a time till we achieve
optimality either in distortion or target rate, or
both. An alternate approach is to initially start
with zero bits allocated for all classes, and to find
the class which is most 'benefited' by getting an
additional bit. The 'benefit' of a class is defined as
the decrease in distortion for that class.

As shown above, the benefit of a bit is a
decreasing function of the number of bits
allocated previously to the same class. Both
approaches mentioned above can be used to the
Bit Allocation problem.
9. Conclusions:
Digital image processing finds innumerable
applications in digital signal processing. A
number of fields of application of DIP are in
medical imaging, satellite imaging etc. In medical
imaging various techniques are used to process
images like magnetic resonance imaging etc.
These techniques have made the work of doctors
easy and efficient. Similarly in satellite
communication also DIP has brought a revolution.
DIP will also play a major role in the robots that
will be made in 21st century. Besides artificial
intelligence efficiency of robots will be judged by
how well they can perceive images. Which will
also be a measure of their smartness.
Another application of image processing is in
“Smart Homes” where home appliances will have
to process a lot of digital data. This especially
includes the devices that employ Biometric
Security. Here the devices have to process the
images of body parts like Iris, Finger print, face
etc. This involves a lot amount of image
processing. Some schools have even started taking
attendance by Iris recognition.
Image processing thus has a very wide sphere of
applications. Thus research in Image processing
becomes essential for development in science and
technology.
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Abstract—The limited available spectrum and
the inefficiency in the spectrum usage
necessitate a new communication technology,
referred to as cognitive radio (CR)
networks.The key characteristic of CR system is
that it senses the electromagnetic environment
to adapt their operation and dynamically vary
its radio operating parameters. Cognitive Radio
is introduced in 1999 after which it is touted as
the next Big Bang in wireless communication. A
large part of usability of cognitive radio rests
upon its abilities to detect white spaces in the
spectrum that is to detect the presence of
primary or licensed user. Spectrum has been
identified as a key enabling functionality to
ensure that cognitive radio would not interfere
with primary user by reliably detecting primary
user signal. When sensing spectrum occupancy,
the cognitive radio system must accommodate
variety of consideration such as continuous
spectrum sensing, monitor type transmission,
etc.
As such spectrum sensing occupies most of
the research potential as far as cognitive radio is
concerned. In this paper we are going to
describe the various ways in which spectrum
sensing can be performed such as noncooperative and cooperative spectrum sensing
and also its methodologies, instabilities and
solutions over it.
I.
Introduction
The Cognitive Radio (CR) concept is being
under deep consideration to opportunistically
utilize the electromagnetic spectrum for efficient
radio transmission. The CR basically acts as a
secondary user of the spectrum allowing the
incumbent (primary) users of the spectrum to have
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higher priority for spectrum utilization. The notion
of efficient spectrum utilization has also attracted
the radio spectrum regulatory bodies around the
world to further investigate the technology. The
secondary users therefore need to learn the
environment in the presence of any primary users
(PUs) and keep track of them to ensure that it does
not interfere with the PU. Learning the
environment and performing Radio Scene Analysis
(RSA) becomes a challenging and an essential task
for the CR to successfully perform secondary
communication with reduced interference to the
PU. Reliably performing the RSA is quite
important in order to avoid interfering with the
PU's communications and also to satisfy the
regulatory requirements. To perform such an RSA,
the CR nodes need to sense the spectrum
continuously in the time, frequency, and spatial
domains. Spectrum sensing therefore, amongst
many, is one of the key functionalities of a CR in
order to perform (RSA) of the communication
environment.
In response to the operator's commands, the
cognitive engine is capable of configuring radio
system parameters. These parameters include
waveform, protocol, operating frequency, and
networking. It function as an autonomous unit in
the communications environment, exchanging
information about the environment with the
networks it accesses and other CRs. A CR monitors
its own performance continuously, in addition to
reading the radio's output; it then uses this
information to determine the RF environment,
channel conditions, link performance, etc. and
adjusts the radio's settings to deliver the required
quality of service subject to an appropriate
combination of user requirements, operational
limitations, and regulatory constraints. These
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processes have been described as reading the
radio's meters and turning the radio's knobs.

Mobile Ad Hoc Network), which was developed
by CWC researchers.

II.
HISTORY
The concept of cognitive radio was first
proposed by Joseph Mitola III in a seminar at KTH
(the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm)
in 1998 and published in an article by Mitola and
Gerald Q. Maguire, Jr. in 1999. It was a novel
approach in wireless communications, which
Mitola later described as: The point in which
wireless Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and
the
related
networks
are
sufficiently
computationally intelligent about radio resources
and related computer-to-computer communications
to detect user communications needs as a function
of use context, and to provide radio resources and
wireless services most appropriate to those needs.
Cognitive radio is considered as a goal towards
which a software-defined radio platform should
evolve a fully reconfigurable wireless transceiver
which automatically adapts its communication
parameters to network and user demands.
Regulatory bodies in the world (including the
Federal Communications Commission in the
United States and United Kingdom) found that
most radio frequency spectrum was inefficiently
utilized. Cellular network bands are overloaded in
most parts of the world, but other frequency bands
(such as military, amateur radio and paging
frequencies) are insufficiently utilized. Independent
studies performed in some countries confirmed that
observation, and concluded that spectrum
utilization depends on time and place. Moreover,
fixed spectrum allocation prevents rarely used
frequencies (those assigned to specific services)
from being used, even when any unlicensed users
would not cause noticeable interference to the
assigned service. Therefore, regulatory bodies in
the world have been considering to allow
unlicensed users in licensed bands if they would
not cause any interference to licensed users. These
initiatives have focused cognitive-radio research on
dynamic spectrum access.
The first phone call over a cognitive-radio
network was made on Monday, 11 January 2010 in
the Centre for Wireless Communications at the
University of Oulu using CWC's cognitive-radio
network, CRAMNET (Cognitive Radio Assisted

III.
TERMINOLOGY
Depending on transmission and reception
parameters, there are two main types of cognitive
radio:
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Full Cognitive Radio (Mitola radio), in which
every possible parameter observable by a
wireless node (or network) is considered.
Spectrum-Sensing Cognitive Radio in which
only the radio-frequency spectrum is
considered.
Other types are dependent on parts of the spectrum
available for cognitive radio:

Licensed-Band Cognitive Radio: Capable
of using bands assigned to licensed users (except
for unlicensed bands, such as the U-NII band or the
ISM band).

Unlicensed-Band Cognitive Radio:Which
can only utilize unlicensed parts of the radio
frequency (RF) spectrum.

Spectrum mobility: Process by which a
cognitive-radio user changes its frequency of
operation. Cognitive-radio networks aim to use the
spectrum in a dynamic manner by allowing radio
terminals to operate in the best available frequency
band, maintaining seamless communication
requirements during transitions to better spectrum.

Spectrum sharing: Provides a fair spectrumscheduling method; a major challenge to openspectrum usage. It may be regarded as similar to
generic MediaAccessControl (MAC) problems in
existing systems.
IV.

Spectrum SENSING COGNITIVE
RADIO
Cognitive Radio being used in a number of
applications, the area of spectrum sensing has
become increasingly important. As Cognitive
Radio technology is being used to provide a
method of using the spectrum more efficiently,
spectrum sensing is key to this application.
For the overall system to operate effectively
and to provide the required improvement in
spectrum efficiency, the Cognitive Radio spectrum
sensing system must be able to effectively detect
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any other transmissions, identify what they are and
inform the central processing unit within the
Cognitive Radio so that the required action can be
taken.
A. Cognitive Radio Spectrum Sensing basics:
In spectrum sensing, the cognitive radio system
must accommodate a variety of considerations:
1)
Continuous spectrum sensing:
It is
necessary for the cognitive radio system to
continuously sense the spectrum occupancy.
Typically a cognitive radio system will utilise the
spectrum on a non-interference basis to the
primary user. Accordingly it is necessary for the
Cognitive radio system to continuously sense the
spectrum in case the primary user returns.
2)
Monitor for alternative empty spectrum:
In case the primary user returns to the
spectrum being used, the cognitive radio system
must have alternative spectrum available to
which it can switch should the need arise.
3)
Monitor type of transmission: It is
necessary for the cognitive radio to sense the
type of transmission being received. The
cognitive radio system should be able to
determine the type of transmission used by the
primary user so that spurious transmissions and
interference are ignored as well as transmissions
made by the cognitive radio system itself.
B. Classification
techniques:

of

spectrum

sensing

classified into three main types, transmitter
detection or non cooperative sensing, cooperative
sensing and interference based sensing. Transmitter
detection technique is further classified into energy
detection,
matched
filter
detection
and
cyclostationary feature detection.
1. Non-cooperative detection: This technique is
based on the detection of the weak signal from
a primary transmitter or when a cognitive radio
acts on its own. In primary transmitter based
detection techniques, a cognitive user
determines signal strength generated from the
primary user. In this method, the location of
the primary receivers are not known to the
cognitive users because there is no signaling
between the primary users and the cognitive
users. Basic hypothesis model for transmitter
detection can be defined as follows:
X (t) = 𝐻0,ℎ + 𝐻1,
where X(t) is the signal received by
the cognitive user, s(t) is the transmitted signal
of the primary user, n(t)is the AWGN(Additive
White Gaussian Noise) and h is the amplitude
gain of the channel. H0 is a null hypothesis, H1
is an alternative hypothesis.
a) Energy Detection:It is a non coherent detection
method that detects the primary signal based on
the sensed energy. Due to its simplicity and no
requirement on a priori knowledge of primary
user signal, energydetection (ED) is the most
popular sensing technique in cooperative
sensing.H0 absence of user H1 presence of user
PSD

BPF

Integrator

H1

H0
Figure 2: Energy detector block diagram

Figure1. Classification
techniques

of

spectrum

sensing

Figure 1 shows the detailed classification of
spectrum sensing techniques. They are broadly
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The block diagram for the energy detection
technique is shown in the Figure 2. In this
method, signal is passed through band pass filter
of the bandwidth W and is integrated over time
interval. The output from the integrator block is
then compared to a predefined threshold. This
comparison is used to discover the existence of
absence of the primary user. The threshold value
can set to be fixed or variable based on the
channel conditions. The ED is said to be the
Blind signal detector because it ignores the
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structure of the signal. It estimates the presence
of the signal by comparing the energy received
with a known threshold derived from the
statistics of the noise. The detection is the test of
the following two hypo-theses:
H0: Y [n] = W[n]
signal absent
H1: Y [n] = X[n] +W[n]
signal present
n=1,.., N; where N is observation interval
The noise samples W[n] are assumed to be
additive white Gaussian (AWGN) with zero
mean and variance σw. In the absence of
coherent detection, the signal samples X[n] can
also be modeled as Gaussian random process
with variance σx.
Advantages: That it has low complexity, ease of
implementation and faster decision making
probability.
Disadvantages: (1) The threshold used in energy
selection depends on the noise variance. (2)
Inability to differentiate the interference from
other secondary users sharing the same channel
and with the primary user. (3) It has poor
performance under low SNR conditions. This is
because the noise variance is not accurately
known at the low SNR, and the noise uncertainty
may render the energy detection useless. (4) It
does not work for the spread spectrum techniques
like direct sequence and frequency hopping.
b) Matched filter Detection: It is a linear filter
designed to maximize the output signal to noise
ratio for a given input signal. When secondary
user has a priori knowledge of primary user
signal, matched filter detection is applied.
Matched filter operation is equivalent to
correlation in which the unknown signal is
convolved with the filter whose impulse
response is the mirror and time shifted version
of a reference signal.

Figure3: Matched filter detection block diagram
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The operation of matched filter detection
is expressed as:
𝑌

= ℎ −𝑘𝑥𝑘

Where ‘x’ is the unknown signal (vector) and
is convolved with the ‘h’, the impulse response
of matched filter that is matched to the
reference signal for maximizing the SNR.
Detection by using matched filter is useful
only in cases where the information from the
primary users is known to the cognitive users.
Advantage: It requires less detection
time because it requires less time for higer
processing gain. The required number of
samples grows as O(1/SNR) for a target
probability of false alarm at low SNRs for
matched-filtering. However, matched-filtering
requires cognitive radio to demodulate
received signals. Hence, it requires perfect
knowledge of the primary users signaling
features such as bandwidth, operating
frequency, modulation type and order, pulse
shaping, and frame format.
Disadvantage: since cognitive radio
needs receivers for all signal types, the
implem-entation complexity of sensing unit is
impractically large. Another disadvantage of
match filtering is large power consumption as
various receiver algorit-hms need to be
executed for detection. Also the most
significant disadvantage of MF is that a CR
would need a dedicated receiver for every type
of primary user.
c) Cyclostationary Feature Detection:
It have been introduced as a complex two
dimensional signal processing technique for
recognition of modulated signals in the
presence of noise and interference. To identify
the received primary signal in the presence of
primary users it exploits periodicity of
modulated signals couple with sine wave
carriers, hopping sequences, cyclic prefixes
etc.
Due
to the periodicity,
these
cyclostationary signals exhibit the features of
periodic statistics and spectral correlation,
which is not found in stationary noise and
interference. Block diagram is shown in
Figure 6
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Figure4.Cyclostationary feature detector block
diagram
Thus, cyclostationary feature detection is robust
to noise uncertainties and performs better than
energy detection in low SNR regions. Although
it requires a priori knowledge of the signal
characteristics, cyclostationary feature detection
is capable of distinguishing the CR
transmissions from various types of PU signals.
This
eliminates
the
synchronization
requirement of energy detection in cooperative
sensing. Moreover, CR users may not be
required to keep silent during
cooperative sensing and thus improving the
overall CR throughput. This method has its own
shortcomings owing to its high computational
complexity and long sensing time. Due to these
issues, this detection method is less common than
energy detection in cooperative sensing.
Advantage : It can discriminate the noise energy
from the modulated signal energy. Furthermore,
cyclostationary feature detection can detect the
signals with low SNR.
Disadvanages : It requires long observation time
and higher computational
complexity.
In
addition, feature detection needs the prior
knowledge of the primary users.
2. Cooperative spectrum sensing: Within a
cooperative cognitive radio spectrum sensing
system, sensing will be undertaken by a number
of different radios within a cognitive radio
network. Typically a central station will receive
reports of signals from a variety of radios in the
network and adjust the overall cognitive radio
network to suit. Cognitive radio cooperation
reduces problems of interference where a single
cognitive radio cannot hear a primary user
because of issues such as shading from the
primary user, but a second primary user acting
as a receiver may be able to hear both the
primary user and the signal from the cognitive
radio system.
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There are broadly two approaches to cooperative
spectrum sensing:
Centralised approach: In this approach to
cognitive radio cooperative spectrum sensing, there
is a master node within the network that collects
the sensing information from all the sense nodes or
radios within the network. It then analyses the
information and determines the frequencies that
can and cannot be used. The cognitive radio central
node or controller can also organise the various
sensor nodes to undertake different measurements
at different times. In this way it is possible to
undertake a number of different sense actions at the
same time. Centralized schemes can be further
classified in according to their level of cooperation
into Partially Cooperative where networks nodes
cooperate only in sensing the channel. CR users
independently detect thechannel inform the CR
controller which then notifies all the CR users;
andTotally Cooperative Schemes where nodes
cooperate in relaying each others information in
addition to cooperatively sensing the channel.
Distributed approach: Using the distributed
approach for cognitive radio cooperative spectrum
sensing, no one node takes control. Instead
communication exists between the different nodes
and they are able to share sense information.
However this approach requires for the individual
radios to have a much higher level of autonomy,
and possibly setting themselves up as an ad-hoc
network. This type of coordination implies building
up a network of cognitive radios without having
the need of a controller. Various algorithms have
been proposed for the decentralized techniques,
among which the gossiping algorithms, or
clustering schemes where cognitive users gather to
clusters, auto-coordinating themselves.
Benefits of Cooperation: Cognitive users selflessly
cooperating to sense the channel have lots of
benefits among which the plummeting sensitivity
requirements channel impairments like multipath
fading, shadowing and building penetration losses,
impose high sensitivity
Requirements inherently limited by cost and power
requirements. Employing cooperation between
nodes can drastically reduce the sensitivity
requirements up to -25 dB, also reduction in
sensitivity threshold can be obtained by using this
scheme; agility improvement: all topologies of
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Co-operative networks reduce detection time
compared to uncoordinated networks.
Disadvantages of cooperation:Cooperative sensing
schemes are not beneficial due to following
reasons.
 Scalability: Even though cooperation has its
benefits, too many users cooperating have
reverse effects. It was shown in [37] as the
number of users increases that cooperative
centralized coordinated schemes follows
the law of diminishing returns. However a
totally cooperative centralized coordi-nated
scheme was considered in where with the
number of nodes participating benefits of
cooperation increased.
 Limited Bandwidth: CR usres might not
have dedicated hardware for cooperation
because of low cost low power devices. So
data and cooperation information would
have to be multiplixed, there is degredation
of throughput for the cogntive users.
 Short Timescale: The CR user would have
to do sensing at periodic intervals as sensed
information will become stale fast due to
factors like mobility, channel impairments
etc. This increases the over-head.
 Large Sensory Data: Cognitive radio have
the ability to use any ununsed spectrum
hole so it will have to scan wide range of
spectrum, resulting in large amount of data.
3. Interference based sensing: For
interference based spectrum sensing
techniques there are two methods
proposed.
(a)
Interference
Temperature Management (b) Primary
Receiver Detection
a)
Primary receiver detection: Advantage of
Local Oscillator (LO) leakage power is that all RF
receivers emit to allow cognitive radios to locate
these receivers. Block diagram of superhetrodyne
receiver is shown in Figure5. Detection approach
can detect the LO leakage with very high
probability and takes on the order of milliseconds
to make a decision. In this architecture RF signal to
be converted down to a fixed lower intermediate
frequency (IF), replacing a low Q tunable RF filter
with a low-cost high-Q IF filter. A local oscillator
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(LO) is used to down-convert an RF band to IF.
This local oscillator is tuned to a frequency such
that when mixed with the incoming RF signal, the
desired RF band is down-converted to the fixed IF
band. In all of these receivers, there is inevitable
reverse leakage, and therefore some of the local
oscillator power actually couples back through the
input port and radiates out of the antenna.

Figure5. Superheterodyne receiver
b) Interference
temperature
management:
Interference is actually happen at receivers , it
is regulated in trans-centric way and is
controlled at the transmitter through the
radiated power and location of individual
transmitters. Interference temperature model is
shown in Figure 16. The interference
temperature is a measure of the RF power
available at a receiving antenna to be delivered
to a receiver, reflecting the power generated by
other emitters and noise sources. specifically, it
is defined as the temperature equivalent to the
RF power available at a receiving antenna per
unit bandwidth i.e.,
𝑃𝐼(fc,B) 𝑇𝐼(𝑓𝑐, B) = 𝑘𝐵 (9)
where 𝑃𝐼(fc, B) is the average interference
power in
Watts centered at fc,
covering bandwidth B measured in Hertz.

Figure6. Interference temperature model
FCC established an interference temperature limit,
which provides a maximum amount of average
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tolerable interference for a particular frequency
band.
V.
Conclusion
In this paper, various issues in spectrum sensing for
cognitive radio and available techniques to handle
those issues have been described. Cognitive radio
is one of the effort to utilize available spectrum
more efficiently through opportunistic spectrum
uses. One of the important element of cognitive
radio is sensing the available spectrum. This paper
presents an extensive analysis of spectrum sensing
technique, an important issue in the development
of cognitive radio concept. Cognitive radio
networks offer a low cost backward compatible
implementation of this novel paradigm.
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ABSTRACT
Until recently, controlling computer by
human thoughts was science fiction, but it’s rapidly
becoming science fact, by implanting tiny electrodes into
brain. It’s called cognitive engineering. This seminar
would be part of an ongoing research plan that is a
preliminary study for developing an online Human
computer interface (HCI). Human Computer interfacing
could provide an alternative means of communication other
than that which is typically done using a keyboard and a
mouse or in specially advanced cases by speech. The
Biomedical significance of this project is to provide a
means of communication for patients suffering from
neurological diseases hindering normal communication due
to loss of motor function. The main purpose will be to
investigate the usability and effect of visual evoked
responses in EEG (Electroencephalography) for the
development of a Real-time system. Subtasks might include
improvement of communication accuracy and speed as well
as validation of functionality by testing it in a clinical
environment
A variety of interesting lines of research require on-line
processing of acquired signals in order to control a
computer. Some simple examples of these applications
include the use of EEG signals to write text using a 'speller'
application or to control a mechanical robot or prosthesis.
This type of application is often referred to as a Human computer Interface (HCI), since often the goal is to create
an interface between the subject's brain activity and a
device. This technology has wide application in future also,
especially for locked-in patients. Since HCI is still a very
fertile area of research, we have put our much knowledge
as we can through this seminar.
2. INTRODUCTION
2.1
What is meant by interface between human
brain & computer?

“A Human Brain -computer Interface is a
communication system that does not depend on the brains
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normal output pathways of peripheral nerves and
muscles”
According to this definition, a HCI
should be able to detect the user’s wishes and commands
while the user remains silent andimmobilized.In other
words, Human-computer Interface (HCI) is a
communication system, which enables the user to control
special computer applications by using only his or her
thoughts. A HCI allows a person to communicate with or
control the external world without using the brain's normal
output pathways of peripheral nerves and muscles.
Messages and commands are expressed not by muscle
contractions, but rather by electrophysiological signals
from brain.
The last 6 years have witnessed a rapidly-growing body of
research and technique development involving detecting
human brain responses and putting these techniques to
appropriate uses to help people with debilitating diseases or
who are disabled in some way - the so-called "humancomputer interface" (HCI). The chief difference between
HCI techniques and those studied in more common humancomputer interface (HCI) tasks lies in not relying on any
sort of muscular response, but only detectable signals
representing responsive or intentional brain activity. This
place increased emphasis on detection mechanisms for
finding out if and when the desired response occurred
4.

SETUP REQUIREMENTS

Human -computer Interface experiments involve
considerable system support. A typical setup includes four
areas requiring detailed attention:
1.
2.
3.
4.

PREPARATION
PRESENTATION
DETECTION
CONTROL

3.1 PREPARATION:
Preparation includes all those activities required
to adjust the detection apparatus, both generally and for
particular subjects, and to prepare the subject to participate.
This may require donning special headgear, mounting
electrodes (in some cases implanting electrodes surgically)
or attaching sensing elements to the subject in other ways,
plus extended tuning sessions involving the subject and the
detection apparatus to make sure the mechanisms can
detect the particular brain response under study when it
occurs. Required
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largely intact during an extended period of severely
reduced physical capability.
Experimental uses of the brain
responses in this survey include selecting among presented
letters and words to facilitate communication, moving
displayed targets around on a computer screen to simulate
device control, and mapping areas of high or low brain
activity following stimulus presentation in order to support
prediction.
CURRENT HUMAN COMPUTER INTERFACE
TECHNIQUES:
4.1
Figure 2.
adjustments may include repositioning electrodes, setting
weights and thresholds, instructing the subject what to do
or not do, and so on.
3.2 PRESENTATION:
Presentation includes all those activities
involved in stimulating the subject in order to elicit the
particular brain response under study. The experimenter
controls presentation
details to study their relationship with the response, using
such parameters as intensity, duration, timing, rate, and so
on. Most presentation techniques today involve the visual
field in some way, partly due to the site of Relevant brain
activity (visual cortex) lying closer to the scalp than several
other important sites, and partly due to the availability of
inexpensive computer display devices.
3.3DETECTION:
Detection includes all those activities
and mechanisms involved in recording and analyzing
electrical signals (event-related potentials or ERP's) from
the sensing elements attached to the subject quickly and
reliably enough to not be a controlling factor in the
experimental design.
Most techniques involve the
electroencephalogram (EEG) in some way and may include
wave-form averaging over a number of trials,
autocorrelation with a known signal or wave shape, Fourier
transformation to detect relative amplitude at different
frequencies (power spectrum) and other mathematical
processes. Most analysis can be carried out with an
inexpensive computer fitted with suitable digital signal
processing (DSP) apparatus, software and display
components, usually the same machine that presents the
stimulus. Feedback to the subject is an important
component of most detection setups, either to improve
performance or as a reward.
CONTROL:
Control includes all of those uses of
detected subject responses for manipulating the
environment in some desired way. Many experiments
involve such manipulation as their central component in
order to demonstrate the feasibility of controlling
computers or other apparatus using the brain alone, as a
prosthetic technique for those with limited abilities to
manipulate the environment in other ways. Several
experimenters identify patients with amyotrophic lateral
scleroses (ALS), severe cerebral palsy, head trauma and
spinal injuries as the intended beneficiaries of such
research, due to their intellectual capabilities remaining
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Technique: P300 detection
This technique is limited with bandpass filters to.02-35Hz and digitized at 50Hz. In this
technique a character chosen from among 36 items can be
detected with 95% accuracy within 26 seconds.
4.2 Technique: EEG mu-rhythm Conditioning
In this seminars describe subjects'
abilities to move a cursor toward a target on a computer
screen by manipulating their mu-rhythm, a detectable
pattern in a great majority of individuals in the EEG 812Hz frequency range, centered about 9.1Hz. Accuracies of
80-95% target hits across experimental subjects were
achieved and rates of 10-29 hits per minute.
The EEG is recorded between
electrodes placed in standard positions on the scalp and has
a typical amplitude of 2-100 microvolts and a frequency
spectrum from 0.1 to 60 Hz. Most activity occurs within the
following frequency bands; delta (0.5 - 4 Hz), theta (4-8
Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), beta (13-22 Hz) and gamma (30-40
Hz). The potential at the scalp derives from electrical
activity of large synchronised groups of neurons inside the
brain. The activity of single neurons or small groups is
attenuated too much by the skull and scalp to be detected at
the scalp surface.
4.2

EEG has several limitations.
Instead,
the
EEG
picks
up
synchronization of neurons, which produces a greater
voltage than the firing of an individual neuron. Secondly,
EEG has limited anatomical specificity when compared
with other functional brain imaging techniques such as
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Some
anatomical specificity can be gained with the use of EEG
topography, which uses a large number of electrodes to
triangulate the source of the electrical activity.
EEG has several strong sides as a tool of exploring the
brain activity.
The time resolution is very high. As
other methods for researching brain activity have time
resolution between seconds and minutes, the EEG has a
resolution down to sub-millisecond. The brain is thought to
work through its electric activity. EEG is the only method
to measure it directly. Other methods for exploring
functions in the brain do rely on blood flow or metabolism
which may be decoupled from the brain electric activity.
Newer research typically combines EEG or MEG with MRI
or PET to get high temporal and spatial resolution.
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4.3











Wave types

Figure 4.1
One second of EEG signal
Historically four major types of
continuous rhythmic sinusoidal EEG waves are recognized
(alpha, beta, delta and theta). There is no precise agreement
on the frequency ranges for each type.
Delta is the frequency range up to 4 Hz and is often
associated with the very young. It is seen in deep sleep.

Delta waves.
Figure 4.2
Theta is the frequency range from 4 Hz to 8 Hz and is
associated with drowsiness, childhood, adolescence and
young adulthood. This EEG frequency can sometimes be
produced by hyperventilation. Theta waves can be seen
during hypnagogic states such as trances, hypnosis, deep
day dreams, lucid dreaming and light sleep and the
preconscious state just upon waking, and just before falling
asleep.

Theta waves.
Figure 4.3
Alpha (Berger's wave) is the frequency range from 8 Hz to
12 Hz. It is characteristic of a relaxed, alert state of
consciousness and is present by the age of two years. Alpha
rhythms are best detected with the eyes closed.

Alpha waves.
Figure 4.4
Beta is the frequency range above 12 Hz. Low amplitude
beta with multiple and varying frequencies is often
associated with active, busy or anxious thinking and active
concentration

Beta waves.
Figure 4.5
Gamma is the frequency range approximately 26–80 Hz.
Gamma rhythms appear to be involved in higher mental
activity, including perception, problem solving, fear, and
consciousness.
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Gamma waves.
Figure 4.6
Rhythmic slow activity in wakefulness
is common in young children, but is abnormal in adults. In
addition to the above types of rhythmic activity, individual
transient waveforms such as sharp waves, spikes, spikeand-wave complexes occur in epilepsy, and other types of
transients occur during sleep.
In the transition from wakefulness,
through Stage I sleep (drowsiness), Stage II (light) sleep, to
Stage III and IV (deep) sleep, first the alpha becomes
intermittent and attenuated, then disappears. Stage II sleep
is marked by brief bursts of highly rhythmic beta activity
(sleep spindles) and K complexes (transient slow waves
associated with spindles, often triggered by an auditory
stimulus). Stage III and IV are characterized by slow wave
activity. After a period of deep sleep, the sleeper cycles
back to stage II sleep and/or Rapid Eye Movement(REM)
sleep, associated with dreaming. These cycles may occur
many times during the night.
EEG under general anesthesia depends
on the type of anesthetic employed. With halogenated
anesthetics and intravenous agents such as propofol, a rapid
(alpha or low beta), nonreactive EEG pattern is seen over
most of the scalp, especially anteriorly; in some older
terminology this was known as a WAR (widespread
anterior rapid) pattern, contrasted with a WAIS
(widespread slow) pattern associated with high doses of
opiate.
4.4
DISCUSSION ABOUT HCI:
The Human -computer Interface
provides new ways for individuals to interact with their
environment. The computer will continue to be a necessary
component as long as detecting a brain response reliably
remains a complex analytical task. In most cases, the brain
response itself is not new, just the means of detecting it and
applying it as a control. However, the necessary feedback
associated with experimental trials frequently resulted in
improved or at least changed performance. Little is known
about the long-term effects of such training either from an
individual difference, or from a basic human physiology
point of view.
All current experiments ally brain
responses with one or more of the five senses, most often
vision, for stimulating subjects. This emphasis results in
experiments that rely on highly directional attention
patterns and selection among stimuli presented
simultaneously or very close together in time.
Absent a detailed understanding of the complex
physiological and psychological means of producing the
responses, experimenters depend on response traces in the
EEG to detect particular occurrences. While the EEG with
surface-mounted electrodes provides a minimally invasive
way to detect brain activity, many experimenters cite its
shortcomings stemming from the extreme reduction of
billions of simultaneous electrical events to a few traces,
and the attenuation of weak signals by the skull. Some
experimenters suggest surgical implantation and singleneuron sensing as supporting more reliable detection. Such
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techniques were not reviewed in this survey due to their
low relevance for HCI applications in normal individuals.
5. VARIOUS WAYS TO TAKE SIGNALS FROM
BRAIN
5.1
SCALP EEG:
This is totally non invasive because
there is no surgery required in this technique. It deals with
0, 1-30Hz frequency. It requires electrodes. The electrode
size is 4-10 mm. The user is required to wear a special type
of cap which receives signals from the Brain and transform
it to the computer, as a result reflecting your thoughts on
computer. Moreover this type of technique though safe is
not so useful as The effective transfer of signals is not
possible due to thick bones which exist between cap and
brain emitting signals.

THE PICTURE SHOWS THE CAP WHICH
USER WEAR DURING PROCESS

Figure 5.1
5.2
MULTICHANNEL SUBDURAL ECoG:
This technique is better than scalp EEG
method, but it is a risky method during surgery. It deals
with a range of frequency 0.1 to 90 Hz.
The figure shows the location of the
unit of electrode implantation intocerebra cortex,just above
the ear.

Figure 5.3
6. APPLICATION OF HCI IN DIFFERENT FIELD
6.1
HCI HAS APPLICATION IN THE
FOLLOWING FIELD:
Neuroprothesis( for-locked in patient ):
Nowadays scientist have research many
mare think the uses of HCI for the locked-in people.
Scientists are sure that human computer interface technique
will insert the lives in many handicapped people (locked-in
people). HCI will helpful them to communicate with other
person and with the environment. They can their daily
activity on sitting chair .They can use artificial limbed as if
they were have their own. They can operate computer,
chair to go from one place to another place and extras.
The following figure will give idea about application of
HCI to handicapped people.
6.2
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A HCI
SYSTEM
The following figure gives an idea
about the uses of HCI technique handicapped people vision
of future.

Figure 6.1
6.3
VIRTUAL REALITY:
THE
FOLLOWING
FIGURE
SHOWS
APPLICATION IN VIRTUAL REALITY.
4. IN AERONAUTICS:
Figure 5.2
5.3
MULTI-ELECTRODE
INTRACRANIAL
RECORDING:
It is the most effective technique
comparatively described above method. In This technique
multi unit electrons are inserted in the cranium of the
person. The area required is hundreds of neurons. This is
very risky method because it deals with surgery in cranium.
The implant is a hollow glass cone, the size of a ballpoint
pen’s tip, known as
5.4 NEUTROTROPHIC ELECTRODE FEED BACK
SYSTEM IN HCI:
5.5 In this feedback system output signal is again
feed back to brain which makes modification in
the process.
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THE

Using this HCI technique, scientists are trying to
controlling aircraft systems. Experiments have revealed
that the energy of brain waves and patterns of cerebral
activity can be used to give commands like a change in
direction of a plane. The technology may allow pilots to
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manage the huge amount of data they have to process. By
installing better human – machine interfaces in the cockpit,
stress on pilot can be lessened considerably, hence
increasing efficiency and enhancing the flying
performance.

piloting aircraft and air-traffic control, might put brain
responses to good use.
The Human -computer Interface has
barely emerged as a millieu for useful and important
research. Solving even a few of the vast unknowns
associated with brain-function and the major difficulties
inherent in current apparatus may yield exciting results. As
detection techniques and experimental designs improve, the
HCI very likely will provide a wealth of alternatives for
individuals to interact with their environment.
requires invasive method. For this
technique a person is required to be in magnetically
shielded room and to wear special kind of helmet.
In future and also now the research is going on by scientist
to improve interface between brain and computer

7. DIFFICULTY IN IMPLANTATION OF HUMAN
COMPUTER INTERFACE
This new technique is very mach useful
for humankind to control computer but it might not be
practical for all person. As a reason for this is that the cost
require for it is very high and also it is risky one because it
is operating with brain, and effective HCI technique
HCI techniques offer all individuals
useful ways to interact with their environment. For
example, they might play a useful role in delivering
information, allowing individuals to peruse vast collections
of text, graphic and perhaps auditory material without the
requirement for a keyboard, mouse or other hand-operated
device. A system based on AEP's might alleviate the need
for any sort of display. Electronic games and other forms
of entertainment might take advantage of this novel way of
responding.
Particular vocations that place high
demand on one or more current sense modalities, such as
piloting aircraft and air-traffic control, might put brain
responses to good use.
The Human -computer Interface has
barely emerged as a millieu for useful and important
research. Solving even a few of the vast unknowns
associated with brain-function and the major difficulties
inherent in current apparatus may yield exciting results. As
detection techniques and experimental designs improve, the
HCI very likely will provide a wealth of alternatives for
individuals to interact with their environment. requires
invasive method. For this technique a person is required to
be in magnetically shielded room and to wear special kind
of helmet.
In future and also now the research is
going on by scientist to improve interface between brain
and computerThis new technique is very mach useful for
humankind to control computer but it might not be practical
for all person. As a reason for this is that the cost require
for it is very high and also it is risky one because it is
operating with brain, and effective HCI technique

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

20.

8. CONCLUSION
HCI techniques offer all individuals
useful ways to interact with their environment. For
example, they might play a useful role in delivering
information, allowing individuals to peruse vast collections
of text, graphic and perhaps auditory material without the
requirement for a keyboard, mouse or other hand-operated
device. A system based on AEP's might alleviate the need
for any sort of display. Electronic games and other forms
of entertainment might take advantage of this novel way of
responding.
Particular vocations that place high
demand on one or more current sense modalities, such as
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Abstract:-The following paper gives an account about the
Overview of the robotics in medical application. It gives some
detail account on surgical robots and also origin of robots.
Advantages of robots over humans. It also gives information
about CAD/CAM in human robotic surgery. It also gives the
description on information flow in computer integrated
surgery.

I.INTRODUCTION
The word ‘robot’ (from the Czech word robota meaning
compulsory labor) was defined by the Robotic Institute of
America as “a machine in the form of a human being that
performs the mechanical functions of a human being but
lacks sensitivity”. One of the first robots developed was by
Leonardo da Vinci in 1495; a mechanical armored knight
that was used to amuse royalty. This was then followed by
creation of the first operational robot by Joseph Marie
Jacquard in 1801, in which an automated loom, controlled
by punch cards, created a reproducible pattern woven into
cloth. This allowed for both precision and accuracy, a
recurring. The Czech writer Karel Capek in his play R.U.R.
(Rossum’s Universal Robots) describes a plot in which man
creates arobot, which initially provides benefits, but in the
end producesdespair in the form of unemployment and
social unrest [5]. Issac Asimov further elucidated the role of
robotics in1940 through short stories; however, it was his
three laws ofrobotics that received popular acclaim. The
three laws state“ 1) A robot may not injure a human being,
or throughinaction allow a human being to come to harm. 2)
A robotmust obey the orders given it by human beings
except wheresuch orders would conflict with First Law and
3) A robotmust protect its own existence as long as such
protection does not conflict with the First or Second Law
[6].” These laws have pervaded into current robotic surgical
systems as evidenced by their safety features.The evolution
of robotics in surgery is a new and exciting development.
Surgical robotics brings together many disparate areas of
research such as: design, development and modeling of
robotic systems, nonlinear control, safety in medical
robotics, ergonomics in minimally invasive procedures, and
last but not the least, surgery. Over the past decade there
have been significant advances in basic research and
technology that have made it possible for the development
of robots for surgery. One of the main advantages of robots
is the increased precision and repeatability in carrying out
surgical procedures, which were not possible in the past by
a human surgeon. Robots and computers in conjunction can
perform complex computations at much higher speeds
compared to humans. On the other hand, humans are more
adept in integrating diverse sources of information and
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making decisions based on their past experience of working
in that field. They are also dexterous on the “human’’ scale,
have very strong hand-eye coordination and an excellent
sense of touch.

II. ARCHITECTURE
One of the most complex fundamental problems that
Architectures address is the integration of low-level
continuous perception-action loopswith high-level symbolic
reasoning through the use of appropriate data
representations.The development of robot control
architectures has reached a new level of complexitywith
medical and health robotics systems, because such systems
must interact, in realtime, with complex realworldenvironments, ranging from human tissue to human
socialinteractions.Medical robots may be classified in many
ways: by manipulator design (e.g., kinematics, actuation);by
level of autonomy (e.g., preprogrammedversus teleoperation
versus constrained cooperativecontrol), by targeted anatomy
or technique(e.g., cardiac, intravascular, percutaneous,
laparoscopic,microsurgical);
or
intended
operatingenvironment (e.g., in-scanner, conventional
operatingroom). In this chapter, we have chosen tofocus on
the role of medical robots within the contextof larger
computer-integrated systems includingpresurgical planning,
intraoperative execution, and prospective assessment.

III.COMPUTER INTEGRATED SURGERY
A fundamental property of robotic systems is their abilityto
couple complex information to physical actionin order to
perform a useful task. This ability to replace,supplement, or
transcend human performance hashad a profound influence
on many fields of our society,including industrial
production, exploration, qualitycontrol, and laboratory
processes. Although robots haveoften been first introduced
to automate or improve discreteprocesses such as welding or
test probe placementor to provide access to environments
where humanscannot safely go, their greater long-term
impact has oftencome indirectly as essential enablers of
computerintegration of entire production or service
processes.
Figure 1 illustrates this view of computer integrated
Surgery (CIS). The process starts with Information about the
patient, which can include medical Images computed
tomography (CT), magnetic resonance Imaging (MRI),
positron emission tomography (PET), etc. lab test results, and
other information. This Patient-specific information is
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combined with statistical Information about human anatomy,
physiology, and Disease to produce a comprehensive computer
representation of the patient, which can then be used to produce
an optimized interventional plan

Fig.1 Fundamental information flow in computer-integrated

surgery

In the operating room,the preoperative patient model and
plan must be registeredto the actual patient. Typically, this
is done byidentifying corresponding landmarks or structures
on thepreoperative model and the patient, either by means of
additional imaging (X-ray, ultrasound, video), by the useof
a tracked pointing device, or by the robot itself. If
thepatient’s anatomy has changed, then the model and
planare updated appropriately, and the planned procedure
iscarried out with assistance of the robot. As the
interventioncontinues, additional imaging or other sensing
isused to monitor the progress of the procedure, to updatethe
patient model, and to verify that the planned procedurehas
been successfully executed. After the procedureis complete,
further
imaging,
modeling,
and
computer
assistedassessment is performed for patient follow-upand to
plan subsequent interventions, if any should berequired.
Further, all the patient-specific data generatedduring the
planning, execution, and follow-up phasescan be retained.
These data can subsequently be analyzedstatistically to
improve the rules and methodsused to plan future
procedures.

IV. MEDICAL ROBOTICS SYSTEM
PARADIGMS:SURGICAL CAD/CAM
AND SURGICAL ASSISTANCE
We call the process of computer-assisted planning,
registration, execution, monitoring, and assessment
surgicalCAD/CAM,
emphasizing
the
analogy to
manufacturing CAD/CAM. Just as with manufacturing,
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robots can be critical in this CAD/CAM process by
enhancing the surgeon’s ability to execute surgical plans.
Broadly, robotic surgical assistants may be broken into two
subcategories. The first category, surgically extended
robots, manipulate surgical instruments under the direct
control of the surgeon, usually through a teleoperation or
hands-on cooperative control interface. The primary value
of these systems is that they can overcome some of the
perception and manipulation limitations of the surgeon.
Examples include the ability to manipulate surgical
instruments with superhuman precision by eliminating hand
tremor, the ability to perform highly dexterous to perform
surgery on a patient who is physically remote from the
surgeon. Although setup time is still a serious concern with
most surgeon extender systems, the greater ease of
manipulation that such systems offer has the potential to
reduce operative times. One widely deployed example of a
surgeon extender is the daVincisystem. A second category,
auxiliary surgical supportrobots, generally work alongside
the surgeon and perform such routine tasks as tissue
retraction, limbpositioning, or endoscope holding. One
primary advantage of such systems is their potential to
reduce the number of people required in the operating room,
although that advantage can only be achieved if all thetasks
routinely performed by an assisting individual can be
automated. Other advantages can include improved
task performance (e.g., a steadier endoscopic view),
safety (e.g., elimination of excessive retraction forces),or
simply giving the surgeon a greater feeling of controlover
the procedure. One of the key challenges in thesesystems is
providing the required assistance without posing an undue
burden on the surgeon’s attention. variety of control
interfaces are common, including joysticks, head tracking,
voice recognition systems, and visual tracking of the
surgeon and surgical instruments, for example, the Aesop
endoscope positioned [1] used both a foot-actuated joystick
and a very effective voice recognitionsystem.

V.CONTROLS
Control, defined as the computation of low-level robot
commands (such as how much torque a motor should apply)
is an essential component of all physical robots. In medical
robotics, a particularly important aspect of control is motion
control. Surgical robots assist surgeons in treating patients
by moving surgical instruments, sensors, or other devices in
relation to the patient. Generally these motions arecontrolled
by the surgeon in one of three ways:
1)Preprogrammed, semi-autonomous motion: The desired
Behavior of the robot’s tools is specified interactively by the
surgeon, usually based on medical images. The computer fills
in the details and obtains the surgeon’s concurrence before the
robot is moved. Examples include the selection of needle target
and insertion points for percutaneous therapy and tool cutter
paths for orthopedic bone machining. 2)Teleoperator control:
The surgeon specifies the desired Motions directly through a
separate human interface device and the robot moves
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immediately. Examples include common telesurgery systems
such As the daVinci [2]. Although physical master
Manipulators are the most common input devices, other human
interfaces are also used, notably voice Control [3]. 3)Hands-on
compliant control: The surgeon grasps the surgical tool held by
the robot or a control handle on the robot’s end-effectors. A
force sensor senses the direction that the surgeon wishes to
move the tool and the computer moves the robot to comply.
Early experiences with Robodoc and other surgical robots

showed that surgeons found this form of control to be very
convenient and naturalfor surgical tasks. Subsequently, a
number ofgroups have exploited this idea for precise
surgicaltasks,
notably
the
JHU
Steady
Hand
microsurgicalrobot [4].

VI. STRENGTH & LIMITATION
ROBOTS:Strengths
1. Good geometric accuracy.
2. Stable and untiring.
3. Can be designed for a wide range of scales.
4. May be sterilized.
5. Resistant to radiation and infection.
6. Can use diverse sensors (chemical, force, acoustic,
etc.) in control.
Limitations
1. Poor judgment.
2. Limited dexterity and hand-eye coordination.
3. Limited to relatively simple procedures.
4. Expensive.
5. Technology in flux.
6. Difficult to construct and debug.
HUMANS:Strengths
1. Strong hand-eye coordination.
2. Dexterous (at human scale).
3. Flexible and adaptable.
4. Can integrate extensive and diverse information.
5. Able to use qualitative information.
6. Good judgment.
7. Easy to instruct and debrief.
Limitations
1. Limited dexterity outside natural scale.
2. Prone to tremor and fatigue.
3. Limited geometric accuracy.
4. Limited ability to use quantitative information.
5. Large operating room space requirement.
6. Limited sterility.
7. Susceptible to radiation and infection.

mutepatient, with the robot’s sound system, video, or
keyboard interfaces used tocompensate respectively for the
patient’s inability to see, hear, or speak with ahealth
professional in the same room. It can also be used for
creating an international community of medical specialists
who can provide
superior treatment to patients with whom they share
medically relevant bonds,such as a physician in India using
the robot to treat a Hindu patient in aAmerican hospital
without any clinicians who can speak the patient’s language
ormake medical decisions in consideration of the patient’s
culture.

VIII.CONLUSION
In this paper we have described how the robotics is used in
medical field. We have focused on the use of robots in
surgical applications. From these we can conclude that by
using robotics in medical applications the speed of working,
accuracy,etc. are improve . It also reduces the
human/doctors efforts in surgery .It improve the safety,
consistency, and overall qualityof interventions and
improving the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of patient
care.
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Abstract—In the world of Internet, data usage has been
increased rapidly. Sensitive data in the form video, audio or
text has been transfer from one place to another. Video is a
more sensitive type of data. Video Piracy becomes a serious
problem. Film industry has been facing a problem of piracy.
So to prevent the problem of piracy Video Watermarking
techniques introduced. Also digital video watermarking plays
an important in copyright protection, owner identification.
There are various watermarking schemes available but
quality of watermarking scheme is depending on the
robustness factor.In this paper, we introduce the various
techniques that are available for digital Video Watermarking
and features required to design a robust watermarked video
for valuable application.
IndexTerms—Digital Video Watermarking, LSB, DCT,

Both watermarks give the security to the video,
image and document. But invisible watermark is
having advantage over visible watermark such
that visible watermark visible to human eyes so
attacker can easily attacked on this by frame
cropping, frame averaging like operation. So all
researcher are interested in invisible watermark
which they embed in Digital video. The
watermarking scheme that allows extraction
ofembedded information using the original,
unwatermarked data is known as non-blind
watermarking scheme, otherwise it is known as
blind.
The basic components involved in robust
watermarking are watermark embedding, attack,
and watermark detection. In watermark
embedding, a watermark signal (Text, image or
audio etc) is constructed and then embedded into
an original signal (Video in context with this
paper) to produce the watermarked signal. Once
embedding is done, the watermarked video can
be subjected to various attacks. During
watermark detection, the watermark detector is
given a test signal that may be watermarked,
attacked or not. The watermark detector reports
whether the watermark is present or not on
examining the signal at its input. The fig.1.1
shows watermark embedding in which video is
taken as an input and watermark W is embedded
using the watermarking algorithm.

DFT, PCA, DWT, SVD, MPEG.

Introduction
Digital video watermarking is a new technology
used for copyright protection of digital media. Digital
watermarking attracted the attention of Researchers during
the early to mid. One of the primary motivations for
applying watermarking is the protection of intellectual
property rightsvideo watermarking is characterized by the
temporal and inter frame characteristics, which require
specific approaches for video watermarking. The
watermarking concept is similar to the stegnography. In
stegnography they give the stress on the concept of
Encryption and Decryption, also the main idea of
stegnography is the embedding of secret information into
data under the assumption that others cannot know the
secret information in data. The main idea of watermarks is
to check the logo embedded in data or not.0

Watermarking
has
existed
since
approximately the many years and in the past
watermarks was used on the papers to identify
from
which
mill
which
it
was
produced.Watermarking
is
an
important
mechanism applied to physical objects like bills,
papers, garment labels, product packing. Physical
objects can be watermarked using special dyes
and inks or during paper manufacturing.The term
“watermark” was probably originated from the
German term “wassermarke”. It plays a major
role in the paper industry. Watermark is of two
type visible watermark and invisible watermark.
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B.Application of Digital Video Watermarking

Digital video watermarking has huge
application in the field of digital media which
are as follows.
















Copyright
Protection:
Traditional
textual
copyright notices “Copyright date owner” “©
date owner” “Copr. Date owner But
Disadvantages for textual copyright notices it is
easily removed from a document when it is copied
and Copyright notices printed on the physical
medium are not copied along with the digital
content. Since watermarks are imperceptible and
inseparable from the work, they are obviously
superior to textual copyright
Source tracking: Watermark information is
embed in the product that company will have to
send from source to a particular destination. For
tracking the product information is extracted from
that product and checks it with a original.
Broadcast Monitoring: TV or radio advertisements
should be monitored to prevent airtime
overbooking. Watermarking is an obvious
alternative method of hiding identification
information
Fingerprinting: A watermark is embedded in the
video which will give protection to the video so
that no can make the copy of video. It is use in
Movie piracy. In this, we embed the name of
person who made the First copy of the video and
giving protection of the video.
Video Authentication: using watermark it will
check weather particular video is authenticated or
not. This will give protection to that video.
Tamper proofing: Tamper proofing refers to a
watermarking system’s resistance to hostile
attacks. Attacks are of two type active attack and
passive attack. In active attack the attacker tries to
remove the watermark or make it unnoticeable. In
passive attack it only checks whether the
watermark is present or not.
Content authentication: it refer to that weather
content are authenticated or not.
Media digital rights management (DRM) in
content supply chain.
Security: For transferring sensitive video from
source to destination there is a chance of attack by
third person on that video, so to prevent this
watermark is embedded in that video which will
provide the security to that video. The ability to
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resist hostile attacks, unauthorized removal,
eliminating attacks, Masking attacks and
Collusion attacks. Due to high security
unauthorized embedding is not possible.
Information Hiding: Making the information
imperceptible that is invisible to the human eyes
and
Keeping the existence of information secret.
Copy Control: Watermarking in copy control
Combining every content recorder with watermark
detector When a copy-prohibit watermark is
detected, the recording device will refuse to copy.

B. Video Watermarking Attack

The attacks on video watermarking are
frame dropping, frame averaging, statistical
analysis, lossy compression, cropping and
various signal processing and geometrical
attacks. There are two type of attack intentional
and unintentional attack. Intentional attack is like
adding noise and unintentional attack are like
compression of the video. Fig.1.2 shows various
attacks that perform on watermark video.

Fig.1.2. Various Attacks on watermark video

C.Properties of Digital Video Watermark

For digital watermarking of video, the
different characteristics of the watermarking are
given below.




Invisibility: The digital watermark that we embed
should be invisible to the human eyes. So that
attacker does not aware the presence of
watermark.
Robustness: robustness refers to the Attack that
should be performing on watermarked video and
analyze how it shows the resistant to various type
of attack. a video watermark is highly robust then
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it can say that it having more resistant power.
High robustness preserves the quality of video.
Perceptible: A digital watermark is called
perceptible if the presence of that mark is
noticeable. Achieving the Imperceptibility is great
task for researcher.
Capacity: capacity refers to the length of the
embedded message into digital video.
Fidelity: It is the similarity at the point at which
the watermarked content is provided to the
customer that count weather video given to the
customer is degraded or not. A watermark is said
to be high fidelity if degradation it causes is very
difficult for a viewer to see.
Computational Cost: it refers to the cost or time
required for embedding and extracting the
watermark from the digital video. For better
working digital video watermarking scheme
computational cost should be minimized.
Interoperability: it refers, the watermark should
remain in video even the compression and
decompression operations are performed on that
video.
Blind/informed detection: in the Informed
watermarking schemes the detector requires
access to the unwatermarked original video. In
Blind watermarking Detectors do not require any
original information.
False positive rate: A false positive refers
detection of watermark information from a digital
media such as video, image that does not actually
contain that watermark.

Related Work
Many digital watermarking schemes have
been proposed in the literature for Digital video
watermarking.
Invisiblerobust Video watermarking Techniques

Spatial Domain
method

Frequency
Domain method

MPEG coding
structure based
method

Fig.2.1. Classification of Video watermarking method.
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A classification of the existing video
Watermarking techniques is divided in three
main categories.
A. Watermarking in Spatial Domain
B. Watermarking in Frequency Domain
C. Watermarking in MPEG coding
structure based domain.
Watermarking in Spatial Domain

The following characteristics of spatial domain
methods are
a) The watermark is applied to the pixel or
coordinate domain.
b) No transforms are applied to the host
signal during watermark embedding.
c) Combination with the host signal is based
on simple operations, in the pixel domain.
d)
The watermark can be detected by
correlating the expected pattern with the
received signal
1. Correlation-Based method
For watermark embedding, correlation properties
of additive pseudo-random noise patterns as
applied to aVideo frame are used. A code W(x,
y) is added to the covert video frame I(x, y).
According to (1)
I(x, y) = Iw (x, y) +K*W(x, y)

(1)

Where K denotes the gain factor and Iwis
the resulting watermarked video frame. Increase
in K increases the robustness of watermark at the
expense of quality of the watermarked image. To
recover the watermark, the video frame is embed
with the same key and the correlation between
the noise pattern and the watermarked image is
calculated. If the correlation exceeds a certain
threshold T, the watermark is detected and a
single bit is set. Thismethod is easily extended to
a multiple-bit watermark by dividing the image
into blocks and performing the above procedure
independently on each block. The algorithm is
modified by pre-filtering the video frame before
applying the watermark, and then increasing the
higher resulting correlation. If the correlation
exceeds a certain threshold T, the watermark is
detected, and a single bit is set. This method can
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easily be extended to a multiple-bit watermark;
this is done by dividing the image into blocks,
and
performing
the
above
procedure
independently on each block. The algorithm can
be improved in a numerous ways. Firstly, the
notion of a threshold is used for determining a ’1’
or ’0’ can be eliminated by using two separate
pseudorandom noise patterns. One pattern is
designated as a logical ’1’ and the other a ’0’.
The above procedure is then performed once for
each pattern, and the pattern with the higher
resulting correlation is used. This increases the
probability of a correct detection, even if the
image has been subjected to an attack [19].
2. Least Significant Bit Modification method
It is simple method of watermarking.
Initially it had been applied in image
watermarking where image was seen as a matrix.
Image is viewed as a 1 or 0 format. In the LSB
domain we change the least significant bit from 1
to 0 and 0 to 1. The information of digital image
s is represented by an array of value. These value
represent the intensities of the three color
describe a pixel that is red, green and blue. It is
the most known method for hiding the
information in images, video and audio.
Video frame is described in terms of pixel
and pixels of a grey level video frame are
represented by an 8-bit data value, the video
frame can be sliced up into an 8 bit planes.
Theleast significant bit plane of video frame does
not contain visually significant information so it
can easily be replaced by a huge amount of
watermark bits.
Watermarking in Frequency Domain

The Frequency domain base method are
Discrete cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete
Fourier Transform(DFT), Singular value
decomposition(SVD), Principal Component
Analysis(PCA)
and
Discrete
wavelet
transform(DWT) which used as the methods of
data transformation.. The frequency domain
methods are comparatively more robust than the
spatial domain watermarking schemes, mainly in
cropping, scaling, noise intrusion, lossy
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compression, pixel removal, frame removal,
frame averaging and rotation.
1. Discrete Cosine Transform
Features of DCT are







The Characteristics of DCT coefficients must
utilize few coefficients for providing excellent
signal approximations.
Since the frequency components are ordered in a
sequential order, starting with low frequency, mid
frequency and high frequency components, a
proper selection of the components can be
prepared.
The most of the high frequency coefficients are
zero.When represented by smooth block.
An edge block is represented, if the low
frequency coefficients have large absolute values.

DCT is faster and can be implemented in
O (n log n) operations. DCT is highly used
method in image watermarking. DCT gives
accurate result using DCT method. Using The
Discrete cosine transform image get decompose
into different frequency bands, and we are
interested in middle frequency band.In this
watermark information is easily embed into the
middle frequency band of the. The middle
frequency bands are chosen because it avoids the
most visual important parts of the image which is
off low frequency without exposing themselves
to removal through compression and noise
attacks. This is important method for video
processing. DCT gives accurate result in video
watermarking also and show the resistance
against various attacks. Discrete cosine transform
has a advantage that it break a video frame is
into different frequency bands, which make it
more easier to embed watermarking information
into the middle frequency bands of an video
frame.DCT also improve the Peak signal to noise
ratio. Also DCT is more robust against various
attack such as frame averaging, frame dropping
[3].
2. Discrete Fourier Transform
The frequency of the host signal is
controlled
by
The
Discrete
Fourier
Transformation.
This is a multi-
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bit watermarking technique for video sequences.
An N-bit message is embedded in one unit of
video fragment, in which a scene is employed as
a watermarking unit. The proposed algorithm is
fundamentally based on the three-dimensional
discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In order to
generate a watermark with optimum weighting
factors, the perceptual properties for all the threedimensional DFT coefficients should be
computed, but this strategy seems to be
undesirable due to the high computational
complexity. So, we design a perceptual model of
an image in the DFT domain, and apply it to the
video watermarking. The proposed perceptual
model is expected to give high fidelity and
effective, compared to fully calculate visual
masks, since it derives all the masks from one
reference mask with a well-known estimation
method. Through the computer simulations, it
will be shown that the proposed watermarking
algorithm with the perceptual model yields
effective performance for fidelity. The DFT
method select the good area where watermark
information is embed and give more
perceptibility and robustness [13].
3. Singular value decomposition (SVD)
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is
mathematical technique for diagonal matrices in
that the transformed domain consists of basis
states that are optimal. The singular value
decomposition (SVD) is a method of representing
a image in a matrix for with many application in
image
processing.
The
singular
value
decomposition of a complex matrix X is given by
(2)
X=UΣV*
(2)
Where U is an m × m real or complex
unitary matrix, Σ is an m × n rectangular
diagonal matrix with nonnegative real numbers
on the diagonal, and V* is an n × n real or
complex unitary matrix. The diagonal entries
ofΣ are called the singular values of A and are
assumed to be arranged in decreasing order the
columns of the U matrix are called the left
singular vectors while the columns of the V
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matrix are called the right singular vectors of A.
Singular value of the matrix shows the luminance
of an video frame layer while the corresponding
pair of singular vectors specifies the geometry of
the video frame layer. In the SVD-based
watermarking, an video frame is treated as a
matrix, which further broke by SVD base
method into the three matrices such as U, ∑ and
V.thesmallchanges in the elements of matrix ∑
does not affect visual perception of the quality of
the cover video frame, SVD-based watermarking
algorithms add the watermark information to the
singular values of the diagonal matrix ∑in such a
way to meet the imperceptibility and robustness
requirements of effective digital image
watermarking algorithms.
In SVD based watermarking, proposed
two effective, robust and imperceptible video
watermarking algorithms. The two algorithms are
based on the algebraic transform of Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD). In the first
algorithm, watermark bit information are
embedded in the SVD-transformed video in a
diagonal-wise fashion, and in the second
algorithm bits are embedded in a blocks-wise
fashion. The concert of the two proposed
algorithms evaluated on the verge of
imperceptibility, robustness and data payload.
Both algorithms showed similar but high level of
imperceptibility, however their performance
varied with respect to robustness and payload.
The diagonal-wise based algorithm achieved
better robustness results, while the block-wise
algorithm gave higher data payload rate. Each
algorithm embeds the watermark in the
transform-domain YCbCr space thus spreading
the watermark in each frame of the video. The
first algorithm suggests hiding watermark
information in a diagonal-wise manner in one of
three SVD matrices; U, S and V. On the other
hand, the second algorithm hides the watermark
information in a block-wise manner in either the
U or V matrices [15].
4. Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a
process or method which uses an orthogonal
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transformation procedure to change a set of
observations of possible correlated variables into
a set of values of uncorrelated variables which
we called as principal components. The number
of principal components is not greater than equal
to the number of original variables. PCA
highlights the similarities and dissimilarities of
the data. Since patterns in data are difficult to
find in data of high dimension, graphical
representation is not available, PCA is a powerful
tool for examining data. The other major
advantage of PCA is to identify patterns in the
data and then the data is compressed by reducing
the number of dimensions, without a lot of
information loss. It plots the data into a new
coordinate system where the data with maximum
covariance are plotted together and is known as
the first principal component.
The main thing that are observed that
purpose of embedding the watermark in the video
frame performed for robustness reasons by
inserting in each color channel of each frame
while the PCA based watermarking scheme
allowed to select the appropriate area of PCA
coefficients for embedding and we could
analyzed that it is always possible to watermark a
color video file without affecting its perceptual
quality [16].

5. Discrete Wavelet Transform
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a tool for
continuously decomposing an image. DWT is the multiresolution description of an image. The DWT splits the
signal into high and low frequency parts. The high
frequency part contains information about the edge
components, while the low frequency part is split again into
high and low frequency parts. As the human eyes are less
sensitive to the changes in the edges the high frequency
components are used for watermarking. There is various
level of decomposition, after the first level of
decomposition, there are 4 sub-bands: LL1, LH1, HL1, and
HH1. For each successive level of decomposition, the LL
sub band of the previous level is used as the input. To
perform second level decomposition, the DWT is applied
to LL1 band which decomposes the LL1 band into the four
sub bands LL2, LH2, HL2, and HH2. To perform third
level decomposition, the DWT is applied to LL2 band
which decompose this band into the four sub-bands: LL3,
LH3, HL3, HH3.if we increase the level of decomposition
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for embedding the watermark then proposed video
watermarking scheme made much robust. Fig.2.2. shows 2level DWT sub bands.

LL2

HL2
HL1

LH2

HH2

LH1

HH1

Fig.2.2. 2- Level DWT sub-bands

In this, proposed a digital video
watermarking technique based on identical frame
extraction in 3-Level Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT). In the proposed method, first
the host video is divided into video shots. Then
from each video shot one video frame called
identical frame is selected for watermark
embedding. Each identical frame is decomposed
into 3-level DWT, and then select the higher sub
band coefficients to embed the watermark and
the watermark are adaptively embedded to these
coefficients and thus guarantee the perceptual
invisibility of the watermark. For watermark
detection, the correlation between the watermark
signal and the watermarked video is compared
with a threshold value obtained from embedded
watermark signal. The experimental results
demonstrate that the watermarking method has
strong robustness against some common attacks
such as cropping, Gaussian noise adding, Salt &
pepper noise adding, frame dropping and frame
adding Index [14].
6. Discrete Wavelet Transform and Principal
component analysis
In this, a hybrid approach for digital video
watermarking is introduced, where a watermark
logo is embedded into the video frames. Each
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video frame is decomposed into sub-images
using 2 level discrete wavelet transform then the
Principle
Component
Analysis
(PCA)
transformation is applied for each block in the
two bands LL and HH. ). PCA helps in reducing
correlation among the wavelet coefficients
obtained from wavelet decomposition of each
video frame thereby dispersing the watermark
bits into the uncorrelated coefficients the
watermark is embedded into the maximum
coefficient of the PCA block of the two bands.
The proposed scheme is tested using a number of
video sequences. Experimental results show high
imperceptibility where there is no noticeable
difference between the watermarked video
frames and the original frames. The proposed
scheme shows high robustness against several
attacks such as JPEG coding, Gaussian noise
addition, histogram equalization, gamma
correction, and contrast adjustment [9].
Watermarks Based on MPEG Coding Structures

Digital Video watermarking method that
uses MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 coding
structures as primitive components are mainly
used with a the aim of combining watermarking
and compression to reduce real-time video
processing complexity.
One of the major
disadvantages of method based on MPEG coding
structures is that they are highly susceptible to recompression with different parameters, as well as
conversion to formats other than MPEG.
The motivation of combining the
compression with watermarking introduce the
techniques that use MPEG-2 or MPEG- 4 coding
structure as the basic components. These
techniques apply for real-time applications to
reduce the overall time of processing. The
method of block based compression such as
MPEG-2 remove the temporal redundancy by
using forward and bi-directional prediction, and
statistical methods to remove spatial redundancy.
The main drawbacks of this method are recompression with other parameter or converting
the compression format to another format is not
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being able to be done. It is easy for Employing
cloud watermark for authenticating compressed
MPEG-2 videos which is also able to
differentiate malicious attacks from natural
processing. In this method, the video is initially
separated into video shots and the feature vectors
are extracted. These feature vectors act as
watermarks which will be embedded into the
videos. The cloud model is used to demonstrate
the randomness and fuzziness which exist in
language values largely and the relationship
between them, a kind of transforming model
between qualitative concept and its numerical
representation. The authentication process is
done by a comparison between the watermark
derived from the extracted cloud drops and
scrambled and modulated features of the received
video shots. Tamper detection is promised in this
work although very limited attacks have been
tested on this method, so the performance still
remained a question. However, they could make
an improvement by using some unique
characteristics of each shot in cloud generating
[17] [18].
III. Conclusion And Future Scope

Digital watermarking is important one in
the field of Piracy and from the work of many
researchers various methods for video
watermarking was proposed. Various methods
for video watermarking were used different
algorithms. All these method has its own impact
factor. Every researcher has try for making a new
hybrid method for digital video watermarking
and which shows a good result against various
type of attacks on watermarked video.
In the future, researcher may try to use
the concept of Genetic Algorithm and combine it
with all existing algorithms for getting a new
hybrid approach of video watermarking which
having high PSNR value and shows robustness
against various types of attacks.
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Abstract-Data fusion is used to combine data from
different sources in order to achieve inferences more
efficiently. Multisensor integration is the synergistic
use of the information provided by multiple sensory
devices to assist in the accomplishment of a task by a
system. The different levels of multisensor fusion can
be used to provide information to a system that can
be used for a variety of purposes. The multisensor
integration represents a composite of basic functions.
A group of n sensors provide input to the integration
process. The purpose of this paper is to know the
concept of Multisensor Fusion and Integration can be
used in Biomedical Field . The papers also specify the
direction of research in Multisensor Fusion and
Integration field. Data fusion finds wide application
in many areas of robotics such as object recognition,
environment mapping, and localisation.
Keywords- Data fusion, multisensor integration,
Biomedical.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Multisensor
data
fusion
and
integration is a rapidly evolving research area that
requires interdisciplinary knowledge in control
theory, signal processing, artificial intelligence,
probability and statistics, etc. Multisensor data
fusion refers to the synergistic combination of
sensory data from multiple sensors and related
information to provide more reliable and accurate
information than could be achieved using a single,
independent sensor (Luo et al., 2007). Actually
Multisensor data fusion is a multilevel,
multifaceted process dealing with automatic
detection, association, correlation, estimation, and
combination of data from single and multiple
information sources. The results of data fusion
process help users make decisions in complicated
scenarios. Integration of multiple sensor data was
originally needed for military applications in ocean
surveillance, air-to air and surface-to-air defence,
or battlefield intelligence. More recently,
multisensor data fusion has also included the nonmilitary fields of remote environmental sensing,
medical diagnosis, automated monitoring of
equipment,robotics, and automotive systems
(Macci et al., 2008). The potential advantages of
multisensor fusion and integration are redundancy,
complementarities, timeliness, and cost of the
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information. The integration or fusion of redundant
information can reduce overall uncertainty and thus
serve to increase the accuracy with which the
features are perceived by the system. Multiple
sensors providing redundant information can also
serve to increase reliability in the case of sensor
error or failure. Complementary information from
multiple sensors allows features in
Information and recently acquired sensory
information. High level reasoning processes can
use the world model to make inferences that can be
used to detect subsequent processing of sensory
information and the operation of system controller.
Sensor selection refers to any means used to select
the most appropriate configuration of sensors
among the sensors available to system.
This effect of getting better or more
adequate results out of sensor data fusion compared
to single sensor processing is called ‘synergy’ or
‘synergetic effect’. Figure.1 shows the process of
‘multi sensor processing’, starting with the sensor
data acquisition. Next, the sensors processing,
divided into several tasks, as ‘Calibration, ‘Feature
Extraction’, ‘Object Detection’, etc., begins to
analyse the sensors data and, in the end, serves the
application with a more or less detailed model of
the environment.
CONCEPTS & METHODOLOGY
A. Multisensor Fusion and Integration
i)

Multisensor Fusion

The fusion of data or information from
multiple sensors or a single sensor over time can
takes place at different levels of representation. The
different levels of multisensor fusion can be used to
provide information to a system that can be used
for a variety of purposes. Eg. signal level fusion
can be used in real time application and can be
considered as just an additional step in the overall
processing of the signals, pixel level fusion can be
used toimprove the performance of many image
processing tasks like segmentation, and feature and
symbol level fusion can be used to provide an
object recognition system with additional features
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that can be used to increase its recognition
capabilities.
ii)

Multisensor Integration
The multisensory integration represents a
composite of basic functions. A group of n sensors
provide input to the integration process. In order
for the data from each sensor to be used for
integration, it must first be effectively modelled. A
sensor model represents the uncertainty and error in
the data from each sensor and provides a measure
of its quality that can be used by subsequent
integration functions. After the data from each
sensor has been modelled, it can be integrated into
the operation of the system in accord with three
different types of sensory processing: fusion,
separate operation, and guiding or cueing. Sensor
registration refers to any of the means used to make
data from each sensor commensurate in both its
spatial and temporal dimensions. If the data
provided by a sensor is significantly different from
that provided by any other sensors in the system, its
influence on the operation of the sensors might be
indirect. The separate operation of such a sensor
will influence the other sensors indirectly through
the effects the sensor has on the system controller
and the world model. A guiding or cueing type
sensory processing refers to the situation where the
data from one sensor is used to guide or cue the
operation of other sensors.
The results of sensory processing functions
serve as inputs to the world model. A world model
is used to store information concerning any
possible state of the environment that the system is
expected to be operating in. A world model can
include both a prior information and recently
acquired sensory information. High level reasoning
processes can use the world model to make
inferences that can be used to detect subsequent
processing of the sensory information and the
operation of the system controller. Sensor selection
refers to any means used to select the most
appropriate configuration of sensors among the
sensors available to the system.

Sensors
Reading

Multi Sensor Data Fusion

Sensor Refinement
Time
Alignm
ent
Calibration

Recons
tructio
n

Situation
Refinement

Object
Refinement

Obstacles
classifactio
n

Feature
mentExtr
action

Object
Detection

Low Level Processing Sequence High Level

Figure.1: Data fusion & multisensor integration system

The system starts with sensor selection,
sensor
refreshment,
feature
extraction,
classification & detection of desirable outputs. The
processing sequence is from low level to high level
. The calibration is needed to maintain the level of
accuracy & precision.
There are various techniques & methods
for multisensor fusion . According to applications
there may variation in diagrams & algorithms. The
basic approch towards this concept is easily
described in the form schematics as shown below
Figure.2 . The figure itself explains the working &
functioning .
A number of researchers have reviewed
the multisensory fusion algorithms, architectures &
applications. Lue & Kay reviewed the general
paradigm, fusion techniques & specific sensor
combination integration & fusion.

This effect of getting better or more adequate
results out of sensor data fusion compared to single
processing is called ‘sensory’ or ‘synergetic effect’.
Figure.1 shows the process of ‘multi sensor
processing’, starting with the sensor data
acquisition. Next, the sensors processing, divided
into several tasks , as ‘Calibration’, ‘Feature’,
‘Object Detection’, etc., begins to analyse the
sensors data and, in the end, serves the application
with a more or less detailed model of the
environment.
Fig .2: Functional Block diagram of Multisensor data fusion &
Integration.
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The figure.2 represents multisensor
integration as being a composite of basic functions.
A group of n sensors provide input to integration
process. In order for data from each sensor to be
used for integration it must first be effectively
modelled. A sensor model represents the
uncertainty & errors in data from each sensor &
provide a measure of its quality that can be used by
subsequent integration functions. A common
assumption is the uncertainty in sensory data can
adequately modeled as a Guassian Distribution.
After data from each sensor has been modeled, it
can be integrated into the operation of system in
accordance with 3 different types of sensory
processing: Fusion, Separate operation & guiding
or cueing sensor registration refers to any of means
used to make the data from each sensor. The
different levels of multisensor data fusion can be
used to provide information to system that can be
used for variety of purpose eg. Signal level of
multisensory data fusion can be used in real time
application and can be considered as just an
additional step in overall processing of signals,
pixel level fusion can be used to improve the
performance of many image processing tasks .
B.

MATLAB Programming

A special function in MATLAB software
is available i.e data fusion. We can use this
function for the purpose of data fusion. It explains
the fusion techniques in image processing. We can
program algorithm for sensor data integration. Also
MATLAB helps to provide great deal of data
acquisition & by using architecture we can access
desired output.
C. Fuzzy logic
The Kalman filter is a recursive linear
estimator which successively calculates an estimate
for a continuous valued state, that evolves over
time, on the basis of periodic observations of the
state. The Kalman filter employs an explicit
statistical model of how the parameter of interest
x(t) evolves over time and an explicit statistical
model of how the observations z(t) that are made
are related to this parameter. parameter of interest
x(t) evolves over time and an explicit statistical
model of how the observations z(t) that are made
are related to this parameter.
x(t)= E [x(t)| Zt];
an average rather than a most likely value. The
Kalman filter has a number of features which make
it ideally suited to dealing with complex multisensor estimation and data fusion problems. In
particular, the explicit description of process and
observations allows a wide variety of different
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sensormodels to be incorporated within the basic
algorithm.

III.
BIOMEDICAL
APPLICATIONS
Multisensor fusion technique to enhance
automatic cardiac rhythm monitoring by integrating
electrocardiogram and hemodynamic signals.
Redundant and complementary information from
the fusion process can improve the performance
and robustness for the detection of cardiac events
including the ventricular activity and the atria
activity. Multisensor fusion has been applied to
critical care monitoring & medical imaging .
Harnandez Algorithm used multisensor data fusion
technique to enhance auto cardiac signal
monitoring .Medical imaging is the most important
area in processing the images with 0 % error.
A) Ventricular activity detection
In this section, mono-source and
multisource VA detection methods are presented.
In the case of mono-source detection, two preprocessors are used, each one fed by a different
ECG lead (ɳ=2, S1=ECG lead I, S2= ECG lead II)
For the multisource implementation, three preprocessors are used: two pre-processors are fed by
different ECG leads, as previously, and the third by
a systemic arterial pressure (SAP) signal(ɳ= 3, S1=
ECG lead I, S2= ECG lead II, S3=SAP). The first
level in each preprocessor acts as a predetector of
ventricular activity. It is based on the use of the
following methods: 1) QRS detector reported by
Gritzali [1] and 2) A matched filter, adapted to the
systolic ejection slope of the hemodynamic signal,
for the detection of the increase of ventricular
pressure.
In low-noise situations, the same
number of ventricular events are estimated from the
QRS and systolic ejection detectors, with a time
delay between them. For a given patient showing a
regular sinus rhythm, this physiological delay (∂)
between the electrical and mechanical myocardial
activation can be considered as a random variable
following a Normal law P∆(∂) with mean µEMD and
variance (σ). Also, the association stag appears
quite simple and consists of resynchronizing
artificially the electrical and mechanical activities
by introducing a delay of ∂=µEMD on the ECG
channels, in order to assure the coherence of
decisions taken on each preprocessor, before the
fusion node.
B) Atrial Activity Detection
Two preprocessors are used in this
implementation(ɳ=2). Each one has two input
signals: one providing mainly a good representation
of VA,(S1 = Sv) and the second (S2 =SA+V)being a
good index of AA. Obviously, this second signal
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will also present ventricular information, which
will be considered as impulsive noise for that
channel. Pre-processor 1 will acknowledge a
decision when a –wave is detected in the ECG
(SA+V =SV =ECG) , and preprocessor 2 will
acknowledge a decision when an –wave is detected
in the EECG (SA+V=EECG and SV =ECG). Actual
preprocessor implementation for AA detection is
done as follows The first level is based on the
method proposed by Thakor and Yi-Sheng[2]
which cancels the ventricular activity by means of
the - adaptive filter . This adaptive filter is fed by
VA detection impulses(і1) , previously generated by
modules D1 and Tsi . More precisely,AF1 is an
impulse-response filter having as weights an
inverted template of the - , adaptively calculated.
Gritzali’s QRS detection algorithm was used for D1
.
The second level performs the sensor
association and involves a second adaptive filter
AF2 (i.e., optimal Wiener filtering). Module D2
consists of a low-pass filter(F1) tuned to the
spectral band of the P-wave, and a square-law
envelope transformation. The resulting signal (S2) is
introduced inAF2 , in which an index of the
undesired ventricular activity (S1)is used as
reference. This level aims to eliminate remaining
ventricular activity in S2 , mainly due to the
detection jitter, sharp morphological changes (such
those produced by a PVC) or missed detections, by
taking into account the correlated information
between and S1 and S2 .
The third level proceeds to the detection of
P-waves by means of a classical filter (F2) and
thresholding, to obtain a local atrial activity
detection (ui), used as input to the final data fusion
stage. Design of filters F1 and F2 is based on the
spectral analysis of several P-waves and QRS
complex residuals, in order to separate at best the
two spectral bands.
Level 1

Level2

discuss MFI algorithms in biomedical systems
based on the Luo and Kay categorization. Ren and
Kazanzides[4] propose a two-stage sensor fusion
process for the attitude tracking of handheld
surgical instruments. In laparoscopic surgery, a
challenging problem is to track the surgical
instruments inside the human body. Traditionally
used
methods
include
optical
tracking,
electromagnetic tracking, mechanical tracking,
inertial tracking, or hybrid combinations thereof.
Large area is covered in this field and still in
research level.

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we provided the theory,
concept, methodology, applications of multisensor
data fusion and integration in Biomedical field. It
has very wide range of applications in remote
sensing, military applications. Also in Robotics an
emerging use of sensors will give proper signal to
robot. It is a very complex system works fluently
using multisensor input. ECG signals can be
improved considerably using this technique.
Results show clearly the improvement in
performance and robustness obtained from both the
sensor association stage and the final atrial and
ventricular activity detection, when different types
of cardiovascular signals are combined into a data
fusion model, suggesting that the presented
detection schemes can lead to a better automatic
classification of cardiac arrhythmias.
In the case of pacemaker control, an
esophageal signal could acknowledge the correct
use and placement of pacing electrodes, and the
stability of the P-wave detected by the pacemaker .
In the case of intracardiac defibrillation, the jointed
evaluation of electrical stimuli and its mechanical
response could lead to optimize the quality and
energy of the stimuli.

Level 3
V. REFERENCES

D1

Tsi

AF

ƒ

AF

F2
F1

Fig: Particular Pre-processor implementation for AA detection

Multisensor fusion and integration have an
important influence on the quality of a physicians’
diagnosis since it is the link between the patient
and the medical measuring instrument. Medical
instruments today have an extensive storage of
measured data which need to be estimated,
classified and inferred in order to provide
diagnostic suggestions adequately. Bracio et al.
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Abstract :Recently, wireless sensor networks are gaining a
lot of attention due to the availability of various
low cost sensor devices. For Example Wireless
communications technologies are used to support
a variety of electronic health applications to
transfer medical data and patient information.
Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) is
envisioned to provide a wide range of health-care
services to patients in medical environment such
as hospitals and clinics.However, using wireless
communications technology in a healthcare
environment poses two major challenges. First, the
electromagnetic interference caused to bio-medical
devices by wireless devices could critically
affecttheir performance. Second, since different
types of e-health applications have different
priorities, access to the wireless channel by the
corresponding devices needs to be prioritized.
Cognitive radio (CR) is a paradigm for
opportunistic access of licensed (primary) parts of
the electromagnetic spectrum by unlicensed
(secondary) users. This emerging technology is
aimed at improving the efficiency of wireless
resource usage.Cognitive Radio (CR) is nextgeneration wirelesscommunications, and artificial
intelligence has been widely adopted to provide
self-learning in order to observe, learn and take
action against its operating environment.
1.
Introduction:In the last years there has been an increasing
interest in using wireless communication
technologies for medical applications. Wireless
technologies enhance the patients mobility, a key
factor for speedy recovery after surgical
procedures and interventions. This leads to earlier
patients’ discharge from hospitals and faster
returns to their normal and independent lives,
impacting beneficially the healthcare expenditure
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of the governments.Wireless communication is a
key technology to improve mobility and service
flexibility for different e-health applications such
as remote patient monitoring, telemedicine, and
mobile hospital information system applications
But the revolution of ubiquitous and pervasive
computing has significantly increased the demand
for
spectrum
resulting
in
spectrum
scarcity.Cognitive Radio (CR), which is the next
generation wireless communication system, has
emerged as a promising technique to address
spectrum scarcity. The CR technology enables
unlicensed users (or Secondary Users, SUs) to
access underutilized licensed (or white space)
spectrum opportunistically whenever licensed
users (or Primary Users, PUs) are in idle state. The
SUs can access licensed and unlicensed bands in
order to improve spectrum efficiency. In licensed
bands, PUs have higher priority to access the
channels than SUs; while in unlicensed bands,
there is lack of the concept of PUs and SUs such
that every user has the same priority to access the
channels.
This paper presents limited state-of-the-art
applications of CR to medical applications in order
to promote research interest in this area. The
limited literature on CR-WBAN has been the
motivation for this paper. Our contributions are as
follows. Section2 present overviews of CR.
Section 3 presents overview of WBAN. Section 4
presents CR-based architectures for medical
applications. Section 5 presents an overview of
structure of sensors used in application of CR to
medical applications. Section 6contains the
conclusion part.
2.
Cognitive Radio:
Equipped with the capability to observe and
learn from the operating environment, SU
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transceivers can adapt their respective wireless
transmission parameters and make decisions to
optimize network performance. For instance, in,
medical equipment can be categorized as PUs,
which have higher priority (i.e. EMI-sensitive
medical devices), and SUs, which have lower
priority (i.e. non-EMI-sensitive medical devices),
in a hospital environment. The SUs observe the
channels (i.e. white spaces), learn to select
transmission parameters (e.g. channels and
modulation techniques), and use the channels in
order to maximize the throughput performance of
SUs, while reducing the interference to PUs. For
this purpose, SUs must sense the spectrum on a
regular basis.

Fig: Cognitive Radio(IEEE SCC41)

Fig: Components of CR
Cognitive radio can be applied to medical
applications, such as telemedicine systems,
Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs), bio
medical devices and mobile hospitalinformation
systems, to provide social advantages. For
instance, wireless communications enable medical
staff to continuously monitor a patient’s data
gathered by sensors worn by the patients, and so it
greatly improves the patient’s mobility, which is
impossible with the traditional wire connected
devices. Furthermore, the medical staff can be
gathered the data seamlessly either in mobile or
static condition through mobility management (i.e.
roaming and handoff strategies).
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3. WBAN
Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) are
active wireless-enabled components that provide
remote monitoring of patients and the elderly at
hospitals and home using telemedicine systems.
WBAN is comprised of sensors, which are
embedded
on
medical
devices
(e.g.
Electrocardiogram
(ECG),
Electromyogram
(EMG) and bloodoxygen saturation) devices and
controllers. Sensors are usually connected with the
controller through a star topology. Furthermore,
sensors require less transmission power to send
their data to the controller. Generally speaking, the
controllers gather and process sensing outcomes
from the sensors, and subsequently send the
processed outcomes to access points,which may
connect to inventory systems, mobile hospital
information systems (e.g. patient database) or even
the internet.

4. CR-based Architectures For Medical
Applications
Generally speaking, there are limited literatures on
CRWBAN architecture. This section presents two
types of CRbased architectures for medical
applications,
namely
three-tier
WBAN
architecture
and
central
controller-based
architecture. The three-tier WBAN architecture
has been deployed in hospital and home
environment, and it adopts hierarchical structure in
which every patient is equipped with sensors
andcontroller, which communicates with the
access point in order to access the mobile hospital
information systems. The central controller-based
architecture has been deployed in hospital
environment equipped with medical infrastructure
, and it adopts a master-slave structure in which a
single controller acts as a master, and wirelessenabled devices act as slaves, which cover areas in
the hospital premise.
4.1.THREE TIER WBAN
Chavez-Santiago &Balasingham, propose a
threetier WBAN architecture consists of intra-,
inter- and beyond- WBAN models as shown in
Figure 3.1. The intra- and inter- WBAN models
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provide short-range communications (i.e. a few
hundred meters); while the beyond-WBAN model
provides long-range communications (i.e. a few
kilometres). The prime objective of CR in this
architecture is to alleviate interference level and to
enhance Quality of Service (QoS) performance in
the first two tiers. Next, we summarize these
models.

Fig 4.1. Three-Tier WBAN architecture
4.1.1Intra-WBAN Model
In intra-WBAN model, WBAN sensors
communicate with WBAN controllers, which is
part of the inter-WBAN model. The sensors,
which are wearable, are operating at close
proximity to a patient’s body (e.g. a few
centimetres), and so sensor’s communication must
consume less power in order to reduce electromagnetic effects of radio waves on a patient’s
body. Furthermore, these sensors should have
minimal electronic design complexity and have
longer battery life, so that patients can comfortably
wear these devices for a longer period of time.
These requirements of low design complexity and
low energy consumption make WBAN sensor
devices inappropriate to implement CR functions
(e.g. channel sensingand switching), which may
consume high energy levels.
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4.1.2 Inter-WBAN Model
In inter-WBAN model, WBAN controllers
communicate with access points. In most cases,
the access points are connected to inventory
systems, patient database and internet. The access
points can be configured by a handset, such as
PDA and notebook. The access point serves as a
communication bridge in between intra- and
beyond-WBAN models. This model can adopt a
centralized or distributed topology so thatwireless
sensors and controllers can communicate with
each other in a single or multiple hops. CR
functionalities can be implemented by the
controllers and access points because they have
greater processing capabilities than WBAN
sensors.
4.1.3 Beyond-WBAN Model
In beyond-WBAN model, the access points
communicate with base stations, and this model
has been widely investigated in the traditional CR
networks. The beyond-WBAN model can provide
a wide range of medical applications through
communications between WBAN with medical
team (e.g. doctors and nurses), medical database in
the hospital, emergency healthcare facilities, and
family connections.
4.2.
CENTRAL
CONTROLLER-BASED
ARCHITECTURE
Phunchongharn et al. propose a central controller
based architecture equipped with CR capabilities.
It comprises of three components, namely CR
controller, inventory system, and CR clients as
shown in Figure 3.2. The CR controller receives
information from the inventory system as time
goes by, and informs the CR clients about the
allowable transmission power. In this architecture,
CR controller plays the role of master, and it is
responsible to allocate transmission opportunities
to CR clients that are slaves. This architecture
operates in unlicensed channel, uses a single
channel each for data and control packets, and
applies spectrum overlay techniques. Next, we
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summarize

the

three

components..

Fig4.2.CentralController-based architecture
4.2.1 Inventory System
Inventory systems keep track of inventory
information, such as physical location, EMI
immunity level, activity status (i.e. busy or idle)
and priority level (i.e. PU or SU), for all medical
devices in the hospital. For instance, RFID readers
are deployed in the vicinity of hospitals so that it
can keep track of the inventory information
through communications with RFID tags, which
are attached to various medical devices.
4.2.2 Cognitive Radio Controller
Cognitive radio controller acts as a master and a
central player which allocates transmission
opportunities among itsclients. Equipped with two
radio interfaces, it can transmit and receive data
simultaneously on two distinctive channel(i.e. data
and control channels). It performs two main tasks.
Firstly, it gathers information from inventory
systems to determine transmission parameters (i.e.
SU transmission power). Secondly, it uses EMIaware approach to inform CR clients to control
their transmission power respectively.
4.2.3 Cognitive Radio Client
Cognitive radio clients are slaves in nature, and it
depends on the controller to assign transmission
parameters (i.e. SU transmission power) and
allocate transmission opportunities to them. CR
client are attached to the medical devices, are
equipped with a single radio interface, and so it
can transmitand receive data with CR controller in
either control or data channel only.
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5. Sensors Used In ApplicationOf CR
5.1.2. Adopting Cognitive Method in WSN
Recently, cognitive techniques have been used in
wireless networks to circumvent the limitations
imposed by conventional WSNs. Cognitive radio
(CR) is a candidate for the next generation of
wireless communications system. The cognitive
technique is the process of knowing through
perception, planning, reasoning, acting, and
continuously updating and upgrading with a
history of learning. If cognitive radio can be
integrated with wireless sensors, it can overcome
the many challenges in current WSNs. CR has the
ability to know the unutilized spectrum in a
license andunlicensed spectrum band, and utilize
the unused spectrum opportunistically. The
incumbents or primary users (PU) have the right to
use the spectrum anytime, whereas secondary
users (SU) can utilize the spectrum only when the
PU is not using it. Some recent papers in this
paradigm, such as references, proposed wireless
sensor equipped with cognitive radio as one of the
promising candidates for improving the efficiency
of WSNs. Table 5.1 lists the
capabilities a wireless sensor with a CR needs to
have.

Table 5.1.Prospective capabilities of a wireless
sensor with CR.
CR allows unlicensed users to access multiple
licensed channels opportunistically. This nature of
CR gives potential advantages to WSNs by
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increasing the communication reliability and
improving theenergy efficiency. When wireless
sensor nodes with cognitive capabilities are
introduced to an entire network, it gives exciting
new opportunities to researchers and industry to
develop algorithms, hardwareand software that can
overcome the limitations imposed by current
wireless sensor design techniques. Taking
advantage of the current liberalization in the
spectrum utilization rule by FCC and technical
advancement in sensor technology, wireless
sensors with CR can mitigate the current issue of
spectrum inefficiency and increase the network
efficiency in a range of terms.
5.1.2. New Paradigm of WSN with CR
CR-wireless sensor networks (CR-WSNs) are a
specialized ad hoc network of distributed wireless
sensors that are equipped with cognitive radio
capabilities. CR-WSN is different in many aspects
with a conventional WSN and conventional
distributed cognitive radio networks (CRNs). The
following section details the differences in the
aspects among ad hoc CRNs, WSNs, and CRWSNs. CR-WSNsnormally involve a large
number of spatially distributed energyconstrained, self-configuring, self-aware WS
nodes with cognitive capabilities. They require
cognition capacity for a high degree of
cooperation and adaptation to perform the desired
coordinated tasks. They have not only to transfer
data packets, but also to protect incumbent license
users. More explicitly, this is a system that
employs most of thecapabilities required for a CR
system,
as
defined
by
International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) and also for
WSNs. According to Akan et al., a CR-WSN is
defined as a distributed network of wireless
cognitive radio wireless sensor (CRWS) nodes,
which sense an event signal and collaboratively
communicate their readings dynamically over the
available spectrum bands in a multi-hop manner,
ultimately tosatisfy the application-specific
requirements.
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Figure 5.2.CR-WSNs model.
In CR-WSNs, a wireless sensor node selects the
most appropriate channel once an idle channel is
identified and vacates the channel when the arrival
of a licensed user on the channel is detected. The
cognitive radio technique is probably one of the
most promising techniques for improving the
efficiency of the WSNs. CR-WSNs increase
spectrum utilization, and fulfills the end-to-end
goal, increase network efficiency and extend the
lifetime of WSNs. Figure 5.2 presents a CR-WSNs
model.

6. Conclusion
Cognitive radio technology plays a significant role
in making the best use of scarce spectrum to
support fast growing demand for wireless
applications, ranging from smart grid, public
safety, broadband cellular, to medical applications.
Standard Development Organizations (SDOs)
have begun to develop standards to take advantage
of the opportunities. Many milestones, both
regulatory and technical, have been reached in
opening spectrum for more flexible and efficient
use and this trend will continue. Cognitive radio
technology plays a significant role in making the
best use of scarce spectrum to support fast
growing demand for wireless applications, ranging
from smart grid, public safety, broadband cellular,
to medical applications.
Standard Development Organizations (SDOs)
have begun to develop standards to take advantage
of the opportunities. However, challenges still
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remain since CR-enabled networks have to coexist
with primary as well as secondary users andneed
to mitigate interference in such a way that they can
better support such applications from end to end.
This paper presents two architectures (i.e. threetier WBAN and central controller-based
architectures), two applications of CR (i.e.
Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) reduction
and QoS enhancement), as well as a number of
schemes in CR-based WBAN. At present, the
three-tier WBAN primarily investigates the
mitigation of interference between tier-1 (i.e.
Intra-WBAN) and tier-2 (i.e. Inter-WBAN);while
the central controller-based architecture present a
hospital environment, categorize different traffic
classes with respect to their QoS, priority and
transmission power levels in order to reduce
interference. CR has been appliedto reduce EMI
through efficient spectrum utilization and by
defining suitable power levels of medical devices;
and to enhancetheQoS by describing priorities
level of medical devices and applications based on
severity of patient’s conditions.
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Abstract: This paper deals with a nonlinear double diffusive
convection in a porous medium saturated with temperaturedependent viscosity fluid, and subjected to temperature
modulation. The temperature gradient between the walls consists
of a steady part and a time-dependent periodic part. The
temperature of both walls is modulated. Using power series
expansion in terms of the amplitude of modulation, which is
assumed to be small, the problem has been reduced in the
Ginzburg-Landau amplitude equation. The effect of temperature
modulation on heat and mass transport has been investigated in
terms of Nusselt number and Sherwood number, respectively.
Further the effect of various parameters on heat and mass
transport has been analyzed and depicted graphically. It is found
that the effect of increasing thermo-rheological parameter and
Darcy-Prandtl number on the system is to increase the heat and
mass transport in the system. Further, temperature modulation
can be considered as an external mechanism to control the
convective flow.
Keywords: Double-diffusive Convection, Non-linear stability
analysis, Ginzburg-Landau Equation, Temperature dependent
viscosity, Temperature modulation.

Introduction
The study of double diffusive convection has received
considerable attention during the past several decades
because of its wide range of natural and technological
applications. Double diffusive convection is an important
fluid dynamics phenomenon that involves motions driven
by two different density gradients diffusing at different
rates. An example of double diffusive convection is seen in
oceanography, where heat and salt concentrationexist with
different gradients and diffuse at different rates. It
manifests in the form of salt-fingers Stern, ([1]-[2]), which
are observable in laboratory experiments. The input of
cold fresh water from iceberg can affect both of these
variables. Double diffusive convection has also been cited
as being important studies in the modeling of solar
pondsAkbarzadeh and Manins, [3] and magma
chambers(Huppert and Sparks, [4]); Fernando and Brandt,
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[5]. Double diffusive free convection can also be seen in
sea wind formations, where upward convection is
modified by coriolis forces. In engineering applications,
double diffusive convection is commonly visualized in the
formation of microstructure during the cooling of molten
metals, and fluid flows around shrouded heat-dissipation
fins. Typical technological motivations for the study of
double diffusive convection range from such diverse fields
as the migration of moisture through air contained in
fibrous insulations, grain storage system, the dispersion of
contaminants through water saturated soil, crystal P
growth, solidification of binary mixtures, and the
underground disposal of nuclear wastes. Other
applications can be found in the fields of geophysical
sciences and electrochemistry. An excellent review of most
of these studies is given in the books of Ingham and Pop
[6,7],Nield and Bejan [8], Vafai [9,10], and Vadasz [11].
Venezian [12] was the first to consider the effect of
temperature modulation on thermal instability in a
horizontal fluid layer. Later on many researchers worked
on modulation problem. However, Caltagirone [13] was
the first to study the porous analog of Venezian [12] using
Darcy model in momentum equation. Chhuon and
Caltagirone [14] investigated the thermal instability in a
horizontal porous layer, modulating temperature only of
the lower plate. Further, they performed experiments and
compared their results with those obtained using Floquet
theory. Antohe and Lage [15] investigated the above
problem in a rectangular enclosure, filled with clear fluid
or with fully saturated porous medium, under timeperiodic horizontal heating, theoretically as well as
numerically. Some more work on temperature modulation
is due to; Malashetty and Wadi [16], Malashetty and
Basavaraja [17], Malashetty and Basavaraja [18], Bhadauria
[19,20,21,22], Bhadauria and Sherani [23,24], Bhadauria
and Srivastava [25].
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In nature and in practical problems on convective flow,
viscosity of many fluids varies with temperature.
Therefore, the results drawn from the flow of fluids with
constant viscosity are not applicable for the fluid that
flows with temperature dependent viscosity, particularly
at high temperature. The fluids that flow with variable
viscosity are useful in chemical, bio-chemical and process
industries as well as in physics of fluid flows, wherein the
flow of fluids is governed by different temperatures.
Temperature dependence of viscosity gives rise to
temperature-dependent Darcy and Brinkman frictions,
and so the top and the bottom structures in the porous
medium are different. We refer this as a non-Boussinesq
effect (Wu and Libchaber, [26]). Gray et al. [27], studied
the effect of significant viscosity variation on heat transfer
in water-saturated porous media. Patil and Vaidyanathan
[28], studied setting up of convection currents in a rotating
porous medium under the influence of variable viscosity.
Lings and Dybbs [29], examined the forced convection
over a flat plate in porous media with variable viscosity
proportional to an inverse linear function of temperature.
Richardson and Straughan [30], established a non-linear
energy stability theory for convection in porous medium,
considering temperature-dependent viscosity fluid.
Kankane and Gokhale [31], have used Arrhenius model
(commonly known as exponential model) to study fully
developed flow through horizontal channel, wherein
variable viscosity is decreasing exponentially with
temperature. Some other researchers who studied the
effects of variable viscosity on convective flow in a porous
medium are; Qin and Chadam [32], Nield [33], Holzbecher
[34], Payne et al., [35], Rees et al. [36], Siddheshwar and
Chan [37], Singh et al. [38], Vanishree & Siddheshwar [39].
The work reviewed thus far on temperature modulation,
addresses only questions on onset of convection in porous
media. However, if one wants to study heat or mass
transports in porous media in the presence of temperature
modulation, then linear stability analysis is inadequate
and the nonlinear stability analysis becomes inevitable.
However, there are only few studies available on this
aspect of the problem; Bhadauria et al. [40], studied heat
transfer in a rotating porous media considering weakly
nonlinear stability analysis. Siddheshwar et al. [41],
investigated double diffusive convection and studied heat
and mass transports in a porous medium under
temperature modulation. Also Siddheshwar et al. [42],
studied the effects of synchronous and asynchronous
boundary temperature on thermal instability and
calculated the heat transfer across the porous medium.
Bhadauria et al. [43], have studied heat transfer across the
porous medium under internal heating effects,
respectively for gravity and temperature modulation.
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Further, there is only one study available in the literature
due to Bhadauria and Kiran [44], in which effect of
temperature modulation has been considered in a variable
viscosity fluid saturated porous medium.
As per the first paragraph, the study of double diffusive
convection is of great importance in many practical
situations, and in the present context may be in the study
of extraction of metals from ores where a mushy layer is
formed during solidification of a metalic alloy. Also the
results of fluid flow with constant viscosity are not always
applicable to practical problems, especially the mushy
layer flows that take place at high temperature, where the
viscosity becomes function of temperature. Further,
temperature modulation of the boundaries can stabilize or
destabilize the convective flow. Higher efficiency can be
achieved if the temperature modulation can stabilize an
otherwise unstable system. Similarly there can be an
appreciable enhancement of heat, mass and momentum if
it can destabilize an otherwise stable system. Although the
present study is limited only to investigate double
diffusive convection in a temperature-dependent viscosity
fluid saturated porous media, it can also be applied to a
more specific problem, e.g. in the extraction of metals from
ores. Since, the quality and structure of the resulting solid
can be controlled by influencing the transport process,
therefore temperature modulation of the system can be
used as an effective external mechanism to control the
convective flow by suppressing or advancing it, thereby
influencing the quality and structure of the resulting solid.
It is with this motive that in the present paper, we study
thermohaline instability in a temperature-dependent
viscosity fluid saturated porous medium under
temperature modulation by making a weakly nonlinear
analysis and find the effect of thermo-rheological
parameter on heat and mass transports, using the
Ginzburg-Landau equation and in the process quantify the
heat and mass transports in terms of the amplitude,
governed by the Ginzburg-Landau equation.
3.

Governing equations

We consider a two component temperature-dependent
viscosity fluid saturated porous medium confined
between two horizontal boundaries at z=0 and z=d. The
porous medium is heated and salted from below, to
maintain a constant temperature difference T and a
constant solutal difference S , across the porous medium.
The
schematic
diagram
is
shown
in
Fig.1.
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angle. The basic state is assumed to be quiescent and is
given by

q  qb (z),  =b (z,t), p=pb ( z, t ), , S=Sb ( z), T=Tb ( z, t )

(3.3)

The temperature-dependent viscosity fluid saturating the
porous medium is considered to be Boussinesq, and thus
the equations governing the flow are given by:

q  0

(2.1)

0  q
 (T)
 p   g 
q,
 t
K

z

Sb  S0  S 1   .
 d



 (T ) 

(2.5)

where Ts ( z ) is the steady temperature field and T1 is the

2

where q is velocity (u, v, w), Q is internal heat source,

 is

 (T) tempeature dependant
variable viscosity, K is the permeability,  T is the thermal
diffusivity,  S is the solute diffusion, T is temperature,
T is thermal expansion coefficient,  S solute expansion
coefficient,  is the ratio of heat capacities,  is the
density, while  0 is the reference density, g is the
the porosity of the medium,

acceleration due to gravity.
3. Mathematical formulation
Since an uniform an uniform concentration gradient
S / d has been maintained between the walls of the
porous medium, therfore the condition on S are:

 S0

at z=0
at z=d

(3.1)

Also the externally imposed wall temperature conditions
are:

T  T0  T 1   2 cos t  at z=0
 T0  T  2 cos t    at z=d

oscillating part, while Re stands for the real part.We
impose finite amplitude perturbations on the basic state in
the form:

q  qb +q',  =b + ', p=pb +p', S=Sb +S',T=Tb +T' (3.10)
Substituting Eq. (3.10) into Eqs. (2.1) - (2.6), we get the
following equations

  q'  0,

(3.2)

(3.11)

1  q'
1
 (T )
  p'-( T'   S')gkˆ 
q', (3.12)
 t
0
K
T
T'

 (q' )T'+w' b  T  2T', (3.13)
t
z
Sb
S'
 (q' )S'+w'
  S 2S'. (3.14)
t
z
We consider only two-dimensional disturbances in our
study, and hence the stream function  may be
introduced in the form:

u' 

Here  represents the amplitude of modulation and is a
quantity that indicates smallness in order of magnitude of
modulation. T is a small temperature that is modulated
upon,  is the modulation frequency and is the phase
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(3.8)

Also the basic temperature field Eq. (3.5) has been solved
subject to the thermal boundary conditions (3.2), and the
solution is found to be of the form
Tb (z, t)  Ts ( z)   21 Re{T1 (z, t)}, (3.9)

0
(2.6)
1    0 (T  T0 )

S  S0  S

(3.7)

The solution of Eq.(3.4) subject to solutal boundary
condition (3.1) is given by

(2.2)

T
 (q ) T  T 2T , (2.3)
t
S

 (q )S   S  2 S, (2.4)
t
  0 [1  T (T  T0 )   S (S S0 )],

 2 Sb
(3.4)
 0,
z 2
Tb
 2Tb
(3.5)
 T
,
t
z 2
pb
(3.6)
  g b ,
z
b  0 [1   (Tb  T0 )   (Sb  S0 )].



.
, w'  
z
x

(3.15)

Eliminating the pressure term p from Eq. (3.11) and then
non dimensionlizing the equations using the following
scales:
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( x, y, z)  d ( x* , y* , z* ), t =

d2

T
T

  T T=T T and  
*

*

*

t* q ' 

d2

,

T
d

  0,
  0,

q* '

(3.16)

we get the non-dimensional governing equations in the
form:

1 2
 
T
S
  (T)2  
 RaT
 Ras , (3.17)
PrD t
z z
x
x

 Tb ( ,T)
 
2
,

     T
x z
(x, z)
 t

 Sb ( ,S)
  1 2
,

   S 
x z
(x, z)
 t Le 
where PrD 

(3.18)
(3.19)

 g TKd , Solutal Rayleigh
T
 g TKd , Lewis number, Le  T .
number, Ras 

T
S
RaT 

The non-dimensional basic temperature Tb ( z, t ), which
appears in the Eq. (3.18) can be obtained from Eq.(3.9) as
 Tb
(3.20)
 1   2 [ f 2 (z, t)],
z
where
(3.21) f  [A( )e z  A( )e z ],
f 2  Re[ feit ],

A( )  


ei  e 
,   (1  i)
.
e  e  
2

To keep the time variation slow, we have rescaled the time
t by using the time scale    2 t . Here, we study only
stationary solution, therefore overstable solutions are not
considered. Now, to study the stationary double-diffusive
convection, we write the non-linear Eqs.(3.17)-(3.19)in the
matrix form as given below:

2
  (T )

 
 x

 
 x

RaT


x

 2
0


 2  2  





PrD 
z z
x    

 ( , T )
T


0  T   
2
  2 f 2
 (x, z)

x

 S 
1 2   

(

,S)

S
2
 



 (x, z)

Le


 Ras

We solve Eqs.(3.22), by using













(3.22)
  (Tb ) proposed by

Nield (1996). Also, we consider isothermal, isosolutal and
impermeable boundaries to solve the system Eqs. (3.22),
therefore, the boundary conditions are as given bellow:
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(3.23)

4. Heat and mass transport
We introduce the following asymptotic expansion in
Eq.(3.22):
RaT  Ra0c   2 R2  .. . (4.1)

   1   2 2   3 2  .. .(4.2)
T   T1   2T2   3T3  .. (4.3)
S   S1   2 S2   3 S3  ..

(4.4)

where Ra0c is the critical Rayleigh number at which the

 d 2
,is the Prandtl Darcy number, thermal
T K

Rayleigh number,

T  S  0 on z=1
T  S  1 on z=0.

onset of convection takes place in the absence of
modulation. Now substituting Eqn (4.1)-(4.2) we solve the
system Eq.(3.22)for different orders of  .At the first order,
we have
 2


Ra0 c
 Ras 


x

x     0 

1
(4.5)


   
2

0
T

0
1
 x
   

  S1   0 
1

0
 2 
 x

Le
The solution of the lowest order system subject to the
boundary conditions Eq.(3.23), is
 1  B( )sin(k c x)sin( z) (4.6)

kc

(4.7)
B( ) cos(k c x)sin( z) ,
2
k Le
S1   c 2 B( ) cos(k c x)sin( z) , (4.8)


T1 

where  2  k c2   2 . The critical value of the Rayleigh
number for the onset of stationary convection is calculated
numerically, and the expression is given by
 4  kc2 LeRas
(4.9)
Ra0 c 
,
kc2
(4.10)
kc   .
For, Ras  0 we obtain the results obtain as obtained by
Lapwood [45].At the second order, equating the terms on
both sides of Eqs.(3.22) of O(ɛ2), subjected to the boundary
conditions Eq.(3.23), is obtained as
(4.11)
2  0

k c2 B 2 ( )
sin(2 z) ,
8 2
Le2 k c2 B 2 ( )
S2  
sin(2 z)
8 2

T2  

(4.12)
(4.13)

The horizontally-averaged Nusselt number, Nu, for the
stationary double-diffusive convection is given by
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 kc
 2


Nu ( )  1 

 kc
 2



Nu ( )  1 

2
kc


0

2
kc


0

4.



T2
dx 
z

 z 0


Tb
dx 
z

 z 0

Results and Discussion

(4.14)
In this paper, we study the effect of temperature
modulation
on
double-diffusive
convection
in
temperature-dependent viscosity fluid saturated porous
medium.

kc2
[ B( )]2 .
2
4

(4.15)

Following the same as above we obtain

Sh( )  1 

Le2 kc2
[ B( )]2 .
4 2

(4.16)

We must note here that f 2 is effective at O( ) and
2

affects Nu(τ) and Sh(τ) through B( ) as in Eqs.(4.15)-(4.16).
At the third order, we have
 2



 x


 x


x

Ra0 c

 2
0

 

x     R 
(4.17)
3
31
  

0
T

R
3
32
  

  S  R 
1 2   3   33 
 

Le

 Ras

where
R31  

T  1
T
S
T
1  2
  1  VTb2 1  V b
 2Ra0cVTb 1  2 RasVTb 1  R2 1
PrD 
z z
x
x
x

(4.18)

T T  1
 1
,
(4.19)
R32   1  2
  f2

z x
x
S S  1
.
(4.20)
R33   1  2

z x
Substituting  1 , T1 , S1 and S 2 into Eqs.(4.18)-(4.20), and
applying the solvability condition for the existence of the
third order solution, we get the Ginzburg-Landau
equation in the form

A1

B( )
 A2 B( )  A3 B( )3  0 .


A2 

(4.21)

 V  2 LeRasVkc2
Ra0 c kc2  R2

V

2

I



1
 2  Ra0c
2
2


k4
A3  c 4  Ra0c  RasLe3  and I1
8

1





f 2 sin 2 ( z )dz.

z 0

The above Ginzburg-Landau equation (4.21), has been
solved numerically using the inbuilt function NDSolve of
Mathmatica 8.0, subject to the suitable initial condition
B(0) = a0, where a0 is the chosen initial amplitude of
convection. In our calculations we may assume R2  Ra0c
to keep the parameters to the minimum
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The focus is essentially on finding the effect of modulation
on heat and mass transports, which is done using nonautonomous Ginzburg-Landau equation.The temperature
of the boundaries have been modulated in the following
three cases:
1.
2.
3.

In-phase modulation (IPM)
Out-of-phase modulation (OPM) and
Modulation of only the lower boundary (MOLB)
(Here the modulation effect will not be considered
in the upper boundary, but only at lower
boundary).
As mentioned in the introduction, it is important that a
nonlinear study is made if one wants to quantify heat and
mass transports, which the linear stability theory is unable
to
do.
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boundary temperature assumed to be of low frequency. At
low range of frequencies the effect of frequency on onset of
convection as well as on heat transport is found to be
maximum.

External regulation of convection is important in the study
of double diffusive convection in porous media. The
objective of the paper is to consider such candidates,
namely temperature modulation for either enhancing or
inhibiting the convective heat and mass transports as is
required by a real application. The parameters that arise in
the problem are PrD, V, Le, Ras, θ, δ, ω and this influence
the convective heat and mass transports. The first four
parameters relate to the fluid and the structure of the
porous medium, and the last three concern the external
mechanisms of controlling the convection. Positive values
of Ras are considered, and in such a case one gets positive
values ofRaT and these signify the assumption of a
situation in which we have cool fresh water overlying
warm
salty
water.

Here small amplitude modulation is considered, the value
of δ lie around 0.3. Further, the modulation of the
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This
assumption is required in order to ensure that the system
does not pick up oscillatory convective mode at onset due
to modulation in a situation that is conductive otherwise
to
stationary
mode.

The effect of temperature modulation on heat and mass
transport is shown in theFigs.(2)-(7). Figs.(2a)-(2d)
concerning IPM shows that Nu increases with individual
and collective increases in Prandtl-Darcy number PrD,
thermo-rheological parameter V, Lewis number Le, and
solutal Rayleigh number Ras, and hence advances the heat
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transport. But Fig.(2e) shows no effect of amplitude and
frequency of modulation on heat transport. The Nu versus
τ curves start with Nu=1, showing the conduction state. As
time progresses, the value of Nu increases, thus showing
that convection is taking place, and then finally the curves
of Nu level off when timeis comparatively large. This
result is seen when the amplitude of temperature
modulation is quite small.The above pattern in the
variation of PrD, V, Le, Rasis also seen in the case of OPM
(see Figs.(3a)-(3d)) and LBMO (see Figs.(4a)-(4d)). In the
case OPM and LBMO, however, the Nu versus τ curves is
oscillatory.From these figures, we find the following
general result.
NuIPM<NuLBMO<NuOPM
While in the case of OPM Fig.(3e) shows that the effect of δ
is to increase the heat transport and the Fig. (3f) shows
that, the effect of ω is to decrease the heat transport. It is
obvious fromthe figures that:
Nuδ=0.3< Nuδ=0.5<Nuδ=0.7
Nuω=35<Nuω=10<Nuω=5<Nuδ=1

Further from Fig.(4e)-(4f), we find the similar effects of δ
and ω in the case of LBMO. Figs.(5a)-(5e), (6a)-(6f) and
(7a)-(7f) shows the effect of Sherwood number variation
with time is similar to Nu variation with time. The general
results on Sh, in three types of modulations are similar to
those on Nu. The effect of δ Figs.(6e)-(7e) and ω Figs.(6f)(7f) is same as Nu in the case of OPM and LBMO.
ShIPM<ShLBMO<ShOPM
It may be noted that in all the above figures only positive
values of Ras are considered meaning that only the case of
heating from below and salting from below is considered
as this favors stationary convection. Further, on comparing
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the results of Figs. (2)-(4), respectively with the Figs. (5)(7), we find the following results:
Nu<Sh.

6. Conclusions
The effect of temperature modulation on weak nonlinear
double diffusive convection in a temperature-dependent
viscous liquid saturated porous medium is studied using
Gingburg-Landau equation.Onset of criteria for double
diffusive convection fortemperature modulation is derived
analytically.The following conclusions are drawn:
1. IPM is negligible on heat and mass transport.
2.

In the case of IPM, the effect of δ and ω are also
found to be negligible on heat and mass transport.
3. In the case of IPM, the values of Nu and Sh
increase steadily for intermediate value of time τ,
however become constant when τ is large.
4. Effect of increasing PrD, V, Le, Ras is found to
increase Nu and Sh, thus increasing heat and mass
transfer for all three types of modulations.
5. Effect of increasing δ is to increase the value of Nu
and Sh for the case of OPM and LBMO, hence heat
and mass transfer.
6. Effect of increasing ω is to decrease the value of
Nu and Sh for the case of OPM and LBMO, hence
heat and mass transfer.
7. In the cases of OPM and LBMO, the natures of Nu
and Sh remain oscillatory.
8. Initially when τ is small, the values of Nusselt and
Sherwood numbers start with 1, corresponding to
the conduction state. However as τ increases, Nu
and Sh also increase, thus increasing the heat and
mass transfer.
9. The values of Nu and Sh for LBMO are greater
than those in IPM but smaller than those in OPM.
10. The thermo-rheological model of Nield (1996),
gives physically acceptable results, namely, the
destabilizing effect of variable viscosity on
Bénard-Darcy convection, and thereby an
enhanced heat transport.
The results of this work can be summarized as follows
from the Figs.(2-4).
1. [Nu]PrD=0.5<[Nu]PrD=1.0<[Nu]PrD=1.5
2. [Nu]V=0.2<[Nu]V=0.6<[Nu]V=1.0
3. [Nu]Le=1.2<[Nu]Le=1.3<[Nu]Le=1.4
4. [Nu]Ras=10<[Nu]Ras=20<[Nu]Ras=30
5. [Nu]δ=0.3<[Nu]δ=0.5<[Nu]δ=0.7
6. [Nu]ω=35<[Nu]ω=10<[Nu]ω=5<[Nu]ω=1
These results are also for Sh from Figs.(5-7).
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Abstract- An XML database is a data persistence software
system that allows data to be stored in XML format. This data
can then be queried, exported and serialized into the desired
format.
XML
databases
are
usually
associated
with document-oriented databases.One reason for the use of
XML in databases: the increasingly common use of XML
for data transport, which has meant that "data is extracted
from databases and put into XML documents and viceversa". It may prove more efficient and easier to store the
data in XML format.The XML database is a rapidly growing
technology which is poised to replace many existing
technologies used for data storage. It uses xml and many of its
derived technologies, like DTD, XSL, XSLT, Xpath, Xquery,
etc., as its framework. XML document is self-describing and
is compatible on all kind of platforms because it is in text
format. This makes it a very powerful technology. Due to its
simplicity and compatibility on all kinds of platforms , XML
database is rapidly becoming the de facto standard of passing
data over the internet. The general purpose based on the
XML documents is to access the data by using XPath and
other techniques. But for general user it’s not possible to
remember all the XML queries. So our aim is to Design a SQL
Interface for XML databases. This Interface will accept sql
queries, convert them into XPATH expressions and will
retrieve data from XML Documents.
Keywords-XML, Xpath, SQL.

I. INTRODUCTION
An XML database is a data persistence software system
that allows data to be stored in XML format. This data can
then be queried, exported and serialized into the desired
format. XML databases are usually associated
with document oriented databases. Two major classes of
XML database exist:
A.XML-enabled
These may either map XML to traditional, accepting XML
as input and rendering XML as output, or more recently
support native XML types within the traditional database.
This term implies that the database processes the XML
itself.
B. Native XML
The internal model of such databases depends on XML and
uses XML documents as the fundamental unit of storage,
which is, however, not necessarily stored in the form of
text files. One reason for the use of XML in databases: the
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increasingly common use of XML for data transport, which
has meant that "data is extracted from databases and put
into XML documents and vice-versa". It may prove more
efficient and easier to store the data in XML format.
The formal definition from the XML: DB
initiative states that a native XML database:
1.Defines a (logical) model for an XML document — as
opposed to the data in that document — and stores and
retrieves documents according to that model. At a
minimum, the model must include elements,
attributes, PCDATA, and document order. Examples of
such models include the XPath data model, the XML Info
set, and the models implied by the DOM and the events
in SAX 1.0.
2.Has an XML document as its fundamental unit of
(logical) storage, just as a relational database has a row in a
table as its fundamental unit of (logical) storage.
3.Need not have any particular underlying physical storage
model. For example, NXDs can use relational, hierarchical,
or object-oriented database structures, or use a proprietary
storage format.Additionally, many XML databases provide
a logical model of grouping documents, called
"collections". Databases can set up and manage many
collections at one time. In some implementations, a
hierarchy of collections can exist, much in the same way
that an operating system's directory-structure works. All
XML databases now support at least one form of querying
syntax. Minimally, just about all of them support XPath for
performing queries against documents or collections of
documents. XPath provides a simple pathing system that
allows users to identify nodes that match a particular set of
criteria. In addition to XPath, many XML databases
support XSLT as a method of transforming documents or
query-results retrieved from the database. XSLT provides
a declarative language written using an XML grammar. It
aims to define a set of XPath filters that can transform
documents (in part or in whole) into other formats
including plain text, XML, or HTML. Many XML
databases also support XQuery to perform querying.
XQuery includes XPath as a node-selection method, but
extends XPath to provide transformational capabilities.
Traditional RDBMS vendors (who traditionally had SQLonly engines), are now shipping with hybrid SQL and
XQuery engines. Hybrid SQL/XQuery engines help to
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query XML data alongside the relational data, in the same
query expression. This approach helps in combining
relational and XML data.
II. XPATH

XPath 2.0 is the current version of the XPath language
defined by the World Wide WebConsortium, W3C. It
became a recommendation on 23 January 2007.XPath is
used primarily for selecting parts of an XML document.
For this purpose the XMLdocument is modelled as a tree of
nodes. XPath allows nodes to be selected by means of
ahierarchic navigation path through the document
tree.XPath 2.0 is used as asublanguage of XSLT 2.0, and it
is also a subset of XQuery 1.0. All threelanguages share the
same data model, type system, and function library, and
weredeveloped together and published on the same day.
A.Data model
Every value in XPath 2.0 is a sequence of items. The items
may be nodes or atomic values. An individual node or
atomic value is considered to be a sequence of length one.
Sequencesmay not be nested .Nodes are of seven kinds,
corresponding to different constructs in the syntax ofXML:
elements, attributes, text nodes, comments, processing
instructions, namespace nodes, anddocument nodes.
B. Type system
The type system of XPath 2.0 is noteworthy for the fact
that it mixes strong typing and weaktyping within a single
language.Operations such as arithmetic and boolean
comparison require atomic values as theiroperands. If an
operand returns a node, then the node isautomatically
atomized to extract the atomic value. If the input document
has beenvalidated against a schema, then the node will
typically have a type annotation, and thisdetermines the
type of the resulting atomic value. If no schema is in use,
the node will be untyped, and the type of theresulting
atomic value will be untypedAtomic.
C.Path expressions
The location paths of XPath 1.0 are referred to in XPath 2.0
as path expressions. Informally,a path expression is a
sequence of steps separated by the "/" operator, forexample
a/b/c(which is short for child::a/child::b/child::c). More
formally, however, "/" is simply a binaryoperator that
applies the expression on its right-hand side to each item in
turn selected bythe expression on the left hand side. So in
this example, the expression a selects all theelement
children of the context node that are named <a>; the
expression child::b is thenapplied to each of these nodes,
selecting all the <b> children of the <a> elements; and
theexpression child::c is then applied to each node in this
sequence, which selects all the <c>children of these <b>
elements.The "/" operator is generalized in XPath 2.0 to
allow any kind of expression to be used as anoperand. For
example, a function call can be used on the right-hand side.
The typing rules for the operator require that the result of
the first operand is a sequence of nodes. The righthand
operand can return either nodes or atomic values. If the
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resultconsists of nodes, then duplicates are eliminated and
the nodes are returned in documentorder, and ordering
defined in terms of the relative positions of the nodes in the
originalXML tree.
Other operators available in XPath 2.0 include the
following:
D.Operators Effect
+, -, *, div, mod,div:Arithmetic on numbers, dates, and
durations.
=,!=, <, >, <=,>=:General comparison: compare arbitrary
sequences. The result is true if any pair of items, one from
each sequence, satisfies the comparison
eq, ne, lt, gt, le, ge:Value comparison: compare single
itemsis Compare node identity: true if both operands are
the same node.
<<, >>: Compare node position, based on document order
union, intersect, except Compare sequences of nodes,
treating them as sets, returning the set union, intersection,
or difference and, or boolean conjunction and disjunction.
Negation is achieved using the not() function. to defines an
integer range, for example 1 to 10 instance of determines
whether a value is an instance of a given type cast as
converts a value to a given type castable as tests whether a
value is convertible to a given type.
III.SQL
SQL Stands for Structured Query Language. SQL is used
to communicate with a database. According to ANSI
(American National Standards Institute), it is the standard
language for relational database management systems. SQL
statements are used to perform tasks such as update data on
a database, or retrieve data from a database. Some common
relational database management systems that use SQL are:
Oracle, Sybase, Microsoft SQL Server, Access, Ingres, etc.
Although most database systems use SQL, most of them
also have their own additional proprietary extensions that
are usually only used on their system. However, the
standard SQL commands such as "Select", "Insert",
"Update", "Delete", "Create", and "Drop" can be used to
accomplish almost everything that one needs to do with a
database.
A.Why we combine SQL with XML?
As we know SQL is the basic language for Database
management. Managing database depends upon Structural
query language. The question arrives why we are using
SQL for XML Documents? As we know the Xpath, Xquery
and many more are the basic techniques for handling XML
data. But the general users of the database always not
aware about the Xpath and many more techniques for
accessing the data. The simple solution on that is to use the
SQL for accessing the XML data. User can’t recognize the
specific notation forXML data. So We will access the XML
data by using Relational database query.
B. How it will work?
On the database server many more users are connected at
the same time, so there will be the many client system
which will extract data from the Database system. We will
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extract the XML data from XML database server from
SQL client. The user will extract the data from database by
using SQL language. But now the question arrives
that,How the SQL query access the XML data?

IV.FEATURES
1.It will provide an visual interface for an XML database.
2.Users will be able to upload XML Documents into this
database.
3.This Interface will display list of all XML Documents
present in database.
4.We can extract specific part of an XML document.
5.User can fire a SQL query on the opened document.
6.The SQL-To-XML converter will automatically convert
it into XPATH expression.
7.The XPATH expression will be used to retrieve data from
the document.
8.The retrieved xml data will be displayed in SQL Editor.
V.CONCLUSION

Fig.Working of XML Data extracting

1.SQL Server
The client will send the request through SQL client to
XML server by using Relational Database Query.

2.XML server
a)Xpath Converter
The Xpath converter will convert the SQL query
in Xpath expression which will extract the XML data from
the Database i.e XML server.
b)Xpath Processor
It will decide the type ofrequest done by client and
proceed it as per request.The output will display on sql
screen.
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XML databases are rapidly becoming the de facto standard
of transferring data over the internet. Also, because of their
ability to store heterogeneous data, they are used in a wide
variety of fields like e-publishing, digital libraries, finance
industry, etc. Xml standard is evolving day and night and
new standard of xml are being created for almost every
field. Open source base and simplicity has made it best tool
to pass information. We live in an era of information
technology and xml databases is the best vehicle ,we can
ride on.
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Abstract— Digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms are mostly
implemented on special purpose digital signal processors.
Recently, advanced hybrid microcontrollers and field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are also evolving as the
suitable platforms for realizing DSP algorithms. This paper aims
towards the analysis of performance of popular DSP algorithms
on advanced microcontroller and FPGAs. A time complexity
analysis for different filter structures like finite impulse response
(FIR), infinite impulse response (IIR) and adaptive filter using
least mean square (LMS) algorithm etc. has been studied for
AVR ATMega64L microcontroller with respect to MC56F8013
digital signal controller. The same algorithms have also been
realized on FPGAs and performances have also been analysed.
Keywords— FIR filter, IIR filter, LMS, AVR, ATMega64L,
MC56F8013 FPGA

I. INTRODUCTION
The most common approach for implementing Digital
Signal Processing (DSP) algorithm is the use of Digital Signal
Processors. However, the recent advancements of
“Microcontrollers” and” Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGA)” have enabled them to be used as suitable
platformsfor realizing DSP algorithms. This paper presents a
study and analysis of the performances of different DSP
algorithms like Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter, Infinite
Impulse Response (IIR) filter and Least Mean Square (LMS)
algorithm for Adaptive filter on advanced microcontrollers
and FPGAs.
II.

LITERATRE REWIEW

2.1 DSP AND FPGAS
Digital signal processing is one of the primary design
applications for FPGAs in the market today. While FPGAs
have been used in DSP applications for years, they have been
gaining considerable traction in high performance applications
because of their versatility and speed over traditional
processors like microcontrollers. FPGAs provide tremendous
computational throughput[2] by using highly parallel
architectures, and are hardware reconfigurable; allowing the
designer to develop customized architectures for ideal
implementation of their algorithms.Additionally, high
performance DSP applications have required higher and
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higher levels of precision that FPGAs are capable of bringing
to the table.
2.2 XILINX DSP SOLUTIONS
Xilinx features DSP boards and kits for a variety of design
and pricing needs. Within each product family Xilinx offers
DSP-optimized sub-families that deliver the right balance of
high-performance logic,[10] serial connectivity and signal
processing capabilities as part of the Xtreme DSP™ DSP
platform portfolio.
2.3 GETTING STARTED WITH FPGA’S FOR

DSP

Xilinx FPGA DSP kits help designers to quickly begin
prototyping their applications on Xilinx FPGAs. Each kit
comes with a step-by-step hardware and software setup guide
that minimizes setup time.
2.4 EASING ADOPTION OF FPGAS FOR USERS NEW TO XILINX
Adoption of FPGAs for DSP is simplified for new users
by supporting high-level design methodologies that do not
require RTL design experience. [11] Each kit comes with the
ISE Design Suite: System Device Locked Edition which
includes System Generator for DSP. This software enables the
use of the DSP-friendly MATLAB/Simulink software
modelling environment for FPGA design. System Generator
includes over one hundred DSP building blocks optimized by
Xilinx that can be used to quickly create highly efficient DSP
designs.[12] The blocks also abstract users from the details of
FPGA implementation by automatically generating and
downloading the FPGA programming file from the Simulink
software models. Several step-by-step tutorials are included
enabling new users to quickly begin designing FPGAs. Xilinx
also offersmultitudes of DSP IP which maximizes design
flexibility and reduces risk, dramatically reduces development
time and accelerates time to market. The math works offers
multiple training courses on MATLAB and Simulink for new
to advanced users.
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III. PERFORMANCE OF DSP

known application. Methods for cancellation of errors found
in time interleaved A/D converters are proposed.
IV.THE DSP ALGORITHMS IMPLEMENTED ON THE
MICROCONTROLLER AND FPGAS
A. The FIR Filter
The architecture used for realizing the FIR filter in
this project is shown in figure: 1. The structure consists of two
arrays, viz, x array and h array, for storing the values of input
samples and the transfer function coefficients respectively. A
multiplier is used to perform the product, h[k] × x[n-k]. Then
an adder is used to perform the sum–of–products.[8] A
register y temp is used to hold the intermediate values before
obtaining the final sum. The output corresponding to each
input signal is stored in another named, y array.

Fig. 1 Performance gap of DSP

Techniques for providing users with high quality,
high capacity digital transmission links has been in the
research focus the last years. Both academia and industry try
to develop methods that can provide the consumers with high
capacity transmission links at low price.[12] Utilizing the
twisted-pair copper wires that exist in almost every home for
wideband data transmission is one of the most promising
technologies for providing wideband communication capacity
to the consumer. In this thesis we present algorithms and
architectures suitable for the signal processing needed in the
Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) and the Very
High Speed Digital Subscriber Line (VDSL) standards. The
FFT is one of the key blocks in both the ADSL and the VDSL
standard .In this thesis we present an implementation of an
FFT processor for these applications. [2] The implementation
was made adopting a new design methodology suitable for
programmable signal processors that are optimized towards
one or a few algorithms. The design methodology is
presented, and an improved version where a tool for
converting a combined instruction and algorithm description
to a dedicated, programmable DSP processor is shown. In
manyapplications as for instance video streaming the required
channel capacity far exceeds what is possible today. [13] Data
must in those applications be compressed using various
techniques that reduce the required channel capacity down to
a feasible level. In this these architectures for image and video
decompression is presented. Keeping the cost of ADSL and
VDSL equipment low puts requirements on using low cost
technologies. One way, proposed in this thesis, is to accept
errors in the A/D and D/A converters and correct these errors
utilizing digital signal processing, and theproperties from a
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B. LMS Algorithm for Adaptive Filter Realization

Although any of the FIR and IIR filter architectures can be
used as adaptive digital filter, the direct form FIR filter and
the IIR Lattice filter structure are found to be more
advantageous than the others [4]. Again since from published
literature,it appears that FIR filters have been used more
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successfully than IIR filters, here the analysis has been carried
out for an adaptive FIR filter. Several algorithms are there for
implementing adaptive FIR filters among which the LMS
algorithm has been found to be the most popular and widely
used because of its simple structure, robustness and ease of
implementation.
V.TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS ON AVR
ATMEGA64L
The timing analysis has been carried out by calculating the
total number of clock – cycles / T – states for each of the
algorithms. With the help of equation (13) the execution time
required for a particular algorithm has been calculated.

T(exec) =
A study of the execution time for different algorithms
shows that as the algorithmic complexity goes high, the
performance of the microcontroller significantly degrades
compared to the digital signal processor. For example, if the
execution time required for realizing the FIR filter on AVR
ATMega64L microcontroller is compared with that of the
MC56F8013 digital signal controller, it has been seen that
with the increase in number of filter taps, the ATMega64L
takes longer time to execute the algorithm (figure: 4). It is
because of the fact that the architecture as well as the
instruction set of the microcontroller is not optimized for DSP
algorithms. From the assembly code it can be observed that
the circular addressing technique has been utilized by the
digital signal processor. [12] Also the processor makes use of
its hardware loop handling feature which gives better
performance than the software implemented loops. The
maximum clock frequency for ATMega64L microcontroller is
8MHz, whereas that for the MC56F8013 digital signal
processor is 32MHz.

advanced microcontroller gives almost similar performance to
the digital signal controller. But as the length of the filter goes
high, computational complexity of the algorithm increases and
performance of the microcontroller falls behind that of the
digital signal processor. Figure: 5 and 6, show the graphical
plot of the time complexity analysis for IIR filter and LMS
algorithm.
VI. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF HARDWARE
UTILIZATION ON DIFFERENT FPGA’S
In this section, analyses of the hardware utilization factor for
different DSP algorithms on FPGAs have been presented. The
algorithms described in section II are implemented on
different FPGA platforms like, Spartan3e, virtex-II, and
Virtex-4. A comparative study on the hardware utilization of
different platforms for all the algorithms has been carried out.
The analyses have been performed based on the utilization of
number 4 input LUTs and number of occupied slices. This is
because, a detailed study of different algorithms on various
FPGA platforms have shown that many of the failures
regarding design implementations occur due to over-mapping
of the LUTs and Slices[8]. Table I, II and III, represent the
logic utilization (%) for FIR, IIR and LMS algorithms
respectively. From the analysis it can be shown that for
smaller number of filter taps, the logic utilization is very less
which means most of the silicon area is left unused. Again for
higher order filter taps, some FPGAs get over-mapped and
thus the design implementation ends with failure. For
example, the FIR filter implemented on Spartan3e gets overmapped when number of filter tap is made 64 because the
required number of slices for implementing the structure is
more than that available on the platform.[6] Also for Virtex-II,
the structure can not be implemented as both 4 input LUTs
and Slices available in the platform was insufficient for
realizing the design, However, the same structure can be
implemented on the Virtex-4 platform with 58.70% utilization
of the available slices and 41.40% of the available 4input
LUT.

This speed difference is also responsible for the
performance degradation of the microcontroller. Also for the
realization of IIR filter and LMSalgorithm for adaptive filter it
have been seen that for smaller number of filter taps, the
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VII. RECONFIGURABLE PROCESSORS: A POSSIBLE
SOLUTION
From the above results it can be concluded that neither the
advanced microcontroller nor the FPGAs can alone be used as
the most efficient means for implementing DSP
algorithms.[13] The possible solution can be a platform that
combines the flexibility of a software based approach and the
speed of a hardware. With this concept in the structure of a
Reconfigurable Processor has been proposed (figure: 7).[3]
The architecture makes use of some functional building
blocks like arrays of Adders, Multipliers, Trigonometric
Function Generator, Square Root Generator etc. The hardware
multipliers and adders are used in order to perform MAC
operations required in almost all DSP functions. The
Trigonometric Function Generator is provided to compute
Sine, Cosine values required for computing FFT, DCT etc.
[13]A Square Root Generator is also provided for computing
absolute values. Implementing all these building blocks on
LUT based platforms for their dynamic reconfiguration
depending on the algorithm to be realized, becomes very
expensive with respect to power consumption, configuration
time and area utilization.

incorporated in order to establish connections among them for
implementing a particular algorithm. Thus the width of the
configuration bit stream is significantly reduced as the
switching matrix only needs to be configured for realizing a
given function which in turn reduces the size of the
configuration memory. Since the functional building blocks
are The bit stream for configuring the switching matrix
depending on a particular function is stored in the
configuration memory which is generally a Flash memory.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The inflexibility of the hardware architecture of the
digital signal processors has made their developers to search
for some alternative solution. The available options for
realizing DSP function are the advanced microcontrollers and
FPGAs. However, the above analysis shows that neither the
advanced microcontroller nor the FPGAs are suitable for
being used as stand–alone platforms for implementing DSP
algorithms. The performance degradation of the
microcontroller with the increase in algorithmic complexity
makes them unsuitable for complicated DSP functions. On the
other hand, problems associated with the FPGAs lie in their
logic utilization factor, configuration latency etc. Hence none
of them can be thought of as the perfect platform for DSP. As
a possible solution, this seminar presents a reconfigurable
architecture for implementing DSP algorithms. The use of
various functional building blocks in fixed hardware for
performing the DSP computations increases performance,
while retaining much of the flexibility of a software solution
by incorporating a reconfigurable switching matrix in order to
configure connectivity among the blocks for a specific
application.
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ABSTRACT

the physical environment. A WSN is usually

Owing to numerous potential applications,
wireless sensor networks have been the
focus of a lot of research efforts lately. In
this paper we study the application of
voronoi diagram in such networks, namely
the coverage problem, in which we would
like to determine whether a region of
interest is sufficiently covered by a given set
of sensors. This problem is motivated by
monitoring applications in sensor networks,
as well as robustness concerns and protocol
requirements. We show that the coverage
problem and some of its variants can be
treated in a unified manner using suitable
generalizations of the Voronoi diagram. As
a result, we are able to give algorithms that
have better runtimes than those proposed in
previous works. Our approach also yields
efficient algorithms for coverage problems.

composed of a large number of sensor

The rapid progress of wireless

sensing

and

technologies,

embedded
and

the

microrecent

advances in electrical, mechanical and
communication systems have made Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) possible. WSN is
well-known and widely-studied for its
various potential applications, which can be
categorized

and

processing

physical

information

world

around

from

the

us,

and

communicating with neighboring nodes.
A group (few tens to thousands) of
low-cost, low-power, multi-functional and
small size sensors work together to sense the
environment,

perform

simple

data

processing and communicate wireless over a
short distance [2]. Sensors can be static or
have the ability to move around by
mounting the sensors on mobile platforms
such as Robomote [3]. With such controlled

INTRODUCTION

communication

nodes, each capable of collecting, storing

into

military,

environment,

health, home and other commercial areas
[1]. It has the potential to greatly enhance
our capability of monitoring and controlling
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ability to move independently, sensors can
be

self-redeployed

to

obtain

optimal

locations when necessary, thus significantly
improving their functionality and value. The
abundant applications of senor networks
involve

military

target

tracking

and

surveillance, civilian infrastructure, natural
disaster relief, biomedical health monitoring,
and hazardous environment exploration and
seismic sensing.
Despite the advances in the sensor
network technology, and the WSN’s great
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potential

for

many

the

monitored or tracked by sensors. Sensor

efficiency of a WSN for information

nodes utilize their sensing modules to detect

collection and network communication may

events occurring in the region of interest.

be constrained by some limitations, such as

The coverage problem concerns how to

sensor

and

guarantee that each of the points in the

communication range,

battery capacity,

region of interest (ROI) can be covered by

memory,

capabilities,

and

the sensors. To maximize the area coverage,

connection ability etc. These limitations

it’s necessary to deploy sensor nodes not too

raise challenging problems and issues

close to each other such that the sensing

including coverage, connectivity, network

capability of the network can be efficiently

lifetime, scheduling and data aggregation.

utilized; meanwhile, sensor nodes should

In order to prolong the network lifetime,

also be deployed not too far from each other

several energy conservation techniques such

to prevent forming coverage holes the area

as duty-cycling and data aggregation have

which is outside the sensing range of

been applied into WSN. Duty-cycling

sensors. In the other hand, connectivity

techniques involves scheduling to conserve

problem concerns how to guarantee that the

energy by periodically turning off sensor

collected information from the region can be

radio

data

successfully transferred through multi-hops

aggregation can save energy for WSN by

transmission in the network. To ensure

reducing the amount of data transmission. In

connectivity, it’s necessary to deploy sensor

this work, we consider the area coverage and

nodes close enough to each other so that

network connectivity issues which stem

they are within the communication range

from limited communication, sensing range

between each other.

deployment,

computation

whenever

applications,

sensing

possible;

and

and energy capacities of involved sensors.

There are several cases in which the

The area coverage and network

coverage and connectivity issues may

connectivity are another two fundamental

happen. Initially, those sensor nodes are

issues

networks

randomly deployed without a guarantee of

deployment in wireless sensor network,

area coverage and network connectivity,

since sensors are more likely to be spread in

which may result in holes in a sensing field;

an arbitrary manner [4]. The area coverage

and

degree reflects how well the goal region is

environmental conditions can also affect the

related

to
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sensor

the

existence
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network coverage and connectivity. In

This paper focuses on presenting a

addition, because of the limited battery

survey on solutions based on Voronoi

capacities of sensor nodes, the battery

diagrams for Wireless Sensor Network

depletion in several sensors cause them to

coverage determination and optimization.

stop working, which will also induce

The rest of this paper is organized as

coverage holes or poor connectivity. These

follows. Section 2 introduced wireless

cases will cause the phenomenon in which

sensor networks and its applications. Section

some regions may have a high coverage and

3 describes the sensor network coverage

connectivity degree while other regions are

problem and introduces different solutions

poorly

for

covered

and

connected

[5].

coverage

determination

and

Therefore, it is necessary to redeploy mobile

optimization. In Section 4, the Voronoi

sensor nodes or deploy additional nodes into

diagram is introduced. The solutions for

the network to solve these problems in

sensor

network

sensor

above cases. The coverage problem is the

deployment/redeployment,

coverage

major concern in this paper since a sensor’s

determination and optimization based on

prime function is to sense the environment

Voronoi approaches are introduced in

for any occurrence of the event of interest.

Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the

Actually, the coverage degree of a WSN is

paper.

viewed as a key property for Quality of

WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN),

Service (QoS) evaluation [4, 6, 7].
been

which are announced as one of the most

proposed to detect the holes and increase the

important technologies in the 21st century,

coverage of WSN by redeploying mobile

usually consists of a set of small, smart and

sensors or adding additional sensors to their

low cost sensors with limited on-board

optimal

proposed

processing capabilities, storage and short-

algorithms use computational geometry,

range wireless communication links based

especially Voronoi diagram to identify and

on the radio technology. The property of a

deal with holes and coverage problems since

sensor node can be characterized by its

its structure is much more compatible with

sensing range, memory and battery capacity,

the spatial distribution of sensors in physical

and its computation and communication

world.

capabilities. One sensor can only cover a

Different

strategies

positions.
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Some

have
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limited area, while the collaboration of a

other applications. In health care, WSN is

group of sensors can cover a more

used to provide interfaces for the disabled,

significant target region to accomplish the

integrated patient monitoring, diagnostics,

related tasks. Each element of a group can

and drug administration in hospitals, etc. It

sense and collect data from the physical

is very useful in elderly care where the

world, apply local processing, communicate

sensors can be used to track down their

with other sensors and perform aggregations

locations [8].

on the collected information.

Despite the potential capabilities and

The applications of WSN can be

various

applications,

WSN

has

some

divided into military, civilian and health

limitations in modeling, monitoring and

care, including target system and battlefield

detecting

surveillance,

monitoring,

described in Section 1. It is necessary to

traffic monitoring, building monitoring and

know how to use this technology to detect

control, border security, public security,

and monitor the corresponding phenomena

wildlife

agriculture

appropriately and efficiently. To this end,

system, etc. Information needed by smart

the designer needs to identify the relevant

environments is collected quickly and easily,

mix

no matter in buildings, utilities, industries,

phenomena

house, shipboard, transportation systems or

inaccessibility of the given area, hazardous

elsewhere [1].

environmental

environmental

monitoring,

smart

For military applications, WSN can
be an integral part of military command,
control,

communications,

computing,

intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance
and

targeting

deployment,

systems.

The

rapid

self-organization and

fault

tolerance characteristics of WSN make it a
very promising

sensing

technique

for

military. For the civilian application, WSN
can be applied in traffic monitoring,
building monitoring and control and many
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of

environmental

hardware
type,

processes

platforms
the

for

accessibility

conditions,

and

as

the
of

power

availability, etc.
COVERAGE PROBLEM IN WIRELESS
SENSOR NETWORK

Finding the best sensor location to
cover the region of interest (ROI) is an
important issue when deploying a sensor
network. The problem related to coverage
differs from an application to another. In
previous literature, this problem has been
formulated in various ways. For example,
the so-called Art Gallery Problem is to
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determine the minimum number of cameras

decrease the probability of undetected

necessary to cover an art gallery room such

penetration. The point coverage problem

that every point in the room can be

considers the coverage of a set of points of

monitored by at least one camera [9].

interest. While the area coverage is about

Therefore here, the coverage is defined as

how to cover an area with the sensors. In

the direct visibility between the observer and

this paper, we focus on area coverage with

the

the objective to maximize the coverage

target

point.

percentage the ratio of the area covered by at
least one sensor to the total area of the ROI.
Three

main

factors

may cause

coverage problem in WSN: not enough
sensors to cover the whole area, limited
sensing range of sensors and random
deployment. Since sensors are limited in
Figure 1: The coverage hole (the
shaded region) in a sensor network with disk
sensing model

power supply, energy depletion of some
sensors may result in inadequate sensors to
fully cover the whole ROI and cause

In WSN, however, the coverage means that

coverage

holes.

each location in the physical space of
interest can be covered within the sensing
range of at least one sensor. The coverage of
a sensor node is usually assumed uniform in
all directions and is represented as a disk
around the sensor, that is, the center is
located at the sensor node. Failing this
condition for some points in the ROI will
result in coverage holes, see Figure 1.
The coverage problem in WSN can
be classified into three classes, i.e. barrier
coverage, point coverage and area coverage.

Figure 2: Voronoi Diagram

The main issue in barrier coverage is to
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VORONOI DIAGRAM

neighbors.

The Voronoi diagram [9–12] is a an

For

example,

a

is

the

perpendicular bisector of the segment p1p2.

important and versatile geometric structure.
It has application in social geography,

APPLICATION OF VORONOI IN WSN

physics, astronomy, robotics, and many

Voronoi diagram is the subdivision

more fields. It represents the proximity

of the plane into n cells, one for each site

information about a set of sites it partitions a

(the generating node), with the property that

set of sites into cells in such a way that

all the points within a Voronoi cell are

points inside a cell are closer to the site

closer to the site that lies within this cell

inside the cell than to any other sites.

than any other sites. Assume that the sensing
regions of all sensors in a WSN are identical

Let P = {p1, p2, ..., pn} be a set of n distinct

circles. If a point is not covered by its

points, which are the sites in the plane. A

closest sensor node, it is obviously not

Voronoi diagram decomposes the space into

covered by any other sensor node. This is

regions around each site, such that all points

the based property to use Voronoi diagram

in the region around a site, say pi, are closer

to study the area coverage and network

to pi than to any others in P. Figure 2 shows

connectivity in WSN ( [2, 13–21]). Points

an example of the Voronoi diagram. And

inside one cell are closer to the cell’s

Figure 3 shows an example of Voronoi cell

generated sensor site than other sensors. If

for the introduction of some technical terms

this sensor cannot detect the expected

about Voronoi diagram. p1, p2, p3, p4, p5

phenomenon inside its cell, then no other

and

polygon

sensors can detect it. Stated differently, if all

constructed with the Voronoi edges a, b, c,

Voronoi vertices are covered, then the

d, and e is the Voronoi cell generated by site

region of interest is fully covered; otherwise

p1, denoted as V (p1). p2, p3, p4, p5 and p6

coverage holes exist. See Figure 4.

p6

are

six

sites.

The

are the Voronoi neighbors of p1. v1, v2, v3,
v4 and v5 are the Voronoi vertices of V
(p1), which are the intersection points of its
Voronoi edges. The Voronoi edges of V (p1)
are the perpendicular bisectors of the
segments

linked
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p1

and

its

Voronoi
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improve the overall coverage; 2) they act as
the backup sensors when the area coverage
and network connectivity can not be
guaranteed because of the battery depletion
of some nodes.
COVERAGE HOLES ESTIMATION

Assume that each static node knows
their own location and their Voronoi
neighbors’ locations, and all sensors have
the same sensing radius. A Voronoi diagram
based approach for estimating the exact
amount of coverage holes in a sensing field
was proposed in [19], which is based on the
structure and nearest neighborhood property

Figure 3: Voronoi Cell
After detecting the coverage holes,
redeployment of sensors is necessary to heal
the holes. The solutions based on Voronoi
diagram can be classified according to the
types of sensors in WSN. There are two
types of sensors: static sensor, mobile
sensors. In this paper, we have the following
assumptions. The region of interest is two
dimensional area and WSN is homogeneous.
The WSN is composed of static sensors or a
mixture of mobile and static sensors. All

of Voronoi diagrams. As mentioned in
Section 4, this property indicates that all the
points inside a Voronoi cell are closest to
only the sensor (the generated site of that
Voronoi cell) that lies within that Voronoi
cell. Therefore, if some portion of the cell is
not covered by the sensor lying inside the
cell, it will not be covered by any other
sensor, i.e., contributing to coverage holes.
The strategies for computing coverage holes
are employed in [13, 18, 19].

sensors have the same sensing radius. The
sensors know their positions by equipping
with GPS. The mobile sensors have the
moving capacities besides the processing
capacities, with two functions: 1) they can

COVERAGE HOLES HEALING

In this section, a bidding protocol
proposed in [13] to assist the movement of
mobile sensors in a WSN is introduced. In

move from the dense areas to sparse areas to
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[13],

the

network

is

compo

Static sensors are viewed as the bidders of
the coverage hole healing services. Their
bids are the estimated sizes of the detected
holes. Mobile sensors will choose the
highest bids and move to the target locations
provided by the static sensors.

The Voronoi diagram is constructed
during the initialization period of this
protocol. All static sensors broadcast their
locations
Figure 4: Coverage hole (the shaded
regions) detection based on Voronoi
diagram in WSN
sed of a mixture of mobile and static
sensors in which mobile sensors can move
from dense areas to sparse areas to improve
the overall coverage. A mobile sensor is
viewed as a hole healing server. Because the
leaving of a mobile sensor to cover (heal)

and

identities

locally.

The

broadcast radius is set to be two hops, with
which sensors can construct the Voronoi
diagram in most cases. When new mobile
sensors arrive and need to construct their
own Voronoi cells, the static sensors will
broadcast this information again after the
initialization period. To construct Voronoi
cell, each sensor first calculates the bisectors
of the considered sensors and itself based on

another coverage hole may generate a new
hole in its original location, mobile sensor’s
service has certain base price, which is the
estimate of generated coverage hole after it
leaves the current place. While the static
sensors will detect the coverage holes
locally, estimate the size of these holes, and
determine the target position inside the hole
for the mobile sensors. Based on the
properties of the Voronoi diagram, static
sensors can find the coverage holes locally.
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the location information. These bisectors
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form

several

polygons.

The

smallest

sensor. The accepted bid will be the new

polygon encircling the sensor is the Voronoi

base price of the mobile sensor.

cell of this sensor.

The next new round can start after the

After the initialization period, the

mobile sensors broadcast their new locations

bidding protocol runs round by round. Each

and new base prices locally. As the base

round has three phases.

price of the service provided by the mobile


Service Advertisement
Phase
In this phase, the mobile sensors
broadcast their prices and locations in a
local area. The base price of their service

coverage

holes

locally

by

examining their Voronoi cells, and
calculate the corresponding bids and the
target locations of these holes for the
mobile

sensors.

the service price of the mobile sensors, the
protocol terminates.

static sensors will examine these cells for

Bidding Phase

In this phase, the static sensors will
detect

sensors which can give out a bid higher than

After constructing the Voronoi cells, the

is set to be zero initially.


sensors increases, when there are no static

According

to

the

coverage hole. A static sensor will choose
the farthest Voronoi vertex as the target
location of the coming mobile sensor, if a
coverage hole is detected. Although there
are many positions that a mobile sensor can
be located inside one coverage hole, t

received information from the mobile
sensors during the service advertisement
phase, a static sensor can find a closest
mobile sensor whose base price of
service is lower than its bid, and sends a
bidding message to this mobile sensor.


Figure 6: The execution of the bidding
Serving Phase

protocol

A mobile sensor will choose the
highest bid received from the static
sensors during the bidding phase, and
moves towards the target to heal the

the highest coverage can be gained if the
mobile sensor is placed at the position
farthest from any nearby sensors since the
overlap of the sensing circles between this

coverage hole detected by that static
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new coming mobile sensor and existing
sensors is the lowest. Figure 5 shows that
the sensor p1 choose its farthest Voronoi
vertex M as the target location of the mobile
sensor it bids for.
Figure 6 shows an example of how the
protocol works. Initially, there are 40
sensors randomly placed in a 50m × 50m
flat field, among which the number of

Figure 7: The interference of node p3

mobile sensors is 12. The circles with grid
shadow are the sensing coverage of the

Figure 7 shows a network topology

mobile sensors, and the circles with stripped

of a WSN. Node p4 and node p5 cannot hear

shadow are that of the static sensors. The

each other. Node p1 has data to send to node

initial coverage is 82%. After the protocol

p5. And node p2 may also want to

terminates in the fifth round, the coverage

communicate with node p4. If node p3

reaches 93%.

transmits data to another node, however, it
will interfere the two transmissions between
p1 and p5, and between p2 and p4. Node p3

NODE SCHEDULING IN WSN

can be turned off since it is not necessary to

The above discussion talks about the

be placed an additional node in that sensing

coverage hole that may caused by the lack of

area which has been already covered by

sensor nodes. On the other hand, if a

other nodes.

network is deployed with a high density of
sensor nodes, some problems may arise such
as the intersection of sensing area, redundant
data,

communication

interference,

and

energy waste. A management application for
the network density control is necessary by
turning temporarily some sensor nodes to
sleep mode in the multi-covered areas.

Figure 8: Node p2 should be turned off in
this network topology
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latency. Node p2 can be turned temporally
off. Notice that if node p1 wants to
communicate to node p4, it is still necessary
to use a multi-hop communication.
In [21], a management scheme based
on Voronoi diagram is presented to deal
with the problem arising if the network has a
high density of sensor nodes. The scheme
schedules the nodes that will be turned on
and off. After the construction of the
Voronoi diagram of the sensor nodes, each
Voronoi cell is the desired area monitored
by the sensor node generating that cell. The
sensor with the smallest monitoring area
which is smaller than a predefined threshold
will be turned off. Then after updating the
(a)

Initial

Voronoi

diagram

(b) Updated Voronoi diagram
Figure

9:

turned off sensors become responsible for

Use

Voronoi

diagram to decide if a node should be turned
off or on.

that area. This process continues until there
is no node monitoring an area smaller than
the given threshold.

In the case shown in Figure 8, a flat
WSN uses a multi-hop connection to save
energy and increase the communication
range of a node. Node p2 and p3 are in the
transmission range of node p1. Notice that
when node p1 wants to communicate with
node p3, it can either send data to node p3
through node p2 or send data directly to
node p3. The former way wastes energy and
bandwidth

Voronoi diagram, the neighbors of this

and

ISSN: 2231-5381

increase

transmission

Let’s use the network topology
shown in Figure 7 to illustrate this
algorithm. Figure 9a shows the Voronoi
diagram of this network topology. The
algorithm makes the decision that node p3
should be turned off, since the area p3
responsible for is smaller than the given
threshold. The Voronoi diagram of the new
technology after turning p3 off is shown in
Figure 9b. Now, there is no node whose
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monitoring area is smaller than the given

[8] I. F. Akyildiz, W. Su, Y. Sankarasubramaniam, and E. Cayirci,
“Wireless sensor networks: a survey,” Computer Networks, vol.

threshold, and the algorithm terminates.

38, no. 4, pp. 393–422, 2002.

CONCLUSION

[9] M. D. Berg, O. Cheong, M. V. Kreveld, and M. Overmars,

This paper reviewed the application of
Voronoi diagram to determine and optimize
the coverage of the WSN. For a sparse
sensor

network,

the

Voronoi-based

approaches are utilized to deploy mobile
sensors for coverage holes repair. On the
other hand, for a wsn with high density of
nodes, the management scheme based on
Voronoi diagram is used to turn off some
nodes

with

small

monitoring

area
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